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I. INTRODUCTION
This volume presents the result of the Phase IA, Task B, study for
implementation of the spacecraft. It describes the effort required to de-
sign, develop, test, assemble, check out, launch, and support spacecraft
flight operations for the 1971 mission. The plan applies to the spacecraft
system only, although the OSE schedule interfaces are also identified.
OSI_ implementation is discussed in Volume 4.
Section II presents the major milestone schedules for both Phase iB
and II and discusses schedule philosophy. Section III discusses over-all
test planning and the generation of the Voyager integrated test plan. Sys-
tem and subsystem development, assembly, checkout, systems test,
launch, and mission support to implement the 1971 mission are discussed
in Section IV. The section concentrates on identifying and scheduling the
tasks that must be done to meet the launch date. Manufacturing tasks are
briefly treated in terms of schedule requirements and equipment deliveries,
but the general manufacturing plan is presented in Part 8 of Volume III of
the Phase IB proposal.
At this time only enough effort has been devoted to the detailed plan-
ning of the sequence for the 1973 and subsequent missions to assure that
the tasks are well within the available schedule time. Design efforts for
the 1973 mission could begin early in 1969, and the fabrication and accep-
tance testing can be readily spaced to provide a stable level of manpower,
equipment, and facilities.
Several appendixes are included to provide additional information
on certain planning data (such as the assembly and test planning sheets),
which would become cumbersome in the main text. The remaining
appendixes are provided to suggest the scope of the plans that will be pro-
vided in Phase IB. The following plans are outlined in these appendixes:
Assembly, test, and launch operations
Alignment
Magnetic properties control
• Contamination control
TRWsvsTEM$
Q Electromagnetic compatibility control
Mate rial acquisition
Material handling and packaging
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II. VOYAGER PROJECT SCHEDULES
I. PHASE IB SUMMARY SCHEDULE
The activities to be carried out during the implementation of
Phase IB include a major system design effort occurring during the
first three months of the program. This effort will be conducted by
three teams of design personnel. One team will be located in residence
at JPL's facilities to conduct spacecraft system engineering. This team
will be composed of the personnel from Spacecraft Engineering Operations
(see Voyager Organization Plan, submitted in response to RFP-VPMG
66-la) and the various key subsystem design engineers. Concurrent
with this effort, two teams will begin work at TRW. The first will under-
take the subsystem detailed design and analysis required to provide data
to the spacecraft engineering effort at JPL. The second will be up-dating
and revising the various Voyager project management and implementation
plans in accord with JPL requirements.
The TRW spacecraft system engineering effort at JPL will consist
of analysis and design tasks leading to the establishment of spacecraft
system, subsystem, and OSE design requirements, and preliminary
system interface requirements, all based on the revised JPL guidelines
and on the incorporation of Ranger and Mariner experience. This work
will be reviewed at the first design audit occurring the sixth week. The
TRW design team at JPL will forward the over-all design requirements
to the various subprojects along with task statements of work. This
team will provide the necessary guidance to each of the subsystem areas
for implementing these tasks. Under the direction of JPL the team will
coordinate spacecraft interface requirements with those of other systems
in the Voyager program. A final spacecraft interface requirements docu-
ment will then be prepared and submitted to JPL for approval and issuance
subsequent to Phase IB completion.
The subsystem engineering effort at TRW will consist of an initial
updating of subsystem de sign data and the initiation of de sign studies and
analyses in accord with the directions of the system design team at JPL.
7_WsYsF£M$
The subsystems groups will also define the requirements for critical
breadboard testing and submit these requirements to the system design
team and JPL for review and approval.
As the design effort continues, the spacecraft design team, in
concert with the subsystem design groups, will evolve preliminary
spacecraft system specifications, subsystem specifications, OSE speci-
fications, and Part I, CEI specifications, during October of 1966. A
second de sign audit will be held at this time to review and approve the
specifications. These updated specifications then will form the basis
for continuing design and analysis tasks, for identification of preliminary
parts lists and critical long lead-time items, and for updating of the
Phase II program plan and initiation of the detailed Phase II costing effort.
At this time, the spacecraft design team (including JPL personnel)
will relocate at TRW facilities and the tasks of detailed analysis and
design will continue. The results of these studies and analyses, and
those obtained from the breadboard testing, will be combined in final
design details leading to a third design audit and the preliminary design
review (PDR) occurring during January of 1967. The input data to the
design review will consist of:
• Spacecraft system specifications
• Subsystem specifications
• Part I, CEI specifications (partial)
• Design data package
• Integrated test plan
• System and subsystem OSE specifications
• Part I, CEI specifications (OSE)
At the completion of the PDR, the recommended changes will be
incorporated in these documents, and the design requirements output of
Phase IB will result in:
• Approved spacecraft system specification
• Approved subsystem specifications
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• Final Part I, CEI specifications (partial)
• System Phase IB design data report
• Subsystem Phase IB design data reports
• Approved integrated test plan
• Approved system and subsystem OSE specifications
• Approved Part I, CEI (OSE) specifications
The project management and implementation activities occurring
during Phase IB include the revision of the initial Phase IB and II
management plans and the implementation of those plans applicable to
Phase IB activities. The requirements for generating other plans not
yet identified will be implemented as required. Major tasks, early in
Phase IB, will be the updating of the Phase II program plan and updating
the preliminary studies and analyses required in order to establish a
firm set of premises for the Phase II costing effort. The finalization of
the Phase II program plan and the initiation of the costing effort will
begin during October of 1966. The output of this phase of the effort will
consist of the following plans:
• Approved assembly and checkout plan
• Preliminary launch operations plan
• Preliminary mission support operations plan
• Updated Phase !! organization plan
• Updated Phase II implementation plan
• Updated Phase II procurement plan
• Updated Phase II safety plan
• Updated Phase II project control plan
• Updated Phase II facilities plan
• _-__p_ p_._ ._TTdata management plan
• Updated Phase II quality program plan
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• Updated Phase II reliability program plan
• Updated Phase II manufacturing plan
• Phase II cost and incentive proposal
A summary milestone schedule of these activities is shown in
Figure I. A more detailed milestone schedule for the Phase IB activities
SPACECRAFT SYSTLM DESIGN ACTIVITIES
GO-AHEAD
MOVE TRW TEAM TOJPL
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
FIRST DESIGN AUDIT
PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS AND PART I CEI'S
SECOND DESIGN AUDIT
UPDATED SPECIFICATIONS AND PART I, CEPS
THIRD DESIGN AUDIT
PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS, PART I I CEI'S
PROJ ECT MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTA1 ION
UPDATE PHASE IB PLANS
J PL APPROVAL
PHASE II COSTING
IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
WEEKS
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Figure I. Phase IB Summary Schedule
is shown in Figure 2. This schedule describes the task-time relation-
ship of the spacecraft design efforts and their relationship to the sub-
system activities. In addition, the schedule shows the major activities
planned during Phase IB for generating project management and imple-
mentation plans and the Phase II cost proposal.
Z. PHASE II SUMMARY SCHEDULE
Figure 3 presents the major milestone schedules for the task-
time relationships leading up to the 1971 launch. A preliminary list of
subsystem deliveries is presented in Table 1. These relationships are
based on a 5-day, 40-hour week.
Beginning early in the program, formal monthly evaluations of the
details of the planned schedule will be made, as described in the Project
Control Plan. If these evaluations identify problem areas, schedules
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Name and Identification Number
0100 Structure and Mechanical
2200 Pyrotechnics
0400 Cabling
1400 Power (less solar array)
0200 Command
1200 Telemetry
1900 Data Storage
0600 Radio
2100
0500
0700
0800
2000
2300
1300
1400
Relay Link (GFE)
Computing and Sequencing
Guidance and Control
Propulsion Module
Planetary Vehicle Adapter
Science (GFE)
Temperature Control
Solar Array
Separation
Model
1/1/68
1/1/68
1/1/681'9
1/1/6810
Confign
Model
Z/1/67
tl
TI
T!
II
I!
T[
vf
v7
II
17
II
(1 _) On dock, TRW
(2) Simulated model, RCA
(3) Nonfiring model
(4) External mockup, TRW supplied
(5) As required for antenna test
(6} As required for thermal test
(7) As required for structural test
/
]7able I. Requirements for Subsystem Deliveries (Excluding S
l Laboratoryration Structural Thermal Engineering Antenna Engineeri
12) Model (7) Model (6) Model Model Model
(EM 1 ) (EM Z)
I/1/68 I/I/68
1/1/681 1Z/1/681
1/1/68 1/1/68
1/1/68 1/1/68
2/1/68 l'Z 1/1/68 loZ
1/1/684 3/1/68
3/1/68
1/13/68 1!!/685 3/15168
1/20168 3/25/68
213168 415168
2/9/69 4/11/68
2/27/68 4/29/68
1
3/I/68 RCA5/3/68
3/14/68 1/I/68 TRW5/17/68
3/1/681 1/I/681 5/3/681
4/12/68 6/12/68
512168 715168
I,!
8/7/68
8/21/68
81211681
I011168
lZ115168(RCA)
1/1/684
1/1/684
1/I/684
1/1/684
1111684
(8)
(9)
(1o)
(11)
(12)
(13)
Convert propulsion qualification subsystem to PIM
Lower interface hard mockup, mass, inertia, GAEC
Preprototype structure, DAC
Use RCA engineering model solar array
Hard mockup, from respective contractors
Use structural model solar array
)ares)
fg T/A PIM PTM
I
1,11
12/30/67
1211168
8130168
8130/68
1211168
9/30168
8/30/68
7/30/68
6/30/68
11115168
1/30/69
9115168
12/30/67
(EM 3)
8/16/68
8/16/68
8/29/68
9/6/681
9/19/68
9/2_16s
10/11/68
10/17/681
10/31/68
10/17/681
11/25/68
12118168
213169 _
2/3/69
1/15/691
1/15/69
1/15/691 , 13
12/2/68
1212168
12113/68
12120168
1/3169
1/9169
1127169
2/I/691
2/14/69
2/I/691
3/12/69
4/2/69
5/3/691
5/20/69
5/19/691
7/i/69
10/13/691
8/17/69
8117169
9/2/69
9110169
9123169
9130169
10/15/69
10/21/691
11/4/69
10/21/691
12/1/69
12/23/69
1/24/701
219170
2/6/701
3120170
51141701
9115169
9115169
1012169
lO/9/69
10122169
10129169
11/13/69
11/20/691
12/4/69
11/20/691
12/29/69
1/24/70
Z1241701
319170
3/6/701
4117170
6/24/701
10116169
10116169
1112169
1118169
11/22/69
11/29/69
12/13/69.
12/20/691
114170
12/20/691
1129170
2/24/70
3/24/701
4/9/70
4/6/701
5/17/70
8/5/701
D
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will be revised when appropriate, or acceleration measures, including
overtime, will be instituted when necessary.
When the flight spacecraft starts into the assembly and test opera-
tions, the formal schedule evaluation will be made weekly. When the
flight spacecraft is shipped to ETR, the schedule evaluation will be made
daily.
2. l Schedule Generation
The schedule was generated by first defining the time before launch
when it is necessary to initiate assembly and checkout of the first flight
spacecraft. The time required was derived from a detailed, elapsed-
time analysis of the tasks involved in the launch site operations, shipping,
flight acceptance testing, and assembly and checkout operations. The
next step defined the delivery date for each subsystem as a function of
need date during the spacecraft assembly and checkout sequence. In turn,
by accounting for the subsystem flight acceptance testing and manu-
facturing span, the start date for the manufacturing of each flight sub-
system was defined. Thus a flight hardware drawing release date was
established.
The start of PTM assembly and checkout operations was determined
by scheduling completion of the major portion of the PTM type approval
testing {i.e., magnetic, vibration, acoustics, and space simulation
testing) one month prior to completion of assembly and checkout of the
first flight spacecraft. This constraint then established the delivery
dates for the PTM subsystem assemblies.
The drawing release dates for the fabrication of the subsystem
type approval and PTM assemblies was set {for each subsystem) by the
following constraints :
• The fabrication of the subsystem type approval models
must precede the fabrication of the PTM assemblies
by one month.
• Subsystem type approval testing must be complete
prior to manufacturing flight hardware. This
e stablishe s the manufacturing drawing baseline date s
(hence CDR). The fabrication and test cycle for the
subsystem reliability demonstration units was inserted
following the start of the PTM assemblies.
13
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This process established the required CDR dates for each sub-
system. The CDR dates for each subsystem then formed the basis on
which each subproject engineer established Phase II implementation
plans and schedules.
The subproject schedules supporting the major milestone schedule
are presented in Section IV. Phase II subsystem milestones and their
constraints are:
Intermediate Design Review. Prepare updated
subsystem specifications and complete Part I,
CEI specifications for both flight equipment and
OSE. Release engineering models (EM) No. 2
and 3 drawings to manufacturing.
Critical Design Review. Prepare updated subsystem
and Part I, CEI specifications, and preliminary Part II,
CEI specifications for flight equipment and OSE.
Complete partial type approval testing on either
EM No. i or 2. Release drawings for type approval,
PTM, and reliability demonstration models. Release
OSE drawings for all units.
Completion of Subsystem Type Approval Tests. Release
updated drawing for flight spacecraft (Nos. I, 2, 3,
and spares).
First Article Configuration Inspection (November 1970).
Approve final Part II CEI specifications. Ship first
flight spacecraft to Eastern Test Range.
2.2 Schedule Philosophy
The schedule provides for a high probability of meeting all pro-
gram objectives with adequate time available for correcting any design
deficiencies uncovered during the various testing phases. Beginning in
Phase II, breadboard models of each subsystem will be fabricated and
testing initiated to provide early data for design evaluation. The results
of the breadboard tests will be used to correct or improve subsystem
performance and will be reflected in updated subsystem and completed
Part I, CEI specifications for the Intermediate Design Reviews (IDR).
These results will also be used to prepare subsystem engineering model
assembly drawings, which are then converted in engineering model sub-
systems. It is planned to build three engineering models of each sub-
system. The first of these is used for design verification testing of
14
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assemblies in the proposed flight configuration, and may be used to
evaluate the subsystem performance under environments of temperature,
vibration and thermal vacuum over specified ranges of power and signal
anomalies. The second engineering model, built by the manufacturing
organization to drawings approved at the IDR, may also be used for
further testing or delivered directly to the engineering model spacecraft
for early spacecraft compatibility testing. The results of subsystem
engineering model testing (on either EM No. I or EM No. Z) are used
to refine the design and update the specifications and final manufacturing
drawings, in preparation for the critical design review (CDR). EM No. 3
subsystems are built for use in the propulsion interaction model (PIM)
space c raft.
Early in 1968, major development testing of separation models,
structural model, thermal model, and full-scale antenna models are
completed, and results are available early enough to include any design
modifications in the PTM assemblies.
The assembly and checkout of engineering model spacecraft is
initiated in February of 1968 and completed in mid-October of that year.
The results accumulated from this operation provide the means of veri-
fying spacecraft system, subsystem, OSE, facility, and procedure
compatibility, thereby assuring high confidence in the timely completion
of the ensuing operations on the PIM, PTM, and flight spacecraft.
The schedule also provides for the initiation of reliability demon-
stration testing (including life, wearout, and one-shot testing) approxi-
mately six months prior to the delivery of hardware to the first flight
space craft.
The PTM spacecraft will have completed the most significant
portion of its type approval test sequence (i.e., space simulation) one
month prior to the completion of assembly operations on the first flight
spacecraft. Experience indicates that, with the background of engineering
mode! testing, the failures likely to be encountered during this phase of
testing do not result in major design changes. The required changes can
readily be accomplished on the flight spacecraft by schedule acceleration
technique s.
15
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The scheduled times for flight spacecraft assembly and test opera-
tions are identical to those for the EM, PIM, and PTM spacecraft. The
application of a learning curve to these operations would result in reduced
schedule times for the flight spacecraft operations. However, this factor
was not applied at this time in order to provide a more conservative
approach.
16
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Ill. TEST PLANS AND PLANNING
1. INTRODUCTION
This section discusses the tests and related activities associated
with the Voyager spacecraft project. It is the basis from which the pre-
liminary integrated test plan will be derived for Part 2 of the Phase IB
proposal. Integrated test planning will include a detailed evaluation of
test adequacy and effectiveness. The plan presented here will be expanded
to cover more detailed test requirements. Evaluations will be made of the
completeness of the entire test program, adequacy of individual tests and
cost effectiveness of alternate testing methods. The tests will be individu-
ally scheduled and the test equipment and facilities will be identified in
terms of quantity and need date.
The main purpose of test planning at this time is to identify test
hardware and prepare schedules for planning purposes. Preliminary inte-
grated test planning has also been performed to assure efficient use of
major test articles.
Since the scope of this plan covers all testing, from parts and mate-
rials to top-level system tests, it has many interfaces with other plans
and documents. Table 2 presents these document interfaces. A major
interface is with the subsystem development plans, Section IV.3. Each
subsystem development plan includes a subsystem test program which
describes or references all tests below the spacecraft system level on that
subsystem. The subsystem test programs describe those aspects of testing
peculiar to the subsystem and reference testing common to several subsys-
tems. The standard sequence of tests for type approval and flight accept-
ance is described in this section. Other generalized test programs, in-
cluding parts and materials, magnetics, electromagnetic compatibility,
manufacturing, and reliability demonstration are described in other plans
as noted on Table 2. System tests and combined systems tests are de-
scribed in their entirety in Section IV.5 of this volume.
This section is divided into two parts. The first part is a summary
of the test plan itself. Other documentation is referenced for detailed de-
scriptions. The second part discusses the test plan implementation, in-
cluding organization, integrated test planning, and data management.
17
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Table Z . Test Plan Document Interface
TYPE OF TEST DOCUMENT
Tests Below the System Level
Development
Parts and materials
Breadboard
Enginee ring model
Structural model
Propulsion
Propulsion interaction
Thermal control model
Antenna model
Ele ctr omagnetic
compatibility
Magnetic evaluation
Other development
OSE
Type Approval
Electronic subsystem
Structural model
Separation
Deployment
Mechanical component
Propulsion
Pyrotechnic lot
qualification
Preliminary Reliability Program Plan
Each Electronic Subsystem Develop-
ment Plan
Each Electronic Subsystem Develop-
ment Plan
Structural and Mechanical Develop-
ment Plan
Propulsion Subsystem Development
Plan
Spacecraft System Test
Temperature Control Subsystem
Development Plan
Radio Subsystem Development Plan
EMC Control Plan (Appendix E )
Magnetics Control Plan (Appendix C)
Each Subsystem Development Plan
OSE Implementation Plans (Voli 4)
Each Subsystem Development Plan
Structural and Mechanical Develop-
ment Plan
Structural and Mechanical Develop-
ment Plan
Structural and Mechanical Develop-
ment Plan
In applicable Subsystem Development
Plan s
Propulsion Subsystem Development
Plan
Pyrotechnic Subsystem Development
Plan
18
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Table 2. Test Plan Document Lnterface (Continued)
TYPE OF TEST DOCUMENT
Tests Below the System Level
Type Approval
Pressure vessel
Reliability demonstration
OSE
Electromagnetic
compatibility
Magnetic evaluation
Flisht Acceptance
Manufacturing
Electronic subsystem
Structural and mechanical
Propulsion
Pyrotechnics lot
acceptance
OSE
Electromagnetic
compatibility
Magnetic evaluation
Systems Test and Combined
System Tests
Guidance and Control Subsystem
Development Plan
Preliminary Reliability Program
Plan (also included in subsystem
development plans. )
OSE Implementation Plans (Vol 4)
EMC Control Plan (Appendix E )
Magnetics Control Plan (Appendix C)
Preliminary Manufacturing Plan
Each Subsystem Development Plan
Structural and Mechanical Develop-
ment Plan
Propulsion Subsystem Development
Plan
Pyrotechnic Subsystem Development
Plan
OSE Implementation Plan (Vol 4)
EMC Control Plan (Appendix E )
Magnetics Control Plan (Appendix C )
All system tests and combined sys-
tem tests are described in Spacecraft
System Test
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2. TEST PLAN
The test nomenclature, such as development, type approval, flight
acceptance, combined systems tests, system tests, and tests below the
system level, has been taken from the guidelines and preliminary speci-
fications provided by JPL. The test plan presented here is organized as
follows:
• Tests below the system level
General test programs
Electronic subsystems
Other subsystems
• System tests
• Combined systems tests
• OSE tests
Subheadings in the tests below the system level are further subdivided
into development, type approval, and flight acceptance as appropriate.
2. 1 Tests Below the System Level
The tests in this section are divided into three groups: general
test programs, electronic subsystems, and other subsystems. The
general test programs are covered by other control plans (e. g.
Magnetics Properties Control Plan) and apply to all subsystems; they are
briefly summarized and referenced. The section on electronic subsystem
tests describes the standard test program for electronic subsystems,
including development, type approval, and flight acceptance tests. The
section on other subsystems includes the nonelectronic subsystems such
as mechanical and structural, propulsion, and temperature control.
Tests tend to be unique to the subsystem, and are located in the corres-
ponding subsystem development plan.
Z.I.1 General Test Programs
The following test programs are general in that they cover more
than one subsystem and are described in other control plans.
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a. Parts and Materials Tests
The parts and materials tests will be in direct support of the
approval and listing requirements set by the Parts, Materials, and Proc-
esses Selection Board. The functions of this board and its operating cri-
teria for testing are established in the preliminary spacecraft system
reliability plan. Specific categories of nonrecurring parts and materials
tests include :
• Analysis of basic material properties
• Qualification tests
• Accelerated life tests
• Test-to-failure evaluations
• One-shot success testing
Specific categories of recurring parts and materials tests include:
• Parameter drift screening
• Periodic lot requalification
• Lot acceptance testing
The tests will also include the evaluation of magnetic properties and re-
sistance to contamination-control conditioning. The magnitude of statis-
tical-sample requirements for assuring reliability of parts and materials
will be defined in the intermediate spacecraft system reliability plan
scheduled for development in Voyager Phase LB.
b. Magnetic Tests
Magnetic properties testing is described in the Magnetics Prop-
erties Control Plan, Appendix C. Magnetic testing is planned at the parts
or component level, the assembly level, and the spacecraft level. No
magnetic testing is planned at the intermediate assembly level or at the
subsystem level.
The tests that are to be performed as part of magnetic testing
are :
• Measure the magnetic fields of components
• Measure magnetic fields both operating and nonoperating
at the assembly level
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0 Map the field of selected assemblies in the operating and
nonoperating modes
Measure the coercive force at the assembly level
l_Z.easure and map the magnetic fields nonoperating and
operating at the spacecraft level
Measure the coercive force at the spacecraft level
c. Electromagnetic Compatibility Tests
The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing is described
in Appendix E. A brief description of the types of EMC tests and where
they are applied is listed below.
Breadboard Testing
Determine breadboard noise and transient susceptibility
threshold characteristics
Investigate all breadboard signal characteristics in re-
gards to affecting inverter and transformer-rectifier
operation
En_ineerin_ Models
O Determine engineering model assembly noise and tran-
sient susceptibility threshold characteristics
Determine engineering model subsystem noise and tran-
sient susceptibility threshold characteristics
Investigate engineering model assembly signal character-
istics in regards to affecting inverter and transformer-
rectifier operation
Investigate engineering model subsystem and spacecraft
signal characteristics for their effect on inverter and
transformer-rectifier operation
Investigate engineering model electrical bonding, ground-
ing, and shielding effectivity at the subsystem and space-
craft level
Perform engineering model radiated interference meas-
urements at the assembly, subsystem, and spacecraft
levels
Perform antenna conducted interference measurements
at the assembly, subsystem, and spacecraft levels
All of the above tests will be repeated for the type approval units
at the subsystem level after the engineering model testing phase has been
completed.
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The EMC testing for the PTM and flight models is identical to
that of the engineering models and type approval models and will take
place at the subsystem and spacecraft levels.
d. Manufacturing Tests
Manufacturing tests are conducted before and after conformal
coating, encapsulation or enclosure for each electronic subassembly,
assembly, and component. These tests, procedures to be used, and in-
spection requirements are referenced on the manufacturing shop order in
accordance with the manufacturing flow sequences described in the manu-
facturing plan.
Manufacturing tests are performed at nominal input and load
conditions to meet detailed output requirements. Procedures for these
tests include: equipment requirements, test conditions, step-by-step
instructions, and criteria for acceptability. Upon acceptance, following
such tests, test data is included in and stored with the manufacturing data
package as described in the quality assurance plan.
e. Reliability Demonstration Tests
Reliability demonstration tests for the spacecraft and its sub-
system components are discussed in the Preliminary Spacecraft System
Reliability Plan. The technical criteria for the planned test quantities
and test intervals are given in Volume i, Section IV. 4. The spacecraft
level reliability test requirements are set at 1750 hours (at 40°C) in the
space chamber. Individual subsystem component tests are classified as:
life tests, wearout tests, and one-shot tests.
Component life tests are continued for either 6, i2, or 18
months depending upon their expected reliability levels. Component quan-
tities and test environments are selected to obtain an equitable reliability
assurance for all components. Wearout reliability tests are provided for
selected components to assure the ability to perform beyond the maximum
1971 mission period. One-shot reliability tests are provided for selected
components to provide an engineering confidence in the reliability of criti-
cal functional events.
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2.1.2 Electronic Subsystems
A general test program for electronic subsystems is presented here.
The specific test program for each electronic subsystem is presented in
the subsystem test plan, and additions, deviations, and exceptions are
noted there. The general test program is meant to provide a starting
point for integrated test planning that provides optimum tests for each
subsystem. This planning will continue during the preparation of the
Phase IB proposal and during Phase IB.
The tests on the electronic subsystems are divided into three cate-
gories: development, type approval, and flight acceptance.
a. Development
A typical subsystem development test cycle begins with bread-
board testing to develop the design details and, in addition, produces:
• Lists and specifications for material, parts, and processes
• Specifications for subcontract items
• High confidence system design data covering reliability,
size, weight, volume, thermal dissipation, and power
consumption
• Test procedures for engineering model tests
Thus the completion of breadboard testing provides detailed, high confi-
dence data to the spacecraft system designers; provides detailed layout
and schematics for the initiation of the design of the engineering models;
and provides an early identification of parts and material requirements.
This information is reviewed at the intermediate design review.
A typical breadboard test sequence is presented in Table 3,
with a progression of tests from assembly level through subsystem level.
Some of these tests are omitted if the test and schedule requirements are
satisfied by engineering model tests.
The next major subsystems test phase consists of testing engi-
neering models. The completion of this series of test produces:
• Released drawings and specifications
• Full design margin test results
Z4
Table 3. Breadboard Tests
NAME DES CRIP TION
Assembly Level
Temperature
Transient
su sceptibility
Power frequency
variation
Additional
parameter s
Failure mode
Inte rfa c e
Subsystem Level
Margin
Life
Vary power supply + 15% over TA temper-
ature range. Then step-stress temperature
at nominal power supply until performance
is degraded.
Subject assembly to transients, noise, and
audio tones injected into the power supply
lines and other critical signal lines. Vary
noise and transients 15% in excess of TA
levels.
Subject assembly to changes in the primary
power frequency. Vary frequency in steps
until performance is out of acceptable
limits.
Vary other critical parameters in discrete
steps until normal circuit operation ceases.
Determine effects of failures of redundant
parts.
Check interfaces between assemblies of a
given subsystem; check critical inter-
faces between subsystems; check interface
with EOSE.
(The following tests may be satisfied by
engineering model tests. )
Vary voltage, temperature, noise injection,
power frequency, power overshoot, and
power transients as specified by Voyager
test requirements specification.
Continuously exercise subsystem breadboard;
update as required and repeat margin tests
at monthly interval s.
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• Demonstration of size, weight, volume, thermal char-
acteristics, power consumption, magnetic problem areas,
intrasubsystem compatibility, and functional performance
• Test procedures for type approval (TA) testing
• Engineering models for the engineering model (EM)
spacecraft
The successful completion of the EM test phase provides firm design data
for the spacecraft subsystems design and supports the final release of
drawings to enable manufacturing and subcontractors to proceed with a
high confidence of producing reliable end items. This information is re-
viewed at the critical design review.
There will generally be three engineering models of each elec-
tronic assembly. The first is used for subsystem tests only. The second
is used in the engineering model spacecraft, and the third is used in the
propulsion interaction test model. The use of engineering models is pro-
posed for the following reasons:
• Equipment almost identical to flight hardware can be
produced with preliminary tooling early in the schedule
• Test procedures can be checked in an informal
atmo sphe re
• Design changes can be incorporated before the critical
design review
• OSE and computer programs can be debugged during
the EM cycle
• Time and expense of EM tests will be compensated for
by smoother flow of official TA and FA tests
The first engineering model may be made in engineering labora-
tories and does not require potting. The initial tests on this model are
the same as the breadboard tests described above. Thus, when bread-
boards are not needed for design purposes, the breadboard tests may be
replaced by engineering model tests when the schedule permits. Engi-
neering model tests also include EMG and magnetics as described in the
corresponding control plans. After assembly-level tests, the engineer-
ing model assemblies are integrated into a subsystem for subsystem-level
tests. This EM subsystem may replace the breadboard subsystem for
continued monitoring and tests.
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The second engineering model of an assembly is used for the
engineering model spacecraft. This model is made in the manufacturing
area and is equivalent to flight hardware with respect to conformal coat-
ing and potting. The test program for this model is coordinated with the
program for the first model so that a complete spectrum of environments
is covered by the two models. For example, vibration to TA levels may
be performed on the second model since the parts are potted.
The third engineering model is used in the propulsion inter-
action test model. It is given tests equivalent to flight acceptance to con-
firm that workmanship and quality standards have been satisfied prior to
delivery to the PIlvl spacecraft.
b. Type Approval
Type approval tests are performed to verify that design re-
quirements have been met in environments which are in excess of that
expected during the mission. The tests are designed to be nondestruc-
tive. They include functional and environmental tests at the assembly
and subsystem level. A typical minimum type approval test program is
presented in Table 4. Additional environments, such as bench handling,
transportation vibration, static acceleration, package drop, and explo-
sive atmosphere will be considered and included if appropriate. Addi-
tional environmental exposures at subsystem level will also be considered
and included if appropriate.
The standard type approval test concludes with a form of life
test interspersed with environmental margin tests. This is not a pure
form of life test, since failures are more likely to be caused by the re-
peated environmental extremes than by the extended operations. Addi-
tional life tests specifically designed to investigate expected life are
discussed in the preliminary reliability program plan. These additional
tests, along with the wearout tests and one-shot tests in the reliability
demonstration are considered as an extension of the minimum type appro-
val test program presented here.
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Table 4. Type Approval Tests, Electronic
Subsystems
NAME DES CRIP TION
Assembly Level
Temperature
Vibration
Shock
Humidity
Sterilization
compatibility
Thermal shock
Subsystem Level
Voltage and
tempe ratur e
Ele ctromagnetic
compatibility
(Subsystems must pass flight approval tests
before starting type approval tests. )
Perform all functions with + 15% variations
in external supply voltages over the type
approval temperature range.
Attach assembly to vibration exciter. Sub-
ject to complex and low frequency sine
vibration in each of three mutually per-
pendicular axes.
Subject to shocks in three axes while non-
operative; perform functional tests before
and after.
Verify noncatastrophic performance with
elevated humidity.
Expose to ethylene oxide at elevated tem-
perature; determine effects visually and
electrically.
(For assemblies external to spacecraft only. )
Place assembly in thermal vacuum chamber
with lamps and cold walls; stabilize at high
temperature, turn off lamps, leave off
until specified low temperature is reached,
and turn on lamps.
Perform all subsystem functions with varia-
tion, power overshoot, and power transients
as specified.
Perform EMC tests as specified in the EMC
control plan.
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Table 4. Type Approval Test, Electronic
Subs ystems (Continued)
NAME DES CRIPTION
Subsystem Level
Thermal vacuum
Life
Install subsystem on heat sink in thermal
vacuum chamber. Verify subsystem
operation and evacuate. Subject to short
term low temperature exposure and long
term high temperature exposure. Monitor
performance and make functional tests as
specified.
After completion of environmental tests,
cycle subsystem through its operating
modes as a form of life test. Perform
margin tests at two-month intervals;
margin tests include variations in voltage,
temperature, and power supply as
specified.
c. Flight Acceptance
The purpose of flight acceptance testing is to confirm that work-
manship and quality standards have been satisfied. Flight acceptance tests
include tests at an assembly level and subsystem level. A typical flight
acceptance test sequence on an electronic or electromagnetic subsystem
is presented in Table 5.
This typical program is separately interpreted for each sub-
system. For example, the C and S subsystem has only one assembly and
so there is no difference between tests at the assembly level and subsys-
tem level. Also the radio subsystem is given thermal vacuum tests at the
assembly level and subsystem level. This is done both for technical rea-
sons (cabling impedances are particularly critical in the radio subsystem)
and for management reasons (this subsystem is made and tested by RCA
and delivered to TRW).
Spares are given the same FA tests as the flight units. In addi-
tion, spares are functionally checked as a subsystem. All flight units and
spares are delivered to integration stores after completion of FA tests.
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Table 5. Flight Acceptance Tests, Electronic Subsystems
NAME DESCRIPT ION
Assembly Level
Pr e-environmental
Vibration
Magnetic
The rmal vacuum
Po st -envi ronment al
Subsystem Level
Voltage and Temperature
Perform all assembly functions with
variations in supply voltage, temper-
ature, noise injection, power fre-
quency variation, power overshoot,
and power transients as specified.
Attach assembly to the vibration
exciter and subject to complex
vibration in three mutually perpen-
dicular axes.
Evaluate magnetics according to
magnetic control plan.
Attach assembly to heat sink in vac-
uum chamber while operating, sub-
ject to combined temperature vacuum
test, controlling temperature by
means of heat sink and its heat ex-
changer. If assembly is external to
the spacecraft, use radiating mech-
anism for temperature control.
Functional test to determine post-
environmental pe rformance.
Perform all subsystem functions with
variations in supply voltage, temper-
ature, noise injection, power fre-
quency variation, power overshoot,
and power transients as specified for
FA testing.
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While in stores, they are removed for functional tests at two-month inter-
vals to assure that no deleterious change has occurred.
2.1.3 Other Subsystems
At the same time that the electrical subsystems progress from
breadboard through engineering and prototype model testing, each of the
other subsystems is also being tested. The structural-mechanical (in-
cluding planetary vehicle adapter), temperature control, and propulsion
subsystems lend themselves to independent testing. Each test shares the
general objectives of demonstrating functional performance of the design
under the full range of operating conditions in combination with critical
anticipated environments. The test articles used during this phase, as
in the case of electrical testing, progressively approach the production
configuration.
a. Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
This section describes the major structural-mechanical tests
(including planetary vehicle adapter) necessary to support analysis and
design. The subsystem test models include:
• The structural model (a full scale, flight configuration
structure including propulsion module with tanks, flight
vehicle adapter, and capsule interstage)
• The capsule-spacecraft separation model (full scale,
mass-inertia models of spacecraft and capsule with a
flight configuration capsule interstage)
• Spacecraft-launch vehicle separation model (full scale
mass-inertia models of spacecraft and launch vehicle
with a flight configuration planetary vehicle adapter)
The structural model, which will be used for both vibration and static
testing, is considered the type approval test for demonstrating static
structural integrity. The separation models, which are used to demon-
strate the correct operation of the separation devices, are considered
the type approval tests for the separation systems. The details of these
tests and the element and component tests which precede the major tests
(described above) are described in Section IV.3.Z.
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b. Temperature Control Subsystem
This section describes the major temperature control subsys-
tem development tests. Development tests will be run on thermal insula-
tion and engineering model louvers. The major thermal development tests
are on the thermal model (a full scale structure, including the propulsion
module, an inert rocket engine and nozzle, and thermal mockups of elec-
tronic components) and external equipment thermal models. Type appro-
val tests include component tests on louvers, heaters, and thermostats,
culminating with the complete subsystem test on the PTM. Flight accept-
ance tests include louver assemblies, heaters, and thermostats, whereas
thermal insulation assemblies will be tested at the system level flight
acceptance test. Details of the tests are included in Section IV.3.14.
c. Propulsion Subsystem
The major development tests for the propulsion subsystem can
be categorized as follows:
• Component and preliminary configuration model tests
• Engineering model tests
• Propulsion integration tests
The tests start in Phase IB, proceed through components development,
and culminate in the propulsion subsystem type approval test. Details
of the tests are included in Section IV. 3.13.
2.2 System Tests
System tests include all operations from the first spacecraft inte-
grated system test to mating of the flight capsule to the spacecraft at
AFF.TR. All system level environmental testing is defined and the opera-
tions flow for each spacecraft is detailed. The system tests performed
at AFF.TR prior to capsule mating are included in this definition. These
tests are defined in Section IV.5, Spacecraft System Tests, and Section
IV.6, Launch Site Operations. The planning and control operations neces-
sary for performing these tests are discussed in Section IV.4.3, Planning
and Control, and Section IV.8, Assembly and Test Implementation Planning.
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2.3 Combined Systems Tests
Combined systems tests are defined as those tests which require an
active interface with contractors not controlled by TRW. These tasks in-
clude tests performed with the flight capsule, DSN-spacecraft compati-
bility tests, mission support tasks, and joint launch vehicle-planetary
vehicle tests. The planning tasks required for implementation of the com-
bined systems test plan are also discussed. This information is found in
Section IV.5, Spacecraft System Tests, Section IV.6, Launch Site Opera-
tions, Section iV.7, Mission Support Operations, and Section IV.8, Assem-
bly and Test Implementation Planning.
2.4 Operational Support Equipment
2.4. I Electrical Operational Support Equipment
While type approval and flight acceptance tests associated with
spacecraft will not be run on EOSE, qualification or acceptance tests in
the broad sense will be employed to verify that the EOSE has been prop-
erly built to specifications and performs the required functions. The im-
plementation plan contained in the OSE volume {Section IV, Volume 4) dis-
cusses the activities to be performed in Phase IB to delineate specific
tests on EOSE. Tests will include design verification, type approval tests,
acceptance tests, and spacecraft-EOSE compatibility tests. All tests will
be performed in accordance with TRW Systems quality assurance require-
ments. Comprehensive test data will be collected under computer control
and off-line programs will permit retrieval of test data and formatting
into standardized report forms.
2.4.2 Assembly, Handling, and Shipping Equipment
The specific tests planned for AHSE are noted in the subsystem
functional description included in Volume 4. Generally, all AHSE is
proof-load tested and functionally tested as applicable. Acceptance tests
will be conducted on all AHSE prior to spacecraft use. Slings and func-
tional AHSE will be periodically verified to assure safe operations. De-
tail test procedures will be identified during Phase IB and developed
during Phase II.
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3. TEST PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the organization and some of the tasks re-
quired to implement the test plan. The first part discusses the Test
Board and project test office, including tasks they will perform. The
second part discusses the process of integrated test planning and the
third part discusses some aspects of test data management.
3.1 Test Board and Project Test Office
The Test Board, as defined by the Voyager Spacecraft Organization
Plan, has the responsibility for generating and monitoring the integrated
test plan, reviewing detailed plans, and certifying successful completion
of tests. The Test Board is a review board, with representatives from
all operations of the Voyager Project Division, Quality Assurance, and
JPL. The board is supported in its tasks by the project test office, which
is a staff organization in Spacecraft Assembly and Test Operations. This
office provides a continuing functional organization for planning, coordina-
ting, monitoring, and reporting all tests. It collects data and makes rec-
ommendations for review and approval by the Test Board.
During Phase IB, a major task will be to update the integrated test
plan. The associated schedules will be revised as required. All tests
will be grouped into discrete packages for costing purposes. The Voyager
spacecraft data center storage and retrieval methods will be utilized in
implementing test planning. Standard formats for test data will be estab-
lished. The integrated test plan will be coordinated with other plans. Test
planning for preliminary design reviews will be supported. Special studies
to optimize tests will be prepared as required.
During Phase If, maintenance of the integrated test plan will con-
tinue to be a major task. The Voyager spacecraft data center will be used
to collect and store test data. Special documentation required for "key
tests" will be collected and prepared. Tests will be monitored and special
studies will be made of test failures and anomalies. Engineering change
orders will be monitored for effects on test validity. Test planning for
intermediate and critical design reviews will be supported. Test program
status reports will be prepared monthly.
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3.2 Integrated Test Planning
Integrated test planning coordinated by the Test Board and project
test office will determine the scope of testing required as well as trade-
offs between tests, within the constraints of cost, time, and facility avail-
ability. The performing organizations do the planning required for imple-
mentation (who, how, when, where) while the integrated test planning is
primarily concerned with why the test is being run and what will be done
with the results. The integrated test planning provides the general test
policies so that a consistent level of testing is provided for all subsystems.
Guidance from JPL provides consistency of testing between the spacecraft
and other Voyager systems. Test tradeoff studies in the Phase IA study
have been made at a very broad level. One area is the multiple use of full
scale models.
The major development test models that have multiple usage are:
• Structural test model
• Thermal test model
• Propulsion interaction test model
• Engineering model
• Propulsion qualification test model
The structural model is used to conduct both dynamic and static testing.
At the completion of this cycle it is converted to a test bed for the boom
and appendage deployment test and as a subsystem vibration test fixture,
where required (i. e., cable subsystem). It is also used for match-mate
tests, AHSE testing and nose fairing separation testing. At completion of
the thermal model testing, the aft equipment module structure, and the
thermal control hardware and appendages are used for the propulsion in-
teraction test model. The propulsion qualification subsystem module is
then used to complete the assembly of the propulsion interaction space-
craft. The engineering model and propulsion interaction model spacecraft
are then used for early off-site facility and system interface testing.
Other areas of testingtradeoffs have been resolved only in prelim-
inary form as required to define the implementation plan. Studies will be
made of the following major areas during Phase IB proposal preparation
and during Phase IB.
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Choices of environments and environmental levels for type approval
and flight acceptance tests will be studied. A task of system engineering
will be to translate environmental predictions into meaningful specific
test requirements. The effects of multiple environments will also be con-
sidered. Cost and time constraints limit the permutation of tests in all
combinations of environments. The significant ones must, therefore, be
selected. Typical combinations being considered are:
• Cold temperature and low supply power (during Mars eclipse)
• Vibration, shock, and electrical interferences (during launch
and separation)
• Mechanical shock, cold temperature, and power supply
transients (during retrofiring)
The extent to which environmental exposures should be repeated at
an assembly and subsystem level will receive further study. A compre-
hensive test program requires complete functional tests at every level of
assembly. However, environmental exposures, such as vibration, should
be limited to avoid fatigue. In this implementation plan, the primary en-
vironmental tests are at the spacecraft and spares level, which is gen-
erally the assembly level. Other tests have been added, based on a pre-
liminary evaluation of their worth.
Reliability demonstration tests are subject to tradeoff studies as a
class. These are tests beyond those required for a minimum qualifica-
tion or type approval test program. They include life tests, wearout tests,
and one-shot tests. This class of testing is quite expensive and may be
curtailed under budget pressures.
The propulsion interaction test has major cost and facilities impli-
cations. This test is included in the implementation plan for preliminary
planning, but it is recognized that more study is required. The vibration
interactions of interest to the guidance and control subsystems are pri-
marily of low frequency--typically I/4 cps. It is expected that the bend-
ing and vibration frequencies excited by propulsion will be an order of
magnitude higher. Study during Phase IB may show that this test is of
limited use for interactions between the propulsion and guidance and
control.
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3.3 Test Data ManaGement
The test program depends on the data management system to provide
access to detailed test information, provide clear indication of test inter-
relationships, provide identification of all tests, and provide capability
for change of preliminary plans. The Test Board and project test office
will work with the Configuration and Data Control Department to further
establish the necessary systems.
In general, tests are identified by name and coded information which
identifies such items as equipment number, task number, PERT number,
type of test, and location of test. The Voyager spacecraft data center
processes this information onto punched cards. Sorts and tab runs are then
made to provide the desired grouping of tests and checks are made for miss-
ing and overlapping tests. Detailed test plans reports and data packages
are also processed through the data management system.
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IV. SPACECRAFT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
i. INTRODUCTION
The preliminary implementation plan for the 1971 Voyager space-
craft shows design engineering as the major activity of Phase IB, and
spacecraft system and subsystem development, through launch and mis-
sion operations, as the major activity during Phase II. Phase IB and
Phase II activities are discussed and the relationships between these
phases are indicated.
The organization of the material is as follows: spacecraft engi-
neering, subsystem development and manufacturing, assembly and check-
out, spacecraft system testing, and launch and mission support operations.
As a rule, this section does not discuss organization or project control,
the focus being on the identification and scheduling of the tasks that
must be accomplished to meet the launch date. The one exception to this
rule is the discussion of spacecraft engineering.
Spacecraft engineering (Section 2} is conducted by Spacecraft Engi-
neering Operations of the Voyager Project Division. This section dis-
cusses mission and systems requirement analyses and the means by which
those requirements are translated into systems, subsystems, and inter-
face documentation. The organization, responsibilities, and working inter-
faces with both JPL and TRW subsystem development groups are indicated.
Subsystem development (Section 3) treats the engineering analysis,
design and testing required to flight qualify and deliver flight hardware
to the spacecraft assembly and checkout operations. Sections 4, 5, 6 and
7 discuss the sequence of operations beginning with spacecraft assembly
and checkout and continuing through system test, launch, and mission
support. Section 8 briefly describes the Phase IB and II planning activi-
ties which are required to update the following plans:
• Assembly and checkout
• System test plan
• Launch site operations
• Mission operations support
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Z. SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Z. I Introduction
This section discusses the spacecraft engineering tasks to be
accomplished during Phase IB and Phase II by Spacecraft Engineering
Operations in the Voyager Project Division. The organization and re-
sponsibilities of Spacecraft Engineering Operations are further discussed
in Section 4.4 of the Voyager Organization Plan.
2.2 Spacecraft Engineering Milestones
The summary milestone chart, Figure 4, outlines the spacecraft
engineering schedule during Phase IB. Certain spacecraft engineering
activities, particularly those system analysis tasks to be performed in
Phase II, must continue throughout Voyager development to provide sup-
port to the spacecraft system development and test program and to mis-
sion operations. Similarly, functions relating to system requirements
and design integration are of a continuing nature and will provide sus-
tained support in design reviews, and specification and documentation
reviews. A schedule of the Phase II activities is shown in Figure 5.
2.3 Objectives of Spacecraft System En_ineerin_
Spacecraft Engineering Operations will be responsible for design
and technical development of the spacecraft system and the subsystems
to assure that the system fulfills the mission objectives optimally. With-
ing the framework of the mission specification and spacecraft system
specifications issued by jPL, spacecraft engineering will establish a sys-
tem design approach and continually perform required tradeoff studies and
monitor the functional relations among the spacecraft subsystems, the
spacecraft and its operational support system, and the interfaces between
the Voyager spacecraft system and other elements of the Voyager project.
To accomplish these objectives Spacecraft Engineering Operations
will.
e Lnterpret the system and mission requirements, specifi-
cations, and constraints issued by JPL, and define the
technical approach to be used by TRW and its subcon-
tractors in accordance with mission objectives
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WEEKS
CONTRACT GO-AHEAD
REVIEW AND PREPARE ADDENDA TO J PL SPACECRAFT SYSTEM
SPECIFICATION
REVIEW AND PREPARE ADDENDA TO INTERSYSTEM INTERFACE
SPECIFICATIONS
SELECT NOMINAL AND EXTREME TRAJECTORIES
ESTABLISH TARGETING CRITERIA
PREPARE SPACECRAFT BUS SPECIFICATIONS
PREPARE OSE REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DEFINE SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND (_L)IDELINES
DEFINE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL LAYOUT
DEFINE MECHANICAL INTERFACES AND ISSUE INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
PREPARE MECHANICAL INTERFACE CONTROL DRAWINGS
PREPARE MECHANICAL INTEGRATION CONTROL PLAN
ELECTRICAL DESIGN LAYOUT
SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM
DEVELOP INTERCONNECTING CABLING DIAGRAM
DEFINE ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACES AND PREPARE INTERFACE
SPECIFICATIONS
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Figure 4. Spacecraft Engineering Implementation, Phase IB
@
Generate the complete system level specification package
including an Addendum to the 3PL Voyager Spacecraft
System Specifications, as necessary
Generate intersystem interface specifications including
an Addendum to the corresponding JPL interface speci-
fications, as necessary
Define design requirements for Voyager spacecraft sub-
systems; review and monitor subsystem specifications
developed by all subprojects, with particular attention
to subsystem interfaces
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Figure 5. Spacecraft Engineering Implementation, Phase II
Exercise responsibility for over-all spacecraft system
.design, including definition of the spacecraft configura-
tion, preparation of functional flow diagrams, and defini-
tion of detailed operational sequences
In cooperation with subsystem engineering, monitor the
design evolution and implementation of an integrated
spacecraft system and its operational support equipment
Participate in the definition of an integrated spacecraft
system test plan
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o Resolve design and development problem areas on the
system level and performtradeoffs, as necessary, to
optimize system performance and reliability
o Formulate system and subsystem reliability models, coordi-
nate and conduct reliability assessments, and assist the
Reliability Department of Product Integrity Operations in
spacecraft reliability implementation and monitoring
Q Perform system and mission analyses in support of system
and subsystem development, assembly and test, prelaunch
and postlaunch operation
Direct design, development, and documentation of all system
electrical interfaces and implementation of the electrical
interface control plan
Direct design, development, and documentation of all system
mechanical interfaces and implementation of the mechanical
interface control plan
Prepare the science payload interface design and monitor
spacecraft science integration in cooperation with JPL
Support JPL as directed, by performing mission engineer-
ing tasks, liaison, coordination with emphasis on intersystem
interface areas, and evaluation of critical system performance
data
2.4 Engineering Functions
The spacecraft engineering effort will be divided into five functional
elements; the flow of work among these elements is shown in Figure 6.
These elements correspond to the five departments of Spacecraft Engi-
neering Operations. Four principal phases of spacecraft design are evi-
dent during Phase IB:
Initial design and definition of specifications and require-
ments (Design audit No. i)
Spacecraft design and analysis, evaluation, test planning,
and breadboarding of critical subassemblies. Iteration
of these events is planned for this stage of spacecraft
engineering (Design audit No. 2)
Completion of system and subsystem design and evaluation,
system description and specification packages subject to
preliminary JPL review (Design audit No. 3)
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• Documentation and submittal of system and subsystem
design results and presentation at formal JPL Preliminary
Design Review
Interactions of spacecraft engineering functions with other Voyager
program activities within TRW, the NASA/JPL project organization, the
major subcontractors, and the experimenters' organizations are shown
in Figure 7 in terms of a matrix presentation.
2. 5 System Analysis
2. 5. I Mission Analysis Studies
The System Analysis Department will conduct mission analyses,
throughout Phases IB and IT, to define mission and system characteristics
in accordance with the Voyager mission objectives. The mission profile
determined by JPL will be reviewed to derive basic criteria for the
spacecraft system design and development. Subsequent performance
studies conducted on a continuing basis will provide information on the
ability of the spacecraft system to meet mission objectives. Tradeoff
analyses will be required to resolve problem areas in system implemen-
tation, to determine preferred mission sequences, and to define alternate
and preferred modes of operation. The following tasks will be included:
• Analysis of nominal and extreme transit trajectories and
Mars orbits; definition of mission environmental para-
meters
• Establishment of targeting criteria and constraints
• Analysis of orbit determination accuracy
o Analysis of guidance accuracy requirements and capability
• Determination of maneuver sequences and maneuver accuracy
• Investigation of scientific coverage criteria and constraints
• Study of flight capsule trajectory and interface with flight
space c raft
o Analysis and tradoff studies involving alternate operation
and maneuver sequences
• Determination of effect of variation in the mission profile from
the nominal profile.
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2. 5. 2 Mission Engineering Support to JPL
The System Analysis Department will provide continuing support to
JPL as directed, in the performance of mission engineering tasks. This
effort is projected to extend through Phase iI. This department will:
• Assist JPL in optimizing the mission profile for best use
of launch window and for maximum scientific data return
• Study optimum deployment of science payload elements in
mission sequence
• Study alternate modes of mission operation, science data
coverage and communication
• Perform tradeoff studies as necessary to provide maxi-
mum quarantine assurance from system design and
mission performance standpoint.
2. 5. 3 Intersystemlnterface Analyses
The analysis of critical intersystem interfaces will require contin-
ued liaison with JPL and with various Voyager program elements, especi-
ally the deep space network. Interface analyses will include a continuous
review of interactions and constraints imposed by spacecraft system
implementation and integration of the spacecraft system with other pro-
gram elements. These tasks will include the following:
• Determine DSIF loading throughout Voyager mission and
during critical events
• Study capability of command and communication links for
dealing with two spacecraft in transit and in Mars orbit
• Conduct communications link analyses to define the details
of the DSIF spacecraft system interface
• Study operational and functional interfaces between plane-
tary spacecraft, launch complex, and mission operations
systems
• Study functional and hardware interfaces between planetary
spacecraft and launch vehicle
• Study functional and hardware interfaces between flight
spacecraft and flight capsule
• Study prelaunch interfaces of spacecraft and OSE with
launch operations system.
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Z. 5. 4 System Design Analysis
In addition to the tasks identified below, systems analysis will be
required in resolving unforeseen system implementation problems in
support of subsystem engineering and assembly and test operations, l_e-
lated tasks of system design analysis and review of the implementation
of the system, the subsystems, and subsystem interfaces will be per-
formed by the System Requirements Department (see Section 2.6). Tasks
will include :
• Delineate the system design approach
O Participate in critical subsystem design decisions which
affect over-all system performance and reliability
Perform tradeoff studies and select preferred design solutions
to minimize interface problems and to facilitate system inte-
g ration
Study allocation of priorities on spacecraft resources such as
power, weight, volume, and thermal capacity
Study adequacy of data link to monitor spacecraft performance;
to detect and distinguish among failure modes; to provide in-
formation for ground control; to provide required science in-
formation. Perform detailed study of the data rate budget
Study ability of spacecraft to meet Voyager mission require-
ments in terms of accuracy, operation sequence, payload de-
ployment, capsule deployment, etc.
Study ability of spacecraft to respond accurately to control
from ground
Study ability of spacecraft to maintain an environment suitable
for successful operation of various subsystems
Identify and analyze critical operating conditions and sequences
and determine ability of spacecraft system to perform suc-
cessfully during such conditions (e. g. , maneuver command
verification and solar eclipse survival).
2. 5. 5 System Reliability Studies
Throughout Phases IB and II the System Analysis Department will
perform comprehensive reliability analyses, supporting Product Integrity
Operations, in particular reliability studies pertaining to over-all system
implementation and performance. These tasks will include the following:
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Establish reliability models and estimates (refinement of
Phase IA data)
o Interpret mission reliability objectives, define system relia-
bility criteria and update as required
Perform reliability tradeoffs between subsystems during de-
sign evolution
Participate in design reviews and take follow-up action as
required
Monitor failure reporting and corrective action on the system
level.
2.5. 6 Study of Failure Modes and Backup Procedures
A comprehensive analysis of failure modes at the system level will
be conducted in support of the reliability analyses. These tasks will
include :
Study the ability of the flight spacecraft to accommodate
failures while accomplishing the total mission or a partially
suc ce s sful mis s ion
Study and identify alternate modes of operation and backup
modes applicable under various subsystem failures
Investigate failure mode s and failure detection procedure s
applicable in system prelaunch operations
Investigate failure modes and failure detection procedures
applicable during transit and Mars orbit
Study backup modes of system operation and .__fi_sslon
sequencing
Determine communication requirements for failure detection
and backup modes.
Study alternate use of automatic and commanded mission
se que nce s.
2.5. 7 Contamination Control and Sterilization
The System Analysis Department and Product T_te_ritv OPerations
will study the effect of contamination control and sterilization on system
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design and system performance. This effort will complement require-
ments definition by the studies of sterilization procedures and will coordi-
nate with Assembly and Test Operations. The following analyses will be
performed.
• Establish contamination control requirements, policies
and implementation plan
• Determine effect of contamination control and sterilization
on system design
• Conduct tradeoff studies of system performance and reliability
versus contamination control and sterilization objectives
• Monitor adherence to contamination control policies and
planetary quarantine assurance.
2. 6 System Requirements
The System Requirements Department will define and document
system level requirements and specifications and will monitor adherence
to these specifications throughout Phases IB and II. It will study the
effect of such requirements on spacecraft design and operations. This
activity is the focal point for the comprehensive review and application
of JPL requirements and for the evaluation and feedback to JPL of the
effect of such requirements on spacecraft design and operations. System
design factors, such as spacecraft subsystem interfaces, test objectives,
measurement and calibration guidelines, maintenance criteria, and
spacecraft support system integration will be documented at the level of
spacecraft specification and support system specification. The following
tasks will be included:
• Interpret JPL mission objectives and system requirements
in terms of spacecraft design objectives and spacecraft
operation requirements
• Formulate and document system-level specifications for
spacecraft and support system, and write addenda to
JPL system specifications
• Provide coordination and liaison at the system level to
achieve inter system functional compatibility
• Provide continuous monitoring of system design and develop-
ment for compliance with specifications and requirements
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• Study the impact of specifications and specification changes
on spacecraft design and operation
® Study and formulate specification change requirements
• Review and participate in writing engineering change pro-
posals.
The specification tree for the 1971 Voyager spacecraft system
illustrates the principal structure of spacecraft specifications on the
system and subsystem levels. All addenda to JPL specifications,
system, interface, environmental and requirement specifications are the
subsystem and lower levels specifications generated by subsystem
engineering in conformity with subsystem requirements and guidelines
issued by this department. The department in turn will review the
subsystem level specifications and assist in detailed formulation as
required, through its specification support group. The objective is to
adhere to a standardized specification format throughout the project.
With the support of the two Design Integration Departments the
System Requirements Department will:
• Establish over-all system definition and layout
• Prepare system functional flow diagram
• Provide detailed functional description
• Maintain and update system configuration documents and
flow diag rams
• Evaluate impact of subsystem engineering changes on over-all
system configuration and functional flow.
The System Requirements Department will, on continuing basis,
formalize and monitor interfaces between spacecraft subsystems. These
tasks include:
Define subsystem functional interface requirements
Establish the interface control implementation plan
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• Monitor interface design implementation
• Analyze constraints imposed on subsystem interfaces by
critical mission sequences
• Maintain continuous interface monitoring effort and evaluate
adherence to subsystem interface requirements and constraints.
The System Requirements Department will provide continuing
assistance to JPL in assuring a fully-integrated spacecraft system design
by performing the following tasks:
• Define intersystem interfaces and assist JPL in preparation
of interface design specification and operation requirements
• Provide coordination of intersystem interface requirements
and assist JPL in resolving interface conflicts
• Assist JPL in defining the environmental, mechanical, and
electrical interfaces between the spacecraft system and the
launch vehicle system
• Assist JPL in establishing a definition of the spacecraft
system hardware and software interfaces with the mission
operations system and the deep space network
• Determine operating constraints on DSN and on spacecraft.
The requirements for system maintenance and support equipment
will be defined and formalized at the system level during Phase IB. Com-
pliance with these requirements will be reviewed periodically during
Phase TT. Revisions of these requirements will be studied and coordinated
with assembly and test operations. These tasks include:
• Define maintenance criteria and support system integration
requirements
• Audit and review system maintenance and support system
spe cifications
• Initiate action to resolve interface problems between space-
craft and support system.
The System Requirements Department will formally document and
requirements, and specifications. These tasksupdate design criteria,
include:
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Generate the over-all spacecraft spacecraft specification
package on the system level
Maintain complete, updated documents on all system-level
requirements and specifications
Maintain updated documents on system interface specifi-
cations affecting spacecraft and support system design and
ope ration
Review subsystem and subsystem-interface specifications
and documentation and assure consistency and compatibility
with system-level specifications and documents.
2. 7 Spacecraft Science InteGration
2. 7. i Interfaces and Design InteGration
The Science Integration Department will be the focal point of
spacecraft system design activity relating to the final integration of
all science subsystems. This responsibility covers the definition
and documentation of mechanical and electrical interfaces and genera-
tion of interface specifications, including the following tasks:
Provide the principal point of contact for exchange of
information relating to science payload integration
between TRW and JPL
Prepare specifications, procedures, drawings, and other
data necessary to define and control the spacecraft science
payload interface
Assist JPL in the definition of the OSE/science support
equipment inte rfac e
Arrange for any design studies necessary to evaluate alter-
native interface design solutions or to solve problems which
arise during compatibility testing
• Authorize implementation of the approved interface design
Review spacecraft magnetic properties specification and test
results and ensure adherence to magnetic control require-
ments imposed by science payload.
2. 7.2 Assembly, Checkout and Test
Assembly of science payload system elements into the spacecraft
system and test operations at various stages of spacecraft development
will be conducted by Assembly and Test Operations but will remain
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under the
ment will
cognizance of the Science Integration Department. The depart-
exercise the following functions:
• Develop and specify test procedures in cooperation with JPL
• Assist JPL in calibration, trouble shooting, and repair of
assemblies during the process of integration
o Maintain a science equipment log containing data on each
science payload item
e Participate in reduction and analysis of test data and pre-
paration of test reports, as directed
• Initiate and pursue follow-up action necessitated as a result
of payload test data review.
• Initiate interface specification changes necessitated as a
result of science payload integration and testing.
It is proposed to provide two identical spacecraft electrical simu-
lators to be used for testing electrical compatibility of the spacecraft and
science payload subassemblies. These simulators will be designed and
developed as a part of the EOSE. One unit will be used for pre-assembly
testing of science payload elements at JPL. iThe second unit will be
located at TRW's assembly facility to permit convenient tests of science
packages at times of removal from the complete spacecraft assembly,
particularly for purposes of trouble shooting. The Science Integration
Department will be responsible for defining the simulator design require-
ments and test procedures and for supervising its installation and use.
2. 7. 3 Operation Support
The Science Integration Department will provide support to 5PL
during all phases of science payload operation, as directed, and to the
mission operations system during the operational life of the Voyager
spacecraft. These responsibilities include:
Train personnel for participation in preflight and flight
operations involving the science payload and the interfacing
spacecraft subsystems, such as DAE, command and
sequencing and communications
Assit JPL and MOS personnel in performing in-flight data
analysis, trouble-shooting, etc. with emphasis on subsystem
functions which interface with payload operations
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• Assist JPL and MOS personnel in detecting emergency
conditions and malfunctions, and in selecting backup modes
for inflight science payload operations
2. 7.4 Science Payload Integration Flow Chart
Figure 8 depicts the important events and operations during the
development of the spacecraft system, the science payload, and relevant
assembly and test functions. Dashed lines separate areas of TRW primary
responsibility, for spacecraft development and integration, from areas of
participation and support in science payload test and integration. These
areas are delineated in accordance with provisions of the JPL Preliminary
Mission Description and General System Specification (issued October 18,
1965) describing the spacecraft contractor's responsibility, and with sub-
sequent directives received November 18, 1965.
2. 7. 5 Science Payload Interface Requirements
The matrix shown in Figure 7 provides a breakdown of possible
interfaces existing between science payload elements (subdivided into
body-mounted equipment, PSP equipment, and appendage-mounted equip-
ment) interacting with functions and properties characterizing the space-
craft system design (see also Phase IA, Task A, Study Report, Vol. Ill,
page 90). ! The control and resolution of interface problems and the devel-
opment of interface designs which conform to the above requirements will
be the responsibility of the science payload integration department.
2. 8 Mechanical Design Integration
The focal point for mechanical spacecraft design activities and for
the coordination and integration of intersystem and subsystem mechanical
interfaces will be the Mechanical Design Integration Department. This
responsibility includes the generation and maintenance of mechanical
interface specifications consistent with the system design requirements
and restraints emanating from the System Requirements Department.
Specific responsibilities include analysis of system dynamic char-
acteristics; development of external structural loads; mass properties
c_ntrol; analysis and specification of thermal control requirements and
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restraints; preparation, release, and maintenance of subsystem mechan-
ical interface control drawings; assembly drawing preparation and re-
lated analysis of advanced or modified planetary vehicle configurations.
In addition, the Mechanical Design Integration Department will have a key
responsibility in the coordination and surveillance of subcontractor mech-
anical interface s.
The mechanical design and integration responsibility exercised by
the department will include the following tasks
o Direct the preparation of all configuration layouts and
mechanical system de sign drawings
• Specify mechanical design constraints on subsystems
• Define and control mechanical and functional design
compatibility of subs yste ms
• Review assembly compliance with compatibility and inter-
changeability requirements
• Prepare, release, and update spacecraft assembly drawings
• Define constraints on, and assure compatibility of appen-
dage deployment
• Design and develop support structures for science
payload subsystems
• Provide engineering support to mechanical assembly
team
• Review and approve structural model test programs
• Participate in reliability assessment
• Participate in the selection of critical materials and
processes
• Prepare mechanical interface specifications between
planetary vehicles and launch vehicle structure
• Prepare interface specification between spacecraft and
flight capsule
• Prepare, release, and update subsystem mechanical
interface control drawings
• Define mechanical interface requirements and constraints
for science payload assemblies
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@ Define design objectives for planetary spacecraft
adapters
@ Review design and implementation of separation joints
and pyrotechnic subsystems
@ Prepare conceptual design drawings for advanced missions
and system modification, as needed
Study effect of major subsystem changes on selected
configuration
Reappraise configuration and design relative to state-
of- the - art advance s
Prepare interface specifications between aft equipment
module structure and propulsion stage
Coordinate and review with propulsion subcontractor
the design and implementation of a compatible propulsion
stage structural design
Define weight allocations and other mass properties
constraints upon propulsion stage and review their
imp le me ntation
Define the dynamic and structural interfaces and control
implementation
Mass properties will be calculated, including weights, centers of
gravity, moments and products of inertia, and mass distribution for the
spacecraft and subassemblies. This task will include the following:
Generate, maintain, and update a detailed weight
budget for the spacecraft structure and all sub-
assemblies
Maintain mass properties records by using the TRW
mass properties computer program; issue mass pro-
perties reports
Hold weight review meetings as required, to exercise
weight control over all subsystems and assemblies,
to initiate weight reductions programs, and to perform
weight tradeoffs, as required
Participate in layout of assembly placement for
optimization of weight, moments and products of
inertia
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o Determine actual weights of completed components and
subassemblies and compare with the weight budget
• Obtain actual values of moments of inertia on the proof-
test model and introduce into the mass properties com-
puter program.
Similar studies will be conducted with respect to the thermal
properties of the spacecraft. These will include:
o Analysis of the thermal environment during all flight
phases and prior to launch
e Definition of thermal control requirements
® Definition of thermal interactions between subsystems
e Definition of thermal control interfaces with science
payload and flight capsule
o Allocation of available power for heaters
o Study of effect of thermal emission from propulsion
plume s
e Surveillance of thermal model test programs
e P_eview and approval of thermal model test programs.
Analysis of the dynamic behavior of the Voyager spacecraft during
transportation, handling, launch, separation, midcourse corrections,
Mars orbit injection, and capsule separation will be completed during
Phase IB. Dynamic properties will be further analyzed and verified on
the basis of test data during Phase II. The spacecraft responses to axial,
lateral, and torsional dynamic loads during the boost phase will be analy-
zed including the responses of the spacecraft structure and subassemblies.
The dynamic and structural loads analysis will include the following:
• Define maximum dynamic load environment expected
during all phases of flight
o Analyze and define the dynamics of shroud separation,
and separation of fore and aft planetary vehicles
• Analyze flight capsule and canister separation effects
o Analyze deployment of stowed appendages
o Study generation of internal loads
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Study the effect of support concepts and changes on
system dynamic characteristics and response
Define dynamic environment for each assembly
Analyze g-loads on deployed appendages during orbit
inj ection
Define constraints imposed by separation sequence
upon pyrotechnic subsystem
Generate and maintain structural design criteria
document for mechanical assemblies and subcontracted
structure
Study interaction between control system and appendages
Provide surveillance of structural model test programs
Investigate AHSE interfaces to ensure compliance with
structural loading requirements
2.9 Electrical Design Integration
The Electrical Design Integration Department establishes require-
ments for all electrical subsystems and their integration into the space-
craft. The department has prime responsibility for electrical interfaces
and the compatibility with the EOSE. The department establishes electri-
cal power budgets and load criteria. In addition, it controls compatibility
of power consuming subsystems with the power source, determines the
electromagnetic environment of the spacecraft and electromagnetic sub-
system compatibility. The department also controls magnetic properties
of the over-all spacecraft design and its subsystems. These responsibili-
ties entail:
@ Establishment of electrical interface criteria and
constraints among subsystems
Design of the electrical cabling schematic and overall
electrical system block diagrams internal to the
spacecraft system and across intersystem interfaces.
Makes use of the spacecraft configuration model as a
design tool.
Definition of system level test points in coordination with
assembly and test operations
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0 Review of electrical integration test program for adequacy
to establish adherence to interface specifications
Definition and control of intersystern electrical interfaces:
science payload, flight capsule, launch vehicle, launch
complex, and planetary vehicle adapter
Analysis of spacecraft electrical subsystem interactions
Definition and maintenance of spacecraft power require-
ments
• Analysis of detailed operating sequences during the mission
to determine detailed power profile
• Compilation, maintaining, and updating of power budgets
o Study of available power margins, contingencies, and
backup power distribution to primary consumers
The department will prepare a specification defining the electro-
magnetic interference limits on electrical subsystems, will complete the
EMC control plan, and will establish the over-all electromagnetic en-
vironment during prelaunch and flight operations. Compatibility of the
electrical subsystems with this environment will be analyzed and moni-
tored. This task will also include a study of signal levels and their
compatibility with subsystem circuit design including circuit loading,
shielding, and grounding. Signal coupling and interference will be
analyzed and controlled in connection with integration tests. Test re-
sults will be reviewed and action for control of electromagnetic inter-
ference initiated as required. An outline of the EMC plan, to be detailed
during Phase IB, is given in Appendix E.
The Electrical Design Integration Department will prepare detailed
telemetry and command lists covering all phases of spacecraft system
operation. The spacecraft instrumentation requirements will be defined
to assure an adequate program of engineering measurements for telemetry
to the ground and for detection and diagnosis of system malfunctions.
Priority levels of engineering telemetry will be established to cover per-
formance evaluation, diagnostic measurements and mission event
ve rific ation.
Responsibility for the magnetic control program by this department
will include the following tasks:
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• Definition of magnetic design and control objectives
O Preparation of guidelines for magnetic properties of
materials and parts, and approval authority as to
acceptable parts and materials. This program imposes
requirements on reliability, quality assurance, and
procurement, and on the spacecraft design approach
e Preparation and maintenance of a magnetic control
model
Establishment of subsystem magnetic testing requirements
and evaluation of test results for compliance with magnetic
control policies.
Establishment of spacecraft magnetic testing requirements
and evaluation of test results to assure the meeting of
magnetic control objectives
Tradeoff studies as required to meet magnetic properties
specific ations
Coordination with Science Integration Department to assure
compliance with science payload magnetic constraints
A preliminary outline of the Magnetics Control Plan is presented in
Appendix C.
2. 10 Spacecraft Reliability Engineering
Spacecraft Engineering Operations will evaluate reliability models,
estimates, and tradeoffs during Phases IB and II. Assumptions made for
reliability of subsystems will be analyzed to establish relative subsystem
criticality to the mission and to overall spacecraft system reliability.
The function of spacecraft reliability engineering will include the responsi-
bility for assessing reliability effects of subsystem interactions and
interface design. Results of reliability analyses will establish design
tradeoff criteria and constraints, in terms of weight, magnetic properties,
contamination control, electromagnetic interference, circuit tolerance
control, environmental control functions, maintainability, and testability.
Interactions of Reliability Engineering with the Reliability Depart-
ment of Product Integrity Operations, with Electrical and Mechanical
Subsystem Operations, and Assembly and Test Operations require close
coordination among these groups.
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The following specific tasks will be performed:
® Detailed definition of mission phases and events and the
c or r e sponding environment profile s
• System and subsystem reliability model formulation
• Study of system and subsystem reliability analysis
technique s
• Reliability standards and policies for parts and materials
• Reliability standards and policies for parts derating and
use
• Reliability tradeoff studies and status reporting
• Analysis of failure modes, effects, and criticality
• Reliability test planning
• Review of failure reports and test logs
• Corrective action planning and followup
• Coordination with launch site activities and launch
operations to monitor system reliability status
• Coordination and liaison with JPL, as required
• Analysis of reliability implications and constraints of
OSE design and OSE/spacecraft interfaces
3. SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
3. l Introduction
This section discusses the spacecraft subsystem development efforts
beginning in Phase IB and continuing to launch in Phase II. In general, the
subsystems are discussed individually, the exceptions being the inclusion
of the spacecraft-shroud adapter development in the structural mechanical
subsystem discussion and the relay link antenna development in the radio
subsystem discus sion.
T_ the main, each subsystem discussion presents a summary dis-
cussion keyed to a development flow chart showing the sequence of major
activities during Phase IB and II. A schedule is included in each dis-
cussion which relates the items in the flow charts to time. Key mile-
stones are indicated.
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During the progress of the development program certain key mile-
stones were imposed on each of the subsystems (and OSE). The Phase IB
milestones and their constraints were:
Second Design Audit (October 1966)
Preparation of preliminary subsystem specifications and Part
I, CEI specifications for both flight hardware and OSE.
PDR (January 15, 1967)
Preparation of subsystem specification and final Part I, CEI
specifications (partial) for both flight hardware and OSE and
submittal of Phase IB design data reports.
Additional design audits are scheduled for the sixth and Z6th week of
Phase IB to provide interim project management review.
The Phase iI milestones and their constraints were:
Intermediate Design Review (as shown on subsystem schedules)
Preparation of updated Subsystem Specifications and Part I, CEI
specifications, complete for both flight equipment and OSE.
Release of engineering model 2 and 3 drawing to manufacturing
Critical Design Review (as shown on subsystem schedules)
Preparation of updated subsystem and completed Part I, CEI
specifications and preliminary Part 2, CEI specifications for
flight equipment and OSE.
Completion of partial type approval testing on either EM 1 or Z
Release of drawings for type approval, PTM and reliability
demonstration models.
Release of OSE drawings for all units
• Completion of subsystem type approval tests (as shown on
subsystem schedules)
Release of updated drawing for flight spacecraft equipment
(No's. I, Z, 3, and spares)
• FACI (November 1970)
Final Part II CEI specifications
Ship first flight spacecraft to ETR
Another general ground rule affecting type approval and flight
acceptance testing which bears emphasis here is that all assemblies (black
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box) are flight acceptance tested per the requirements of Section III of
this volume prior to being used for either subsystem type approval testing
or for reliability demonstration testing. The subsystem type approval
testing cycle then includes assembly testing through all environments
(including magnetics and I_MC) excepting thermal-vacuum. The thermal-
vacuum testing is conducted on a configuration closely simulating the in-
flight arrangement. Thus, prior to thermal-vacuum testing each sub-
system is assembled and functionally checked as a subsystem, then
exposed to the type approval thermal-vacuum test sequence and tested as
required. At the completion of this cycle the subsystem is again subjected
to a complete functional test over and above its specified operating
limits of temperature, power and transient levels.
Flight acceptance testing includes environmental tests of vibration,
thermal-vacuum, magnetics and I_MC as an assembly. The subsystem is
then integrated and tested as a subsystem over the specified operating
limits of temperature, power and transient levels.
3.Z Structural and Mechanical Subsystem (Including Planetary Vehicle
Adapt e r )
3.2. I Description
The structural and mechanical subsystem consists of the flight
capsule interstage structure, equipment mounting panels, aft equipment
module, flight capsule emergency separation system, LEMDE propulsion
module structure, and planetary vehicle adapter structure. The major
components of the structural and mechanical subsystem (including adapter)
and the respective contractors are illustrated on Figure 9.
The aft equipment module structure will have the following inter-
faces: high-gain antenna support, medium-gain antenna support, low-
gain antenna support, planetary scan platform support, reaction control
system pneumatics, science packages and antennas, solar array struc-
ture, the LEMDE propulsion module structure, and AHSE.
The LEMDE propulsion module structure will have interfaces with
the following: LEMDE propulsion engine system, equipment mounting
panels, capsule interstage structure, planetary vehicle adapter structure
and the AHSI_.
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Figure 9.
AFT EQUIPMENT MODULE ITRW SYSTEMS
EQUIPMENT PANELS 1
Structural and Mechanical Subsystem (Including
Planetary Adapter)
The planetary vehicle adapter interfaces with the spacecraft at four
hard points, known as separation joints. Each of the four hard points will
have a tension bolt, a spring release, and a dual ordnance actuator. The
bolt is to be held by a split nut which can be released by the action of
either one of two pyrotechnic nuts. Shear will be taken by socket action
at the interface.
The flight capsule interfaces with the capsule interstage structure
and associated AHSE, and the planetary vehicle adapter structure inter-
faces with the flight nose fairing.
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3.2.Z Summary
The scope and responsibility of the subsystem work includes:
design; strength, dynamic, release separation, mass properties, and
reliability analyses; preparation of specifications; testing, manufactur-
ing, and liaison. The subsystem design represents no advance in the
state of the art, therefore no new research programs are anticipated.
A conservative design approach will be pursued with emphasis on minimum
weight and cost, and simplicity. Structural and functional interfaces noted
above will be developed.
The design and development tasks for the structural/mechanical
subsystem {including planetary vehicle adapter) are shown in Figure I0
and on the schedule in Figure II.
The tasks during Phase IB include the updating of the subsystems
requirements, and preliminary design layouts and analyses leading up to
the issuance, in October 1966, of preliminary subsystem and Part I, CEI
specifications. The design effort will then proceed to detailed layouts
conforming to analysis of strength, rigidity, deflection, and weight. In
addition, the structural interfaces will be defined. Prior to PDR, the
subsystem specification, final Part I CEI specifications (partial), and the
development test plans will be prepared. This material will be reviewed
during the PDR and updated as required.
The effort prior to IDR will consist of detailed design and analyses,
preparation of detailed drawings for the structural test model, interface
control drawings and preparation of the preliminary list of materials. In
addition, the effort will include development testing, preparation of final
test plans and procedures, completion of Part I CEI specifications and
updating interface specifications.
Following the IDR, the submitted items will be updated, and the
engineering model structural drawings will be released for fabrication.
The design effort will proceed into production (flight spacecraft) draw-
ings. Simultaneously, production design analysis, preparation of pre-
liminary Part II CEI specifications, and updating of interface control
drawings and specifications will occur. Flight acceptance test plans and
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!
Figure iI.
2.
Schedule for Design and Devel-
opment of Structure
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procedures will be prepared, and major development tests will be con-
ducted. The completion of the CDR is constrained by the completion of
the foregoing--especially the major structural/mechanical subsystem
(including adapter) tests. These tests include the structural model dy-
namic and static tests and the various separation tests (capsule emergency
separation, spacecraft/launch vehicle separation and preliminary nose
fairing separation tests).
After completing the CDR, submitted plans, drawings, procedures,
and specifications will be updated and released. This includes the release
of flight spacecraft structural drawings.
The effort during the next phase (CDR to FACI) consists of continu-
ous subsystem support to fabrication, assembly, and testing of the proof
test model (I°TM) and flight spacecraft. Analysis, drawings, specifica-
tions and procedures will be continually updated as required in preparation
for final submittal to the FACI.
3.2.3 Design and Development
This section details the tasks that will be performed in designing
the structure. This includes analytical tasks, basic design layout, and
det ailing.
a° Analysis
The analytical tasks to be performed include an analysis of the
structural design load criteria developed during the spacecraft systems
analysis effort to define the specific critical design loading and rigidity
requirements for each element of the structure; a strength analysis, a
meteoroid protection analysis, a detailed dynamic response analysis, an
acoustic response analysis, separation analysis, failure mode analysis,
weights analysis, and reliability analysis.
Desisn Loads Analysis. The design loads which control the
detailed design and layout of the spacecraft structure will be established
from combined steady -*_*^ and _ --- "-o_ y**_mi_ loads. The corr,bined loads will
be reduced to the internal loads used for analysis of critical structural
elements. Design load factors, acceptable deflections, buckling loads,
and fatigue limits will be defined. The mission profile will be analyzed
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and critical loading conditions identified to establish loading intensities
and dynamic environments. During spacecraft and mission development,
design loads will be iterated as required.
Strength Analysis. Primary and secondary structural members
will be analyzed to determine optimum strength-to-weight designs, dis-
continuity stresses, rigidity, deflections, and margins of safety. Conven-
tional analytical techniques will be used to determine these characteristics
for much of the structure. Where additional detailed evaluation is re-
quired, and specifically for the calculation of influence coefficients, the
redundant force analysis method will be employed.
The structural components of the bus will be evaluated to deter-
mine structural integrity under quasi-static design load conditions and
vibration test conditions.
Strength analysis will identify items requiring development
tests. Such test data will supplement and be correlated with the analysis
and design.
Meteoroid Protection Analysi s . The meteoroid protection re-
quired to meet a realistic mission reliability goal will be determined.
The effects of variations in environment which become available from
other satellite data and various penetration equations will be used in the
analysis. The results of this analysis provide constraints on the skin
thickness and design of the structural panels.
Weight Analysis. Weights, centers of gravity, moments of
inertia, and mass distributions will be generated commensurate with
design details and actual hardware. These data will support the TRW
mass properties computer program for the Voyager spacecraft.
Weight tradeoff studies will be conducted in such areas as joint
design, insulation, and material selection. Weight optimization studies,
as applied to sandwich structures, thermal isolators, and pressure vessel
support, for example, will be initiated to minimize weight.
Dynamic Analysis. Investigation and analysis of the complex
mass-spring system for the loads encountered during transportation,
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launch, boost, transit, injection, and orbit will be continued. The pow-
ered flight environments will be examined in more detail and the dynamic
response of the Voyager spacecraft will be carefully analyzed. Modal
analysis techniques will be employed, using, in various stages of the pro-
gram, a lumped parameter model, a Timoshenko beam model, and the
JPL modal analysis program. Transient effects, such as shroud separa-
tion, spacecraft separation, appendage deployment, midcourse maneuvers,
capsule canister ejection, capsule separation, and injection engine transi-
ents will be examined. Axial, lateral, and torsional response of the
spacecraft and capsule will be predicted for the worst-case dynamic load
conditions. Dynamic clearance with the shroud will be investigated.
Finally, the early development test results will be used to verify or re-
fine the preliminary analysis and the structural parameters. Certain
structural components will be designed to satisfy stiffness criteria rather
than load capability. Examples of this class of structure are the equip-
ment panels, the outriggers supporting the bus at the flight capsule adapter,
and the appendages in both boost and orbital configuration. Light exterior
structure such as panels and louvers will be further analyzed for the
acoustic environment.
Separation Analysis. Studies of the parallel separation systems
will continue to assure that the final design will meet mission requirements.
Tolerances in spring rate, spring force misalignments, and geometrical
and mass property variations of the separation system elements (i.e., the
booster, bus, and capsule), will be used in a digital separation program
to determine resultant spacecraft attitude, tipoff rates, separation velocity,
and accelerations. Tests will verify separation subsystem performance.
Deployment Analysis. The deployment of the various append-
ages will be analyzed in detail. The deployment of appendages such as the
I2-foot low-gain antenna, the magnetometer boom, the PSP, the science
antennas, and the high- and medium-gain antennas will be analyzed to
assure that the velocities, accelerations, the transient shock and vibra-
tion effects associated with release and deployment are compatible with
the system requirements, support structure, and appendage mounted
equipment. An articulated, rigid body, analytical model will be used to
analyze the various deployment sequences. Loads will be computed as a
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function of deployment times. Early design development tests will be
performed on flight type appendages to verify design characteristics.
Later, deployment tests using flight approved hardware will verify design
and performance margins.
b. Design
Structural configuration and complete interface definitions will
be established in time to support design reviews.
Data on the capsule-interstage, interstage-gEMDE propulsion
module, and the launch vehicle-planetary vehicle adapter interfaces will
be developed and coordinated. Various conceptual interface designs,
methods of attachment, and separation designs will be generated.
Preliminary layouts will be made for each candidate design.
The candidate designs will be analyzed, tradeoff studies completed and
selections made. The layouts of the configurations selected will be inte-
grated with the layouts of the interfacing subsystems and specific inter-
face requirements established.
The aft equipment module will be designed with insert patterns
identical to those in the solar array modules. Consideration will be given
to the relative expansion caused by temperature differences between the
aft equipment module structure and the LEM structure.
Since the reaction control nozzles are mounted on the aft equip-
ment module, the design will consider methods to minimize installation
and alignment problems occurring prior to and during assembly and oper-
ations checkout.
The equipment mounting panel design will reflect the use of
sandwich panel structure with standardized equipment mounting rails.
The rails will provide additional panel stiffness, establish a common
mounting for all standardized modules for ease of removal and checkout,
and rigid supports for electrical harness. Thermal louvers will be
mounted on the external surface of the panels.
The LEMDE propulsion module will be modified only as re-
quired by the Voyager system design requirements. The Voyager out-
riggers will be designed to attach to the same point on the LEMDE module
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structure as the original outriggers. Two of the eight side panels are to
be utilized as equipment mounting panels. Attachment fittings will be pro-
vided at the top and bottom surfaces for fastening the flight capsule inter-
stage structure, the LEM engine, and the aft equipment module.
The flight capsule will be supported by a cylindrical capsule
interstage structure mounted to the forward face of the LEMDE. The
interstage will be designed to have sufficient strength, rigidity, and align-
ment characteristics to satisfy the flight capsule requirements. The
attachment of the interstage structure to LEMDE will be accomplished
through fittings equipped with thermal isolators.
The planetary vehicle adapter will be designed to be integral
with the launch vehicle nose fairing, except for the four local interface
fittings. The load will be introduced into the shroud uniformly. Stiffness
characteristics of the adapter will be selected to maintain adequate
rigidity.
3.2.4 Development Hardware and Test Program
Four major test models will be required to support analysis and
design: structural model, capsule emergency separation model, space-
craft-launch vehicle separation model, and nose fairing separation model.
The structural model will be an accurate representation of the flight
configuration consisting of the main propulsion module (including tanks,
thrust support structure, plumbing), aft equipment module (including solar
array modules and appendages), planetary vehicle adapter fittings, and
capsule adapter° The structural model will be used for both vibration and
static load testing.
The capsule emergency separation model will consist of a hard,
mass-inertia mockup of the upper portion (interface) of the propulsion
module, a mass-inertia model of the capsule, and a flight configuration
capsule interstage with flight type pyrotechnic separation devices. The
tests on this model are used to develop the design details of the separa-
tion system and, later, to verify the performance of the separation system
in normal and simulated failure modes.
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The spacecraft-launch vehicle separation model will consist of
mass-inertia model of the Saturn IVB (with simulated fairing), a mass-
inertia model of the planetary vehicle, and flight configuration planetary
vehicle adapter fittings and pyrotechnic devices. Tests on this model are
used to verify correct operation of the separation system and to determine
separation velocities and tipoff rates. Failure modes are simulated to
verify design margins.
The nose fairing separation model will consist of a GFE flight type
nose fairing, a flight configuration planetary vehicle adapter, and the
structural model spacecraft (with test capsule). Explosive separations of
the fairings will be performed to determine the shock loads transmitted to
the spacecraft, and to verify proper dynamic clearances between the plan-
etary vehicle and the nose fairing. This test is scheduled for July 1969
and will constitute the final design verification test of the nose fairing/
planetary vehicle separation. If the preliminary design of the nose fair-
ing has progressed sufficiently to warrant building an engineering model
at an earlier date, it is recommended that a separation test be performed
in April 1968 to obtain early definition of problem areas.
The structural/mechanical subsystem (including adapter) develop-
ment and type approval test program is summarized in matrix format in
Table 6. The flight acceptance test program is summarized in Table 7.
Type approval and flight acceptance testing of pyrotechnic devices
are included under the pyrotechnic subsystem, Section 3.3.
3. 3 Pyrotechnic Subsystem
3. 3. I Description
The pyrotechnic subsystem consists of functional elements uti-
lizing electro-explosive devices (EED) for actuation.
The subsystem encompasses the mechanical attach-release and
control devices, EED, and associated power and control circuitry for
all Voyager flight spacecraft associated pyrotechnically initiated opera-
tions as defined and described in Volume 2, Section I0.
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Table 6. Structural-Mechanical Subsystem Development
Type Approval Test Matrix
Name of Test
Vibration
Survey ( Dynamic I
Test)
Static Loading
Test {Type
Approval)
Spacecraft-
Launch Vehicle
Separation
Item Being Tested
Structural model
Structural model
Planetary vehicle
adapter and separa-
tion system.
Purpose
a) To determine within
model limitations the
fundamental resonances
of the structure including
frequencies, general
vibration characteristics
and transmlssibility trans-
fer functions for use in
up-dating design and test
criteria for assemblies
and subassemblies
b) To ]ocate structural
weaknesses arid design
*_*L_ as related to vibra-
tion characteristics
e) To assure to a high
level of confidence that
the proof test model will
successfully pass the
type approval test.
To verify the structural
integrity of the space-
craft, planetary vehicle
adapter and capsule inter-
stage structure to withstand
design limit loads without
permanent deformation and
ultimate loads without fail-
ure for all critical design
conditions. In addition,
influence coefficients will
be Oetermined to corrobo-
rate and supplement anal-
ytical predlctions ot the
structure.
To demonstrate the cor
rect operation of the space-
craft separation system.
Determine separation
velocity and tipoff rates.
Description
T_e test article is the struc-
tural model including the
I •
main propulsion module (with
!tanks, plumbing, thrust
supports, nonflight rated
engine), aft ectuipment mod-
ule, planetary vehicle adap-
er and simulated nose
Ifairing structure, capsule
adapter, dur_nly capsule,
_quipment panels, and solar
array suhstrate. All load-
,carrying structures will be
:flight configuration, mass-
inertia simulators will be
used for all nonload carrying
elements. The fullscale
inertially similar structural
model of the spacecraft with
some simulated subassem-
blies will be _ibrated in
three ortbogonal directions.
The fundamental gross
modes of tee structure and
the response of major corn-
)onents and subassemblies
lwill be defined for low
level sinusoidal input vibrao
tion applied at the space-
,craft separation plane. The
excitation level will be
ncreased in increments up
:o qualification levels and
response recorded. Neces-
sary modifications _ill be
incorporated during test
series to prevent the occur-
rence of excessive amplifi-
"ationand/or potential fail-
ares. (Preiiminary vibration
_urveys will be made to deter-
mine the effects of: 1) various
appendage locations, 2) quan-
tity of fuel in the propellant
tanks, and 3) with and without
dummy capsule.
The test article will be the
structural model as previ-
ously described {vibration
survey) except that the mass
models (of nonstructural
equipment) will be removed.
The structural model and
planetary vehicle adapter
will be vertically cantl-
levered from a rigid simu-
lated fairing structure.
The L_p_le intcrstage ',','ill
be installed and capsule
loads will be introduced
through a dummy capsule
fixture. The spacecraft
will be instrumented with
strain gages at all critical
locations and an indepen-
dently supported deflection
measuring system _ill be
installed. Loads will be
applied hi increments up
to limit and ultimate
levels for all critical con-
ditions and load orienta-
tions. Strain and deflec-
tion readings will be taken
at each load increment.
The spacecraft will be
simulated by a hard mass-
inertial mockup of the
spacecraft bus including
the outrigger structure.
The Saturn !V-B l_unch
vehicle will he sinmlated
by a i1]ass inertial tnodel
\_ith a simulated nose
fairing. The mass models
will be assembled using a
flight configuration
Test Equipment and
Special Facilities
Vibration system, fixtures,
electronic counter, freq-
uency meter, X-Y plotters,
oscillographs, accele-om-
tiers, strain gages, dyna-
mometers, panoramic
sonic analyzer, amplifiers
meters, tape recorders
Structural model, test
lixture, hydraulic jacks.
hydraulic power supply,
Edison hydraulic pressure
proportioning unit, load
measuring devices, strain
gages, dial gages, displace-
ment transducers,
recorders.
_pacec raft and S.turn IV_ B
_nass inertial models, one
_epavation suspension test
ixture, ordnance compon-
..nts, high-speed can_eras.
carious transducers, pox_cr
supplies, r¢ corders.
I
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Table 6. Structural-Mechanical Subsystem Development
Type Approval Test Matrix (Continued)
Name of Test Item Being Tested
Nose Fairing
Separations
Capsule
Separation
Material
Allowable
Insert
Allowable
Components
Appendage
Deployment
Structural model,
nose fairing and
fairing separation
systems.
Flight capsule inter-
stage and emergency
separation system
flight configuration
pyrotechnic devices.
Structural elements
(glass, laminates,
honeycomb, plastics).
Structural elements
with various insert
configurations.
Miscellaneous
structural element
detail components,
i. e. , springs, bold-
back mechanism,
hinge fittings, panels,
joints.
Magnetometer boom
and deployment
mechaniAm
Note: This test is
typical of tests to
be performed on the
various deployable
appendages.
Purpose Desc ription
o To verify proper opera-
tion of the adapter ring/
nose fairing separation
system.
o To determine clearance
between planetary vehi-
cles and the nose fairing
during separation.
o To determine the shock
loads transmitted to the
spacecrait durlng nose
fairing separatlonm.
To demonstrate the cor-
rect operation of the cap-
sule interstage emergency
separation system, deter-
mine separation velocities
• planetary Vehicle adapters
and pyrotechnics. The
inertial models will be sus-
pended as a double pendulum
with a support from the
center of gravity of each
element with the roll axis
in the horlzonlal plane. The
two elements will be joined
by the prototype separation
system. The length of the
pendulum supports will be
selected to provide negli-
gible horizontal forces for
the separation distance
ore r which measurements
must be made. Measure-
ments will be made of the
separation velocities and tip-
off rates.
Place an assembly consist-
ing of the structural model
spacecraft, planetary vehicle
adapter, lower fairing, uppe_
fairing, and fairing explosive
systems in a simulation
chamber. Fire the explosive
devices in the prescribed se-
quence to actuate fairing de-
ployments. Measure and
photograph the responses.
An inertial model consist-
ing of the mass and c.g.
capsule model and an iner-
tlal simulation of the space-
craft will be suspended as
a double pendulum with a
support from the center of
gravity of each element with
longitudinal axis in the
horizontal plane. The two
elements will be joined by
the prototype separation
system. The length of the
pendulum supports will be
selected to provide negli-
gible horizontal forces for
the separation distance
over which measurements
must be made. Measure-
ments will be made of the
separation velocities.
Laboratory investigations
will be conducted to eval-
uate fabrication methods
and to determine struc-
tural characteristics and
)hysical prope rties.
Measure the structural
integrity of the design of
the selected insert config-
uration
; To provide test informa-
l tion for the optimum
design of detailed struc-
tural elements early in
the design stages• The
tests which will be per-
formed in this category
depend on detailed prob-
lems which arise during
the design phase.
To demonstrate flight
worthiness of the mag-
netomete r deployment
characteristics. I)
release system operation,
2} latch system opera-
tion. 3) micro-switch
operation. 4) deflection
characteristics. 5)
structural stresses,
6} angular accelerations
and 7) deployment time.
Typical test parts will be
fabricated in laboratory
using proposed structural
materials. These fabricated
samples will be subjected to
material and structural tests
to evaluate their suitability
for use in the spacecraft.
Apply a static load to the
insert and determine its load-
ing characteristics: Examlne
long term load characteris-
tics of a loaded insert.
One or more of the proposed
designs of the detailed
structural element will be
fabricated and subjected to
the static or dynamic {includ-
ing acoustic) loading which
is expected during the sub-
sequent testing or flight
conditions. Measurements
of the response (stress,
deflection, accele ratlon,
etc. ) of the various proposed
designs under the expected
loadings will be made to
provide a basis for the
selection of the best design
or to provide information
for design changes.
An EM magnetometer boom
and deployment mechanism
will be mounted on a stiff-
ness simulated backup
structure. Deployment and
hold-down mechanisms shall
be flight configuration hard-
ware. A zero-g field will be
simulated by a system of
counts rweight s.
Test Equipment and
Special Facilities
;pace chamber, cameras.
ccelerometers, straih
gages, recording system,
te st fixture.
Capsule mass and c. g.
model, inertially simulated
spacecraft with flight config-
uration interface to inter-
stage, one separation suspen-
sion test fixture, ordnance
devices, high-speed cameras.
power supplies, recorders,
mass and c.g. model
Jigs and fixtures, as
required.
Static load machines fixture.
Accelerometers, amplifiers,
shake table, oscillators,
leak detector, pressurization
equipment_ static testing
machines, dlal indicators,
strain gages, load cells,
testing frame
Test fixture, rotary position
potentiomete r s, motion
picture cameras (64 frames/
sec), strain gages I acceler-
ometers, linear rngtion
transducers, "amplifiers,
connecting circuitry, record-
ing equipment.
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3. 3.2 Summary
The flow chart, Figure i2, depicts the interrelation of functions
necessary to the development of the pyrotechnic subsystem and its inte-
gration into the Voyager flight spacecraft. The schedule for these func-
tions is shown in Figure 13.
The Phase IB effort will be initiated by an updating of the sub-
system management plan and basic pyrotechnic subsystem require-
ments. This effort will be documented by the generation of a subsystem
requirements specification. An analysis of the subsystem configuration
based on the updated requirements will be made and a subsystem block
diagram will be finalized.
The identification of the subsystem requirements and configura-
tion allows preliminary unit requirements to be defined. These items may
then be utilized as a basis for preliminary design of the mechanical and
electronic elements of the subsystem, followed by generation of a prelim-
inary parts list. Additional data considered in the design are the results
of the component analyses, compatibility analysis, and interface definition.
Breadboards of individual pyrotechnic power and control circuits
will be fabricated during the Phase IB program from which data can be
obtained to verify the validity of the design concepts. In addition,
vendor component evaluation testing will be accomplished on hardware
items and utilized in selecting vendors for these components toward the
completion of the Phase IB effort.
With the design effort and testing in process, effort will also be
directed toward a reliability analysis and performance analysis. Both
of these analyses will extend beyond the Phase IB program to inter-
mediate design review (IDR).
In the area of program documentation, the preliminary subsystem
and Part I CEI specifications will be prepared by October, 1966. Prior
to preliminary design review (PDR), the subsystem specification, a
subsystem development test plan and a final Part I CEI (partial) speci-
fication will be available. A preliminary interface specification and
design data report will also be completed during the Phase IB program.
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/
Figure 13. Schedule for Pyrotechnic
Subsystem
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These documents will be reviewed during the PDR in preparation for
entering Phase II of the program.
The results of a unit failure mode analysis performed early in
Phase II will be considered along with the Phase IB information in
finalization of the subsystem design and parts selection. A Phase II
breadboard will be fabricated from which data can be obtained for
design verification. Engineering model drawings will be prepared prior
to IDR which will be used for fabrication of engineering models (EM).
Documentation which will have been finalized prior to IDR consists of
the subsystem specification and Part I CEI specification.
The preliminary Part II CEI specification will be prepared prior
to CDR and will be finalized prior to first article configuration inspec-
tion (FACI), following incorporation of any revisions dictated by test
program results.
The development test program on breadboards, EM's, and other
special-purpose models will be performed and the results analyzed.
Appropriate modifications to the design and documentation will be made
when indicated by equipment performance during the test program.
Manufacturing drawings will be produced and following the critical
design review, will be released to production for use in fabrication of
the flight subsystems.
3.3. 3 Design and Development
a. Subsystem Analysis
The basis for analysis of the subsystem is the requirements
and constraints imposed from a number of sources, including range
safety requirements, environmental requirements, interface require-
ments, etc. The culmination of identification of all subsystem require-
ments is the definition of the subsystem configuration which will best
satisfy these requirements. With the establishment of an optimum
configuration, it becomes possible to separate the naechanical and
electronic portions of the subsystem.
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be made,
compatibility, power consumption, thermal effects, packaging,
b. Pyrotechnic Control Assembly
The electrical design will utilize the analysis effort, sub-
system requirements and block diagram as its starting point. The
work which has been done to date has considered the division of design
into circuit groups, which, when combined in an assembly, provide the
total required capabilities. The circuit groups which have been identi-
fied are:
An analysis of the electrical portions of the subsystem will
taking into account electromagnetic compatibility, magnetic
and safety.
• Safe/arm
• Power conversion
• Energy storage
• Firing circuits
This subdivision will be re-evaluated as detailed design effort proceeds.
The selected groups will then be packaged as modules which lend them-
selves to simplified fabrication. Combining a set of modules will result
in the finished assembly.
c. Mechanical Devices
The mechanical devices identified to date can be categorized
by type as:
Release nuts
Pin pullers
Electrical disconnects
Testing of the various mechanisms will be performed as part of the test-
ing program for the mechanical subsystem.
An additional device, not identified above, is the explosive
valve. Although pyrotechnically actuated, this valve will be designed
and tested as part of the propulsion subsystem.
d. Electro Explosive Devices
Since presently identified requirements have permitted the use
of a proven device now being used as the Apollo standard initiator, an
9O
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extensive development program on EED is not planned, although possible
improvements, such as an increased mating of connector shells before
pins, will be studied.
3.3.4 Development Test Program
a. Pyrotechnic Control Assembly
The test program (summarized in Table 8) will be initiated on
circuit breadboards for conceptual design verification and will proceed to
Table 8. Electrical Development Tests
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose Description
Pyro Control
Assembly
Breadboard
Pyro Control
Assembly
Engineering
Model
Flight
Acceptance
Test
Type
Approval
Test
Life Test
Safe and arm cir-
cuits power con-
version, energy
storage, firing
circuits
]_M No. 1, No. 2
and No. 3
assemblies
EM No. 3
TA models,
PTM' s,
flight subsystems
TA models and
EM No. 2
TA model
Perform an engineering eval-
uation of preliminary circuit
design. Provide data on
normal operation and suscep-
tibility to voltage and
frequency variations, load
variations, temperature
extremes, combined off-limit
conditions with various fail-
ure modes induced.
Same as the breadboard test
except on the packaged model.
In addition, provide data on
electromagnetic compatibility,
magnetic compatibility,
vibration, and system
integration.
Confirm acceptable operation
on a unit and subsystem level.
Confirm satisfaction of
design requirements under
environmental conditions in
excess of those anticipated
in flight.
Confirm operability over
extended period of time.
The circuits will be operated
under normal conditions us-
ing a simulated power source
and load. The various par-
ameters identified will be
varied through a range in
excess of anticipated type
approval ranges and per-
formance margin will be
dete rn, ined.
In addition to testing
described above, tests on
conducted and radiated inter-
ference and measurements of
magnetic stability and
induced fields will be per-
formed. Operation in an off-
limit vibration environment
will be determined. Func-
tional operation as a part of a
spacecraft total system oper-
ating into simulated EED's
will be verified.
Functional operation will be
verified under a variety of
induced conditions, such as
voltage and frequency varia-
tions, noise injection, tem-
peraLure variations, etc.
Magnetic testing will be
accomplished as wili vibra-
tion and thermal vacuum
testing. Functional opera-
tion will be rever[fied.
Performance as a subsystem
will be determined.
Flight acceptance testing will
be accomplished. This wilt
be followed by type approval
testing as defined in the JPL
Voyager 1971 Performance
and Design Specification,
17 September 1965.
Subsystem will be operated
continuously with functional
operation verification every
twu liiotith_.
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engineering model testing. The EM provides packaged circuits which can
be subjected to a variety of environmental conditions. Since components
are in a fixed relationship to each other at this point, meaningful EMC
and magnetics data can be obtained. The TA modeI will provide the sub-
system for qualification and testing. Simulated EED will be used for all
testing up to the PTM; on the PTM live EED will be used for release
operations.
b. Mechanical-Attach EED
In addition to component development tests and engineering unit
model tests of the mechanical-attach EED's, the following major models
will be required: configuration mockup, capsule emergency separation
model, spacecraft-launch vehicle separation model, structural modei
(which will include a subsystem EM of the complete pyrotechnic subsys-
tem), EM and the PTM. These models are described in Section 3.2. The
capsule emergency separation, with flight type pyrotechnic devices, is
used to demonstrate correct operation of the separation system. After
the vibration and static tests on the structural model, it will be refurbished
to include a complete pyrotechnic subsystem. The model will be vibrated
and subjected to a series of functional tests involving repeated firings of
the EED devices (with deployment of booms and appendages). This test
is intended to assure that the PTM will successfully pass the TA test.
Tests on the EM will basically consist of eiectricaI tests of
subsystem interface compatibility. The tests of the PTM, which will in-
ciude firing of EED and boom deployments (after vibration- acoustics and
space simulation), constitutes the TA of the complete subsystem. This
test is described in Section 4.
The pyrotechnic subsystem development, type approval, and
flight acceptar_ce test program is summarized in Table 9.
3.4 Cabling Subsystem
3.4. 1 Description
The cabling subsystem consists of the wiring bundles, connectors,
and junction boxes which provide for the signal and power flow between all
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Table 9. Pyrotechnic Subsystem Test Matrix
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose Description Test Equipment and
Special Facilities
Ordnance -
Release Assem-
bly Development
Test
Release Nut -
Flight Space-
c raft/Adapte r
Separation
Release Nut -
Flight Space-
c raft/Capsule
Interstage
Separation
Release Nut -
Antenna Stowage
Release
Dual Pin Puller
- PSP Gimbal
Uncaging.
Electrical
Disconnect-
EED Actuated
Release.
Complete Pyro-
technic Subsys-
tem (Develop-
ment Test),
Development model
release assemblies,
1. e., pinpuller,
cartridge, simulated
interface structure.
EM release nut,
threaded" rod, debris
catcher bolt, bolt
ejector spring,
split holding nut,
pressure cartridge,
simulated interface
structure.
EM release nut,
threaded rod, debris
catcher bolt, bolt
ejector spring,
split holding nut,
_ressure cartridge,
simulated interface
structure.
EM release nut,
threaded rod, debris
catcher bolt, bolt
ejector spring,
split holding nut,
_ressure cartridge,
simulated interface
structure.
EM modified pin
puller pressure car-
tridge, simulated
interface structure.
EM connector with
cable, EED actuated
release mechanism,
pressure cartridge,
preloaded bungee
cord, simulated inter-'
face structure.
Complete pyrotechnic
subsystem mounted on
structural model com-
>lete with appendages,
capsule interstage and
launch vehicle adapter_,
and simulated nose
fairing.
To develop and establish
the release mechanism-
ordnance configuration.
Evaluate functionability
of the assembly and deter-
mine time to release
simulated load and extent
of outgassing.
Evaluate functionabillty
of the assembly and deter-
: mine time to release
simulated load and extent
! of outgassing.
Evaluate functionability
of the assembly and deter-
mine time to release
simulated load and extent
of outgassing.
Evaluate functionability
of the assembly and deter-
mine time to release
simulated load and extent
of outgassing.
Evaluation functionability
of the assembly and deter-
mine time to release
simulated load and extent
of outgassing.
To demonstrate the correct
operation of the pyrotechnic
subsystem when subjected
to a preconditioning envir-
onment.
Development release
assemblies will be installed
in test fixtures subjected
to firing tests at an altitude
environment. The effects
of preconditioning environ-
ments (vibration, temper-
ature, shock, ete.) and
varying size of explosive
charge will be determined.
The assembly will undergo
vibration and shock environ-
ment then be placed in an
ordnance thermal vacuum
chamber, soaked at -300OF
and fired.
The assembly will undergo
vibration and shock environ-
ment then be placed in an
ordnance thermal vacuum
chamber, soaked at -300°F
and fired.
The assembly will undergo
vibration and shock environ-
ment then be placed in an
ordnance thermal vacuum
chamber, soaked at -300°F
and fired.
The assembly will undergo
vibration and shock environ-
ment then be placed in an
ordnance thermal vacuum
chamber, soaked at -300OF
and fired.
The assembly will undergo
vibration and shock environ-
ment then be placed in an
ordnance thermal vacuum
chamber, soaked at -300°F
and fired.
The test article will be the
structural model as previ-
ously described (vibration
survey) except that the
model will be refurbished
to include complete engin-
eering models of pyrotech-
nic subsystem (and the
cabling subsystem). The
full scale model will be
vibrated in three orthogonal
directions. The pyrotech-
nic release devices will be
repeatedly fired and movable
appendages deployed under
a simulated zero "g" field.
The spacecraft separation
and capsule separation
ordnance will be fired,
(however, physical separa-
tions will n_t _ccur.
J
Separation system tests [
are discussed below). l
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp- humidity
chamber, shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ersj transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp- humidity
chamber shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ers, transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp-humldity
chamber shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ers, transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp- humidfty
chamber shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ers, transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp- humidity
chamber shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ers, transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp _humidity
chamber shaker, shock
test machine, oscillo-
scope and camera, vibra-
tion and shock test adapt-
ers, transducers.
Vibration system, Fixture_,,
electronic counter, freq-
uency meter, X-Y plotters,
oscillographs, accelerome.
ters, strain gages, dynom-
eters, panoramic sonic
analyzer, amplifiers,
meters, tape recorders
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Table 9. Pyrotechnic Subsystem Test Matrix (Continued)
Name of Test
5pacec raft -
Launch Vehicle
5epa ration
Model (Type
Approval)
Capsule
_eparation
(Type
Approval)
Ordnance - -
Release Assem-
bly- Extren?e
Environment
Test (Type
Approval Test)
Ordnance - -
Release Assem-
bly-Proof
Fire Test
(Type Approval
Test)
Ordnance - -
Release Assem-
bly (Flight
Acceptance
Test)
O rdnn nc e - -
Satellite Separ-
ation System--
Release As sem-
bly Cartridge
Current Sensi-
tivity Test
(Safe Current
Test) Flight
.A C cept/_nce
Test
Item Being Tested
Planetary vehicle
adapter and separa-
tion system.
Flight capsule inter-
stage and emergency
separation system
flight configuration
pyrotechnic devices.
Electroexplo sive
mechanical attach
release devices,
i.e., release nuts, pin
puller, etc. Random
selections from each
lot buy of each type of
device will be tested.
Elect roexplo sive
mechanical attach
release devices,
i.e., release nuts, pin
puIler, etc. Random
selections from each
lot buy of each type of
device will be tested.
Randol_ samples
from flight lot of
the above devices.
Ralldonl samples from
the flight lot buy of
initiators (cartridges)
Purpose
To demonstrate the correct
operation of the spacecraft
separation system. Deter-
mine separation velocity
and tipoff rates.
To demonstrate the correct
operation of the capsule
interstage emergency
separation system, deter-
mine separation velocities.
This test is to demonstrate
that the margins of environ-
ment are satisfactory for
the lot acceptance test.
This test is to demonstrate
that the undercha rye and
overcharge ordllltnce load-
ing tolerances will satis-
factorily operate the
devices.
This test in to demonstrate
the functional reliability
of the flight lot ordnance
devices.
This test determines all
fire and no fire current
values by determining mean
firing current and standard
deviation around the mean
De s c ription
These tests, which are
described in section C-2
(structural-mech. sub-
system), are type approval
tests of the separation
system and pyrotechnic
devices.
These tests, which are
described in section C-Z
(structural-mech. sub-
system), are type approval
tests of the separation
system and pyrotechnic
devices.
The prototype release
assemblies will be installed
in a test fixture, subjected
to one extreme environment
(above qualification level),
and test fired in orbit envir-
onment.
1) High Temperature
2) Low Temperature
3) IIumidity
4) Vibration
5) Shock
6) Life Storage
The prototype release
assembly will be loaded
with 1 5 percent overcharge
o r 1% pe rcent unde rcha rye
cartridges and fired in a
vacuum environment.
1) Overcharge
2) Undercharge
The flight lot assemblies
will be properly preloaded
in a test fixture and sub-
jected to qualification
levels of the Voyager envir-
onment encountered during
storage shipment, hand-
ling, preflight and flight.
After exposure the devices
will be functionally tested
by firing the ordnance
devices in an in-orbit
environment.
NOTE: This test is
required for each
separate buy of
lots of ordnance
and release devices.
Cartridges will be tested
using the Bruceton up and
down method to determine
quantities of fire or no
fire at incremental values
about the mean firing
current.
1) No fire
2) All fire
Note: This test is required
for each different cart-
ridge type and will be
repeated for additional
lot buys of ordnance.
Test Equipment and
Special Facilities
Spacecraft and Saturn
IVB mass inertial models,
one separation suspension
test fixture, ordnance com-
)onents, high speed cameras,
various transducers, power
supplies, recorders.
Capsule mass and c. g.
model, inertially simulated
spacecraft with flight con-
figuration interface to inter-
stage, one separation sus-
pension test fixture,
ordnance devices, high
speed cameras, power
supplies, recorders, mass
and c.g. model.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp-humidity
chamber, shaker, shock
test machine, oscilloscope
and camera, vibration and
shock test adapters,
transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp-humidity
chamber, shaker, shock
test machine, oscilloscope
and camera, vibration and
shock test adapters,
transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, temp- humidity
chamber, shaker, shock
test machine, oscilloscope
and camera, vibration and
shock test adapters,
transducers.
Test fixture, fragment
shield, ordnance firing
console, te rap-humidity
chamber, shaker, shock
test machines, oscilloscope
_'.nd can_era, vii)ration arid
shock test adapters,
transducers.
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electrical elements of the spacecraft system.
following major components:
• Main harness
It is composed of the
three and seven as shown on Figure 14.
• Intrapanel harnesses (including that portion of the test
harness which is integral with the spacecraft)
• Radio frequency coaxial cabling
• Pyrotechnic harness
• J-boxe s (four}
The major portion of the subsystem is located on equipment panels
These panels are each divided
CAPSULE
CONNECTOR
BOX
J
LAUNCH VEHICLE J BOX
CONNECTOR
qEL TEST CONNECTORS
'J BOX
Figure 14. Voyager Spacecraft Cabling Layout
into four subpanels. Interconnecting harnesses are provided to connect
the assemblies on one subpanel° Inputs, outputs, and telemetry test
points are cabledto J-boxes. The main harness is routed in semicircles
around the engine, following the structuralbeams. Subpanel test connec-
tors and subsystem flyable test harnesses are provided for ground testing.
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Microwave cabling uses semirigid coaxial cable; high-frequency and ultra-
high frequency cabling is handled by flexible coaxial cable.
3.4.2 Summary
The tasks planned for the development of the cabling subsystem are
shown in Figure 15. At the start of Phase IB, the updating of cabling sub-
system analysis will commence. Preliminary Part I-CEI specifications
and subsystem specifications will be generated and will form part of the
preliminary design review (PDR) which is held prior to Phase II go-ahead.
Also during Phase IB a preliminary parts list will be generated and long
lead-time parts ordered. After the preliminary design review and PhaseII
go-ahead, parts will be procured for the engineering model (EM) cable
subsystems. The cabling subsystem specifications will be updated as a
result of the PDR. An intermediate design review will be held after which
fabrication and test of the two EM subsystems will start.
After the testing phase has been completed, a critical design re-
view (CDR) will be held, after which fabrication and test of the type ap-
proval (TA), proof test model (PTM), and flight cabling subsystems will
commence. Also, all specifications will be updated as a result of the
CDR.
Figure 16 presents the schedule for the activities shown on the de-
velopment flow chart.
3.4.3 Design, Development, and Fabrication
a. Analysis and Design
After contract go-ahead, any new technical requirements will
be analyzed and incorporated into the cabling subsystem design effort.
Once the assembly and subsystem requirements are established, various
types of analysis will be conducted. The major types of analysis that will
be conducted upon the cabling subsystem are described in the following
paragraphs.
The reliability of the subsystem will be analyzed in terms of
its component parts. The results of this analysis will be used to im-
prove the design and provide data for tradeoff studies. Vibration
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analysis will include consideration of cable routing and clamping in
terms of the environment during boost and retro firing. The thermal
constraint will be analyzed to provide temperature extremes to be used
in subsystem design.
Power consumption will be analyzed to determine the proper
wire gauges. Signal attenuation and VSWR will be analyzed for the micro-
wave and high frequency cabling and connectors. Studies of shielding,
grounding, and bonding techniques as well as selective cable grouping
will be performed to minimize EMI and magnetic effects. Similar
analyses will be conducted on the J-boxes. Weight estimates and veri-
fication will be made.
After all of the aforementioned analyses have been completed, a
master cabling diagram will be drawn. The cabling list will be prepared
using the WIDE (wiring integration design engineering) concept. In using
this concept, every wire comprising the cabling subsystem will be listed
on IBM cards using a suitable programming format as well as the wire
type, length, input and output pin assignments, signal level, source im-
pedance and load impedance. The IBM cards will be continuously updated
and the computer will generate updated wire lists containing the above
mentioned parameters. This cabling list will become the prime interface
document for Voyager spacecraft subsystem.
The design of the cabling subsystem will also consider the
following:
• Minimizing the number of necessary connectors
• Minimizing the number of necessary connections
• Accessibility
• Bend radius limits
• Cable routing and clamping
Once the cable design is firm, mockup cables and J-boxes will be
fabricated and installed in the configuration model spacecraft. By
utilizing the configuration model spacecraft, cable lengths, bend radii,
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routing and clamping can be easily and properly determined at an early
schedule time. EM's will be fabricated for each J-box using the cabling
list as the major design tool. All of the above analyses will be em-
ployed in the design of the J-boxes. No breadboard testing is planned
for the J-boxes.
b. Fabric ation
A complete set of harnesses will be fabricated for the two EM
spacecraft, using the information and knowledge gained from the con-
figuration model spacecraft. Two complete sets of EM J-boxes will also
be fabricated for the EM spacecrafts using information obtained from the
mockups located in the configuration model spacecraft. After the EM
cabling subsystems have successfully passed all tests, fabrication of the
TA and PTM units will commence. After these units have passed TA
tests, the cabling subsystems for the flight spacecrafts are fabricated.
All cabling will be outgassed at the end of the fabrication cycle.
3.4.4 Tests
After fabrication, each EM cable and J-box will be hi-pot and
continuity tested using the flexible automatic cable test (FACT) machine.
All IBM cards that were developed for the WIDE program are adaptable
for the FACT machine. After the hi-pot and continuity tests have been
completed, a magnetics property check is made on each cable and J-box.
The cables and J-boxes will next be installed in the structural model
spacecraft for environmental testing. Once the c_bles have been con-
nected to the J-boxes, a complete end to end continuity test is to be
performed using the FACT machine. The environmental tests are to be
performed using TA levels as a minimum on EM No. I and No. Z. The
tests that are to be performed are vibration, shock, humidity, ethylene
oxide compatibility, thermal shock, and thermal vacuum. EM No. 3 will
undergo vibration and thermal vacuum testing at flight acceptance levels.
Hi-pot and continuity tests will be performed before and after
these environmental tests. After successful completion of these tests,
fabrication of TA units is started.
Testing of TA units will be identical to the tests that were run on
the EM No. I and No. 2 cabling subsystems. For flight acceptance (FA)
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testing, the PTM and flight cabling will be hi-potted and continuity
checked. The PTM and flight J-boxes will be thermal vacuum and
vibration tested to FA levels.
Electromagnetic compatibility tests will be performed on the
cabling subsystem as part of the spacecraft system assembly and testing
phase. The test matrix is shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Cabling Subsystem Test Matrix
EM No. i
Assemblies
EM No. 2
Assemblies
EM No. 3
Assemblies
TA Assemblies
PTM
Assemblies
FA Assemblies
X
X X X
X X X X
X x X
X x X X
X X X X X
X X X X
x x x(Z) x(Z) x
{i) Electromagnetics compatibility testing will not be accomplished at the assembly level,
but rather, will be accomplished on a subsystem level as part of spacecraft assembly
and test.
(2) Performed during spacecraft system test.
3. 5 Power Subsystem
3.5.1 Description
The electrical power subsystem provides four basic forms of
electrical power to the spacecraft bus cabling subsystem for utilization
aboard the flight spacecraft and the flight capsule prior to separation.
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Four power buses will supply: l) direct array output, 2) unregulated
battery output, 3) regulated 400 Hz-phase, and 4) regulated 4000 Hz-
phase supply. Requirements for power characteristics other than these
will be provided by power conditioning equipment within the individual
user subsystems.
The Voyager power subsystem equipment consists of a fixed eight-
panel solar array, three silver cadmium batteries, a power control unit
(PCU), two shunt element assemblies, three battery regulators, two
4000 Hz inverters, two 400 Hz inverters, and a power distribution box.
A precision oscillator and clock divide circuitry are located within the
power subsystem to provide system synchronization and reduce the funda-
mental frequency down to the 400 Hz level.
3.5.2 Summary
a. Development Flow Plan
The development effort will consist of an orderly progression
of analysis, testing, and documentation in accordance with the develop-
ment flow plan shown in Figure i7. The initial two months of Phase IB
activity will accomplish modification of the proposed power management
plan in accordance with suggestions of JPL, and updating of the Phase IA
definition of power requirements. On this basis, subsystem requirements
will be documented in the form of a power subsystem requirements
specification and block diagram. Preliminary Part I CEI Specifications
(partial) will be delivered to JPL 4 months after go-ahead.
Preliminary circuit design is supplemented by the fabrication
and testing of critical circuit breadboards as required to investigate the
characteristics and conceptual feasibility of critical circuit designs.
Specific requirements for such Phase IB anaiysis breadboarding are dis-
cussed in paragraph 3.5.4 of development testing. Evaluation tests wiIi
be performed on sample quantities of solar cell modules and battery cells
to provide data for vendor selection. Subsystem analysis of interfaces,
reliability and performance will parallel the circuit design effort.
The Phase IB design effort is reviewed at the preliminary
design review (PDR) for approval of the subsystem design concept and
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final Part I CEI Specifications (partial). Following the PDR,
culminates with the following accomplishments:
Phase IB
• Release of subsystem specifications
• Release of Final Part I CEI Specifications (Partial)
• Selection of battery cell vendor
• Advance material release for Engineering Model No. 1
and Phase II breadboards
• Preparation of detailed power subsystem test plan
• Design of engineering test equipment
• OSE subsystem specification
• Preliminary Part I (Partial) Specifications for OSE
• OSE design data report
• Power subsystem design data report
Phase II development activity is keyed to two major design
reviews designated as the intermediate design review (IDR) and the
critical design review (CDR). In addition, approximately 2-I/2 months
prior to the IDR, it is planned to conduct a less formal design audit.
Limited breadboard test results, battery cell characteristics data, and
solar module test data will be available at the design audit.
In preparation for the IDR, the design effort proceeds to
completion of engineering model (EM) drawings and completion of Part I
CEI specifications. Updating and continual testing of the breadboard
proceeds until launch. EM No. 1 will be built in the Engineering Lab-
oratory under direct supervision of the design engineers. The start of
EM No. 1 fabrication will not be constrained by the IDR milestone, in
order to permit early recognition and correction of packaging problems.
However, fabrication of EM No. 2 and EM No. 3 will require IDR review
and approval of detailed EM drawings, and specifications for parts,
materials, and processes. The fabrication flow plan and preliminary
acceptance test procedures will also be submitted for IDR review.
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EM Nos. 2 and 3 will be fabricated by the Hardware Operations
shops as a learning experience, following documented processes and util-
izing flight type components whenever feasible. These subsystems will be
acceptance tested utilizing acceptance test procedures and installed into
the EM and PIM spacecraft. During EM fabrication, the solar array,
structural, antenna, and thermal models will also be fabricated for use
on test model spacecraft.
Comprehensive testing of EM No. I will precede the CDR, in-
cluding test evaluation under environmental conditions which approximate
subsystem type approval tests. Preliminary Part II specifications, manu-
facturing drawings, and acceptance test documentation will be reviewed at
the CDR. Design release follows, after any required modifications.
Equipment fabricated after formal design release includes life
test articles, the TA subsystem, subsystems for PTM and flight space-
craft, and flight spares. Release of flight subsystems and spares will be
subject to successful completion of type approval tests.
Design, development, and fabrication of the solar array will be
subcontracted to RCA; the battery assembly, battery charge regulator,
battery boost regulator, and inverters are subject to a formal make-or-
buy decision. The power subsystem hardware is listed in Table il.
b. Schedules
Development will proceed in accordance with the schedule
indicated in Figure 18. Early Phase II fabrication and testing of the
breadboard, EM No. i, battery cells, and solar cell Q-boards, neces-
sitates an advance material release during Phase IB, for procurement
of these items.
c. Test Program
Development testing of power subsystems and unit equipment
is considered to include the following categories of tests:
® Battery cell evaluation tests
e Analysis breadboarding
• Parts and materials tests
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Table 11. Power Subsystem Equipment List
Equipment Name
Developlnent
Subsystem Spacecraft
Solar Array Panels
Power Control Unit l
Shunt Element Assembly 1
Battery* 3
Battery Charge Regulator 3
4. 0 KC Inverter 1
400 Cps Inverter t
Power Distribution Unit 1
Solar Array Q-Boards 6
Battery Cells* 25
$Quantity does not include attrition.
_*Simulated array mockups.
I I I0 8 8 8 8
I 2 I
Z 4 2
3 6 3
3 6 3
Z 4 2
Z 4 Z
I 2 I
75
***Spares to be determined during Phase IB.
Subsystem Spacecraft Reliability Flight
Type Type Tests Hardware
Approval Approval
2 8 24 ***
I 1 6 3 *_*
2 2 7 6 ***
3 3 3 9 ***
3 3 4 9 ***
2 Z 5 6 ***
7' 2 5 6 ***
1 1 4 3 ***
® Equipment breadboard tests
Solar cell Q-board tests
• Solar array EM tests
• Equipment EM tests
• Breadboard and EM subsystem tests.
The above tests are scheduled to yield appropriate data for
the design reviews. Subsystem breadboard testing will continue until
first launch; EM No. i subsystem environmental testing will be
completed after the IDR in time for implementing necessary modifications
prior to the CDR. Additional testing after design release will include sub-
systems integration testing utilizing solar array thermal, structural and
antenna mockups; subsystem TA; component life testing; and FA testing
for the PTM spacecraft and flight equipment. See Section 3.5.4.
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3.5.3 Analysis and Design
a. Power Subsystem
The subsystem development effort involves those tasks which
treat the subsystem as a whole. These tasks are directed towards
assuring compatibility of individual units within the subsystem as well
as compatibility of the subsystem within the constraints and requirements
of the spacecraft.
Surveillance of power margins as affected by revisions to space-
craft load requirements, array temperatures, definition of science loads,
and effect of motor heating will be a continuous effort. An electric power
management control plan will be implemented to provide systematic and
timely acquisition of beneficial design data and load requirements
Subsystem design analyses will include steady-state and
transient operations, potential failure modes, and comprehensive
reliability assessment. Reliability gains possible from establishing
emergency load priorities will be examined. Subsystem interfaces will
be identified and requirements for test points and telemetry will be re-
examined. DC voltage regulation limits will be a function of the battery
boost regulator and the array shunt regulator characteristics. Analysis
and test will assure that these limits are compatible with user equipment.
Considerations of array area and temperatures will examine implications
of potential improvements in solar cell design as well as over-all system
tradeoffs of weight and size for missions beyond 1971.
The major subsystem analysis and design effort will be
accomplished upon completion of environmental testing of EM No. 1.
Power subsystem development design documentation includes the sub-
system block diagram, subsystem specification, and contribution to
Part I of CEI specifications.
b. B atte ry
The battery load requirements will be revised in the prepara-
tion of preliminary battery and cell specifications. These specifications,
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together with supporting instructions and drawings, will be used to
procure vendor evaluation cells for performance verification testing by
TRW. Data from these cell tests will aid in the final selection of the
battery cell vendor and in preparation of cell acceptance, battery
acceptance, and environmental test procedures and provide preliminary
characteristic data.
Battery packaging layouts will be initiated immediately after
selection of the battery cell vendor, concurrent with thermal and struc-
tural design analysis. The scheme of charge control requires voltage
measurement of individual cells and logic circuitry which sends a charge
termination signal when any three single cell voltages exceed a selected
reference voltage. A preliminary concept of these voltage sensors and
circuitry will be established during Phase IB to permit accommodation
by the packaging design. Battery magnetic moment effects will be mini-
mized by proper arrangement of cell orientation and intercell wiring and
connections.
The thermal design of the battery will involve the selection of
insulating and bonding materials which satisfy the requirements of
electrically isolating each cell from the base plate while providing heat
conduction between them. The structural design of the battery will
include analysis of internal pressure as well as shock and vibration
factors.
are:
The most probable failure modes in silver-cadmium batteries
I)
2)
Seal failures
® High internal pressure
• Mechanical damage
• Weld stresses
• Electrodeposition of braze alloys
from seal weld
Short circuit failures
• Misalignment of one of the electrode placques
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® Silver migration on ceramic insulation
® Insulation breakdown
® Impurities from fabrication processing
® Flaking plate material due to improper
heat treating and/or excess material
® Battery connector shorts
3) Open circuit failures
® Connectors
® Seal leaks
@ Broken plates due to dynamic environment.
These failure modes will be analyzed to determine the most reliable
battery design.
TRW will maintain close surveillance over the battery cell
vendor's test procedures, acceptance tests, failure reports and
corrective actions. This activity will be supplemented as necessary by
TRW participation in vendor analysis of critical design areas.
c. Power Control
The power control functions are packaged as three units
designated as the power control unit (PCU), shunt element assembly
(SEA), and the battery regulator.
Power Control Unit. The PCU provides voltage sensing and
error signal amplification to control the SEA and battery regulators; logic
and switching for battery charge control and control of redundant units;
generation of a synchronization signal; and telemetry monitors of current
and voltage. Upon definition of specific system requirements, detailed
tradeoff studies will be made to establish detailed circuit and module con-
cepts. The array shunt point and shunt elen_e nt dissipation requirements
are dependent on the load profile, the number of parallel panel sections,
and the output characteristics of the array under various temperature con-
ditions. Analysis will confirm compatibility of the selected operating
point with requirements on the control and load dissipation of the shunt
elements.
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Thermal analysis of the PCU establishes maximum component
temperature levels at critical modes of operation. Failure mode
analysis includes effects of both open and short circuits under worst case
voltage, current, and power characteristics of the components. Circuit
and part redundancy of newly designed circuits will be selected for mini-
mum power dissipation considering tradeoffs of gain requirements, relia-
bility, and power conservation. Analysis and testing of the comparative
merits and reliability of using relays or solid state switching for battery
charge control will be performed to assure that maximum reliability is
artaine d.
The high temperature sterilization may be a problem with some
electronic components, notably tantalum capacitors. An evaluation pro-
gram for selected critical parts will qualify their capability for survival
without degradation at this temperature.
Battery Regulator. The battery regulator is packaged with the
battery charge regulator and boost regulator. The proposed charge regu-
lator has been designed and breadboard tested on individual silver-cadmium
cells. The present circuit uses standard components assembled by welded
wire techniques. Each individual cell voltage is measured and compared
with a reference. When any cell reaches a voltage equal to or greater
than the reference voltage, a signal is sent which terminates charge to the
entire battery. The proposed method will require that three cells reach a
maximum voltage level in order to terminate charge to the entire battery.
The voltage limit at which this occurs varies as a function of temperature.
The voltage-temperature function can be varied over a wide range by
appropriate selection of network components. Four basis tasks remain
before a complete cell level charge control model can be constructed.
l)
z)
Current Compensation. Since the limiting voltage of a
silver-cadmium cell varies as a function of current,
as well as temperature, the charge control system must
be modified to include the voltage limiting as a function
of current variation. Circuit development effort may
include current compensation of voltage limit.
Charge Control - Parametric Data. Additional parametric
data must be generated to supplement existing data for the
complete expected range of operation of the Voyager
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battery system. Tests will determine the variation of
voltage limit as a function of temperature (at constant
current} and current (at constant temperature}.
3) Votin[ Logic Design. The charge control system can be
designed so that a full charge signal is required from one
or more cells in order to terminate charge to the entire
battery. If a large number of cells must signal full charge
before battery charge is terminated, the probability that
failure of a single voltage sensing module will affect the
battery charge operation decreases. Tests will deter-
mine the effect of cell mismatch and of multiple signal
requirements upon the probability of severe overcharge
of the weakest cell in the pack and confirm the selection
of a three vote logic for the charge control.
4) Design of Integrated Circuitry. Because the voltage
sensing modules are designed to operate directly on the
voltage of a single cell (a maximum of 1.6 volts), micro-
circuitry will be considered. This enables a decrease in
the over-all weight of the charge control system, leads
to decreased sensitivity of temperature variations, and
improved battery packaging techniques.
Cell voltage sensing and voltage limiter logic for battery
charge control will be packaged as an integral part of the battery.
Current limiting elements will be packaged as part of the battery
regulator.
A boost regulator design study will be made to compare circuit
concepts for reliability and efficiency. Active element core losses and
copper losses will be evaluated as a function of switching frequency.
Although reliability is increased by redundant active elements within
the regulator, this approach is wasteful of drive and forward drop
losses. Furthermore, the use of three regulators will provide the
required redundancy for reliability. Analysis will be made to compare
this system with a system utilizing majority voting for the on-off control
logic and a conventional boost regulator design. A bus voltage dead-
band within the bus regulation tolerance must be utilized to prevent the
array shunt regulator from hunting while the boost regulator is active.
The use of a common voltage reference derived from the array shunt
error amplifier in the PCU will eliminate nominal and long term drift
considerations. Testing will be required to establish stability and ade-
quacy of regulation control and dead-band separation.
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Based upon these analyses and other subsystem requirements,
specifications and functional schematic diagrams will be prepared.
Performance requirements for each of approximately six functional
modules will be established and module specifications issued. Detailed
circuit design will proceed based upon these specifications. Thermal
analysis will continue as a reiterative process as packaging layout of
the modules and unit assembly progresses.
d. Power C onditionin_
Power conditioning requirements will be provided by
redundant sets of two inverter packages, with square wave output
frequencies of 4.0 kc and 400 cps. Performance characteristics are
within the capability of developed TRW design concepts. Detailed
design and parts selection will particularly consider reliability and
efficiency. Inherent in the generation and distribution of square wave
AC is the requirement for detailed attention to RFI suppression and
susceptibility. The inverters will accept a synchronization signal from
the PCU to prevent beat frequencies.
Performance requirements for functional module assemblies
will be established and module specifications issued. Thermal analysis
of the preliminary package configuration for each inverter will determine
maximum component temperature levels to enable assessment of the fol-
lowing performance parameters and design characteristics under operating
conditions: regulation, distortion, turn-on and turn-off characteristics,
electromagnetic interference, size and weight, efficiency, reliability,
component stress levels, thermal considerations, and mechanical stress.
Thermal analysis will continue as a reiterative process as
packaging layout of the modules and total inverter assembly progresses.
Electromagnetic interference is a prime consideration in circuit design
and layout of components. A modular packaging concept permits place-
ment of parts according to circuit function with short connections be-
tween functions. Each inverter package layout will have a metallic en-
closure constituting an uncluttered section which will be the connector
area; input filters are imposed between the connector area and the
inverter functional circuitry. The layout will minimize the effect of
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electromagnetic fields external to the modules by proper orientation of
components and modules. Conducted I_FI will be cancelled by utilizing
twisted pairs between modules. The modular concept also permits
logical in-line checkouts and minimizes the number of connections
between functions. Design analysis will be supported by breadboard and
engineering model testing.
New magnetic component designs will be prepared as required,
with the corresponding procedures for fabrication and test. It is
planned to fabricate these magnetics at TRW.
e. Power Distribution Box
The power distribution box receives the output of inverters,
batteries, and solar arrays, and distributes power to consuming subsys-
tems in accordance with commands from the computing and sequencing
subsystem. It serves as interface between the power subsystem and the
main flight harness. The main electrical functions are connecting,
switching, and circuit protection.
Solid state switching versus electromechanical relays will be
examined to determine relative reliabilities, EMI effects, and possible
interface problems between subsystems. Leakage current constraints
may permit solid state switching in one case but not another. Protection
devices and circuitry will be evaluated. Proposed telemetering points to
monitor currents, voltages, and switching status will be updated during
Phase lB.
f. Solar Array
Parametric design studies will be conducted of TRW-provided
power requirements, eclipse criteria, and sun distance-angle profile to
establish optimized array performance characteristics. Analyses will
be performed involving weight and performance tradeoffs, magnetic field
due to loop currents, reliability and failure modes, solar cell degradation,
structural and thermal design, and ethylene oxide compatibility.
The design effort will stress selection of modules, materials,
and fabrication techniques to accommodate the wide range of panel tem-
peratures to be encountered. Analysis will be supplemented by Q-board
testing of various proposed designs.
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Detailed consideration of possible retrorocket plume contami-
nation and type approval test temperature limits will be studied. Using
margins specified by JPZ for type approval test temperatures, the
resultant test limits become +160 to -160°C. These temperatures are
considered an advancement of the state-of-the-art. It is expected that
the solar array thermal design will afford predictable and stable thermal
performance permitting narrower temperature test margins. This will
be the subject of a detailed study in Phase IB.
3. 5.4 Test Program
a. Development Te stin_
Subsystem Development Tests. Subsystem development
testing will be performed using both breadboard and engineering model
equipment as shown in Table 12. Subsystem tests will utilize the equip-
ment previously used in unit development testing. Breadboard bench test-
ing of the subsystem will continue until first launch.
Table 12. Power Subsystem Development Test Matrix
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
Subsystem
Breadboard
Subsystem EM
Breadboards: inverters,
PCU, shunt elements
assembly, battery regu-
lator, distribution unit
EM's: inverters, PCU,
shunt elements assem-
bly, battery, battery
regulator, distribution
unit
Continuous evaluation of sys-
tem performance under simu-
lated load conditions. Verify
compatibility of PCU and
loads. Confirm telemetry
requirements
Verify subsystem design in
the laboratory. Study response
of system to possible failures
and develop corrective pro-
cedures. Assess electromag-
netic compatibility at subsys-
tern level
Measure efficiency, regula-
tion; observe waveforms;
study failure characteristics,
performance switching func-
tions and transients associated
with load switching
Operate the entire electrical
subsystem less solar array
with loads and temperature
simulating launch, eclipse
and cruise operations
A solar array simulator and dummy loads will be used for
both breadboard and engineering model testing. EM's of the battery will
be incorporated into the subsystem as part of the EM test phase.
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Subsequent spacecraft integration tests will determine compatibility
with system performance and electromagnetic interference requirements.
Battery Development Tests. A quantity of battery cells will
be purchased during Phase IB for cell evaluation tests and acceptance
tested in accordance with procedures of the cell procurement. After
acceptance testing, all evaluation cells will be assessed in the following
manne r:
i) Mechanical evaluation tests
z)
e
e
®
D
Visual examination of workmanship
Examination of supplier manufacturing and
test records
Weight control
Dimension control
Seals and weld analysis (X-rays and structural)
Performance evaluation tests
Conditioning requirement analysis
Storage capability (charge-discharge condition)
Calibration cycle (capacity comparisons)
Overcharge equilibrium measurements
{pressure effect)
Relationships of overcharge current, temperature,
and voltage limits
Internal impedance
Short circuits and electrical leakage
Thermal properties of cells will be measured using
calorimetry and efficiency-energy balance for the
determination of heat evolution during the various
stages of operation of the cells. Cell heat capacity
and thermal conductivity will be measured as required.
Characterization data will be taken to provide infor-
mation for determining the parameters of the charge
control device. Existing TRW equipment and tech-
niques will be used in these characerization tests.
Control monitoring characteristic s.
Complete breadboard subassemblies of the battery and charge
control will be constructed and tested. Battery charge control failure
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modes will be programmed and tested to determine the adverse effects
upon battery operation. Failures of premature turn-off, failure to turn
off, and other control failures will be simulated and their effects upon the
over-all system assessed.
Tests will be performed to verify the reliability and perfor-
mance of the control system design using an EM battery and battery
charge control. Engineering model battery environmental tests will be
performed to insure reliability of the mechanical, electrical, control,
and thermal design characteristics. Mission profile life testing of
batteries will be performed with a production model of the charge control
to provide confidence in the life cycling capability of the system
Table 13 outlines the battery development test plan.
Table 13. Silver-Cadmium Battery Development Test Matrix
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
Battery evaluation cellsBattery Cell
Vendor
Evaluation
Battery Cell
Characterization
Battery Cell
Pressure
Battery Thermal
Property
Battery Cell
Life
Battery
Evaluat ion
Battery evaluation ceils,
with voltage and ten, pera-
ture sensors
Battery evaluation ceils
EM battery
Prototype cells
EM battery
Determination of acceptability
of sample cells as obtained
from various vendors for conl-
)arison
To determine battery cell
electrical properties: confirm
current rates and voltage limit
values as functions of cell
itemperature and usage cycle
to enable confirmation of PCU
design; generate parametric
data of battery voltage charac-
teristics as a function of cell
temperature and charge
current
Verification of battery cell
internal pressure character-
istics as a function of charge
control
Determine relationship between
temperature changes, current,
voltage, and state of charge
Determine cell character-
istics after end-of-life
incidents of charge cycle
Verification of battery pack
design prior to release for
fabrication
Measurenmnt of capacity,
weight, dimensions, internal
resistance; detection of flaws,
leaks, bulges, short circuits,
excessive polarization, or
unproper or unusual electrical
or pressure behavior
Measurenlent of the relation-
ship between terminal voltage,
current, temperature and
state of charge; evaluation of
efficiency changes with rela-
tion to current, temperature
and state of charge. Groups
of ceils are cycled at various
current, vokt.age limits, tem-
peratures, time cycles, with
accurate autonlatic recording
of currents and voltages
Cells are subjected to a pro-
gram of charge cycles and
internal cell pressures
measured
individual ceils are cycled to
a mission environment and
temperatures measured
Individual ceils are maintained
at a fixed thernal environment
and subjected to charge/
discharge cycles. Electrical
characteristics periodically
checked.
Apply load profile and record
relationship of voltage,
current, temperature and
state of charge; perform pre-
lin_inary vibration, thermal
vacuum and load cycle tests;
test to failure
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Power Control Development Tests. It will be highly advan-
tageous to breadboard several regulator circuits to verify design
concepts and obtain parametric performance data during Phase IB.
These analysis breadboards would utilize stockroom parts and essentially
encompass only critical circuitry rather than complete unit assemblies.
The following general areas are identified for such Phase IB analysis
breadboarding:
e The array shunt regulator circuitry and sequential shunt
elements should be tested to determine practical limits
on shunt element crossover voltages, over-all regulator
bandwidth, response, regulation, and stability.
Battery boost regulator circuitry should be tested to
determine: operation of paralleled batteries with regard
to load sharing, or capacity balancing; boost regulator -
load bus regulator interfaces and operating character-
istics in order to optimize regulation response and
stability.
Battery charge regulator breadboards should be evaluated
with battery cells and cell voltage sensors for preliminary
parametric data to enable detailed charge control circuit
design. These tests should investigate the effect of cell
mismatch and the requirement of multiple signals for
voting logic design. The effect of current and battery
temperature upon charge control constraints for the
particular selected battery cell should be established.
A partial system configurating of the shunt regulator,
boost regulator and charge regulator circuitry should be
assembled utilizing the previous breadboard equipment,
to enable preliminary examination of the over-all regula-
tion concept and to determine operating ranges and
required control accuracies for each of the regulators.
Analysis breadboard testing will continue into Phase II as
required. In addition, subsystem development testing will utilize a
complete breadboard subsystem and complete engineering model. The
breadboard will attempt to simulate critical aspects of component
temperatures, interconnects, grounding and shielding to yield the most
meaningful analysis of performance. High reliability parts will be used,
or in case of schedule problems generic types of high reliability parts.
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As part of the over-all subsystem, the breadboard will be continuously
updated and cycled through a sequence of modes until first launch.
EM modules will be tested with emphasis on packaging effects
and scrutiny of manu£acturability. Each module and sets of inter-
connected modules will be functionally tested with simulated inputs and
loads, over temperature extremes to confirm intitial thermal margins,
performance analysis, and module interface problems. The engineering
model modules will be assembled and tested as complete units and
finally as a part of the EM subsystem. As individual units (i. e. , the
PCU, SEA, and battery regulator) limited environmental testing will be
performed. A thermal profile of critical modules will be generated at
ambient pressure and results compared with the thermal-vacuum
analysis. The engineering model units are then subjected to a resonant
frequency scan at low sinusoidal vibration to verify amplification factors
assumed in structural analysis. The units are then made part of the EM
subsystem for performance testing and comprehensive environmental
testing to levels corresponding to TA.
Because normal anticipated variations in battery temperatures
have a marked effect upon requirements for charge control operation,
complete subsystem assemblies which duplicate the thermal mission
load characteristics will be required. Battery and battery regulator
failure modes will be programmed in tests to determine the adverse
effects upon system operation. Simulated battery failures consist of
conditions of cell short circuits, electrical leakage, mechanical leakage,
and battery regulator failures.
The PCU utilizes switching functions in critical applications.
An anlysis of the comparative merits and reliability of using relays or
solid state battery circuit switching will be performed to assure that
adequate reliability is attained. Selection of relays will be made only
after extensive environmental testing and critical review of all relay
characteristic s and vendor quality control capabilities.
Selection and testing of parts for high reliability application
will be conducted at the same time the tests are being performed to
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evaluate equipment designs. EM test procedures are prepared con-
currently with breadboard testing. These test procedures will be evalu-
ated in subsequent engineering model testing and used as a guideline for
production procedures and TA test procedures.
Test documentation prepared during the development phase
will include: module test procedures; unit acceptance test procedures;
and TA test procedures. Special test equipment for use in module and
unit level development tests will be designed and fabricated by engineering.
It will make maximum use of removable capital equipment available
in the laboratory. The design of engineering development special test
equipment will serve as the basis for corresponding production test
equipment to be used for production acceptance checkout of modules,
complete unit assemblies. Development tests proposed for power control
equipment are listed in Tables 14 and 15.
Table 14. Development Tests for Shunt Element and
Power Control Unit
Name of Test Item ]Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
Breadboard
Module
Breadboard
Engineering
Model
Module
Engineering
Model
PCU breadboard module,
breadboard shunt element
assembly
PCU breadboard con-
sisting of interconnected
circuit module bread-
boards, breadboard
shunt element assembly
EMfs of the PGU
modules, breadboard
shunt elel_nent _ssembly
EM No. I of PCU con-
sisting of mounted and
interconnected PCU
module, breadboard
shunt element assembly
Evaluate electrical perform-
_nce of the modules and pre-
liminary assessment for
rating of critical components;
study failure characteristics
Evaluate compatibility of cir-
cuit modules and electrical
performance of PCU with
simulated inputs and loads
performed prior to packaging
design
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance of PCU modules; check-
out module test procedures;
test current and voltage
telemetry monitors
Evaluate electrical and
environmental performance of
finalized packaged design;
checkout test procedures and
,tmaiiz_ equip_.ent specifica-
tion; study failure character-
istics under environmental
extremes; confirm thermal
design
Simulate range of inputs to
mdividual modules and measure
output characteristics. Repeat
above measurements over
rated temperature ranges
Measure shunt drive signal
voltage regulation, battery
regulator drive voltage and
power synchronization
characteristics; measure
allowable EMI susceptibility
levels, shunt element dissipa-
tion and power consumption;
observe waveforms and failure
characteristics
Measure magnitude and volt-
second integral of interference
susceptibility at failure levels.
Repeat above breadboard
measurement over rated tem-
perature ranges. Measure
thermal profile; evaluate lay-
out from production and test
standpoint; calibrate telemetry
o ut put S
Bench test performance per
preliminary acceptance Lest
procedure. Test vibration,
shock, and thermal vacuum
performance; evaluate package
lot production and test;
measure radiated and con-
ducted interference suscepti-
bility; check stress of critical
components
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Table 15. Development Tests for Battery Regulator
Name of Test
Sharge
Regulator
Breadboard
Boost
Regulator
Breadboard
Battery
Regulator
Engineering
Model
Module
Battery
Regulator
Engineering
Model
Item Being Tested
Charge regulator bread-
board
Charge regulator bread-
board
Module package of EM
No. 1, charge regulator,
and boost regulator
EM No. 1 of battery
regulator unit
Purpose and Objectives
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance of design and primary
assessment for rating of
critical components; develop
charge control system com-
patible with the battery tem-
perature and voltage limiter
sensors; investigate alternate
methods of control logic in
conjunction with battery cell
overcharge characteristics;
estimate power consumption
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance, reliability and efficiency
of alternate circuit designs.
Preliminary assessment of
component ratings and losses
as a function of switching
frequency and loads; deter-
mine required regulation dead-
i band between array shunt regu-
lation and boost regulation
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance of packaged modules;
verify finalized module speci-
fications and test procedures
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance of finalized package design
checkout test procedures and
finalize equipment specifica-
tion; detect failure under
environmental extremes; con-
firrn thermal design
Description
By simulation and the use of
battery ceils; inputs will be
varied to simulate a range of
battery voltage and tempera-
ture characteristics will be
measured; charge limiting
logic status recorded as a
function of input variables
The boost regulator will be
operated using a simulated
_ower supply and bus voltage;
Isimulate variation of battery
tnd bus voltage and measure
:egulation characteristics,
oad current, circuit losses,
_nd output ripple
Repeat above breadboard
_easurements in accordance
_ith test procedures at
_mbient and overrated tem-
perature ranges
Inverter. The philosophy and scope of development testing
for the inverters will be similar to that described for the power control
equipment. Special load simulator test equipment will be designed and
fabricated to simulate dynamic load characteristics and load pulse con-
ditions. The circuit design of this equipment will be the basis for subse-
quent production bench testers. The development tests proposed for in-
verters are outlined in Table 16.
Power Distribution Unit Development Tests. The philosophy
and scope of development testing for the PDU will be similar to that
described for the power control equipment. Special load simulator test
equipment will be designed and fabricated to enable performance evalua-
tion and life cycling of the unit. The circuit design of this test equipment
will be the basis for subsequent production bench testers. The tests pro-
posed for inverters are given in Table 17.
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Table 16. Inverter Development Tests
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
inverter
B readboard
Enginee ring
Model
Module
Engineering
Model
Inve rte r
B readboa rds :
4. 0 kc inverter,
410 cps inverter,
820 cps inverter
EM No. 1 modules
EM No. 1:
4.0 kc inverter,
410 cps inverter,
8Z0 cps inverter
Perform an engineering evalua-
tion of preliminary circuit
design; gather initial data for
efficiency reliability, thermal
and performance analysis;
evaluate compatibiIity of
modules prior to packaging
design effort
Evaluate electrical perform-
ance of packaged modules;
finalize module specifications
and test procedures
Performance and engineering
evaluation to assure the ability
of the unit to meet specified
performance requirements;
assess packaged design;
checkout test procedures and
finalize equipment specifica-
tion; study failure character-
istics under environmental
extremes; confirm thermal
design
The inverters will be operated
using a simulated source and
simulatedloads. Measure-
ments of starting capabilities,
load regulation, power con-
sumption, semiconductor
voltages, impedances, effi-
ciency, voltage stress mea-
surements, high temperature
performance; observe wave-
forms and faiiure character-
istics
Measure performance
parameters
The inverter shall be operated
using a simulated power supply
and simulated loads. Measure-
ments of starting capabilities,
load regulation stability,
efficiency, high temperature
)erformance, vibration effects,
conducted and radiated inter-
ference, conducted suscepti-
bility; establish thermal
profiles, observe waveforms
Table 17. Power Distribution Unit Development Tests
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
; readboard
,nginee ring
4odel No. I
Assembly consisting of
interconnected sub-
assemblies
EM No. 1
Preliminary evaluation of
subassemblies and assembly
for functional performance
(switching, transients, over-
Ioads, limiting, acceptance of
marginal commands, etc. )
Evaluation of assembly for
environmental, magnetic and
electromagnetic performance.
Determine heat rise at con-
tinuous loads leakage currents
at temperature extremes,
contact bounce and arcing
Measure unit behavior under
parameter variations (input,
supply, load, noise, transients
tempe rature )
Measure performance under
vibration, shock, etc. Measure
magnetic and RFI character-
istics
Solar Array Development Tests. Solar array development
tests will be performed to probe design uncertainties, to aid in module
vendor selection, to derive actual performance data, and to confirm the
adequacy of the selected configuration, materials and processing. The
development test program for the solar array will be conducted on the
material, part, Q-board, panel, and array level with results in critical
areas available for design reviews. Emphasis in this program will be
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placed on the unique Voyager requirements of magnetic cleanliness,
contamination control, and the wide range of temperature exposure.
Table 18 outlines the scope of the solar array development test program.
Table 18. Solar Array Development Tests
Name of Test Item Being Tested Purpose and Objectives Description
Part Evaluation
Material
Evaluation
Q-Board Evalua-
tion (final part
and material
selection)
Engineering
Model Test
Antenna
Mockup
Structural
Mockup
Thermal
Mockup
Magnetic
Mockup
Solar cells, blocking
diodes, telemetry tem-
perature sensors,
electrical connectors and
wire from various
vendors. Cover glass
with ultraviolet reflective
filters
Cell-glas s adhesive,
intercell connector
material, insulation,
module -insulation
adhe siva
Q-boards that are small-
scale mechanical and
electrical representation
of the solar array panels
which have logical com-
binations of selected
vendor parts and
materials
EM solar array panel
Antenna mockup array
Structural n, ockup
array
Thermai mockup array
Magnetic mockup
panels
Select a minimum of two
vendors for each part for
Q-board test program. Deter-
mine ultraviolet stability of
optical coating
Perform an initial material
investigation to select candi-
date materials for Q-board
testing
To determine which parts and
materials best meet the
Voyager mission requirements
To verify the design and
fabricat ion technique
To provide norn_al conduction
paths during range antenna
pattern measurements without
the use of actual cells
To provide information for
system level structural tests
To check the thermal design
of the spacecraft
To verify that flight panels
wiring design results in
acceptable current loop
magnetic field
Evaluate vendor data and test
results. Parts will not be
tested until they are incorpo-
rated on Q-boards. Measure
transmittance and examine
coatings after exposure to ten,-
peratures and accelerated
ult raviolet environment
Conduct tests to determine
temperature limitation of
material, physical and mechani-
cal properties, spectral
response, uniformity of
batches, lap shear strength of
adhesives and compatibility
with sterilization methods
Perform environmental tests
_f thermal vacuum tempera-
ture cycling (thermal shock)
increasing limit temperatures
from FA to breadboard levels.
Also perform vibration,
humidity and ethylene oxide
compatibility test to TA
limits. Measure electrical
output before and after each
test and perform visual
inspection
Perform FA tests and then TA
tests
System level structural tests
Thermal-gradient or solar-
simulation vaculllr_ tests of the
thermal model spacecraft
provide an experimental check
on thermal analysis
Measure magnetic field under
simulated electrical load
Initial testing will be performed on modules composed of a
small number of cells wired in a parallel electrical configuration. They
will be tested to determine V-I characteristics, efficiency and contact
peel. The test results will aid in the preliminary determination and
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selection of a vendor for flight procurement, and also provide experi-
mental data to support preliminary analytical design. After initial part
and material tests are performed, samples of the most promising solar
cell modules, diodes, intercell connecting materials, insulators, and
adhesives will be fabricated together in logical combinations on sub-
strates of reduced size to form Q-boards. These Q-boards will be
exposed to those Voyager environments which experience dictates will
prove most deleterious to survival and operation. Emphasis will be
placed in the Q-board test program on thermal-vacuum cycling exposure,
since this is considered the most severe environment the solar array
must survive. By accelerating the cycling rate, fatigue data obtained
is directly applicable to the mission. Testing will also include
sterilization compatibility of the design by exposures to sterilization
temperatures and ethylene-oxide for prolonged durations. Upon
completion of the Q-board testing, statistical analysis of the results
will be made to determine the effects and level of significance of each
variable tested. With this information, a combination of parts,
materials, processes, and substrate structure which best meet the
anticipated Voyager conditions will be selected.
Using the final parts and materials selected in the Q-board
program, an EM panel will be fabricated using flight fabrication
procedures. This panel will be subjected to FA and TA levels and
sequence of tests, to thoroughly verify the design and fabrication
techniques and to check test procedures and equipment. A complete
EM array consisting of eight panels will undergo FA at RCA and
delivered to TKW for compatibility checkout with the EM spacecraft.
Further evaluation of EM's will be offered by the two EM panels
delivered to TRW and supplemented by six of the structural mockup
panels to form an array for the PIM spacecraft test.
Mockups will be fabricated by RCA for the development
test program. These mockups will conform to the existing flight design
in outline and mounting dimensions and simulate those aspects of flight
panels which will be under investigation. Five development mockups are
planned: structural, antenna, configuration, magnetic, and thermal.
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The structural mockup will be a dummy array conforming to
existing flight design in outline, mounting dimensions, weight and c. g.
location. Structural materials and fabrication will be as close to flight
design as preliminary design and tooling permit. The structural mockup
array will be used by TRW for vibration and static tests on the space-
craft structural model.
The antenna mockup will be a dummy array with the charac-
teristic RF conductivity of the flight units, for TRW testing of space-
craft antennas.
The configuration mockup will be a dummy array. It will
utilize flight design with regard to location, types of electrical
connectors, outline and mounting dimensions. The configuration mockup
will be utilized by TRW to check mounting fit clearances and connector
access.
The magnetic mockup will be a dummy panel whose wiring
and magnetic characteristics are representative of the flight model.
This will be tested by RCA to evaluate the solar panel loop current
field intensity under simulated spacecraft electrical loads and will
remain at AED after testing is completed for any future magnetic
investigation.
The thermal mockup will be a dummy array conforming to
existing flight design in outline, mounting dimensions and thermal mass
and surface finish. Appropriate resistors will be provided in the mockup
to simulate flight power dissipations. This mockup will be furnished to
TRW for design tests of the thermal model spacecraft.
b. Fli_ht Acceptance Testing
FA testing includes performance checkout of individual units
under limited environmental levels, and then after assembly into a flight
configured subsystem, a final functional performance test to verify pro-
per assembly and conformance with subsystem performance requirements.
A solar array simulator will replace the actual array for subsystem level
acceptance testing.
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c. Subsystem Integration Testing
Initial electrical integration of the power subsystem with the
total spacecraft is afforded by assembly and test of the EM spacecraft
utilizing power subsystem, EM No. 2 with a complete solar array. These
tests will provide a compatibility evaluation of electrical performance
and interfaces at ambient conditions, as well as evaluation of subsystem
checkout procedures. Further system level testing is afforded by assem-
bly and test of the PIM spacecraft, utilizing power subsystem EM No. 3.
The PIM array will consist of two live panels and six of the structural
mockup panels also utilized on the structural spacecraft model.
d. Type Approval Testing
TA tests will verify the design under environments which exceed
that expected during the mission. The tests include functional and environ-
mental tests at the unit and subsystem level. The subsystem to be used
for TA tests will have first successfully completed the FA testing sequence.
On a unit level the tests include pre-environmental functional
checkout with voltage and temperature variations, complex sine vibration,
shock, humidity, and ethylene oxide exposure. In addition, a solar array
panel will be subjected to a profile of thermal vacuum cycling. The levels
of vibration for individual components will be as determined by a vibration
survey of the total spacecraft. Upon successful completion of unit environ-
mental testing, these units will be included as part of a complete subsys-
tem (exclusive of array), integrated on an equipment panel using flight
cabling and attachments. TA continues on a subsystem level through per-
formance testing under variation of source voltage and ambient tempera-
tures, EMC, long-term thermal vacuum, and final ambient checkout.
e. Life Testing
Life tests will be conducted upon all power subsystem units to
assess their inherent mean-time-to-failure characteristics (based upon a
Poisson distribution) in relation to their design reliability objectives.
These test units will be examined in terms of their cause of failure,
periodicity and reprtition to afford a direct means of corrective redesign
if such patterns occur. Life test units will be fabricated using fully con-
trolled design released drawings, processes, and procedures.
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3. 5.5 Power Parameter Control Plan
Development of a satisfactory design for the electric power subsystem
in accordance with system requirements, growth flexibility, and the over-
all development plan requires a closely coordinated effort of all design
areas. Requirements for design documentation, data reporting, analyses
and change control will be systematized to assure compatibility of system
constraints with the electric power subsystem design.
In summary, it is proposed that a power management control plan
will be implemented, capable of accomplishing the following objectives:
• Design control of power and energy utilization
• Design control of spacecraft power and energy source
capability
• Identification of power critical areas and improvement
potential
• Identification of power margins for mission planning
• Up-to-date utilization status
• Design control of the electric power subsystem
• Management visibility of design changes related to
electrical energy requirements
A draft of this control plan will be included in the implementation
plan for the Phase IB proposal. During the initial two months of Phase IB
activity, it is planned to modify and implement this plan in accordance
with JPL suggestions.
3. 6 Command Subsystem Development
3.6.1 Description
The command subsystem consists of four units: two redundant com-
mand detector units whose outputs provide the inputs for two redundant
decoder units.
3.6.2 Summary
a. Development
Figure 19 is the development flow diagram for the command
subsystem. The periods scheduled for the performance of each of the
tasks shown in the flow diagram are presented in the schedule of Figure 20.
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During Phase IB the subsystem requirements are analyzed in
detail, and the command list, logic design, circuit design, and the over-
all packaging concept are developed in sufficient detail to permit the com-
pletion of the Phase II breadboard by the beginning of Phase II. Design
audits in the 6th, 15th, and 26th weeks provide an opportunity to review
the subsystem requirements and to determine whether the preliminary
design concepts fulfill the requirements. A formal design review (PDR)
in the 6th month integrates the results of design and analysis, examines
the data of the critical breadboard tests, reviews the development test
plans and over-all subproject plans, and provides direction for Phase II
operations.
During Phase II detailed design is completed and engineering
and flight models are fabricated and tested. In this phase there are
essentially three design stages. The first ends at the design audit 3 months
after the beginning. The second ends with the intermediate design review
(IDR) and the third with the critical design review (CDR).
During the first stage the design is completed (except for changes
that will be required as a result of development, simulated type approval,
and type approval tests) and engineering drawings for EM No. I are
released.
In the second stage results from development tests on EM No. 1
are utilized to revise the design as necessary before IDR and release of
engineering drawings for EM No. 2 and 3.
In the third stage results from simulated type approval tests on
EM No. l are utilized to revise the design as necessary before CDR and
the release of manufacturing drawings for the type approval, proof test,
and reliability demonstration models. After completion of type approval
testing, fabrication release occurs for flight models and spares.
b. Schedule
The schedule for the command sxlbsystem development program
shown in Figure 20 is based upon a go-ahead date of i July i966 and a
production drawing release (for flight models) date of I June 1969. An
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additional schedule restraint is the initiation of Phase II at 1 February 1967.
All hardware, except for early critical breadboards, and the conversion
of the criticalbreadboards into a Phase II breadboard, is fabricated in
Phase II of the program.
3.6.3 Design, Development, and Fabrication
Most of the planned development program applies equally well to both
the command detector and the decoder even though the former is primarily
a communications type unit using analog equipment techniques while the
latter uses digital equipment techniques. Thus, a general discussion
applicable to both will be given below, followed by brief subsections indi-
cating the main aspects of the development program peculiar to each.
a. Phase IB
Phase IB will be initiated by updating the subsystem program
plan for Phase IB. This program plan will then serve to guide the efforts
throughout Phase IB. Other initial efforts will update the Phase IA sub-
system and interface requirements as the basis for preliminary Part I,
CEI subsystem specifications.
Based upon the updated subsystem and interface requirements,
the conceptual design and over-all block diagram (the general configura-
tion) for the subsystem developed during Phase IA will be updated. This
will furnish a major input to the design and analysis efforts.
An evaluation of various integrated circuits will be made at the
start of Phase IB to permit an early selection of the general types of com-
ponents and circuits to be used. This will permit more detailed design
and analysis to begin earlier, and the timely procurement of long lead
time high reliability components to be accomplished for EM No. 1 and the
Phase II breadboard. After the conceptual design has been updated make-
buy decisions will be made.
The design and analysis efforts will include logical design,
circuit design, packaging concepts and design, failure mode analysis and
design to avoid single failures causing catastrophic results, reliability
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estimating, redundancy analysis and selection, performance analysis,
estimation of the power, weight, thermal, magnetic and volume character-
istics, and tradeoff analysis to permit optimum selection of design
parameter s.
Another initial effort will be the determination of the critical
breadboards required. As indicated below, these are primarily for the
command detector. In parallel with obtaining JPL approval of them,
critical breadboard design and component selection will begin. After JPL
approval, the procurement of breadboard parts and the construction of the
breadboard will occur. It is planned to update the critical breadboard to
convert it into a Phase II breadboard by the time Phase LI begins.
A breadboard subsystem tester will also be constructed during
Phase IB based upon preliminary requirements developed early in the
program.
For the first design audit (as well as for PDR, IDR, CDR) a
data package will be prepared containing results of tests and of design
and analysis other than the inputs specifically shown on the flow diagram.
These other inputs for the first design audit are:
• The Part I C_I specifications and subsystem specifications
• The preliminary Phase IB subsystem description
• An analysis of the design for compliance with the
specifications.
During Phase IB there are essentially two design stages after
the requirements design audit at the end of the first six weeks. The first
ends at the design audit in October 1966(15weeks), the second at the PDR.
The PDR is followed by a 2 week period in which any changes as a result
of the review may be incorporated in the outputs of Phase IB.
The efforts conducted in the second design stage are similar to
those in the first except that a computer simulation of the logic of the
decoder is conducted for verification purposes, more test results are
available, and considerable work is done on the preliminary test plan.
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b. Phase II
During Phase H there are essentially three design stages. The
first ends at the design audit 3 months after the beginning of Phase II, the
second ends with the IDR and the third with the CDR.
During the first design stage the design is completed (except for
changes that will be required as a result of development, simulated type
approval, and type approval tests) and engineering drawings for EM No. 1
are released.
In the second stage results from development tests on EM No. 1
are utilized to revise the design as necessary before IDR and release of
engineering drawings for EM No. 2 and 3.
In the third stage results from simulated type approval tests on
EM No. 1 are utilized to revise the design as necessary before CDR and
the release of manufacturing drawings for the type approval, proof test,
and reliability models. If any troubles occur an the actual type approval
testing a fourth design stage would occur covering necessary modifica-
tions before the release for flight models and spares.
c. Command Detector.
The following are the major features of the development program
unique to the command detector. Acquisition time, efficiency both in com-
munication power requirements and equipment complexity, and probability
of acquiring will be analyzed. In addition, a study will be required on the
command sync acquisition for the basic frequency offset technique and the
pull-in characteristics in ambient noise. Analytical verification of the
one-third probability of acquisition for the Mariner C will be attempted.
Since the command sync acquisition time is so long, a better understand-
ing of the mechanism is needed.
An extended analysis of the effects of filters on pseudo-noise
synchronization will be performed. This study will more exactly develop
the degradation in the pseudo-noise sync loop error function caused by
various bandwidth restrictions. The carrier tracking loop introduces a
high-pass characteristic ("droop") in the pulses. DSIF bandpass filters
and spacecraft filters prior to the command detector cause rounding of
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the square waves. Estimates of these effects are required to establish
more realistic sync loop thresholds, in-lock detector threshold, and
probability of false acquisition.
A study will be performed for the optimization of power division
between data and sync in the command link. Present practice is to allocate
power on the basis of the data requirements and a somewhat arbitrary sync
threshold. A better approach is to minimize the total power required for
both channels for a given data bit error rate performance. The best power
split between data and sync will be determined such that the data perform-
ance is optimized regardless of any arbitrary sync threshold.
In support of the analysis of pseudo-noise synchronization
acquisition, some experimental laboratory testing will be required to
investigate: a) acquisition with respect to possible distortion by the
phase-lock loop bandwidth under strong signal conditions, b) obtaining
two or perhaps four pseudo-noise code sequences which are orthogonal to
within small enough cross correlation, and c) obtaining bit error rates as
low as 10 -6.
d. Decoder
The major features of the development program unique to the
decoder are: a) obtaining long lead-time high-reliability components,
b) making changes to the Phase II breadboard because of the printed cir-
cuit interconnections used, and c) the use of digital computer simulation
of the logical design to verify it prior to fabrication.
3.6.4 Test Program
The test program will be initiated by breadboard tests on critical
portions of the subsystem, principally covering experimental support to
command detector analysis on the problems involved in: a} obtaining
two or perhaps four pseudo-noise code sequences which are orthogonal
to within small enough cross correlation; b) obtaining bit error rates
-6
as low as iO
The critical breadboards will be updated into Phase II breadboards
to permit development tests on a full breadboard to begin at the initiation
of Phase II. This will permit release of engineering drawings for EM
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No. 1 three months after the beginning of Phase II. This early fabrication
of EM No. 1 is required because of schedule constraints resulting from
a) long lead-times involved in obtaining high-reliability components for
the units throughout the development program; b) the importance of
obtaining several months development testing on EM No. 1 before releas-
ing engineering drawings for EM No. 2 and 3; c) the importance of com-
pleting simulated type approval testing on EM No. 1 before releasing
manufacturing drawings for the type approval model which is the model
used for type approval tests; and d) the requirements to complete type
approval testing before releasing production drawings for the flight models.
The engineering model will be packaged identically to the flight
models, thus permitting comprehensive developmental, flight acceptance,
and simulated type approval tests to be conducted on it.
The command subsystem development, type approval, and flight
acceptance test program is summarized in Table 19.
3. 7 Telemetry Subsystem
3. 7. 1 Description
The telemetry subsystem consists of two redundant PCM encoders,
each of which has, as major subelements, the following:
• Analog multiplexer and sequencer
• Analog-to-digital converter
• Pseudo-noise (PN) generator
• Digital multiplexer
• Modulator -mixer
• Capsule data buffer.
The multiplexer sequentially samples the analog data inputs, pre-
senting them to the analog-to-digital converter for translation into a
7-bit digital word. Digital outputs of the analog-to-digital converter are
applied to the digital multiplexer, as are all digital data, capsule data,
the real-time science data, and the outputs of the data storage subsystem.
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Table 19. Command Subsystem Development Tests
Name o_ Test
Input Decoder
Logic hst
Output l)e( od(.r
pseudo- Noi s e
C_,(h ¸ Svqu,'ncc
Cro_ C_r r_'-
[ati,m
Bit Error Rat,,
for Co:_mmnd
Di.t_'ct,,r
Br,'adboard
D,.w.h,l,n_.nt
Icsts
I';ngim crmg
M_,dcl Ih.v,.l-
,,pnwnl [( st_
i light
Ace,'pl;,nc,'
I,'sl
lypc A pl,rov;d
Icsl
I if, C/, ling
R _'li/d_i lity
l)cnlonsl r.tlon
I,.sl_
Rel[ ,bilily
1), intrust r ilb,n
lesls
Ite_n Being Testtd
I.ogical equations
I.ogi_ al equations
(;riLl( al breadhoard
unit
Critic,t[ L)rcadboard
unit
l'has_ II breadboard
EM N_. 1
I(M's, typ, appro, ,d
nl,,dvl, I)i'11_11 It.st
mc_h.1, r vli,d_i hty
d,'m,,nstr;,tion lno_h is,
tl:ghl _ub-y_l_'tns
Type .l)prov:,l rood,,[
Typ,. ,,ppr,_val nmdcl,
Ph:*_, II br, .idb,,,*r,l,
Conuuland dch'ttor
r _'li abih_ y d t'n _,ns t r .1-
Lion units
Ih'eoder rvliability
dcnmns_r,lt>m units
Purpose
Verify logical analysis and
dvsign
Verify logical analyses
and design
I o ai d in deterFni ning
wheth,'r t_o or four
orlhogorlal codes t;ln b,"
ol)tain_'d with sufficiently
low cross correlation
prop_ rtil's
"l,, aid in d_'t_'rmining
whether it is feasibh' h,
design for ;l h;t error ral,'
as low as 10 0
Perform ;in cngln,.ering
evaluation of pr_'liminary
circuit and subsyst,'m
design. Provide data on
normal opvratlon, inf,'r-
face comp;_tibi liLy,
susccptibihty to lr.msi_ nts
and power fr_'(lll_,n_ r wlri-
ations, h,ad v.,ri;_th_ns.
t,'mp,'r atu r," ,'xtr em('s.
c,,mbined out ,,f limit _ on
ditions wilh v;trious failur,'
nlod_' s in,luc_.d.
Saint as Ihe breadboard
t_'sl exeep_ on the pacl,;_g,'d
I_,(1_'1. In add_ti,m, pr,,-
vide dat a un eh'ctr,unagneti c
cc,n_p;_tlh_ hty, m._gnetlc
c,,mp:_t_bl hly, vlbr at_,,n,
and subsystcn_ intcgr;_tion
al I'. A. h.vel_.
(hmfirm at ccpt,lbh. Ol)cra_
Lion on a unit and subsys-
t _,zl_ h.vcl.
Confirnl s;,tisla(tion of
design r,'quircmcnls under
e n_ lr_nn.,i.l_t al ,:ondJ ti,,ns
in, xc,'ss ,,f those .ntiu_-
p;_tcd in l'lighl.
Confirul opcr;doihty over
_ xlcn(l, d p,.rlod of tiInc.
"l o ¢ondutt rcli.,hility
d, n_ollstralmn I,.sts ill
acc,,r,h_nc,' w_lh thL ¸
Voy._ r Rrhab_hly
1 'r,)__ r.,lu Phm
"1"_ conducl r_'liability
;_c_,r_{;in_, ' wilh the'
V_,yag_' r R,'liahiiity
i_r ,,_ r _*_ Plan
Description
Logical equation test; bit-
by-bit sirv_ulation of th_
operations of the input
dt coder
Logical equations test;
bit-by-bit silnulalion of
tile operations of the output
dvcoder
To be determined
Continual opl ration of the
command det,,ctor with a
subcarrier input with
sit_aulated nol s('
I'he circuits will I)e op(r-
ated un(h'r norn_al condi-
Lions tlsirlg a sirl]tllalcd
[mw_,r source and load.
'Ihe % t_ritlus paralneters
identified will bc varied
thr()llgh ;t range ill ex(ess
(d anti¢ipaled type approval
r;tng, s and i)vr/ori_ance
Ill;trgill will hc dcternlined.
In addition t,, tt'shng
described ah,,ve, t,'sls on
_ onducled ;_n,[ radia_,'d
interference and I_I'_LS_LI'I'-
m,'nls of m;_gneti_ slabihly
and induced fi_'lds will he
i_crf,,rm_'d. Operatl,,n _n
an out ol ¸ lil_/_l vibration
_'nvironm_'nt will b_' ,h.t_,r-
n_in,'d.
I,'unctional of_,'r_lti,,n will
bc w'rifi,'d und,'r a _arlely
ot induc,'d c_r_(lill,,,ls, such
as voltage' and power fr_'-
quenL y variations, n,use
v;_rialJons, ('lc. Magn,'tic
t_ sti,*_ will b_' aee,m_plisi_cd
;is wiil vibration ;,nd lh, r -
real w, cuuin _csling. l, unc
tional oper_til,n w,li bc
r ev_.rili,,d. Per f,,rmance
as a suhsystvm will b_'
d_'termined.
Flight accept,me,' testing
will h_' accomplished, Fhl_
will h_' folh)w_ d by suhje_ -
Lion on a unit level to lem-
p_,rature variations ahow'
and below flight acc,'pl;_nt ,'
wdues, 3_axvs conlpi,'x
vibration, shock, humidity,
thernlal shock, and sl('ri-
!i zation compatibility.
On a subsystem h!w,1, EMC
and therm;d vacuum t,'stlng
wilt he perforn_ed as well
as power supply variations.
Sub_ystL,n_ will b_' op,'ratcd
continuously with funclion;d
opvr a_lon verification
ew'ry Z months at extrt'm,'
temperatures and power
h'wqs, and with noise in-
jvction, power fr,'qu_'ncy
_ariation, i)ow,_r L,_'r
shoot, and pow,,r trans_'nt:_
Four unit_ will he operat,'d
under 40°C an_bi,.nl tein-
p,,rature for 12 months
Six units will he operated
under _0°C ambient tem-
p,'rature and vacmml
conditions for 6 months.
Special lest Equipment
Logic equation sin3ulator
'progranl and high spced
con_puter
Logic equation simulator
progran/ and high speed
coml_lter
Unit tester
Subsystenl and unit tester
Suhsystcnl and unit tester
_;ubsystcnl and uuit tester
Subsystcm and unit lester
Subsystell_ and unit tester
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The digital multiplexer formats the telemetry data. The PN generator
provides a 63-bit binary sequence for ground-station bit synchronization,
which is combined with the serial data stream in the modulator-mixer.
The resultant waveform is applied to the radio subsystem for transmis-
sion to earth.
3.7.2 Summary
a. Development Plan
Development of the telemetry subs ystem is illustrated in the
telemetry subsystem development flow chart, Figure 21.
Phase IB activity will be directed toward the completion of a
subsystem logic design.
science will be defined.
mats will be established,
Interfaces with data storage, capsule and
Modes, sampling rates, data rates, and for-
based upon updated information.
Phase II development activity will be directed toward producing
an engineering model subsystem. Breadboarding, detailed circuit design
and testing are major activities in this period.
b. Schedule
The telemetry subsystem milestone schedule is shown in Fig-
ure 22. Phase IB will start with a review of the requirements generated
in Phase IA, and modified by new mission requirements. Available in-
formation regarding capsule and science interfaces will be reviewed for
their effect on the system logic diagram. Completion of the logic diagram
leads to a design audit, verifying the conceptual design. Standard logic
circuits will be investigated to determine applicability, and preliminary
design and breadboards will be initiated for special circuit requirements.
A preliminary subsystem specification and OSE specification will be com-
pleted, together with preliminary Part I CEI specifications for the sub-
system units and OStC., in October 1966. Phase IB is concluded with a
preliminary design review and preparation of design data reports and
specifications.
Phase II efforts start by finalizing the subsystem logic design,
releasing updated subsystem and OSE specification and final Part I
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(partial) specifications for the subsystem units and OSE. Next, the sub-
system breadboard is fabricated and tested, thermal and structural
analyses are initiated, with the detailed packaging effort starting 2
months after Phase II go-ahead. Special test equipment requirements
are finalized during the early period of Phase II such that their comple-
tion schedule will lead the fabrication cycle of the engineering models
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(EM). Thus, at 6 months after Phase II start, sufficient information
(regarding packaging details, test plan and breadboard test results) are
available to conduct the intermediate design review (IDR).
Approval from the IDR will permit completion of all drawings
and subsequent release of the drawings to start fabricating the EM's.
Long lead items for the EM's are procured about a month prior to the
time the IDR is to be conducted.
Three EM's are fabricated and tested. These units serve to
verify the electrical and mechanical design of the PCM encoder. They
are also used for verifying the special test equipment as well as the test
procedures. Results obtained through the evaluation of the EM's are
discussed in the critical design review (CDR) which is held around 15
months after Phase IIgo-ahead. Satisfactory findings from this review
govern the decision to release the drawings for the fabrication of the
type approval (TA), and proof Lest models (PTM).
3. 7. 3 Design and Development
a. Subsystem Analysis and Design
Telemetry modes and formats will be analyzed to determine
the optimum implementation, based upon up-dated engineering, science,
and capsule data requirements. Data compression requirements and
implementation will be studied for feasibility. Information transmission
methods such as biorthogonal coding will be examined. The effect and
implementation of frequency multiplexing will be considered. Subsystem
reliability and redundancy method will be reviewed.
In addition, the following physical analyses will be performed:
thermal, weight, packaging, magnetic properties, power, and interface.
The following compatibility analyses will be performed: sterilization,
electromagnetic, and ethylene oxide.
b. PCM Encloder Analysis and Design
In the encoder, a final analog multiplexer circuit must be
chosen. New devices such as the enhancement mode metal-oxide,
silicon-field effect transistor will be tested in breadboard circuits.
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Detailed design of the encoder logic will be completed, considering the
most satisfactory method of incorporating reliability into the design.
3. 7. 4 Test Program
Development tests will be used to verify that the over-all subsys-
tem requirements are met. The test matrix shown in Table 20 outlines
some of the basic tests that will be performed during the development of
the telemetry subsystem.
During the early stages of Phase IB a selected and limited amount
of module circuit breadboards will be fabricated and tested. Standard
digital circuits will be evaluated, and special circuits will be tested.
A breadboard of a single PCM encoder will be the next level of test.
The breadboard will be tested to verify that all performance requirements,
as set forth by the equipment specification, are met. For the PCM en-
coder some of the operational parameters that will be verified during the
test are.
• Unit operates satisfactorily with the specified input
signal characteristics
• Unit maintains the required analog encoding accuracy
• Unit operates properly at the various specified bit rates
• Unit formats properly at the various modes of operation
• Unit generates all the required interface signals
• Unit generates the required output PN coded data and is
capable of modulating the data transmitter.
These parameters are tested while the assembly is subjected to
a combination of the following conditions:
• TA temperature extremes
• ± 15 percent power supply variation
• Transients, noise and audio tones 15 percent over the
type approval levels
• _-15 percent power frequency variation from TA levels.
Next, the PCM encoder breadboard is integrated into the subsys-
tem breadboard, and the individual PCM encoder tests repeated. In
15l
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Table 20. Telemetry Subsystem Test Matrix
Name of Test Item Tested Purpose and Objective Description
]it cult Design
Evalution
Design Verification
Electrical Per-
formance and life
test
Initial Electrical
Performance
(fabrication)
Electrical Per-
formance
(the rmal-vacuum)
Electrical/
Mechanical
Performan( e
{vibration)
Magnetic
Ethylene Oxide
compatibility
EMC
Other
Environruents
Type Approval
tests
Life
Colnpatibility
Flilaht Acceptance
It, Ms
Circuit breadboard
Subsystem breadboard
Subsystem breadboard
EM No. 1, 2 and 3
EM No. 1, Z and 3
EM No. Z and 3
EM No. 2 and 3
EM No. 2.
EM N,o. I and 2
EM N,). 2
TA units
Life lest unit
EM integrated into
a snbs}' siena
All fli_lht ,mits
Deternline electrical perform-
ance to verify that design con-
forms to component perform-
ance specifications
Demonstrate that the initial
design chosen will meet pre-
liminary design
specifications
Deternaine electrical per-
forn_ance and to verify con-
formance to design
specifications
Determine electrical per-
formance to verify that
engineering model conforms
to the performance specifi-
cations after assembly
Determine the electrical per-
formance of the unit under
therrnal -vacuum
Determine the electrical and
mechanical integrity of the
unit under vii)ration
Determine magnetic field
intensity to w_rify within
_be magnetic constraints
Verify resistance to elbylenc
oxide envir onn_ent
Verify conforn_ance to EMC
performance specification
Verify integrity of design for
qualification environments
Demonstrate that flighl sub-
_ystem will function prop-
erly at design qualification
limits
Denaonstrate that certain
critical units meet the life
requirements of the Voyager
mi s s ion
Demonstrate that the com-
plete subsystem is com-
patible and it meets system
and naission requirel_cnts
13emonstrate that flit_ht units
will me_.t operating require-
n_ents during flight acceptance
testing exposures
Measure operation with a vari-
ation of input conditions and
paralneters at ambient
temperature
Conduct tests, measuring per-
formance, during variation of
parameters : tenlperature, power
frequency and power transients,
audio and noise.
Measure perfornlanee, test sub-
system interfaces, operate unit
continuously to laura:b, periodic-
ally check during a variation of
input paralneters.
Measure operation with specified
range of input conditions at various
temperatures and supply variations
Measure operation with specified
range of input conditions and mon-
itor specifically any degradation
due to therl_al-vacuum
environment
Measure the operation with specifiod
range of input conditions during and
after vibration on 3 J.axis, Check
visually for any n_echanical anon_al_y.
Measure magnetic field inlensity in
three plant:s while operating in each
ll/ode.
Expose EM to ethylene oxide, gas at
specified concentration and tenaper-
ature for specified peri(_d
Measure level of susceptibility t_)
and generation ot conducted and
radialed radio frequency
interference
Subject EM It> acceleration, shock
and ,humidity environment and
note performance at specified
range of input
Impose TA environmental limits
on a unit, monitoring operation.
Vary input parameters during
test.
Test one or more flight units,
simulating as nmch as practi-
cable actual operating conditions
to destruction or to a point where
the unit no longer nlt_ets nlinilll/llll
perforn_ance requiren_ents
Measure over-all Slll)systt_ll'l
performance parameters while
operating in various l_ll)des
under specitied input conditions.
Subject assemblies to flight
acceptance cxposurc,_ ;_lc] test
systeln functional charact_,ristics
during exposure
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addition, all interfaces between assemblies of the subsystem are thor-
oughly tested and checked and redundancy switching is tested. Interfaces
with other subsystems will be tested with either subsystem breadboards
or simulated subsystems. This breadboard, after all necessary tests
are completed, will be updated, powered continuously, and tested
periodically. This will continue until launch of the first spacecraft.
EM's of flight configuration are used in the next level of testing.
There are three EM's. The first subsystem will be subjected to the
same series of tests used to verify the design in the breadboard test
phase. In addition, EMC and vibration testing will be performed.
The second EM subsystem will be tested to the TA test require-
ments, while the third EM will be tested to flight acceptance (FA) levels.
Magnetic compatibility tests will be performed on EM No. 2 and 3.
The TA subsystem will first be tested to FA requirements, then
to the TA test requirements. The TA subsystem, upon completion of
these tests, will undergo a life test.
3.8 Data Storage Subsystem
3.8. l Description
The data storage subsystem contains six tape recorders, each
assigned a separate function. Each recorder of the subsystem is inde-
pendent of the others, with separate power, data and control circuits.
Table 21 indicates the functions and some of the important parameters of
each recorder.
Five of the recorders store science data and receive data, clock
and start-stop commands from the science subsystem. All of the re-
corders are played back through the telemetry subsystem, synchronous-
ly with the data rate clock, and receive start-stop commands (for play-
back) from the computing and sequencing subsystem. The maneuver
recorder, under C and S control, is used to store telemetry data during
maneuver s.
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TableZi. Data Storage Tape Recorders
Func tion s
Television Spectrometer IR Scanner Fields and Maneuver
Part
2 1 1 l 1Quantity per
Sub sy stem
Capacity
Input Rate
Output Rate
108 bits
90 kbp s
>:c
107 bits
Z kbp s
10 7 bits
5 kbps
10 6 bits
700 bps
1.5x 106
bits
234 bps
234 bps
• 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.875 kbps
3.8. Z Summary
a. Development Plan
Development of the subsystem is illustrated in the flow chart
of Figure 23.
Phase IB activity will be directed toward the completion of
recorder specifications and the selection of a subcontractor for the fab-
rication of the subsystem recorders. Interfaces with telemetry and
science subsystems will be defined, as will data rates and conceptual
design. Some special circuit breadboarding will be performed.
Phase II development activity will be directed toward producing
breadboards and an engineering model of each recorder. Detailed de-
sign, analysis and testing are major activities in this period.
b. Schedule
The subsystem milestone chart is shown in Figure 24. Phase
IB will start with a review of the requirements generated in Phase IA,
and modified by new mission requirements. Telemetry and science
interfaces will be analyzed, and the recorder requirements finalized.
A preliminary subsystem specification and OSE specification will be
completed, together with preliminary Part I CEI specifications for the
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subsystem units and OSE. Subcontractor submittals will be reviewed.
Phase IB is concluded with a preliminary design review and preparation
of design data reports.
Phase II efforts start by finalizing the subsystem logic design,
releasing a final subsystem and OSE specification and final Part I
(partial) specifications for the subsystem units and OSE. A subcontract
for recorder fabrication will be awarded. Next, the recorder bread-
boards are fabricated and tested. When breadboard test results are
available, the IDR is held. Engineering model (EM) drawings are then
released, and three EM's are fabricated. Completion of EM testing
constrains the CDR, after which final drawings are released.
3.8.3 De sign and Development
a. Subsystem Analysis and Design
Science data requirements will be studied to determine the
parameters of each of the recorders. Mechanization of the recorder
record-playback sequence will be studied to optimize the control signals.
To determine the effect on each recorder, subsystem thermal, weight,
packaging, power and magnetic analyses will be performed. Analyses
will be performed to determine the requirements imposed by the need
for ethylene oxide compatibility.
b. Recorder Analysis and Design
Recorder requirements will be analyzed to determine how
many different units are required. To obtain maximum use from life
test data, and to minimize design activity, it is necessary to have as
few different components in the subsystem as possible. Once these
requirements are established, an analysis will be performed to choose
one or more types of tape transports.
The servo system required for synchronous playback of
stored data will be analyzed, breadboarded, and tested. An effort will be
made to utilize standard circuit modules, and an analysis will be per-
formed. Bit dropout and recorder life requirements will be studied
for their effect on recorder design. Redundant end of tape sensors will
be designed.
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Command and control circuits will be analyzed, with an
emphasis on reliability and redundancy. Digital input and output circuits
will be designed, considering the recorder interfaces with other subsys-
tems. In each recorder, detailed analysis willbe performed in the areas
of weight, power, thermal interfaces and magnetic properties. Suitable
telemetry sensors and signal conditioners will be designed. Effect of the
momentum exchange with the spacecraft performance will be studied.
3.8.4 Test Program
During the early stages of Phase IB a selected and limited number
of module circuit breadboards will be fabricated and tested. Standard
digital circuits will be evaluated, and special circuits will be tested.
As listed in Table 22 a breadboard of each different type of re-
corder will be tested in Phase II to verify that all performance require-
ments, as set forth by the equipment specification, are met. For the
recorders, some of the operational parameters that will be verified
during the test are:
• Operation at different bit rates
• End of tape operation
• Control operation
• Bit dropout rate
These parameters are tested while the assembly is subjected to
a combination of the following conditions:
• Type approval temperature extremes
• + 15 percent power supply variation
• Transients, noise and audio tones 15 percent over the type
approval levels
• _+ 15 percent power frequency variation from type approval
levels
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Table 22. Data Storage Subsystem Tests
Test Title
Component
Preconditioning
Circuit Design
Evaluation
Unit Design
Evaluation
Electrical and
Mechanical Design
Verification (Life
Test)
System Compatibili-
ty
In-line Production
Unit System Operating
and Physical Design
Verification
Type Approval Tests
Flight Acceptance
Tests
Reliability Demon-
stration Tests
Item Tested
All electrical and
meclaanical where
applicable. Motors,
mylar belts, and
storage tape.
Breadboard Circuits
Breadboard Mechanical
and Electrical System
Hard Model Bread-
board
Hard Model Bread-
board
All Production
Hardware
Engineering Model
No. 1
Engineering Model
No. Z
Flight Unit No. 1
All Flight Assemblies
Engineering No. 3
Assemblies
Flight Units
Purpose and Objective
To eliminate early mortality and
bad lots.
Verify circuit performance
conforms to circuit specifications.
Verify unit feasibility and per-
formance parameters conforms to
system specifications
Demonstrate that all design
aspects, including materials and
)rocesses meet minimum speci-
fication requirements
Establish unit compatibility with
interfacing subsystems - verifying
unit operates to required specifi-
cations
Determine from the lowest level
of assembly to the final system
assembly that circuit, mechanical
and system operating require-
ments are met
Verify all design aspects meet
unit specifications
Establish the unit will survive
type approval environmental
exposures and meet operating
requirements while exposed
Demonstrate flight units will
meet operating requirements
luring exposure to acceptance
tests
Demonstrate that units will
meet life and wearout require-
ments
Description
Determine all samples meet
component specifications and to
eliminate components with un-
stable characteristics.
Measure circuit performance
criteria while varying temperature
and supply voltages to their
tolerance extremes.
Measure unit performance
criteria while varying temperature
supply voltages, input signals, and
output impedances to their toler-
ance extremes
Worst-case voltage, temperature,
noise, signals, transients, while
monitoring system operating
parameters. Operate continually
until launch - update configura-
tion as changes to system con-
figuration occurs
Establish that all unit operating
)arameters meet specifications
while integrated with other
subsystems
Physical and electrical tests,
imposing worst case limits
where critical operation exists,
to verify proper operating
characteristics at various stages
of assembly
Expose unit to tests verifying
thermal, packaging, magnetic
properties, electromagnetic
controls, weight, physical
dimensions, ethylene oxide
compatibility, and interface
(internal and external) designs
are acceptable
Exposure unit to all type approval
tests - vibration, acceleration,
shock, acoustics,thermal vacuum,
thermal shock, humidity, EMC,
and magnetic properties.
Subject the units to flight
acceptance test exposures and
test system functional character-
istics during each exposure.
Test units, simulating as much
as practicable actual operating
conditions, to demonstrate unit
performance requirements v-ill
be met at least to the minimum
operating life requirements and
through a realistic wearout
cycle
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Interfaces with other subsystems will be tested with either subsystem
breadboards or simulated subsystems. The recorder breadboards,
after all necessary tests are completed, will be updated, powered con-
tinuously, and tested periodically. This will continue until launch of
the first spacecraft.
EM's of flight configuration subsystems are used in the next level
of testing. There are three engineering models. The first subsystem
will be subjected to the same series of tests used to verify the design
in the breadboard test phase. In addition, EMC and vibration testing
will be performed.
The second EM subsystem will be tested to the type approval test
requirements, while the third engineering model will be tested to flight
acceptance levels. Magnetic compatibility tests will be performed on
EM No. l, 2 and 3.
The type approval subsystem will first be tested to flight accept-
ance requirements, then to the type approval test requirements. The
type approval subsystem, upon completion of these tests, will undergo
a life test. Reliability demonstration tests as defined in the Preliminary
Reliability Plan will use units that have passed flight acceptance test.
Radio Subsystem
Introduction
The following equipment, to be supplied by RCA, comprises the
S-band communication electronics units:
Q Three S-band receivers for reception of command and
ranging signals.
Modulator-exciters to provide carrier phase-modulation
and drive to the S-band power amplifier. Two modulator-
exciters are included.
i-watt transmitter and power monitor for low power
transmission and monitoring.
Two S-band power amplifiers, each including a 50-watt
TWT, power supply and power monitor.
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• Receiver selector which accepts "in lock" signals from
the three receivers plus commands from the computing
and sequencing and command subsystems.
• Transmitter selector to choose the transmission mode,
based upon inputs from on-board power monitors plus
commands from the C and S and command subsystems.
In addition, RCA will supply the following microwave components:
• 4-port hybrid ring coupling the modulator-exciters and
the S-band power amplifiers.
• Circular switches which connect the selected transmitter
to the selected antenna.
• Diplexers for each antenna.
In the following discussion the above equipment is referred to col-
lectively as the S-band subsystem.
The responsibilities of RCA, in connection with the S-band subsys-
tem, include system engineering support, design, development, fabrica-
tion, and assembly of test and flight units, as well as development, type
approval (TA) and flight acceptance (FA) testing on assembly and subsys-
tem levels. RCA will deliver to TRW Systems assembled FA subsystems.
RCA will perform life and reliability demonstration tests on the S-band
subsystem and will provide support for field activities including system
assembly and test at TRW, prelaunch, launch, and flight operations.
EOSE for S-band subsystem checkout and for use in the STC will be
supplied by RCA. In addition, the necessary bench checkout equipment
for subassembly and assembly test will be designed and built. Mechani-
cal operational support equipments for handling, transportation, assem-
bly and test are also of RCA responsibility.
a. S-Band Subsystem Flow Plan
Starting with the results of the Phase IA study, and with addi-
tional technical direction which will be forthcoming from TRW, the devel-
opment program for S-band communication electronics and microwave
components will proceed through Phases IB and II, culminating in a
demonstrated type-approved design. As indicated in Figure 25, S-band
subsystem flow plan, the effort planned for Phase IB is devoted to
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obtaining performance and design requirements (partial Part 1 CEI
specifications as defined in Voyager Configuration Management
Manual) for the subsystem for each functional unit with supporting plans
and analyses. Hardware activity, as now planned, will be limited to
Phase II. An exception will be made if the conceptual design includes a
low-noise preamplifier or other features which require breadboard test-
ing in Phase IB to supplement design analyses.
Phase IB. The initial effort in Phase IB is an analysis of sub-
system requirements which may be modified significantly from those
analyzed during Phase IA. The uplink frequency, for example, may be
changed to 1800 megahertz (MHz) This analysis and other development
tasks will be performed in close cooperation with TRW in keeping with
the technical interfaces involved. This activity will lead to the S-band
subsystem requirements specification.
Long lead items will be identified in Phase IB and procured for
use in Phase II breadboard circuits.
A re-examination of the tradeoffs resolved during Phase IA can
then be made to satisfy any new subsystem requirements. In this connec-
tion, the interference and performance degradation of simultaneous rang-
ing and telemetry must be re-evaluated and extended to include frequency
multiplexed telemetry subcarriers. Existing and in-development S-band
equipment will be evaluated for Voyager application as is, or with
redesign. In particular, 50-watt traveling wave tube amplifier and elec-
trastatic focused klystron programs now in the development stage, will
be monitored and planning coordinated with the successful bidders. The
configuration resulting from this effort will be the basis of the conceptual
design. Critical development areas in the configuration will be identified
for special planning to expedite in-house development or subcontractor
effort. Provisional make or buy decisions made during the study will be
reconsidered and final decisions made to permit vendor surveys and
source selection processes and purchase specification preparation to start.
Selection of a traveling wave tube amplifier development source will re-
quire careful screening, if this item is a contractor responsibility.
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As the conceptual design evolves, test equipment requirements
will be updated. Close liaison will be maintained between test planner,
S-band equipment, EOSE and AHSE designers to ensure timely availabil-
ity of test equipment and mechanical handling and shipping equipment.
Materials and parts will be evaluated for application in the
detail design. Voyager reqt_irements for magnetic cleanliness and
sterilization emphasize the importance of this task. Selected parts and
materials will be screened for conformance to program reliability, per-
formance and magnetic standards. Parts and materials with insufficient
reliability, magnetic or performance data will be subject to type approval
testing during Phase IB.
With the conceptual design in progress, critical development
items identified and parts and material information available, the effort
will broaden out to several tasks performed in parallel. To investigate
problems which cannot be resolved theoretically, such as the command
subcarrier distortion due to the receiver subsystem, breadboards of
critical elements may be constructed and tested. Electrical and mechan-
ical interfaces will be monitored and defined to maintain compatibility as
the subsystem design evolves. Reliability and failure mode analyses will
be accomplished and other software prepared in Phase IB, such as man-
agement, test, safety, manufacturing, EMC, contamination control, and
magnetic control plans, will be updated. Based on the preceding work,
design specifications will be prepared for each functional unit completing
the PDR prerequisites.
The preliminary design review, held near the end of Phase IB,
will consider all aspects of the conceptual design including the results of
all analyses, critical item breadboard tests, if any, and the Part I CEI
(partial) specification.
The specifications will be issued with requests for bid on all
buy items in accordance with the approved procurement plan. Bids will
be available for subcontract negotiation at the beginning of Phase If.
Phase II. As soon as practicable after the start of Phase II,
vendor selections will be made and subcontracts negotiated, approved and
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let. Detailed test specifications and procedures will be completed for
breadboard, EM and TA units.
Detailed design of in-house equipment will be accomplished
using breadboards for initial design verification. Equivalent development
effort will be performed by subcontractors. Using vendor-supplied bread-
boards of buy items, a breadboard subsystem will be integrated and tested.
The intermediate design review (IDR) will be held when circuit
design and breadboard design verification tests are complete. EM fabri-
cation must be undertaken before the intermediate design review, to
accommodate schedule requirements. Part I, GEl specifications will be
completed for this review.
Design changes arising from breadboard tests and the IDR will
be incorporated and EM tests performed on assembly and subsystem
levels. Complete product configuration definition will then be generated
for the CDR constituting preliminary Part II, CEI specifications. When
EM tests, product drawings and detail specifications are completed, the
production design will undergo critical design review. Additional EM's
will be fabricated, tested, and delivered for use in engineering and pro-
pulsion interaction spacecraft models.
CDR approval is required prior to initiation of flight item fabri-
cation. The first production item of each type will be subject to TA test-
ing at assembly and subsystem _level. The next following production sub-
system is intended for the PTM spacecraft. It will be fabricated and
tested to FA standards. Additional production units will undergo relia-
bility demonstration testing after FA. Successful completion of TA
and reliability demonstration tests will signal the conclusion of the de-
velopment effort.
On completion of the TA tests, subsystems for three flight
spacecraft and spare equipment are fabricated and FA tested on sub-
assembly and subsystem level prior to shipment to TRW.
b. .Key Problem Areas
Development of the S-band subsystem does not present any
apparent serious technical problems. The schedule appears to be ample
to perform the necessary tasks with relatively minor risks.
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Fulfilling the power amplifier requirement with a suitable
TWTA or ESFK device will probably require a development effort since
it is doubtful if existing devices are capable of meeting Voyager require-
ments. The subsystem development schedule incorporates such an effort
although an existing ESFK design by Eimac or the projected TWTA devel-
opment sponsored by JPL may have the desired features. It is also rec-
ognized that the power amplifier may be GFE or a directed procurement.
Communication with two spacecraft presents a possible inter-
ference problem between the two uplinkfrequencies. After analysis, this
problem will be minimized by choice of channel frequencies, by properly
selective receiver front ends and by careful spectr_xn examination to
detect and remove spurious signals.
The choice of up-link frequency will influence receiver design.
Major redesign of an existing equipment will be required to accommodate
1800 MHz while only minor modification would be required for ZI00 MHz.
Magnetic field reduction will impose a requirement on parts and
_naterials selection and packaging layout which can be met quite readily.
No major problem is anticipated in meeting Voyager magnetic require-
ments using the methods described in the Phase IA, Task A Study Report.
Thermal, weight, power, reliability, and life requirements are
nominal factors which will be satisfied by usual design and program imple-
mentation methods. Reliability considerations lead directly to the high
degree of redundancy incorporated in the subsystem design. Test planning
includes reliability demonstration tests as a further result of reliability
and life requirements. The power amplifier development, as previously
mentioned, is also affected.
The mission environment does not appear to present any difficult
constraints on the S-band subsystem implementation with the single excep-
tion of operation through critical pressure during the ascent phase. The
requirement for high power operation during launch is not apparent and it
is therefore intended that the power amplifiers will not be operated during
test or mission operations in the region of critical pressures to avoid
possible breakdown problems.
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c. Schedule
The schedule established for the S-band subsystem is based on
the following key requirements:
Definition of subsystem and assembly detailed design spec-
ification available for the PDR during Phase IB.
Hardware effort confined to Phase II with the exception of
critical development items.
Completion of vendor and subcontractor source selection
process, including approval by TRW and, if required, JPL,
to accommodate subcontract releases during the first month
of Phase II.
Breadboard test results and detailed design available for
the IDR.
Breadboard tests to begin at least 3 months before engi-
neering model fabrication.
• EM test results to be available for the CDR.
TA tests completed before release for fabrication of flight
i, 2, 3 and spares.
The S-band communication schedule shown in Figure 26 is a
conservative one with no critical schedule problems, although several
considerations are relevant.
First, the 20-month period assumed for power amplifier devel-
opment is defined as culminating in the delivery of the first flight accepted
item for the PTM subsystem. Prior experience with Relay and Lunar
Orbiter TWTA development indicates this to be more than ample but in
keeping with conservative planning. Any remaining schedule uncertainty
may be reduced further if the proposed JPL TWTA or ]ESFKA development
contract is awarded prior to the start of Phase II.
The schedule shown includes several hardware activities which
are initiated on the basis of analysis with incomplete or no design verifi-
cation data in order to meet key requirements. Two of the three activities
listed below involve relatively minor cost and schedule risks but result in
continuity of effort and more uniform facility and manpower load. For
the remaining instance, a limited amount of test data will be available
to justify the step.
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Figure 26. Schedule for S-Band Communications Subsystem
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• EM parts are ordered before breadboard tests are initiated.
Long-lead flight model parts are ordered before EM tests
are completed.
Fabrication of PTM and reliability demonstration test units
is begun before FA test of the TA unit is started. It is
assumed that EM tests will provide justification for this
step.
3.9.2 Radio Subsystem Analysis
a. Subsystem Analyses
The Voyager mission imposes specific requirements on the
radio subsystem beyond those encountered on earlier programs such as
Ranger, Mariner, and Pioneer. In addition to the requirement for mul-
tiple planetary vehicle operation, improvements in system tracking per-
formance, reduction of acquisition time and over-all improvements in
telemetry and command threshold performance are desirable.
During Phase IB, the following analytical tasks will be per-
formed:
Determination of telemetry system degradation due to
presence of turn-around ranging subcarrier.
Determination of the effect of receiver phase-lock loop
parameters on predetection bandwidth, command transfer
function, acquisition characteristics and retransmitted
signal parameters.
Analysis of ring-around and false lock characteristics of
the receiver/modulator/power amplifier loop, including a
detailed spur analysis.
Feasibility of reducing VCO and auxiliary oscillator phase
instability, and effect on threshold and doppler performance.
Optimization of phase-lock loop bandwidth, suppression
factor and command subcarrier frequency considering the
variation in vehicle velocity and acceleration throughout
the mission.
Distortion effects of phase-lock !oop on command and range
code sequences.
Determination of the change in modulator-exciter charac-
teristics under varying input and output impedance
conditions.
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b.
Stability characteristics of transistor and varactor multi-
plier chains.
Determination of the effect of receiver and modulator-
exciter parameters on the accuracy of relative and absolute
ranging.
Analyses will also be performed to guide design efforts in
the areas of weight, structure, thermal, power consump-
tion, reliability, magnetic properties, EMC, sterilization
and intra- and inter-subsystem interfaces.
Feasibility of using more than one coherency ratio to facil-
itate multiple planetary vehicle operation, and effect on
receiver and phase-lock loop design requirements and
DSIF operation.
Component Analyses
Four-Port Hybrid Ring and Low-Level Power Monitors. An
analysis will be performed to determine the compatibility of the four-port
hybrid ring with changing load conditions. This analysis is important in
determining the degree of isolation provided by the four-port hybrid for
various conditions of mismatch at the TWT amplifiers input. The analysis
will determine the range of the TWT amplifier drive-power fluctuation, as
well as modulator-exciter load-impedance variation.
Analyses will also be performed to determine the characteris-
tics of the low-level power monitors under various impedances, drive
levels, and environmental conditions in order to establish the interface
with the transmitter selector.
To determine the capability of the proposed stripline design,
the preliminary design of the four-port hybrid will be analyzed to deter-
mine the ability to meet insertion loss and isolation requirements, as
well as establishing a package configuration compatible with Voyager
mounting concepts.
Transponder (S-Band Receiver and Modulator-Exciter). This
is the equipment most affected by the Voyager unique requirements. In
order to detail the component performance and purchase specifications,
some of the analytic work must first be concluded. Vendor quotations
cannot, therefore, be solicited until early in the Phase II program. In
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support of the analyses, it is desirable to use an available GFE trans-
ponder to construct a preliminary breadboard model of the radio
subsystem.
Receiver and Transmitter Selectors. During Phase IB, the
following tasks will be performed:
Determine the probable failure modes of each unit. An
investigation will also be made into methods for reducing
these failure modes through the use of direct command
override and component and circuit level redundancy.
Investigate the possible interface characteristics which
can be employed between the receiver and receiver selec-
tor with respect to optimum location of the quantizing cir-
cuits, and make a decision on the location which afford the
maximxlrn protection against incorrect operation.
Investigate the possible interface characteristics which can
be employed between the power monitor and transmitter
selector with respect to voltage and impedance levels and
with respect to signal comparison, and select the technique
affording maximum protection against incorrect operation.
Signal-to-noise and multiple carrier and subcarrier inter-
ference characteristics of the receiver, and effects of IF
and video limiting.
Reduction in acquisition time through use of noncarrier
synchronous ranging, and effect on threshold performance.
Investigation of range-code and reference signal interfaces
between multiple receivers and modulator-exciters.
Effect of change in up-link frequency to 1800 MHz with con-
sequent increases in available bandwidth.
Assessment of problems associated with magnetic cleanli-
ness.
Failure mode analysis of all elements of the subsystem
and application of component and xmit redundancy to
improve subsystem reliability.
Evaluation of reliability of candidate low noise S-band pre-
amplifier s.
These and other related analyses will be iterative throughout
Phase IB, based on the expectation that the required inputs data from JPL
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will be continually updated as in-house and contractor studies proceed.
Output data from the analyses will be presented to TRW as derived for
comparison with JPL results and requirements.
An end item of the analyses will be a design study and evalua-
tion of the applicability of existing or projected equipment, and a definition
of the degree of required redesign.
Low-Power Transmitter. The low-power transmitter has
requirements similar to the modulator-exciter, except for the higher
output level. Also, the output impedance variations on the low-power
transmitter can be greater than on the modulator-exciter.
During Phase IB, the following efforts will be performed in the
area of design and development of the low-power transmitter:
• Additional analysis of the multiplier-chain stabilities will
be performed. Analysis will include varactor-transistor
multiplier-chain tradeoffs; an investigation of stress levels
in a l-watt, solid-state, S-band transmitter; compatibility
of internal voltage levels with the partial-pressure launch
environment; and spectral-purity requirements.
• A detailed vendor survey will be performed to support
"Make-or-Buy" or redesign decisions.
Power Amplifier. It is assumed that the 50-watt TWT ampli-
fier will be vendor supplied or GFE. Analyses will, however, be neces-
sary to determine the required characteristics of high level power
monitors, output bandpass filter and diplexer requirements, and the
thermal and mechanical compatibility of the amplifier with the proposed
radio subsystem packaging concept.
3.9.3 Design
a. General
During Phase IB, packaging, cabling and interface design data
for the S-band radio subsystem will be generated, together with detailed
functional specifications for all functional units of the subsystem.
During Phase II, major or complete mechanical redesign of
existing receivers and modulator/exciters will be undertaken, and elec-
trical redesign to the extent dictated by Phase IB analyses.
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b. 50-Watt Power Amplifier
It is presently assumed that this will be a vendor-supplied or
GFE item. During Phase IB, functional specifications, mechanical and
electrical interface requirements will be agreed with TRW. Design in-
vestigations, including the use of split collector and modified helix con-
struct ion in TWTA's, will be the subject of detailed investigation by
potential vendors. The power amplifier will probably be a long-lead
item.
c. Microwave Components
The microwave components of the S-band subsystem consist of
the S-band switching network (four circulator switches), diplexers, and
four port hybrid.
During Phase IB, the following effort will be performed in the
area of design and development of the S-band switching network:
• Preparation of Part I, CEI specification (partial), which
will include analyses to determine:
a) Insertion loss requirements
b) Isolation requirements
c) Logic and failure-mode improvements
d) Tradeoffs between continuous and latched-type switches
• Comprehensive vendor evaluations and a tentative selection,
based upon the ability to satisfy the magnetic-cleanliness,
performance, reliability, and schedule requirements of the
Voyager spacecraft program.
The following efforts will be performed in the design and devel-
opment of the diplexers:
• Preparation of the Part I, CEI specification (partial), which
will include analyses to determine:
a) Transmitter-to-receiver isolation requirements at
the transmit frequency, receive frequency, and other
frequencies that could cause receiver overloading or
false lock
b) Transmitter and receiver insertion-loss requirements
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• Comprehensive vendor survey.
As a design task an investigation will be performed to deter-
mine the need for an instrumented testing program to determine the RF
power handling characteristics of the switching matrix, diplexers, and
RF interconnections.
For the four port hybrid the following tasks will be performed:
• Preparation of Part I, CEI specifications (partial) based on
the following analysis:
a) Isolation requirements
b) Effect of power amplifier input VSWR variations
(on and off) on isolation and power split.
d. Receiver and Transmitter Selectors
During Phase IB, specific design investigations will be neces-
sary in order to meet the schedule requirements EM's in Phase II.
These tasks will include:
• Preparation of Part I, CEI specifications (partial)
• Preliminary design of internal logic, based on maximum
utilization of common circuit elements
• Definition and preliminary design of input and output buffer
circuits and logic
• Design of packaging and preparation of engineering sketches
for use in fabrication of EM's
Early in the Phase II part of the program, a breadboard model
of each unit will be designed and constructed. This breadboard will con-
sist of the circuits for the final design, but will be constructed using hand
wired laboratory rack and panel mounting. Special test equipment
required for breadboard testing will be designed and constructed, and
performance and reliability tests will be performed. In particular,
operation in the various failure modes will be verified, and corrective
steps taken, where necessary, to minimize the effects of discrete failures
on unit performance.
e. S-Band Receiver
For Phase IB, the following design and development tasks will
be performed:
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Preparation of Part I, CEI specifications (partial) which
will include analyses to determine:
a) Predetection carrier tracking bandwidth
b) Carrier tracking phase-lock loop requirements for
earth parking orbit, cruise, trajectory correction
maneuvers, deboost, and orbital operations.
c) The effect of multiple uplink frequencies and IF/Video
limiters on crosstalk.
d) Receiver spurs-self lock.
• Comprehensive vendor survey.
Modulato r-Excite r / Low Powe r T rans mitre r
The following Phase IB design and development tasks will be
Preparation of Part I, CEI specification (partial) which will
include analyses to determine:
a) Modulation linearity requirements for multiplexed
signals
b) Multiplier stability under various load conditions
(VSWR)
c) Transponder spurs (including range code input signals)-
receiver lock.
• Comprehensive vendor survey.
3.9.4 " -_e=_ Program
The S-band subsystem test program is divided into five major
phases: parts, development, manufacturing, TA and FA testing. The
program defines tests on parts, modules, components and subsystems.
Breadboard, mockups, engineering models and flight-type equipment tests
are specified. A matrix containing the test name, objective and descrip-
tion for each equipment type, is presented in Table 23.
Breadboards of both make-and-buy subassemblies will be tested
early in the test program during the development phase. Assemblies,
circuitry and packaging techniques as proposed for flight will be utilized
pe rfo rmed:
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Table 23. S-Band Communications Electronics and Microwave
Components Development Tests
Name of Test
Circuit design
evaluation
Design verification
Electrical perform-
ance test (EPT)**
Abbreviated perform-
ance test (APT)
Reliability te sting
Product examination
Reliability demonstra-
tion llfe testing
Margin tests
Electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC)
Magnetic testing
Sterilization compati-
bility test
Environmental tests:
Vibration
Thermal-vacuum
Humidity
Shock
Thermal shock
Handling, transport,
and prelaunch environ-
mental test
Subsystem compati-
bility
Item to Be Tested
Component Level
*
iQ Q Q X X X X
X X X X X X X
X
X X X X X X
X X
X X
X X X X X X X
X X
QQXXXX
QQQXXXX
XX
XX
XX
Subsystems
__ _
QQQX
XXXX
XXXX
X X X
X X X
QQQX
X X
Purpose and Objectives
Determine electrical performance
; breadboards to verify that design con-
I forms to component performance
specifications
Demonstrate that the initial design
chosen will meet preliminary design
specifications
Determine electrical performance
before and after environmental test
sequence to verify conformance to the
ape cffication
Demonstrate that there is no degrada-
tion in electrical performance due to
environmental exposure
Provide test data that cannot be calcu-
lated or is required for verification
Demonstrate that equipment was built
in accordance with drawings before
testing starts
Demonstrate that certain critical units
meet the life requirements of the
Voyager mission
Provide a measure of design margin
_eyond those exposed by qualification
Halts
Verify conformance to EMC perform-
ance specification
Determine magnetic field intensity to
verify below acceptance limit
Verify resistance to ethylene oxide en-
vironment and ability to meet perform-
ance specifications due to temperature
sterilization
Verify integrity of de sign when equip-
ment is tested in an environment
equal to or greater than flight levels
Determine ability of equipment to
survive environment without electrical
)erformance degradation
Demonstrate that the complete sub-
system meets subsystem and mission
requirements. Demonstrate that EOSE
and subsystem are compatible
Description
Measure operation parameters with
specified range of input conditions at
ambient temperature
Conduct tests in the temperature chamb_
over the extreme qualification limits
while measurements are made of the
operating parameters with specified
input c o_ditlons.
Measure operating parameters with
specified range on input conditions
Conduct tests before and _fter each ex-
posure at ambient temperature and
nominal line voltage.
This series of breadboard tests includet
margin failure mode, parts electrical
stress measurements, and temperature
hot spots of RF equipment.
Inspect for compliance with the require.
, ments for identification, markings,
mounting, connectors, dimensions,
center-of-gravity (e. g. )location.
Test one or more flight components to
APT at ambient conditions continuously
and to EPT at one-month intervals.
Test varying bus voltage, input-signal
amplitudes, pulse duration, rise and fal
times, frequencies, and repetition rater
where significant combinations of these
may be tested.
Measure level of susceptibility to and
generation of conducted and radiated
RF interference
Measure magnetic field intensity in thr(
axes while operating in each test mode
while magnetized and demagnetized.
Expose to ethylene oxide gas at specific
concentration and tempe rature for spec
fled period. Expose to bulk temperatuz
for specified period.
Impose environmental limits on unit
monitoring operating characteristics tc
insure proper operation or proper sur-
vival, whichever is applicable,
Includes bench handling, drop, trans-
portation, vibration, explosive and cox
rosive atmospheres, humidity, contarr"
nants, and magnetic field effects.
Measure over-all subsystem performance
parameters while operating in various
modes under specified input conditions
using EOSE.
Q - Qualification level test more stringent than flight level.
* - Existing modified flight equipment from selected vendors.
** - Includes voltage, temperature, andnoncatastrophic variations.
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whenever possible. The tests performed will verify performance spec-
ification, evaluate failure modes and indicate necessary design modifi-
cations.
The breadboard assemblies will be subjected to performance test
requirements in conformance with JPL General Specification for Perform-
ance and Design Requirements for the Voyager 1971 Spacecraft System.
The breadboard subassemblies will be interconnected to do prelim-
inary checks of subsystem compatibility. Subsystem performance tests
will be performed to confirm preliminary performance analysis. The
breadboard equipment will then be subjected to extended testing for con-
tinued evaluation,
The EM's will also be tested both as assemblies and as a subsystem
after integration. Three EN{'s will be fabricated. EM's are much closer
to the flight models in all respects than the breadboards. As such, test
results are more representative of flight equipment. In addition, certain
testing which would prove inaccurate on the breadboard, such as detailed
magnetic mapping, can now be performed. The first unit (EM No. I) will
be retained at RCA-AED. This model will consist of one assembly each
of the required S-band complement. EM No. i will receive FA testing,
followed by TA testing. This testing serves to verify the design to refine
the FA and TA testing procedures and train personnel.
The remaining two EM's consist of an assembled S-band subsystem.
They will receive FA testing at the component and subsystem level. They
will then be delivered to TRW for integration into the EM spacecraft.
EM tests include, b_t are not limited to, vibration, thermal-vacuum,
magnetic testing, and ethylene oxide compatibility tests. The unique
requirements of the Voyager missions dictate specific attention to these
areas.
The PTM model will consist of an assembled S-band subsystem. It
will receive FA testing at the assembly and subsystem level. The inte-
grated subsystem will be delivered to TRW for further testing on the PTM
spacecraft.
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The first subsystem to be fabricated to released drawings after the
CDR is designated the TA unit. Assemblies and the subsystem will
receive FA then TA testing. Each TA unit will be subjected to tests to
demonstrate the adequacy of the design for its intended usage. The class
of tests include type-approval tests and life and margin tests (reference:
JPL General Specifications, parts 4.2.1. 1.2.2 and 4.2. i. 1.2.3) of per-
formance at both ambient and simulated mission environments.
The reliability units will be composed of various quantities of each
S-band subassembly consistent with reliability testing needs as defined in
the Reliability Test Plan. Each subassembly will receive FA testing to
verify conformity to performance specifications. They will then be sub-
jected to a series of reliability demonstration tests designed to probe and
confirm reliability analysis predictions.
Three flight models will be fabricated.
complement of S-band subsystem assemblies.
will be fabricated for flight spares.
All assemblies will receive FA testing.
Each will consist of a full
In addition, assemblies
In addition, the three flight
units will receive subsystem FA testing. The tests will demonstrate that
each equipment has been fabricated to and performs in conformance with
the design as represented by the drawing and specification.
Voyager unique tests include comprehensive magnetic and EMI test-
ing and ethylene oxide compatibility tests. Performance tests are per-
formed in accordance with TRW prescribed documents.
An EM and TA unit of each S-band subsystem component will be
subjected to ethylene oxide sterilization. This will confirm compatibility
early in the test program. Components will be subjected to TA levels of
gas concentration, temperature, humidity, and exposure time. (Specific
values will be contained in the contamination control plan. ) Testing of
the components before and after explosure will verify the absence of
degradation due to the test exposure.
Magnetic testing of the S-band subsystem will be performed at the
assembly and subsystem level of development testing. Testing will be
performed on a nonmagnetic turntable utilizing a compensated flux-gate
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magnetic probe. The magnetic field of each component will be measured
with the component in a nonoperating and in an operating condition. The
field will be measured in each of three mutually perpendicular axes.
These measurements will be repeated after environmental testing to
insure that the magnetic properties of the specimen have remained
unchanged. In addition to the pre-environmental tests, the unpowered
specimen will be measured after magnetization in a I00 gauss field and
then after demagnetization.
Particular attention will be allotted to the magnetic testing of the
50 watt TWTA, if this device is used. Magnetic testing of this component
includes compensation to reduce the magnetic field intensity at the posi-
tion of the Voyager magnetometer probe relative to the TWTA.
Another component which will receive close scrutiny during mag-
netic testing will be the circulator. Particular attention will be paid to
stray field measurements during the energized mode of operation.
EMC testing will be performed at both the assembly and subsystem
levels. The EMC test will check equipment susceptibility to external
sources, both by radiation and conduction. Self-generated RFI will also
be investigated.
Particular emphasis will be given to this area during power ampli-
fier testing. The application of high power RF transmitters, although
proven on past programs, bears close scrutiny in the development phase.
Testing will include measurement of spurious responses and intermoduia-
tion components. Similar measurements will be made at the subsystem
level to determine the degree of interaction between components.
The types and quantities of developmental test hardware are listed
in Table 24. Basically, the equipment is classified for development
testing either on an assembly or subsystem basis. One unit of each S-
band subassembly is allotted for EM assembly level development testing.
Two S-band subsystems are designated for system level development
testing. Each subsystem contains a complete complement of assemblies.
One unit of a complete S-band subsystem is designated for TA testing.
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Table 24. S-Band Subsystem Equipment Matrix
for Development Testing
Bread- EM 1 EM2 EM3 Type Reliability
board Approval Demonstration #
50 watt transmitter, 2
power supply and
monitor
4-port hybrid 2
Modulator exciter 2
1 watt transmitter 2
and monitor
Receiver selector Z
S-band receivers 3
Diplexer 3
Circular switch 4
Transmitter selector Z
1 2 2 2 5
1 1 1 1 6
1 2 2 Z 4
1 1 1 1 4
1 1 l l 6
l 3 3 3 5
1 3 3 3 18
l 4 4 4 24
l 1 l l 3
Preliminary estimates
3. I0 Antenna Development
During Phase IB, the antenna performance requirements and
compatability with interfaces will be analyzed, utilizing the design
approaches that were generated in Phase IA of the Voyager program as
well as the modifications to these approaches dictated by the final mission
specification. RF interfaces considered during the antenna development
program will include rotary joints, shroud transmission windows, GFE-
UHF antenna and RF transmission lines, and the spacecraft structure.
Mechanical and thermal interfaces will include the gimbals and actuators,
booms, structural mountings, and tie downs.
The three antennas in the radio subsystem include:
• Circular paraboloid, high-gain antenna with a conical horn
feed
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• Elliptical paraboloid, medium-gain antenna with a horn feed
• Cup turnstile, omnidirectional low-gain antenna
3. I0. 1 Summary
Development of the Voyager antennas is described in the antenna
development flow chart, Figure 27. Phase IB will start with a review of
the antenna requirements generated in Phase IA, as modified by new mis-
sion requirements. Each of the antennas will be analyzed for conceptual
design, performance requirements, and compatibility within the radio
subsystem and with other subsystems. The basic antenna structures as
well as the allowable surface tolerance requirements will be established.
Analysis of the various structures under the influence of thermal shock,
mechanical loading, vibrations, and acceleration will be completed and
their electrical performance calculated.
Phase II will initiate scale model antenna fabrication for bread-
board evaluation of the low-gain and UHF antenna patterns, using a
scale model spacecraft. Full-scale breadboards will also be used to
obtain the low-gain antenna, UHF antenna, and feed horn parameters.
Engineering models of the antennas will be fabricated from engineering
model drawings. Complete testing of all antennas will be performed
to allow completion of final design specifications. The RF data to be
acquired will include antenna patterns, absolute gain, impedance, axial
ratio, efficiencies, insertion losses and coupling measurements. Data
acquired by environmental testing will include responses to shock,
vibration, vacuum, humidity, magnetic, and ethylene oxide environments
and will permit fabrication and test of type approval models. Once the
type approval models have successfully passed the type approval testing
sequence, fabrication of flight models can commence.
The schedule for the antenna development program (Figure 28) is
based on a go-ahead date of I July 1966 and a final drawing release date
of 31 July i968. An additional schedule restraint is the initiation of
Phase II on I February 1967. All hardware, including laboratory bread-
board models, will be fabricated in Phase II.
Phase IB will be devoted to subsystem configuration definitions,
antenna conceptual analysis, specifications, preliminary design, test
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plans, test procedures, procurement of breadboard parts and materials,
procurement of special test equipment, and interface and compatibility
definitions and analyses. Phase IB will include the preliminary design
review.
Phase II will include fabrication and test of breadboard engineering
models, type approval models, proof test models, flight models, final
test plans and test procedures, final specifications, critical design
review, and final drawing release to manufacturing. Vendor and
engineering liaison will continue until launch.
3. I0.2 Design, Development, and Fabrication
a. Antenna Analysis and Design
Detailed testing that is peculiar to antennas is described in
Table Z4A The over-all testing plan is described in Table 25.
The performance and interface compatibility of each antenna
design will be evaluated as mission requirements are made firm. Cone
and clock angles of selected ground stations with respect to spacecraft
coordinates for nominal and worst-case trajectories from lift-off
through six months after encounter will be studied. In addition, cone
and clock angles of the capsule with respect to the spacecraft will be
determined for nominal and worst-case trajectories from capsule
separation to impact. The cone and clock angle data and range as a
function of time of flight will establish the exact coverage required of
the various antennas. All antenna failure and interference modes will
be analyzed to determine their effects upon the over-all radio subsystem
performance. A study will be performed to establish a method of
checking the Voyager antennas in the on-stand prelaunch configuration,
where all antennas are within the boost vehicle fairing and are in-
accessable.
Firm performance requirements and the data obtained from
a complete analysis of preliminary design concepts will be used to
initiate detailed designs required for breadboard hardware.
High-Gain Antenna. Major components of the high-gain antenna
include a parabolic reflector with support structure, a primary feed
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Table 25.
High-Gain Antenna
Breadboard assembly
Over-All Antenna Test Matrix
o_ o
<
X X X X
Engineering model assembly X X X X X X X X X
Type approval model assembly X X X
Proof test model assembly X
Breadboard feed X X X X
Engineering model feed X X X X X X X X
Proof test model feed X
Medium-Gain Antenna
Breadboard assembly X X X X
Engineering model assembly X X X X X X X X X
Type approval model assembly X X X
Proof test model assembly X
Breadboard feed X X X X
Engineering model feed X X X X X X X X
Proof test model feed X
Low-Gain Antenna
Breadboard assembly X X X X
Engineering model assembly X X X X X X X X X
Type approval model assembly X X X
Proof test model assembly X
UHF Antenna
Breadboard assembIy X X X X
X X X XEngineering model assembly
Type approval model assembly
Proof test model assembly
Rotary Joint
Breadboard assembly
Engineering model assembly
Type approval model assembly
Proof test model assembly
X X X X
X X
X X X As unit alld as part
of gimSa, assemMy
Part of gimbaI assembly
Part of gimbal assembly
<
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antenna, and a coaxial feed cable. Studies will be performed to evaluate
environmental, mechanical, and electrical requirements of each compo-
nent to establish materials, manufacturing tolerances, manufacturing
processes, and development test procedures. Design of the structure
will be evaluated in detail through sample section fabrication and test
techniques to establish optimum sizes and configurations in terms of
minimum weight and deformation in the mission environments. The
primary feed horn will be analyzed to assure proper illumination of the
reflector and to assure its compatibility with mounting and feed line
provisions. Radiation pattern degradation due to random and systematic
reflector errors, aperture blockage by the feed and support structure,
and misfocusing of the feed will be evaluated in detail to establish design
goals and development test plans for the empirical evaluation of critical
design parameters. All interface problems will be evaluated so that the
complete antenna assembly performance can be evaluated with respect
to the over-all mission requirements. The scattering of energy from
the reflector surface will be evaluated with respect to thermal control
of this area.
Medium-Gain Antenna. The major components of the medium-
gain antenna include an elliptical paraboloid reflector with support struc-
ture, a primary feed antenna, and a coaxial feed cable. The analysis
and design tasks required for the medium-gain antenna are identical to
those required by the high-gain antenna. On the medium-gain antenna
however, special emphasis will be placed on the evaluation of the asym-
metrical aperture of the reflector and the shaping of the primary feed
pattern for optimum illumination of the reflector.
Low-Gain Antenna. The low-gain antenna consists of a cup-
turnstile element mounted on a deployable support boom. The major
components will be the antenna element and the boom. The feasibility
of utilizing the boom for the coaxial feed line, thereby reducing coaxial
cable loses, will be evaluated. Mechanical, environmental, and elec-
trical performance of each component will be analyzed to determine
design parameters, assure survivability of the antenna during boost
and during firing of the spacecraft engine, and verify the antenna
radiation pattern coverage. Since the low-gain antenna will also be
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used in the shroud, an analysis to evaluate the RF window design will
also be undertaken. From the analysis of the low-gain antenna concepts,
detailed component designs will be initiated and interface specifications
for the shroud RF window will be generated. Thermal effects of engine
plume heating will be analyzed.
b. Rotary Joint
The high- and medium-gain antenna gimbals require coaxial
rotary joints to enable the transmission of RF energy between the trans-
mitters and the antennas. The design is based upon the use of non-
contacting, choke-coupled, coaxial rotary sections which are supported
and aligned by the gimbal bearing system. The resulting joint is
frictionless and sufficiently compact to fit within the gimbal axes.
Mechanical, environmental, and functional performance analyses will
be performed to establish optimum design parameters. The effects of
multipacting within the rotary joint will be studied.
c. Capsule Radio Link Antenna
The capsule radio link antenna is a quad-spiral array whose
elements are cavity-backed, two-arm Archimedian spirals. Each ele-
ment is fed by a balun which may be integrated with the vacity of feed
transmission line. A study will be performed to establish the feed net-
work design including the hybrid ring power divider network. With the
design of a feed network established pointing requirements for the antenna.
The effects of thermal gradients upon anterma performance will be
evaluated.
3. I0.3 Test Program
a. Breadboard Tests
Initial antenna breadboard activity will consist of scale
model testing. Electrically functional scaled models of the low-gain
S-band antenna and the capsule link antenna will be utilized with a
scaled Voyager flight spacecraft electrical model to determine antenna
pattern distribution for suitable antenna mounting points on the space-
craft structure. The influence of the structure upon the patterns will
be experimentally evaluated.
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Later breadboard activity will include fabrication of operating
antenna assemblies at full scale. The feed horn designs will be experi-
mentally verified by measuring their radiation and impedance character-
istics. The paraboloid illumination will be optimized and losses within
the feed systems minimized. Parallel studies of material types and
fabrication techniques will be undertaken to provide engineering model
design data. Breadboard reflectors will be procured for measurements
of secondary pattern characteristics and further optimization of the
paraboloid illumination. The low-gain and UHF antennas will also be
fabricated full scale to measure impedance and full-scale radiation
characteristics. For final pattern distribution data a full-scale electri-
cal breadboard of the Voyager spacecraft will be fabricated and utilized
with the full-scale antenna breadboards. Rotary joint breadboards will
be fabricated and evaluated for design usage and performance.
b. En_ineerin_ Model Tests
Engineering model (EM) activity will begin when design data
has been obtained from the functional breadboards. Complete EM
designs will be finished and accurate engineering models fabricated in
accordance with the EM drawings. The completed EM's will be
evaluated functionally and subjected to selected critical environmental
exposures in accordance with preliminary proof test procedures.
Variations in electrical performance will be determined between environ-
mental exposures. Full inspection and reliability monitoring will prevail
on all engineering models. Three sets of EM equipment will be fabricated
for identical functional and environmental testing. The first set of EM will
be retained by the antenna subproject; the second set will be integrated into
the EM spacecraft, where complete subsystem testing will first be per-
formed; and the third set will be integrated into the propulsion interaction
model spacecraft. Magnetic compatibility testing will be performed on
EM No. 2.
c. Type Approval Testing
Type approval tests are performed to verify that design
requirements can be attained in environments which are in excess of
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that expected during the mission. The tests are designed to be non-
destructive. They include functional and environmental tests at the
assembly and subsystem level. The tests are:
• Vibration
• Shock
Magnetic
Humidity
Ethelyne oxide compatibility
Thermal shock
Electromagnetic comparability
Thermal vacuum
d. Flight Acceptance Testing
Flight acceptance testing is to confirm that workmanship and
quality standards have been satisfied. Flight acceptance tests include
tests at an assembly level and at the subsystem ievel. Four tests are
planned:
• Vibration
Magnetic
Thermal vacuum
Electromagnetic compatibility
3. i I Computing and Sequencing Subsystem Development
The computing and sequencing (C and S) subsystem is a special-
purpose sequencer containing a 256-word central core memory system,
a system of cIocks to time stored commands and data, a command input
unit to Ioad memory, sensor signal input logic to synchronize clock op-
erations with external events, a function generator to issue pointing
angles to the high-gain antenna, two acceierometer counters to provide
engine cutoff signals, and special registers for telemetry sampling
of C and S data and command events.
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3. II. I Summary
Development of the C and S is shown in Figure 29, which covers
design and product development and manufacturing. During Phase IB
the subsystem requirements are analyzed in detail, and the sequence
formulation, logic design, circuit design, and the over-all packaging
concept are developed to sufficient detail to permit critical breadboard
testing. Design audits at the end of the sixth, 15th and 26th weeks pro-
vide opportunity to review the subsystem requirements and design con-
cepts. A formal design review (PDR) in the 29th week integrates the
results of design and analysis, examines the data of the critical bread-
board tests, reviews the development test plans, and provides direction
for Phase II operations.
During Phase If, detailed design is completed and engineering and
flight models are fabricated and tested. A design audit is held to re-
view the detail circuits and packaging designs and to examine the results
of detail circuit breadboard tests before proceeding with the fabrication
of engineering model (EM) No. I. After EM No. 1 fabrication and test-
ing an Intermediate Design Review (IDR) is conducted. This IDR ex-
amines the results of EM No. 1 testing, which includes acceptance and
development testing, reviews the materials lists and type approval (TA)
test plans for EM No. I, and flight acceptance (FA) test plans for EM
No. 2 and 3, and releases drawings for EM No. 2 and 3.
Following this review, EM's No. 2 and 3 are fabricated and FA
tested. Both models are fabricated to full Voyager specifications in the
manufacturing division and must pass flight acceptance tests. The
results of EM No. i TA testing and EM No. 2 and 3 FA testing are
reviewed at the critical design review (CDR) and approved manufactur-
ing drawings for TA, PTM and reliability demonstration models are
released. Fabrication release for flight spacecraft and space units
occurs at the completion of subsystem TA testing.
The schedule in Figure 30 for the C and S subsystem development
program is based on a go-ahead date of 1 July 1966 and a manufacturing
drawing release date of 31 October 1968. An additional schedule
restraint is the initiation of Phase II on i February 1967. All hardware,
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Figure 30.
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Schedule for Computing and
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D
D
except for early critical test breadboard, is fabricated in Phase II of the
program. Vendor liaison and engineering liaision to manufacturing
continues until launch time.
3. I I. 2 Design, Development, and Fabrication
a. Subs)rstem Analysis
The performance of the C and S and compatibility of the design
with its interfaces must be evaluated as mission requirements are
firmed. This analyses will be used to prepare firm requirements to
initiate detailed designs required for the implementation of breadboard
hardware.
A detailed study will be performed to develop a checkout
procedure for the C and S in the prelaunch configuration. Provision
must be made for a speeded-up test capability both for subsystem and
system checkout, and operational procedure must be worked out in
detail. Consideration must be given to the classification of commands
into groups capable of being executed on the launch pad. These require-
ments must be established early enough to insure that they influence
the C and S mechanization. Special logic and circuits have to be designed
to permit the speedup of the sequencing operations, so decisions are re-
quired to define the method of speedup, whether only dead-time, i. e. ,
time between commands, shall be reduced or whether some commands
shall also be performed in reduced time, etc.
Detailed analyses are needed to provide ranges and limits
on testing and to prepare developmental test plans. The organization
of the test phases for flight acceptance and type approval must be
examined in detail and test flow diagrams and schedules established.
These plans must be completed in time to prepare data tapes for the
unit test equipment and operational support equipment and must be
ready before fabrication of the test unit is complete.
Prior to the fabrication of the first EM, detailed thermal,
dynamics, and electrical noise analyses are required to design the C
and S package. Fortunately, much of this analysis has already been
done by TRW in its design and development of the LEM abort guidance
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system and the results can be applied directly to the C and S package.
The LEM abort guidance system has essentially the same environ-
mental conditions as the Voyager C and S, especially since the same
booster system is to be used, and most of the packaging problems have
been analyzed and solved. It is anticipated that the LEM circuits can
apply directly, so the analyses should also apply.
Analysis is also required to establish weight, size and power
requirements of the C and S, and failure mode and reliability analysis
is needed to assess the operational capability of the C and S. This
data must be fed back to the design process to update the concepts.
A special problem is the analysis of the automatic antenna
pointing function. The linear function approximation scheme will be
examined in detail and error apportionment studies will be made. The
cone and hinge angle functions will be formulated and compared to the
requirements imposed by various trajectories. Computer simulations
will be employed to provide evaluation data.
b. De sign
The first task for the design of the C and S subsystem is to
select and evaluate integrated circuits as determined by parameters
evolved from the operational and interface requirements. The integrated
circuits which are selected are then employed in the logic design. Other
parameters associated with the logic design are determined by the oper-
ational and interface specifications and the control, command, and se-
quencing operations of the C and S subsystem. The results of the logic
design, along with the selection of the integrated circuits, are used to
establish the design requirements for the preliminary circuits. The
results of the logic and preliminary circuits design contribute to the
selection of the components to be used in the C and S subsystem and
breadboard fabrication. The results of the critical breadboard tests
are used in combination with the preliminary circuits design and logic
design for components selection.
Upon completion of the second design audit, design of the
engineering and test equipment for the C and S is begun. Preliminary
packaging design using results of the packaging and environmental
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analyses are completed and submitted with the preliminary design
review (PDR). The PDR establishes the approved packaging concept.
In addition, final circuit design for the C and S subsystem is frozen and
the parts selection made. After the PDR, breadboard tests are con-
tinued and detailed packaging design is developed in accordance with
the approved packaging concept and the final circuit design. The
approved detail package design is the basis for fabrication of EM No. i.
c. Hardware
A critical unit of the C and S subsystem operation is the
memory system. The scan and time compare logic which controls
cycling through memory for mode data and elapsed time comparison
and for issuing memory data to the telemetry register will be
breadboarded and are scheduled for the critical breadboard test
phase.
Another unit of special importance in the C and S is the
accelerometer counter. Special tests must be conducted as early as
possible to evaluate its operation and for this reason critical breadboard
tests are required.
d. Flight Data Tapes
An integral part of the design of the C and S is the formulation
and preparation of detailed sequence lists to be stored in the C and S
memory and controlled through the mode and time compare circuits.
These sequences must be checked by computer simulation and flight data
tapes must be prepared and delivered with the C and S.
Variations in command times, linear function approximations,
and other mission or trajectory dependent factors have to be provided
for alternate launch dates and trajectories. Careful analyses are re-
quired to establish the sensitivity of the C and S operations to parameter
variations. Analytical techniques and computer simulations must be
employed to estimate this sensitivity and to establish ways and means to
update the C and S data at the launch station. The data update procedures
must be compatible with the mission operations and ground support
equipment.
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3. 11.3 Development Test Program
The development test program includes Phase IB as well as Phase
II testing. As early as possible in the design of the C and S, breadboards
must be fabricated to test critical items such as the memory system and
the accelerometer counter logic. As the circuits and packaging details
are established, breadboard testing continues and preparations are
begun for fabricating and testing the EM's. Construction and testing of
EM No. 1 proceeds through acceptance tests, development tests and
type approval tests.
EM No. 2 and 3 receive FA testing prior to delivery to the EM and
PIM spacecrafts, respectively. The breadboard tests continue to launch.
a. Phase IB Tests
Phase IB tests include sequence and logic simulation and
checkout procedures and critical breadboard tests. Sequences have to
be identified in detail and the logic equations have to be specified.
Standard computer simulation techniques are employed to simulate the
logic and to reduce and simplify the equations. One program iterates
on the generation of the logic equations and removes unwanted logic and
circuit redundancy. Second order optimization on power, cost, timing,
and loading is performed to refine equations.
A loading check program examines the load distributions on
the logic elements using initializing data with the equations. A simula-
tion program checks the logical consistency of the detailed subsystem
design using the bit-level detail logical equations.
Detailed breadboard testing evaluates the logical and electrical
design by identifying worst-case parameters, studying transient re-
sponses, loading level and noise sensitivity, and establishing voltage
and temperature limits.
Scopes, meters, oscillators, and pulse generators are used to
isolate faults and electrical design weakness. Logic tests, voltage level
tests, and response characteristics tests using aunit tester, evaluate
the operational capability of the system under test.
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Generally, the purpose of the breadboard tests is to ascertain
whether parts meet the requirements of the circuit design specifications;
to obtain derating, stability, and failure mode information; to determine
whether screening procedures are advisable, and establish screening
criteria; to determine changes in preliminary circuit specification; and
to verify design margins and performance.
b. Phase II Tests
Phase II testing includes breadboard development and design
margin testing; EM development, FA and TA testing; manufacturing
tests; subsystem TA testing and subsystem FA testing.
Breadboard testing includes the further design and develop-
ment testing of an updated breadboard model. This model is also used
to determine the effects of temperature, power supply variations, and
transient wave forms, and is exercised throughout the program until
launch. These tests also include materials and process testing and
parts selection testing.
EM No. I tests investigate the performance of the subsystem
under various environmental conditions.
Manufacturing and in-process tests are employed to insure the
correctness of the manufacturing process. These tests assure that parts
and components are properly assembled and perform within specified
limits. Components are selected for precision alignment or calibration,
and performance checks are made on completed subassemblies. Tests
are performed on components under extreme temperatures and voltages
before they are assembled into higher units. Power supply and memory
card subassemblies are tested by special purpose test sets which supply
normal and abnormal voltages or master clock pulses, cycling time
signals, mode select and static input signals as appropriate. Production
model units of the C and S are functionally tested prior to the start of
acceptance tests. Tests are run at nominal, high, and low voltages at
room temperature.
Finally, environmental tests are used to demonstrate that the
C and S under test is representative of that configuration and will satisfy
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the operational and functional requirements of that model. The accep-
tance tests proceed sequentially with operational cycles to estimate the
effect of the environments on C and S performance. The tests include
vibration and thermal vacuum tests.
Critical environments tests are employed to provide confidence
that the C and S will pass the design limit load tests and to verify safety
margins for the Voyager mission. Selected worst-case environments
and incrementally increasing dynamic tests are involved.
The test program discussed above is presented in more
detail in Table 26.
3.12 Guidance and Control Subsystem
The major function of the guidance and control (G and C) subsystem
is to establish and maintain three-axis stabilization of the spacecraft at
all times after separation of the spacecraft from the launch vehicle. It
also provides velocity data for trajectory and orbit adjustment modes,
pointing controls for directional antennas, and signals based on Mars
orbit events for the operation of science instruments.
Pitch and yaw error signals from the sun sensor and roll error sig-
nals from the Canopus sensor are used to control spacecraft attitude during
cruise and orbit about Mars. The gyro reference assembly provides con-
trol signals to maintain inertialreference during the initial separation
maneuver, midcourse corrections, orbit insertion and trim maneuvers,
and during periods of sun or Canopus eclipse. The accelerometer supplies
the signal to terminate engine firing during velocity corrections.
The control torques are produced by expulsion of nitrogen gas through
nozzles located so as to produce couples about the spacecraft control axes.
A two-level thrust system is utilized, the low-thrust mode during cruise
and the high-thrust mode during all other flight phases. During propul-
sion maneuver modes, thrust vector control is provided by gimballing the
engine in pitch and yaw with roll control supplied by the gas thrusters.
The antenna drive system, which is completely independent of other
G and C subsystem functions, positions the high-gain antenna about its
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Table 26. Computing and Sequencing Subsystem Development Tests
Name of Test
Sequence Check
C and S Logic
Loading Check
Parts Selection
Circuit
Subassembly
Materials and
Processes
Dynamic s
Evlauation
Thermal
Evaluation
Mockup
Circuit
C and S
Operational
In-process
Flight accept-
ance
Type approval
Life
Reliability
demonstration
Phase II bread-
board
Item Being Tested
Command list order
by occurance in sub-
sets
Logic equations
Logic equations and
initializing data
Integrated circuits,
transistors,
discretes
Breadboard circuits
Subassemblies of
C and S
Multilayer boards,
solder processes,
plastics, finishes.
metals
Logic card frames
Welded modules
Wiring model of core
stock
Logic circuits bread-
boards
Preproduction model
C and S
Components, sub-
assemblies and
assemblies
EM's, TA, and PTM
model and all flight
models
TA model and EM
No. 1
TAModel
Reliability demon-
stration model
Subsystem bread-
board model
Purpose
To verify sequencing capa-
bility of C and S
To verify logic analyses
and designs
To check load distributions
on logic elements
To obtain derating, stabili-
ty and failure mode
information
To verify dcsign
To verify design require-
ments, functional
requirements, margins
To check conformance to
requirements
To verify structural
adequacy
To verify thermal
assumptions
To verify wiring design
To verify design
To verify operational and
interface requirements
To assure correctness of
manufacturing process,
check parts and units
Confirm acceptable opera-
tion on a unit and sub-
system level
Confirm satisfaction of
design requirements
under excess environment
Confirm operability over
extended period
To conduct tests in accord-
ance with Voyager reliabi-
lity test plan
To verify performance
characteristics over:
o Voltage and temper-
ature extremes
o Noise injection
o Power frequency
variation
o Power transients
Description
Uses detailed sequences
simulated on computer
Bit-by-bit simulation of
operations of C and S
Uses binary electronics
equipment check on
equations
Evaluates devices for con-
formance to specs, vendor
ratings, etc.
Subject equipment to tem-
perature, voltage extremes,
noise
Subjecting units to temper-
ature and voltage extremes,
noise
Evaluate vendor products
Vibrate items in three
directions with increasing
serverties
Measure stabilized tem-
perature at various power
dis sipations
Wire core stock to sur-
rounding boards to allow
hlngin_ of them
Subject circuits to tem-
perature, voltage and
noise extremes
Provide input power and
signal control, and out-
put signal control
Use C and S test set to
exercise card functions
Verify operation under a
variety of induced con-
ditions of voltage, fre-
quency variations, noise
injection, etc.
FA t=sts first. Than
temperature variations,
vibration, shock, humidity,
thermal shock, sterili-
zation
Continuous operation at
nominal conditions, per-
iodic cycling over tem-
perature power ranges
Four units: Operated
under 40 degree ambient
temperature for IZ months.
Six units: Operated under
30 degree ambient tem-
perature and vacuum con-
ditions for 6 months
Update breadboard to simu-
late flight design; cycle
through the input variations
and environments; operate
at nominal condition to
launch
Special Equipment
Simulation routines
Logic simulation routines
Computer program
Wide range of electrical
equipment and environmen-
tal test equipment
General Purpose (GP)
test equipment, thermal
chambers
GP test equipment
GP test equipment
Vibration table and gages
GPtest equipment
Vacuum chamber, temper-
ature pickup, GP test
equipment
Ohmmeter
GPequipment, thermal
chamber
GP equipment, special test
programs
GP equipment, memory
logic, power test sets,
and unit test set
EOSE
EOSE and chamber
EOSE
EOSE
EOSE
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hinge and shaft axes and the medium-gain antenna about its hinge axis in
response to signals from the C and S or ground commands.
3.12. I General
The engineering and support activities associated with the analysis,
design, procurement, development, and testing of the G and C subsystem
and its special test equipment are illustrated in Figure 31. The analyses
required for design of the subsystem will be conducted primarily during
Phase IB. The detailed design activities will largely occur during
Phase II except that because of critical schedule requirements design and
breadboard testing of the gyro reference assembly and critical electronics
circuits will be conducted in Phase IB.
To complete development testing in time to meet critical drawing
release dates, the preliminary procurement of gyros in Phase IB is indi-
cated. Because of the long lead-time associated with high-reliability parts,
preliminary procurement of critical electronic components will also be
initiated in Phase IB. All other procurement will occur in Phase If.
Except for the design and breadboard testing previously mentioned
all development and testing will be performed during Phase If, providing
for a comprehensive program of testing including design verification,
functional, environmental, life, type approval, and flight acceptance tests.
Test articles will include breadboards, engineering models, proof test
models, and flight models. The environmental testing will include ther-
mal-vacuum, vibration, shock, humidity, thermal shock and magnetic
properties tests.
The milestone chart in Figure 32 presents the events starting with
the Phase IB go-ahead to delivery of developed subsystems to stores.
Phase IB will start with a review of the requirements generated in Phase IA,
modified by any new mission requirements. Guidance and control assembly,
subsystem, and interface analyses will be initiated. A preliminary sub-
system specification and OSE specification will be completed, together
with preliminary Part I, CEI specifications for the subsystem and OSE
assemblies. Subcontractor submittals will be reviewed and the Phase IB
effort concluded with a preliminary design review.
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Phase II starts by completing subsystem specifications and guidance
and control OSE subsystem specifications. Final Part I (partial) CEI
specification for the subsystem and OSE assemblies will also be generated.
Subsystem breadboard fabrication and testing effort will then start. At
the completion of breadboard testing the intermediate design review will
be held. All specifications will be completed as a result of the IDR, and
all engineering model drawings will be released and the engineering model
fabrication and testing effort started. Three complete engineering model
subsystems will be fabricated and tested.
Results of evaluation of the engineering models are presented in the
critical design review. Updated subsystem and Part I, CEI specifications
and preliminary Part II, CEI specifications are also reviewed. Satisfactory
findings from this design review govern the release of drawings for fabri-
cation of the type approval (TA) and proof test model (PTM) assemblies.
Final Part II, CEI specifications are prepared for the FACI in November
1970.
3.12.2 Design Studies
Analytical studies will define the detailed requirements for the G and
The input data re-C subsystem and the means for its implementation.
quired will include:
o
o
e
e
e
e
o
o
o
Sensor characteristics
Accuracies (vehicle and antenna pointing)
Moments of inertia
Center of mass offset and uncertainties
Control moment arms
Acquisition time requirements
Thrust level and thrust centerline uncertainty
Accuracy requirements for midcourse corrections and
orbital injection
Disturbance inputs to spacecraft
Tipoff rates
Results of Phase IB preliminary design
Structural deflection data
Propellant tank geometry
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a. Initial Hold
The G and C subsystem configuration and the required thrust
level will be studied to assure that initial tipoff rates can be cancelled
and the required planetary vehicle orientation maintained with respect to
the separation attitude.
b. Acquisition
A detailed analysis will be completed of the acquisition scheme
used to stabilize the spacecraft after separation from the boost vehicle and
for subsequent acquisitions. The control authority required will be fully
defined and the over-all acquisition process described in detail. Func-
tional specifications for the control system will be prepared on the basis
of this analysis. The output data will include definition of an acquisition
sequence including time required for acquisition, control methods for
acquisition, and functional specifications for the system.
c. Maneuvers
An analysis will be completed to determine the accuracy and
response requirements for reorienting the spacecraft before midcourse
corrections, capsule separation, and injection into orbit about Mars.
Functional specifications for the control system to meet these require-
ments will be prepared.
d. Thrust Vector Control
_._e_ ar,alysis to determine the accuracy ar.d response
requirements of the thrust vector control mode will be made, considering
structural bending and propellant slosh effects. The output will include
thrust vector control accuracy requirements, response requirements,
control torques, and functional specifications.
e. Attitude Control
A detailed analysis of the attitude control requirements for
orbital and cruise phases of the mission will be completed. The output
will include accuracy requirements, response requirements, control
torques, and a functional specification for these modes.
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f. Disturbance Torque Estimates
An analysis of the disturbances expected to act on the space-
craft in transit and in orbit about Mars will be made. Additional inputs
for this study will include trajectory geometry and sequence of events,
moments of inertia uncertainties, products of inertia and uncertainties,
rotating equipment reaction torques, and solar pressure. The output of
this analysis will be disturbance torque magnitude versus time and the
classification of torques according to their cyclic or secular character-
istics. Finally, an attitude control parametric study will be performed
to optimize the G and C subsystem parameters, culminating in the for-
mulation of a final G and C subsystem functional specification.
g. Alignment
Analyses will be performed to determine specific alignment
requirements of orientation-sensitive assemblies. Error budgets wilt be
established based on attitude control errors, assembly tolerances, and
alignment capabilities. G and C subsystem assemblies requiring precise
mechanical alignment include all optical sensors, inertial sensors, gas
nozzles, and antenna drive shafts. Alignments prior to installation on
the spacecraft include the alignment of gyros with respect to a reference
plane on the gyro reference assembly, alignment of the accelerometer
with respect to a reference plane on the accelerometer assembly, mount-
ing and adjustment of the coarse sun sensors on the gas nozzle blocks, and
alignment of the antenna drive axes.
h. Reliability
A subsystem reliability assessment based on failure rates of
individual units will be completed, yielding a G and C subsystem reliability
assessment and revision of unit reliability allocation.
[. General Assembly Level Design
The unit interface requirements and unit parameters will be
determined, such as impedances, signal levels, gains, allowable errors,
and time constants based on results of subsystem analysis and unit speci-
fications. The result will be a subsystem detailed block diagram, updating
of the functional system block diagram, and unit specifications.
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j. Specific Assembly Level Design
The following studies will be among those conducted on the
individual as semblie s.
Control Electronics and Antenna Drive Electronics. A thorough
analysis of the redundancy used will be conducted to insure compliance
with the Voyager reliability requirements. A life test of the breadboard
will also be conducted which will begin before construction of the engineer-
ing model and continue to the first launch, updated as required. Complete
functional tests will be conducted periodically to insure proper operation.
Any component or system failures of the breadboard will be thoroughly
analyzed to determine the cause and the required modification, if any, to
correct the problem. Critical low-level circuits will be analyzed to de-
termine whether their relationship with other systems in the Voyager
spacecraft will cause pickup problems. Any circuits which contain RFI
problems will be analyzed to determine the filtering and shielding neces-
sary to satisfy the spacecraft RFI and magnetic requirements. Switching
control circuits will be used wherever possible to conserve power; how-
ever, for any circuits which dissipate large amounts of power, an anal-
ysis will be made of the thermal paths in the spacecraft, and in the indi-
vidual subsystems, to insure proper operation of all components. High-
reliability components will be used in the electronics. To obtain these
parts and assure their use on the engineering model, orders will be placed
within two weeks after the beginning of Phase II. Advanced material re-
leases will be issued at the end of Phase IB to insure receipt in time for
fabrication of the first production units.
Reaction Control Assembly. Besides the usual mechanical,
thermodynamic, and fluid flow analyses associated with the reaction con-
trol assembly, additional activities will be pursued. To achieve the re-
liability goal a gas loading weight analysis will be performed which will
consider first the amount of gas required due to disturbance torques,
limit cycling, and maneuvers. Calculations based on probability of vari-
ous failure modes will be conducted considering leakage and equipment
failure modes such as a valve open, heater failure, out-of-tolerance reg-
ulation, and high-low thrust mode interchanging. Assembly mechaniza-
tion will be optimized to reduce weight, power, and failure modes. To
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demonstrate reliability, a life test program at the assembly and compon-
ent level will be designed to give a reasonable confidence level, as well as
comprehensive type approval and flight acceptance tests. These tests will
be designed to uncover possible flaws through proper selection of stress
levels, operation cycles and functions, and environments.
Pneumatics Cleanliness. Contamination control procedures will
be reviewed to assure a high reliability baseline system. Vendor and in-
house manufacturing, assembly, and test procedures and processes will
be evaluated to assure a high level of cleanliness. An outline of the pro-
posed contamination control plan is presented in Appendix D.
Inertial Sensor Selection. After establishing an error budget
and preliminary specification, an equipment survey will be performed to
determine the most suitable accelerometer and gyroscope(s). The lead
time on these items will be approximately six months. Sensor magnetic
shielding will be considered. To assure the required lifetime, the gyro
will have a hydrodynamic spin bearing and the accelerometer will utilize
a minimum number of moving parts (flexure or pivot supported proof
mass), as compared to accelerometers with motors, ball bearings,
pumps.
Gyro Reference Assembly. The following studies will be per-
formed: establish an error budget for the gyro and electronic subassem-
blies; determine the transfer function of the assembly in the various modes
of operation; analyze thermal, magnetic, alignment, mechanical, electri-
cal, and reliability aspects.
Accelerometer Assembly. The following studies will be per-
formed: establish an error budget for the accelerometer and electronic
subassemblies; analyze the assembly performance throughout the range
operation; analyze thermal, magnetic,
and reliability aspects.
Antenna Drive Mechanisms.
alignment, mechanical, electrical,
It is a design requirement of the
antenna drive mechanisms to hold the antennas such that no damage is in-
curred during spacecraft velocity corrections. These requirements im-
pose loads on the drive gear and some of the drive components. The ma-
terials and lubricating techniques of the moving components exposed to
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vacuum which were developed for OGO will be reviewed to consider the
effects of heavier loading. Accelerated life tests will be required to verify
materials and lubricating techniques. Several components of the drive
mechanism are long lead-time items. The motor and gearhead will be a
special design with features which will enhance its long life capabilities.
The bellows, bearings, and wabble gear mesh will also be designed to
special requirements for this application and thus require relatively long
procurement cycles. The motor gearhead, bellows, large bore bearings,
and output gear mesh will be purchased items. The remainder of the
components will be fabricated at TRW. Fabrication of the individual
components will require close tolerance machining of many surfaces.
Individual components will be ultrasonically cleaned and bagged after
machining. The drive will be assembled in an ultraclean facility to en-
hance the life and reliability of the drive mechanism.
Thrust Vector Control Actuators. Careful analysis and test of
the engine gimbal system will be required to accurately define the TVC
actuator loads. Information such as gimbal bearing friction, propellant
line stiffness, and engine mass will be defined to compute the engine
gimbal torques as a function of engine thrust, engine position, and space-
craft acceleration. An electromagnetic actuator of the same basic design
as specified for the Voyager TVC actuators has been developed for the
Apollo service module. The design modification required to meet the
Voyager requirements are to shorten the length and reduce the output
force required. The basic principle of operation of these actuators,
whereby two counter-rotating clutches are employed to control the output
shaft motion, has been incorporated on many actuators in the aircraft and
space industry. A critical design feature of this actuator is the bellows
to seal the output shaft in the presence of the travel requirements of the
Voyager engine. However, the travel requirements of the Apollo service
module actuator are nearly as large as the Voyager requirements. The
employment of sufficient bellows convolutions will maintain the stresses
in the bellows at a level compatible with the life requirements of Voyager.
A load and life analysis of the bellows design will be performed to insure
that it meets the design requirements. The complete actuator will be
subcontracted. The actuator load analysis and design specification will
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be completed at an early date to permit sufficient time for the procure-
ment cycle.
Sensors. The following general analyses will be performed on
all the G and C subsystem sensors. These represent the major areas of
analysis associated with the sensor design and development.
Select detector, optical system, scattered and reflected
light elimination scheme. Develop search-track tech-
nique based on sensor requirements and detector data.
Establish error budget, development signal processing,
and logic based on sensor requirements and Voyager
control sequences.
Determine effects on sensor alignment of spacecraft
mechanical and thermal deformation based on space-
craft layout, preliminary structural design, preliminary
thermal design, and interface requirements.
• Establish final radiation models of the bodies to be sensed.
• Determine visible earth model for earth detector.
Determine Canopus and star field background model for
Canopus tracker.
Determine visible models for the limb and terminator
of Mar s.
Establish reliable target discrimination techniques for
the Ganopus tracker, sun sensor, and limb-terminator
sensor during acquisition, cruise, and orbit modes.
Inputs for these special analyses will be the following:
Available data on radiometric and photometric
properties of Mars, Ganopus, and the earth.
Voyager trajectory and orbit parameters.
• Voyager sensor requirements.
k. Subsystem Interface
G and C subsystem requirements (power, structure, thermal,
electrical integration, telemetry, command, computing and sequencing,
spacecraft testing) will be coordinated based on:
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• G and C subsystem specifications
• Unit specifications
• Unit drawings
• Specifications and drawings for other subsystems
The results wiI1 be alignment accuracy requirements and budgets, power
consumption, thermal control requirements, wiring diagrams, teiemetry
lists, G and C subsystem requirements for spacecraft testing, and com-
mand list s.
1. Operational Support Equipment
Studies will be performed to determine specific OSE require-
ments. The most critical problem will be the design of sun, Canopus,
and Mars simulators to stimulate the appropriate sensors during testing.
Results of the analyses to establish models of the bodies to be sensed
will be used as a baseline for simulator designs. PhysicaI requirements
and restrictions wii1 also be determined. A survey will be conducted to
determine what simulators are available.
Another problem is the design of a rate table to check out ai1
three axes of the gyro reference assembly and the accelerometer. The
rate tabie will also be used for alignment of the gyros with respect to the
assembly reference plane. Size and weight of the assembiies to be tested,
in addition to input rates and alignment requirements, must be determined
before design can be initiated. The design will include a survey of exist-
ing equipment.
3.12.3 Development Test Program
The Voyager G and C subsystem development cycle provides for a
comprehensive program of test to assure flight readiness of all units of
the subsystem and of the subsystem itself. The test program is outlined
in Table 27.
The following assembiies willbe breadboarded: optical sensors
(except Canopus sensor), control eiectronics, antenna drive eiectronics,
gyro reference, accelerometer and selected portions of the reaction con-
trol assembly. The Canopus sensor and TVC actuators are conceived as
design modifications of existing units and will probably be purchased
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Table Z7. Guidance and Control Tests
Name of Test Item Tested Purpose Description
Circuit Design Circuit breadboards Determine electrical per
Evaluation formance to verify that
design meets performance
requirements
Determine electro-optical
feasibility
Optical Sensors Electro-optical bread-
Design Feasibility boards
Reaction Control Pneumatic breadboard Verify that design meets
Design Evaluation performance requirements
Component Evalua- EM components Verify that components
tion meet design requirements
Design Verification Breadboard electronlcs
assemblies and EM of
other assemblies
Inter face Compati- Breadboard/EM
bility subsystem
Subystem Develop- Breadboard
ment
3-axis Air Bearing Breadboard/EM
Space Simulation subsystem
Electrical Per- Breadboard/EM
formance Life Test subsystem
Engineering Envi- EM No. Z
ronmental Tests
• Humidity
• Vibration
• Shock
• Space Sim-
ulation
• EMC
o Magnetic
Compatibility
• Ethylene Oxide
Compatibility
• Thermal Shock
Type Approval TA units
Tests
• Humidity
• Vibration
• Shock
• Space Sim-
ulation
• EMC
• Magnetic
Compatibility
• Ethylene Oxide
Compatibility
• Thermal Shock
Reliability Life test units
Demonstrating
Flight Acceptance Flight models
Tests EM No. 3
PTM
• Vibration
• Thermal
Vacuum
Determine design margins
and demonstrate that
designs will meet preli-
minary design specificat-
ions
Demonstrate that assembly
interfaces are compatible
and subsystem design
meets requirements
Demonstrate that closed
loop performance meets
design requirements
Demonstrate closed loop
functional performance
about all control axes in
all operating modes.
Determine electrical per-
formance and verify con-
forrnance to design speci-
fications throughout life.
Verify units will survive
specified vibration and
shock limits, will operate
in ethylene oxide enviro_,-
ment and will meet EMC
and magnetic compati-
bility design requirements.
Demonstrate flight units
will function within specifi-
cations at design qualifi-
cation limits.
Demonstrate that certain
critical units meet the
design life requirements
per the requirements of
the Preliminary Reliabi-
lity Program Plan.
Demonstrate units will
function within specifi-
cations at design accept-
ance limits
Measure electrical characteristics
when subjected to temperature and
power supply variations over
specified ranges.
Measure electro-optical character-
istics when subjected to temperature
and power supply variations over
specified ranges.
Measure pneumatic parameters of
lines and nozzles.
Measure performance parameters
of purchased components such as
gyros, accelerometers, electric
motors, pneumatic valves and re-
gulators, etc.
Measure parameters when subjected
to temperature and power supply
variations over specified ranges,
Step-stress until normal operation
ceases. Demonstration of non-
catastrophic performance in the
presence of noise injection.
Measure over-all subsystem per-
formance parameters while operat-
ing in various modes under speci-
fied input conditions.
Measure dynamic response charac-
teristics of individual axis control
channels.
Operate scale model spacecraft in
all control modes to show that sub-
sy_teznn will orient spacecraft in
response to appropriate sensors.
Continuously update to flight equiva-
lent circuitry. At specified intervals
measure parameters when subjected
to specified input conditions.
Operate continuously at nominal in-
put conditions except as noted above.
Measure operating parameters
during and/or after exposure to
specified environmental conditions.
Impose qualification environmental
limits on a unit monitoring operating
parameters to insure proper opera-
tion or survival, whichever is
applicable.
Operate flight units, simulating
actual operating conditions as much
as possible, to destruction or to a
point where a unit no longer meets
minimum performance requirements.
Impose acceptance environmental
limits on a unit monitoring operating
characteristics to insure proper
operation or survival, whichever is
applicable.
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items. The antenna drive assemblies also represent design modifications
of an existing unit. Therefore these units will not be breadboarded.
The breadboard tests are designed to verify functional performance
and electro-optical feasibility and to determine design margins by step-
stressing until units fail to meet design specifications. Tests will be per-
formed on a subsystem consisting of breadboard and engineering model
units to demonstrate closed-loop functional performance, interface com-
patibility, and that design requirements are met. In addition, a breadboard
engineering model subsystem will be continuously updated to flight-
equivalent circuitry, and at specified intervals performance parameters
will be checked under special conditions. At all other times the subsys-
tem will be continuously cycled in all operating modes at nominal input
conditions.
Engineering model units will be subjected to a series of environ-
mental tests including vibration, shock, thermal-vacuum, thermal shock,
humidity, EMC, magnetic compatibility, and ethylene oxide compatibility
to demonstrate that all design requirements are met.
A set of engineering model assemblies are to be supplied to the
engineering model spacecraft, where further testing of the guidance and
control subsystem will be performed. The guidance and control subsys-
tem will be stimulated and the resulting reactions monitored.
In addition a set of engineering model assemblies are to be supplied
to the propulsion interaction model spacecraft where the interfaces be-
tween the guidance and control subsystem and the propulsion subsystem
will be thoroughly tested in a fully operating spacecraft during the engine
firing.
A third set of engineering model assemblies will be mounted, as a
subsystem, on a three-axes air bearing table and tested for an extended
period of time. The tests will demonstrate closed loop functional per-
formance about all control axis in all operating modes in response to
appropriate sensor stimulus.
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The subsystem type approval model will be exposed to type approval
environmental limits to demonstrate design adequacy. Following comple-
tion of this test, the flight units are fabricated and FA tested prior to
delivery to the flight spacecraft.
3. 13 Propulsion Subsystem
3. 13. l Description
The Voyager propulsion subsystem will consist of the Apollo LEM
descent stage with minor modifications needed to meet the Voyager mis-
sion requirements. The details of these modifications are described in
Volume 2, Section IV. This plan describes the program for implementing
these modifications through design, modification testing, and type approval
demonstration tests.
The propulsion subsystem divides into two major areas; the engine
and the feed system. The engine work will be accomplished at TRW
while the feed system effort will take place at GAEC. The integration
firings of the engine and feed system and the qualification of the propul-
sion subsystem is planned to be done at the NASA White Sands facility.
This procedure would utilize experienced personnel developed during the
LEMDE program, reducing program schedule time and cost.
3. 13.2 Summary
a. Development Plan
The plan for Voyager is to make use of all work accomplished
during the Apollo program that is applicable to the Voyager mission. The
present LEMDE operates over a I0,500 to 1050 pound thrust range.
Voyager requires operation at only two thrust levels, namely: 7750 and
I050 pounds. The LEMDE is already fully qualified for these levels;
therefore, no additional thrust chamber development testing is planned to
satisfy these Voyager requirements. In addition, the LEMDE mission
duty cycle requires 417 seconds of firing at full thrust and 455 seconds at
reduced thrust which compares favorably with the nominal Voyager re-
quirement of 379 seconds at high thrust and 479 seconds at low thrust.
Test data, presently available, at both high and low levels indicate no
need for additional testing to verify these differences.
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The Voyager mission, however, requires a much longer cruise
time under deep space conditions than does the Apollo program; therefore,
coincident with the initiation of Phase IB, ablative samples from LEMDE
will be placed in a vacuum chamber and subjected to a 10-month exposure.
Selected samples will be removed periodically to determine if any
progressive rate of deterioration is taking place. In addition, valve
components and pressurized tanks filled with N204 will be subjected to
!8 months of this environment to evaluate the applicability of Apollo
program solutions to the corrosion problems encountered in the Apollo
program.
The modifications to the basic LEMDE propulsion subsystem
to enable engine start and restart using positive expulsion start tanks will
be developed as part of the ground test program. No zero g propellant
settling tests are planned for the Voyager program because the tank con-
figurations are almost identical and the Voyager settling thrust will pro-
vide four times the g level for settling experienced on the LEMDE vehicle.
We can, therefore, use the same settling times as those used on LEMDE
and be assured of a safety factor of at least four.
b. General Ground Rules
• Program planning will reflect compatibility with the Apollo
program, i.e., noninterference of the Voyager propulsion
module with the manned lunar landing program.
• _,e Voyager propulsion subsystem will make maximum
utilization of LEMDE qualified subsystem equipment and
qualification test results.
• Demonstration/qualification testing of "necessary changes"
in LEMDE equipment will be accomplished to maximize
likelihood of mission success.
• Major development testing will be accomplished without
duplication of TRW or GAEC effort.
• Division of development and qualification testing will
reflect TRW and Grumman's unique capabilities and
economic utilization of resources.
• TRW will modify and qualify the LEM descent engine.
TRW will also develop and qualify the engine control
assembly (ECA). The engine testing will demonstrate
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the suitability of the design with respect to the ablative
nozzle extension, two level thrust performance, and
engine operation under high rate thrust vectoring.
• Grumman will develop and qualify the descent engine
oxidizer and fuel start tanks.
• Grumman will modify and qualify the ambient pressuriza-
tion section and feed section.
• Grumman will conduct integrated propulsion module
qualification testing (including the engine, ECA, pro-
pellant feed, and pressurization sections and tanks).
3. 13.3 Design and Development
a. Phase IB
The program objectives to be completed during Phase IB will
include propulsion subsystem analysis and design, preparation and issu-
ance of specifications, and test planning for the Phase II effort.
The first tasks to be performed will be the updating of require-
ments, schematics, previously performed analyses, and block diagrams
based on JPL inputs as shown on the flow chart of events per Figure 33.
In mid August 1966 a design audit will be held to firm up these design
requirements. Redefinition and updating of the design requirements will
be used as a basis for complete performance analyses and for initiating
the preliminary propulsion subsystem specification.
Based on the previous specifications, a revised subsystem
schematic will be prepared and component, equipment, and interface
requirements issued.
Preliminary equipment (i. e., Part I, CEI) and procurement
specifications will also be issued in mid October 1966. Reliability
analyses will be performed using the revised inputs.
Long lead-time items needed for the preliminary propulsion
system configuration will be issued. The layout drawing for the pre-
liminary propulsion configuration will also be initiated followed by
assembly and detail drawings and an advanced list of materials for
needed items.
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Twenty-six weeks after go-ahead a revision of the preliminary
subsystem and Part I, CEI (partial) specifications will result in the first
formal subsystem specification. Also the CEI specifications will be
updated to the final partial Part I, CEI specification for transmission to
JPL. A Phase IB design data report of all analysis and design data
completed to date will also be compiled. The OSE specifications and
OSE Part I, CEI specification will, in turn, be issued.
In addition to the above work, procurement of valves and
control components will be initiated at Phase IB go-ahead in order to
provide hardware for cold flow testing. The control components will be
piped together to approximate the proposed design, and extensive bench
testing will be performed to determine pressure drops and start tank-
main tank transfer characteristics. The bench testing performed will
provide a firm basis for the preliminary design configuration.
Following the PDR, any modifications required will be incor-
porated into the specifications and prospective component suppliers will
be evaluated. During the design efforts, development test plans will be
prepared and test equipment requirements will be established.
A major milestone chart depicting the activities to be completed
during the Phase IB effort is shown as Figure 34.
b. Phase II
Propulsion subsystem activities during Phase II will be con-
ducted as logical extensions of tasks initiated during Phase IB. Major
efforts to be completed during Phase II are shown in Figure 33.
Performance analysis will be continued into the Phase II
activity to update the parameters used in the evaluation of the preliminary
design and hot firing tests initiated on the preliminary design hardware.
Additional analytical effort will be expended in the areas of subsystem
and component stress analysis, failure mode studies, and reliability
prediction. All of the analytical effort and hot firing test results will be
included in the engineering model design which will be reviewed during a
July 1967 design audit and submitted as part of the intermediate design
review (IDR) scheduled to occur during September 1967. Also reviewed
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at this time will be the updated subsystem specification, the completed
Part I, CEI specifications, and OSE specifications. Continual updating
of these specifications will occur, based on hot firing inputs of the en-
gineering model configuration, prequalification, flight acceptance and
type approval tests, and vehicle system tests as shown in the flow diagram
Figure 33.
3. 13.4 Test Program
The propulsion subsystem, tests are divided into development, flight
acceptance, and type approval tests. Table 28 presents a summary of all
tests and gives hardware requirements for test and for flight spacecraft.
a. Development Tests
Each of the components used in the control system that are
peculiar to the Voyager application will be subjected to a series of de-
velopment tests to evaluate physical and functional characteristics.
Components to be tested include the quad-redundant solenoid valve
package, explosive valve package, and the normally-closed explosive
valve. All of the components were selected on the basis of having been
developed to a qualified flight status. Testing will be conducted to ex-
tend the qualified status to the complete range of conditions specified for
the Voyager application.
Major emphasis in evaluation of the propellant feed system will
be the development and qualification of the oxidizer and fuel starting
system. Additional effort may be required to qualify the ambient pressur-
ization blow system for midcourse firings if this is not accomplished on
the LEMDE program.
Modifications to the basic LEMDE stage to include the restart
capability with positive expulsion tanks (bellows) will be evaluated as
part of a ground test program under 1 g operating conditions. The LEMDE
flight test data will be used to extrapolate this testing to the zero g en-
vironment. Start system tests will be conducted in conjunction with
engine firings and ablative nozzle extension development tests.
Tests of the propellant feed system will include flow at varying
levels of tank pressure, temperature, and downstream pressure to
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obtain operational flow characteristics. Sequencing of the flow control
components will also be completed during this test activity to evaluate
the influence of valve cycling on system characteristics and to obtain
component reliability data.
No changes will be made to the control components of the
LEMDE stage pressurization system. Development testing of this
system to evaluate the effects of propellant contamination is not re-
quired because of the hermetic seal provided by the normally closed
explosive valves. These valves retain the seal until just prior to de-
boost.
A single helium pressurization tank has been substituted for
the two LEMDE tanks in order to obtain a proper balance of the Voyager
spacecraft. The tank is of identical material as the LEMDE tanks and
may be obtained from the same vendor. The tank has been qualified and,
therefore, will be an off-the-shelf item.
The propellant feed tankage and relief valve assembly will
remain unchanged except for the addition of the starting bellows assembly
to the bottom cover plates, described in Volume 2, Section IV. Since the
bellows assembly is attached only to the cover plates, it can be tested
separately without affecting the main tanks. Tests of the starting bellows
assembly will include cold flow tests at GAEC and hot firing engine in-
tegration tests at TRW.
The propellant feed manifolds will also remain identical to
those used in LEM except for the removal of 27 inches of straight section
in the vertical riser within the engine compartment. This change is re-
quired to accommodate the lowering of the engine described in Volume 1.
Cold flow tests will be performed on the main tank and manifold systems
to determine the flow characteristics of these assemblies.
Tests will be required to evaluate the ablative nozzle extension.
This is planned as a minimal program, however, since the technology
will have been developed during Apollo service module and ascent engine
testing. This information will be used to design the required nozzle
extension, thereby reducing cost and minimizing development time.
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Engine feed system integration firings will be performed on
the entire propulsion system. These tests, which demonstrate the com-
patibility of the engine and the feed system, could be done at the NASA
White Sands facility. During this phase of the program, Voyager duty
cycles will be simulated on the complete propulsion system under all the
critical environments to insure passing the formal qualification on the
first attempt.
b. Flight -Acceptance (F.A) Tests
The purpose of conducting F.A tests of the propulsion subsystem
is to confirm that workmanship and quality standards have been satisfied.
Testing will be completed at the component and subsystem levels. Each
rocket engine will be completely assembled in accordance with the draw-
ings, then visually and dimensionally inspected before commencing the
rocket engine tests. The rocket engine and components, as assembled
for the inspection, will be subjected to the weight, magnetic, electro-
magnetic interference, static leakage, calibration, and additional tests
specified in the acceptance test plan as shown in Table 29.
The injector will be mounted in a special combustion chamber
designed to test the injector for chamber streaking. This special chamber
will be run for sufficient time to demonstrate that no unacceptable streak-
ing occurs during operation. Streaking requirements will be those de-
termined during the LEMDE development program.
The rocket engine will then be operated for sufficient duration
at minimum and maximum thrust levels to demonstrate compliance with
specified performance ratings. The attitude of the engine and the se-
quence of its operation will be as specified in the F.A test plan. The total
combustion chamber operating time will not exceed 45 seconds for the
acceptance tests. .A stability test based on the information obtained from
the development and qualification test programs will be conducted. The
thrust vector location will be determined in accordance with specified
engineering directives during the acceptance test program.
-Acceptance of the rocket engine and its components will be
predicated on maintenance of all parameters within the limits specified
throughout all tests.
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Table 29. Flight Acceptance Test Matrix
Test Type
Hardware
0 o
•,_ o
u_
Pres surization and
Propellant Feed Assembly
Quad Solenoid Valves
Quad Check Valves
1/2 Inch Explosive Valves"
Pressure Transducers
Temperature Transducers
C avitating Venturi
1 / 2 Inch Trim Orifice
1 Inch Trim Orifice
1 Inch Explosive Valves*
Filters
Pintle Actuator
Thrust Chamber Assembly
7.
M
Z
0
0
Z 0
M
M
Z
0
Z
M
Propuls ion Subsystem
*Lot qualification acceptance testing
;,_;_Accomplished during spacecraft FA tests
x x x x
x x x x
x x
x x x
X X X
X X X X
X X X
x** x** x** x x
Upon completion of the acceptance tests, the rocket engine will
be subjected to a visual inspection. If any part is found to be defective
an approved part will be supplied to replace it, and a suitable penalty
test will be conducted..
Whenever there is evidence of insufficient thrust or other
malfunctioning, or evidence that the rocket engine is not meeting the
specified requirements, the difficulty will be investigated and its cause
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corrected before the test is continued. That portion of the test in which
the difficulty was encountered will be repeated.
The combustion chamber will be rejected whenever the total
running time accumulated during the tests specified exceeds the time
allowed for acceptance test. Parts and other accessories from rejected
rocket engines may be reused if such items meet the requirements for
new parts.
In a similar manner the feed system will be assembled in
accordance with the drawings, dimensionally inspected, and tested.
FA tests on the propulsion feed system include leak tests,
mass properties determination, propellant loading and tanking tests
(inert fluids), cold flow calibration tests, vibration, and space simula-
tion testing. The vibration and space simulation tests will be performed
as part of the spacecraft system test cycle.
Upon completion of the FA test program, the subsystem will
be delivered.
c. Type Approval TA Tests
Type approval tests are conducted to demonstrate the ability
of the hardware to satisfy the mission requirements and to demonstrate
operational margins. Tests in this series are shown in Table 30. Func-
tional and environmental tests will be conducted first at the component
level and then at the subsystem level. Each item to be used for the TA
test program will have first completed FA test. The usual procedure
is to burst the hardware after TA test to demonstrate that adequate
margins still exist and to disassemble the hardware to check for unusual
wear or deterioration. This will be done on all units tested except one
which will be delivered for the propulsion interaction test model. This
model, when completing its test phase, will then undergo the hydraulic
component burst and the physical inspection.
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Table 30. Type Approval Test Matrix
Z
Z
O
z
O ©
Z O
Z
S
Z
Test Type
t_
D_
eQ 0 r, 0
• °o
,._ .,-, 0 .._
Hardware _ _ _> _ u] _E _
Pressurization and x x x x x x x x
Propellant Feed Assembly
Quad Solenoid Valves x x x x x x x x
Quad Check Valves x x x x x x x x
1/2 Inch Explosive Valves x x x x x x x x
Pressure Transducers x x x x x x x x
Tempe rature Transduce rs x x x x x x x x
C avitating Venturi x x
1/2 Inch Trim Orifice x x
1 Inch Trim Orifice x x
1 Inch Explosive Valves x x x x x x x x
Filters x x x x x x x x
Pintle Actuator x x x x x x x x
Thrust Chamber Assembly x x x x x x x x
Propuision Subsystem (I) ] x x x 1 x 1 1 x 1
(1) Hot firing conducted after exposure to environments.
o
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3. 14 Temperature Control Subsystem
3. 14. 1 Description
The temperature control subsystem is responsible for maintaining
satisfactory temperatures and/or thermal environments for the entire
flight spacecraft for all phases of the mission. ":-"
-',"Temperature control for government furnished external science has
not been included in the development plan.
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The flight spacecraft may be conveniently sectioned for the
present purpose into the following groups:
e Main compartment - which includes the propulsion sub-
system and the majority of the electronic equipment
• Solar array
• External equipment, such as the antennas, gimbals,
attitude control lines and valves, and other components
located external to the main compartment
The main compartment is well insulated except for louver-
covered radiators, which in a nominal spacecraft attitude do not view the
sun. The solar array has its back surface insulated, which allows eclipse
of longer duration, and reduces the radiant heat exchange between the array
and the louver-covered radiators.
External equipment will utilize selected surface coatings,
controlled exterior geometry, insulation, and where necessary, thermo-
statically controlled heaters to provide suitable temperature control.
3. 14. 2 Summary
The temperature control subsystem development flow chart is
presented in Figure 35. The corresponding subsystem development
schedule is shown in Figure 36. The majority of the development work
is an iterative type of activity in which both thermal analysis and design
are continually updated to reflect design changes and to incorporate
development test results. The culmination of the temperature control
development program is a series of thermal model tests, scheduled prior
to the critical design review (CDR) and final drawing release. Type
approval (TA) of the temperature control subsystem will also be accom-
plished through a series of tests, the principal one of the series being
the thermal vacuum test of the proof test model (PTM), which incorpor-
ates flight-type functional equipment. That equipment which cannot be
thermally qualified durLng the PTM TA test, because of facilities limita-
ti)ns, will be qualified separately. Equipment under this latter category
are antennas, and other external packages.
The Phase IB design and analysis effort is characterized by the
development of preliminary subsystem specifications, preliminary
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Part I CEI specifications, and the temperature control design data report.
The temperature control subsystem development test plans will also be
generated. Prior to evolving individual test plans there will be a sub-
system level test planning phase during which time test guide lines for
the subsystem will be established. Final subsystem specifications and
Part I, CEI specifications (partial) will also be generated.
The temperature control design requirements document will
provide subsystem design requirements and constraints, define thermal
environments and interfaces, and allocate heater power budgets. Control
over the thermal design of the flight spacecraft will be maintained through
a series of design audits in addition to formal design reviews. The audits
and design reviews will insure that design requirements are fulfilled.
If audits and design reviews reveal major problem areas, the tempera-
ture control subprogram manager will establish a task force to resolve
the problem. The goal of the task force will be to resolve the problem
wholly within the domain of the subsystem without degrading subsystem
performance. For example, a redistribution of subsystem power budgets
or a renegotiation of thermal interfaces could be solutions for some types
of thermal problems. If the problem cannot be resolved entirely within
the domain of the temperature control subsystem, then the task force, via
the subprogram manager, will present alternatives which could be used
to resolve the problem. These recommendations may, for example, re-
quire an increase in the subsystem heater power budget, or an increase
in weight allocation, or a relaxation of design requirements, or possibly
a combination of these items. A product of the Phase IB effort will be a
detailed temperature control management plan, giving the mechanics for
implementing the plan. The mechanics of implementation may be adapt-
able from a similar plan generated for Apollo by TR%V (Document No.
ZJ41-6007-RU000). Briefly, this plan compares temperature require-
ments and predicted performance for all items in the Apollo CSM and
LEM fluid loops establishing either problem areas or margins and trends
of margins.
Commencing with Phase II, a preliminary list of materials will
be issued, along with a release for long-lead items. There will be two
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formal design reviews during Phase II. The first of these, the interim
design review (IDR), will take place prior to engineering model drawing
release. The CDR will occur prior to final drawing release.
3. 14.3 Development and Fabrication
a. Analys is
The principal analytical efforts will be directly toward the
development of detailed lumped node mathematical models of the flight
spacecraft, using digital computer programs to solve the models. The
analysis is an iterative process in which changes in configuration, thermal
environments, component information and development test results are
continually incorporated in the analysis. The confidence and experience
gained in the correlation of analysis with test and flight data from the Vela,
OGO and Pioneer spacecraft programs are directly applicable to Voyager.
The analyses are performed utilizing the TRW thermal analyser,
shape factor programs, script F, and space heating programs. The
TRW thermal analyzer lumped node finite difference digital computer
program is very versatile and can accommodate not only radiative and
conductive heat exchange but also convective heat transfer, as required
for on-stand heating analysis. The space heating program evaluates
direct solar irradiation, incident planetary albedo and planetary thermal
radiation heat fluxes.
Reliability assessments of failure modes and failure effects
upon the temperature control of the flight spacecraft will be performed.
The assessment will consist of examining such effects as caused by
failures of louvers, heaters and thermostats. The effects caused by
material property degradation will also be examined.
Because it is necessary to calculate at least approximate
operating temperatures for all internal and external components early in
the spacecraft program, detailed thermal analysis will begin immediately
in Phase IB, utilizing typical values of louver assembly performance,
insulation effectiveness, thermal radiation properties, and interface
conductances. As the program progresses and more detailed information
becomes available from other analyses and the development test program
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and better definition of the spacecraft components, these analyses will
be refined.
Main Compartment. The mathematical model of the main
compartment will embody the results of the development test program and
of other analytical studies, such as those performed for the insulation
assemblies, louvers, and for structural thermal characteristics.
The analytical effort will establish design information such
as component placement, type of surface finishes, amount of louver area
required, required insulation performance, and anticipated component
tempe ratu re his to rie s.
Solar Array. Solar array temperature variations, both spacial
and temporal, will be predicted in order to determine the power generating
history and mechanical integrity of the array. Array temperature pre-
diction is one of the items usually most amendable to analysis. For the
Voyager configuration, the support structure and the presence of the
rocket nozzle may cause local problems which must be considered. The
effects of rocket engine firing will also be determined.
External Equipment. Detailed thermal analysis will be per-
formed on external equipment to determine the amount of insulation,
surface coatings, geometry, and heater power requirements. The
following is a list of the major items requiring analysis:
• Ante nna s
• Gimbals
• Attitude control lines and valves
• Sensors
• Pyrotechnics
• Cabling
Antenna pointing accuracies require that thermal distortions be
minimized. Cabling must be examined to insure that their temperatures
remain within bounds, especially flexible cabling such as those used for
the antennas and planetary science package.
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Plume and Rocket Nozzle Heating. Exhaust plume and rocket
nozzle heating analysis will be performed. The analysis will determine
the amount of ablative material required by the nozzle in order not to
overheat the solar array, and characterize the thermal nature of the
exhaust plume as it affects the spacecraft.
b. De sign
An integral part of thermal analysis is thermal design, and for
some activities there is not a clear distinction. The thermal design
activity will have as its goal the avoidance of problems, with an aim of
making the design amenable to analysis and test. In particular, adequate
design margin will be provided to allow for the irreducible uncertainties
such as i) those associated with material properties measurements and
the effects on surface properties caused by the prolonged exposure to
mission environments, 2) component abnormal mode heat generation
histories, and 3) state-of-the-art limitations in thermal-vacuum test-
ing. In addition, the systematic identification and elimination of unreli-
able design features will be pursued.
The thermal design concept of the main compartment has been
successfully used for the Mariner, OGO and Pioneer spacecraft. The
chief problem peculiar to Voyager is its size relative to the total heat
to be generated. This aspect of the flight spacecraft requires a high
performance insulation system. The demands on performance are much
greater than for previous space programs and, as such, greater care is
required in the design, manufacture and installation of the insulation
assemblies. Structural heat shorts, caused by solar array attachments,
shroud attachment, struts, and the flight capsule adapter, also require
greater care in design.
The louver design will be similar to those employed for the
Mariner, OGO, and Pioneer programs, in that each louver blade is
individually actuated by a bimetallic spring. A development effort will
be conducted to improve the louver system for Voyager application.
The principal design effort of the solar array will be centered
on reduction of adverse spacial temperature variations during steady
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state and during transient periods. Insulation requirements will be
optimized, considering survivability of array during long eclipses.
The external equipments design will concern itself with structural
attachments, methods of insulating, surface finish, exterior surface
geometry and heaters.
c. Fabrication
Development Models. The thermal models of the main compart-
ment and external equipments will closely simulate the flight articles.
The thermal model of the main compartment will consist of a flight pro-
pulsion module including propulsion tanks, louvers and insulation, a
thermal mockup of the solar array, thermal mockups of electronic com-
ponents, an inert rocket engine and nozzle, and a thermal equivalent of
the flight capsule. The array mockup consists of flight type substrates
which are modified on the external surface to simulate both the thermal
capacity and the thermal radiation properties of the solar panels. The
electronic component mockups are aluminum shells of the same dimensions
and weight as a component being simulated with power dissipation provided
by an internal resistor(s).
External equipment thermal models, like the main compartment
thermal model, will be thermally equivalent to flight articles.
The rocket engine deboost heating test will be conducted con-
currently with the propulsion subsystem development test program and as
such, the temperature control subsystem will provide instrumentation and
insure that the test model has adequate structure to ascertain heat soak
back effects. The temperature control subsystem will also provide
instrumentation for the propulsion interaction test.
Flight Spacecraft Hardware. The temperature control subsystem
deliverable hardware consists of louver assemblies, insulation assemblies,
heaters, and thermostats. The experience gained in manufacturing 0(30,
Pioneer, and Mariner C louver assemblies provides the advantage that
high quality manufacturing techniques and processes already developed
are directly applicable for Voyager. Louver parts will be fabricated,
processed, and assembled utilizing proper tooling and assembly techniques
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which will be defined in the Voyager Manufacturing Plan. Insulation fabri-
cation and installation will rely on the results of the development program
in conjunction with methods used on previous programs.
3. 14.4 Test Program
Commitment of the thermal design to fabrication drawings will take
place only after successful completion of the thermal model development
tests. The temperature_ control subsystem test program is described in
Table 31. A space simulation facility which includes solar simulation,
will be developed to permit meaningful testing of the spacecraft. The
facilities will allow study of solar illumination in abnormal as well as
normal spacecraft attitudes.
a. Development Tests
The major development tests for the temperature control sub-
system consist of the thermal model test and the external equipment
thermal model tests. These tests will utilize vacuum chambers with
liquid nitrogen cold walls and solar simulation. The tests will be conducted
in environments essentially duplicating those which analysis indicates to be
the most severe for each item under test. Structural heat leaks into or out
of the test units will be simulated by driving boundary conditions for heat
leaks to their analytically predicted (conservative) temperatures. During
the tests the thermal design will be overstressed by varying heat dissipa-
tion of simulated components beyond their expected limits, both high and
low, and by simulating eclipse of longer duration than expected. Boundary
conditions will also be varied to find their effects upon the thermal design
and the effects of having the simulated flight capsule attached to the main
compartment will be determined. This type of testing allows a greater
insight into those parameters most affecting the thermal design. Thus,
if subsequent design changes are made, their influence on the thermal
design can be adequately assessed.
During the insulation development test program, in addition to
determining the effective conductance of insulation blankets, the effects
of gravity upon insulation performance will be assessed. This latter
aspect is of concern for blankets comprised of many layers, since gravity
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Table 31. Temperature Control Subsystem Development Tests
Test Title Purpose Description Test Unit
and Equipment Remarks
Development
Tests
Insulation
Conductance
Test
I ._uv_ r A_om-
bly Effective
Properties
Test
Thermal
Radiation
Properties
Measurements
Thermal
Conductance
Test
Miscellaneous
Thermal Tests
as Required by
Analysis
Thermal
Model Test
External
Equipment
Thermal
Model Tests
Rocket Engine
Deboost
Heating Test
Type Approval
Test
Heaters and
The rmos tats
Type Approval
Test
Louver Assem-
bly Part 1
Type Approval
Test
Determine insulation con-
ductance for proposed
insulation assemblies
lDotermino _ff_ctivo sl.tr-
face properties of louver
assemblies
Determine thermal radia-
tion properties of coatings
and ultraviolet degradation
where applicable
Determine thermal con-
ductance of components to
mounting surface
Determine adequacy of
thermal design in which
analysis indicates
uncertainty
Determine adequacy of
main compartment thermal
design and associated
equipment
Determine adequacy of the
thermal design of the
external equipment
Evaluate heating rates
from deboost engine
firings and heat soak back
effects
TA
TA
Thermal conductance
determined for insulation
blankets under vacuum
conditions with proper
temperature ranges. The
effects of gravity will be
' investigated.
Effectiv_ omi_ivity of
louver assembly deter-
mined as well as
effective solar
absorptivity
Sample thermal radia-
tion properties nlea-
sured. Exposed external
materials to ultraviolet
radiation; measure pro-
perties before and after
exposure.
Components rnockup bolted
to honeycomb panel.
Mockups heated in vacuum,
power and temperature
gradients measured
Models to be tested to
those environments for
_hich analysis indicates
uncertainty in adequacy of
thermal design
Space simulation test
Space simulation test
Static firing of deboost
engine
Environmental test,
vibration, temperature,
thermal vacuum, shock,
acceleration
Environmental test,
vibration, temperature,
thermal vacuum, shock,
acceleration
Laboratory Samples
Laboratory facilities,
small cold wall vacuum
chamber, cryostat,
instrumentation,
recorders
Louver Assembly
Laboratory facillties,
recorders, power
supplies, small cold wall
vacuum chamber with
solar source
Laboratory Samples
Heated cavity reflect-
ometer, Gier- Dunkle
integrating sphere,
Beckman DS-2A modified
integrating sphere, cooled
radiometer total normal
ernlttance stand, para-
baloid reflectomete r,
ultraviolet degration
facilities.
Thermal Model Model
Mockups, Honeycomb
Panel
Vacuutl_ chamber, test
units, instrumentation,
recorders, po_er supplies
Thermal Model Mockups
or Component EM:s
Vacuullq chambers, solar
simulators, infrared
heaters, power supplies,
instrumentation, recorders
Thermal .Model of Main
Compartment
Space simulation chamber,
solar simulators, instru-
mentation, recorders,
power supplies
Thermal Model of
External Equipments
Space simulation chamber,
solar slmulators, instru-
power supplies
Deboost Engine Firing
Test Model
Altitude simulation
chamber, test unit,
instrumentation
Heater and Thermostats
Environmental tests
Louver Assembly
Environmental tests
Several blanket configura-
tions will be examined.
_--ffectlve emissivity and
absorptivity of the louver
assembly will be deter-
mined as a function of
temperature.
Materials nleasured will
be those considered for
use on the spacecraft, for
which reliable data does
not exist.
If analysis shows interface
material needed for some
components, then tests will
include interface material.
Specific components
requiring testing will be a
resultant of detailed
thermal analysis.
The effects of over stressing
the thermal design will be
determined for the main
compartment and for those
equipments which can be
conveniently tested with it.
The effects of over stressing
the thermal design wilt be
determined.
This test will be conducted
concurrently with propul-
sion development tests.
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Table 31. Temperature Control Subsystem Development Tests
(Continued)
Test Title Purpose
TALouver A ssem-
bly Part 2
Type Approwl[
Test
Rocket Nozzle
and t'hm_e
tIea t h_g lype
Appro_.d Fest
I
rherm LI
Control Sub-
sys_en, lype
:\pprov;_l lest
II
l'ests
tteate rs and
Thermostats
J:'light
Acceptance
Tents
Louver
Assembly
Flight
Acceptance
Fest
"I'be rnlal
Control
Subsystem
Flight
Accept.Lute
Test
Life Iests
t le,i te r ,l nd
1 he rmo_t.tts
Life lests
Louve r
A_sen_hly
Life i'ests
TA
FA
FA
Determine reli.tbilit} of
heaters and thermostats
I)etern_ine reliability of
[ouve r as_elld)ly
Test Unit
Description and Equipment Remarks
Louver assembly mounted
to guarded plate in vacuum
chamber, effective emit-
tance and open and closed
temperatures determined
Instrun*ent PIM test
model to determine heat-
ing effects caused by the
deboost engine during
retrohring
Space simulation test,
solar sin_ul_tion, eclipse
duration
Heaters and thermostats
applied to COl2?rrlon plate
in vacuum chamber, plate
temperature cycled
Louver _ssembly naounted
to instruznented plate and
checked for temper;,_nre
settings
Space simulator test,
solar .sinmht tion
lleatcrs .rod thermosTatn
applied to common plate
in vacuum chamber, plate
temperature cycled
Louver ;tsselubly mounled
to a heated plate in a
wicuum chamber, tern-
perature cycled
Part 1 Type Approval
Louver Assembly
Cold wall vacuum chamber
variable temperature
plate, instrumentation,
recorders, power supplies,
louver position indicator
Propulsion Interaction
Test Model
PIM test model, instru-
ment;_lir_n, rocordor_
Proof rest Model
Space sinmlation chamber,
solar shnulalor, support
fixture, infrired heaters.
instrumentation, recorders
Heaters and Thcrl_losttts
V tcuum ch._mbe r,
va ri;_bh_ teTnpe r;_ture
i)latt,, iz_ s t r _L,I_ t't_t._ t i,,t_
re cL_ rdc r_, pow_" r
supplies
Louver A_ _,'_]d_])
_'.Lri:lt)l_ ten_per._ture l_l.Lte,
n,_ppli,,s, h,uvl'r p(,silion
indic._tor
Flight _p.,cec r._f_
Sp._, , si_,_l._ti()_ (l_._n_t,_Lr.
sol.Lr _i_u_l._l(,r, support
fixt_11",', infr. Lr,'d he._ter_,
lust ru_nent._tion
tlv._tera and I'hvrl,_o>tats
Vacuum chanlbc r,
va ri._ble tempe l'._tur_:
plate, i]_s t r_l:nt._t i, )l_,
recorders, I_,_x_'l" _upplies
Louver _\ _ s_'_l,_)ly
Cold wall _c/l_
chamber, v.ir i,lble
tempe rature plate,
ins t run_entation, power
supplies, louver pos_thm
indicator
This test \_iil be con(lu_te(l
after Par.t 1 of tile louver
type approval test is
completed.
This test is one of a series
used to qualify the therm;d
design.
This is one of a series of
tests comprising lhc I.'\
test progr.*m f{lr tht_
thernlnl subs) st_'_,
extern.iI eq_lt]l_lt'ut x_llich
c_lnllot be tberllldlly
qualified _ith the })1 kl t_ill
be qualified separ._tcty.
1his tesl is one of ,_ series
of tosts coll_prisillg tile
FA test i)roRr,L_l for the
thermal subsysten_,
exteri_,Ll e,tuit)_l_l_ which
cannot be t}_er_l,lll)'
accep_:Lnco tested wi_h
the therm;,l v.,cuurn lent of
the _[ight _p,_c_l,Lft _ill
be testl:d s_t),Lr_Ltel_r.
Reliabllit} .tnaiy_i_ _ ill
estabiiah number ,)£
cycle_, inforn,ation of
life tests _ill be
considered.
A reliability, ,indysis _vil/
establish the p.ulllber of
cycles louver asseu_bly is
tested.
effects must be understood in order to properly interpret space simulation
test data.
The louver development test program will be concerned with
improving existing louver designs and with determining the thermal per-
formances of the louver assembiy, particularly when irradiated by the
sun.
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The engine will be statically fired at simulated altitude as part
of the engine development test program and during the propulsion inter-
action test. Evaluation will be made of heat fluxes resulting from the
exhaust plume and from the ablatively cooled rocket nozzle. The models
will also be instrumented to evaluate heat conduction from the rocket
engine.
b. Type Approval
Component level TA tests will be conducted for louver assemblies,
heaters and thermostats. Insulation assemblies will be qualified during
the structural vibration/acoustic test.
The TA test for the temperature control subsystem will consist
of a series of tests. The principal test of this series will be the PTM
test. Those items, such as the antennas, which may not be thermally
qualified during the PTM test will be qualified separately.
c. Flight Acceptance
Louver assemblies, heaters, and thermostats will be FA tested
at a component level, whereas insulation assemblies will be tested at the
system level FA test. The temperature control subsystem will be tested
in a series of FA tests, the principal test of this series being the thermal-
vacuum test of the flight spacecraft.
4. SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT OPERATIONS
This section discusses the assembly and checkout operations for
the various spacecraft models. These models include:
• Configuration model (CM)
• Engineering model (EM)
• Propulsion interaction model (PIM)
• Proof test model (PTM)
• First flight model
• Second flight model
• Third flight model
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The section covers engineering tasks required to plan the opera-
tions, identifies the elements of planning and control needed to support
the operation, discusses the science test facilities, defines the usage of
ahEM spacecraft, briefly discusses the assembly of the EOSE with the
central data system to forma system test complex, and briefly sum-
marizes the assembly and checkout sequence, including the basic assump-
ti)ns used to develop this sequence. A detailed description of the assem-
bly and checkout operations performed on each spacecraft is included in
Appendix A of this volume.
4. 1 Operations Engineering
A major engineering task associated with spacecraft assembly and
checkout is that of insuring that spacecraft design and development is
properly oriented toward assembly and test. Assembly and test engineers
are assigned the task of maintaining current knowledge of the design
details of both airborne and operational support equipment, and analyzing
this data in terms of assembly and test operations. The results of these
studies are used to feed back information to the design areas (in case of
operational problems), and are the basis for detailed design of the
assembly and test operations procedures, facilities, test equipment, and
computer programs.
The operations design task includes the detailed analysis of the
assembly and checkout requirements as determined by the spacecraft
design. A configuration model spacecraft will be fabricated and continually
updated to support this activity. The engineering personnel who partici-
pated in the initial design effort form the nucleus of an operations design
group, which is augmented by other specialists from the spacecraft
assembly and test operation. The analyses of the assembly and checkout
requirements are used to form a detailed plan covering the identification
and preparation of operating procedures, the detailed sequence of opera-
tions, the design of the EOSE and special test facilities, the design and
implementation of the computer programs, and the assembly and test
schedules. Continuous updating of the computer software and redesign
of the physical elements is performed during the assembly and checkout
sequence.
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Upon completion of this task, the personnel from this group form
the nucleus of the assembly and test crews, under the direction of the
assembly and test manager.
4.2 Planning and Control Operations
A test operations planning and control group will be established
as the focal point of all scheduling, planning, controls, and records. The
scheduling effort will include the over-all spacecraft operations schedules,
the required delivery dates for subsystem assernbly into the spacecraft,
and test facilities requirements. The controls effort includes hardware
storage and maintenance of configuration status in accordance with the
latest engineering changes. This group also provides support in expediting
the delivery of spacecraft and OSE for spacecraft operations. In addition
to controlling the normal records that flow with the spacecraft and OSE,
this group has the responsibility to control procedures, computer software,
and the magnetic tapes (via the data management system), containing
information on subsystem trends collected during all phases of space-
craft te sting.
4.3 Science Test Facilities
A science test facility will be supplied in the TRW Voyager assem-
bly building. This facility will be equipped to support experimenter re-
quirements. This facility will be under the direction and control of TRW
for use by the experimenters and JPL.
4.4 Engineering Model Spacecraft
The primary purpose of an EM spacecraft is to allow an early
definition of major spacecraft and OSE design problems prior to the
assembly and checkout of flight configured hardware. The beginning of
assembly and checkout of the EM spacecraft from EM subsystems is
scheduled 9 months before the start of PTM spacecraft assembly. This
provides adequate time for any redesign effort.
In addition to the design verification task, some test functions must
be performed on a spacecraft rather than a spacecraft simulator. These
functions include :
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Q Facilities checkout
• Procedure debugging
• Computer software debugging
• Ope rations crew training
• DSIF c ompatibility
• Launch vehicle compatibility.
The EM spacecraft allows these additional tasks to be performed and does
not subject a flight configured spacecraft to possible damage that could
result from design, facility or handling problems.
4.5 Subsystem EOSE and Central Data System
The assembly of the central data system with the subsystem test
sets will be performed by assembly and test operations personnel. The
assembly task is performed by this group to provide training for the
personnel that will actually operate these system test complexes. The
EOSE, assembled with the central data system, will form a system test
complex. This assembly will follow the same basic flow as the assem-
bly of a spacecraft. The final acceptance test of a system test complex
will be demonstrated by performing an integrated system test with the
EM spacecraft.
4.6 Spacecraft Assembly and Checkout Operations
This section presents abrief summary of the assembly and
checkout sequence of all spacecraft models. One basic assumption made
to develop this assembly sequence is that sufficient telemetry is available
to perform fault isolation to the black box level. Test points required
for system testing and subsystem interface checks will be brought, via a
flyable test harness, to a subpanel test connector. Test points required
for pad testing will be brought through the subsystem interface to an
umbilical J-box. The combination of these test harnesses constitutes the
direct access test circuitry. All other test points will be available at the
individual boxes only and will appear on separate test connectors such
that they can be used without requiring demating of the access test har-
ness. Some system level tests, such as space simulation testing, may
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require special test cables between the EOSE and the separate test
connectors.
4.6. 1 Subsystem Asse_zlbly
After each black box has completed environmental and flight
acceptance tests, it will be delivered to the subsystem assembly area,
where a system test complex has been assembled. Each electrical sub-
system will be mechanically assembled to a spacecraft subpanel. The
subpanel flight harness is then mechanically installed to the subpa_.el,
electrically tested, and the connectors mated to the boxes. Upon com-
pletion of this electrical and mechanical assembly operation, each sub-
system will be tested, as a subsystem, using the system test complex
equipment. The following subsystem tests will be included;
Perform all functions with + 1 5% variations in external
I
supply voltages over the flight acceptance temperature
range.
Perform all functions with nominal voltage and tempera-
tures 15% in excess of flight acceptance limits expressed
in degrees F.
Exhibit noncatastrophic performance in the presence of
noise injection, power frequency variation, power over-
shoot, and power transients, all at 15% in excess of
those specified in the appropriate detailed specification,
and demonstrate that components have not been degraded
by the test.
These tests performed in the systerr_ test configuration will allow the
necessary subsystem trend data to be compiled into a subsystem history
log. Upon successful completion of the subsystem tests, the subsystems
will be logged into a controlled stores area, along with the data logs, and
will be withdrawn from stores when needed for spacecraft assembly.
4. 6.2 Aft Equipment Module
The spacecraft aft equipment module will be mechanically installed
on the handling fixture at the assembly and checkout area. The pyrotech-
nic and guidance and control pneumatics equipment will also be mechani-
cally installed in the aft equipment module at this time.
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4. 6. 3 Cabling Subsystem
The next subsystem to be installed and integrated will be the
spacecraft harness and J-box subsystem. This operation will be split
into two parts: the actual mechanical tiedown and cable routing operation,
and the hi-pot and continuity check. The routing and cable tiedown will
involve a certain amount of handling and flexing of the cables. This
necessitates a continuity and hi-pot test to be conducted after the com-
pletion of this operation.
4.6.4
panel.
Power Subsystem
The power subsystem, with test batteries, is mounted to a sub-
_fter complete acceptance tests, the power subsystem is delivered
to the spacecraft. The power subpanel is mechanically mounted to the
equipment mounting panel installation fixture and functionally tested for
subsystem integrity. At the completion of the functional test, the space-
craft electrical interfaces to the power subsystem will be checked. The
power subsystem distribution will also be checked at the appropriate end
of the harness, including the distribution through the various J-boxes.
The timing oscillator for the spacecraft system is checked and its per-
formance validated at this time. Tests are conducted to investigate noise
and transients, in addition to performing an end-to-end test of the power
subsystem.
4. 6.5 Command Subsystem
The command subsystem subpanel is mechanically mounted to the
equipment mounting panel installation fixture after completion of the in-
tegration and test of the power subsystem. The subsystem is functionally
tested and integrated with the power subsystem and noise and transient
measurements made. This test will constitute an end-to-end test of the
command subsystem and the power subsystem.
4.6.6 Telemetry Subsystem
The telemetry subsystem is installed next. At the completion of
installation, functional test, and subsystem integration, the command
and power subsystem telemetry outputs will be calibrated. The testing
Z68
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concept utilized for the remainder of the spacecraft assembly and check-
out operations will be to calibrate each subsystems' telemetry as that
subsystem is integrated into the spacecraft.
4.6.7 Data Storage Subsystem
The data storage subsystem, after having been mechanically in-
stalled, functionally tested, and the spacecraft electrical interfaces
checked, is tested to ascertain that all telemetry data words can be pro-
perly stored and read out for all data encoder formats, modes, and rates.
Concurrently, the telemetry for the data storage subsystem is calibrated.
At this point, the harness assembly, power subsystem,, command
subsystem, telemetry subsystem, and data storage subsystem are inte-
grated into the spacecraft. A compatibility test is performed to ascertain
if interference exists between subsystems. If any interference exists,
an investigation is made to determine the level of system degradation.
This compatibility test investigates the system grounding with respect to
the spacecraft skin and the negative side of the spacecraft batteries.
4.6.8 Radio Subsystem
After completion of the foregoing compatibility test, the radio
subsystem subpanel is installed, tested, and integrated with the spacecraft.
At this time, VSWR tests and insertion loss tests will be conducted on the
RF cables, diplexers, and couplers. The integration of the radio sub-
system provides the ability for downlink communications.
Upon completion of the radio subsystem integration test, a com-
patibility test between the radio subsystem and the rest of the integrated
subsystems is performed. This test is to demonstrate that RF inter-
ference does not exist between the power, command, telemetry, data
storage, and radio subsystems and that the subsystems are mutually com-
patible. This compatibility test also investigates whether or not RF multi-
paths and RF currents through the grounding system exist.
4. 6.9 Computing and Sequencing Subsystem
The next subsystem subpanel to be installed will be the computing
and sequencing subsystem. A functional test is performed to test the
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integrity of this subsystem. Upon successful completion of the functional
test, integration with the spacecraft is performed. During the integration
test, functional operation of the power, telemetry,, and data storage sub-
systems is demonstrated under the control of the computer and sequencer.
After integration and telemetry calibration of the computer and
sequencer is completed, a compatibility test is performed to check for
system interference with the computer and sequencer.
4. 6. I0 Guidance and Control Subsystem
Next, the guidance and control subsystem subpanel is installed and
functionally tested. Sensors will be mounted and functionally testeds and
compatibility with the radio subsystem will be investigated. At the com-
pletion of this test, the guidance and control telemetry words are cali-
brated. The same sequence used to perform previous compatibility tests
is used for this compatibility test. This test checks grounding and inter-
ference between all subsystems installed to date.
4. 6. ii Propulsion Subsystem
At this time, the propulsion subsystem module is mechanically
installed to the aft equipment module, along with the planetary scan
package adapter. Electrical interfaces with the telemetry subsystem and
the guidance and control subsystem are checked. The full flight accept-
ance tests have been completed prior to delivery at TRW. A functional
test is performed to demonstrate propulsion module operation with the
command, telemetry, power, and guidance and control subsystems.
Leak testing of the pressurization system is performed.
A compatibility test is performed to check RF interference, and
grounding. This test is now essentially a spacecraft integrated system
test, since all major spacecraft subsystems, excluding science, have been
installed and tested. This assures maximum compatibility of the space-
craft subsystems before the integration of the planetary scan packages and
the fixed science packages.
4. 6. 12 Planetary Scan Package
The planetary scan packages (PSP) are delivered as GFE; there-
fore, only the electrical interface, mechanical attachment and telemetry
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calibration operations are performed. In addition, a functional test is
conducted as specified by JPL. A compatibility test is performed to en-
sure that the spacecraft and all of the subsystems do not adversely affect
proper PSP operation.
4.6. 13 Fixed Science Packages
The fixed science packages (FSP) are mechanically attached,
functionally checked, and the spacecraft electrical interfaces checked.
The telemetry charmels are calibrated concurrently with the interface
test.
4.6. 14 Science Payload Compatibility Test
At the completion of the FSP integration, a complete spacecraft
compatibility test is performed to determine if interference exists between
the spacecraft system and the PSP or FSP experiments. All telemetry
calibrations are rechecked at this time to ensure that no significant
changes have occurred from the time of initial calibration.
4.6. 15 Temperature Control Subsystem
The installation of the temperature control subsystem is now
completed with the exception of some of the thermal insulation. The
sensors for this subsystem will have been installed during the harness
assembly integration, and therefore, the telemetry will have been cali-
brated. The heaters, louvers, and thermostats are installed and func-
tionally tested at this time.
4. 6. 16 System Complex-Spacecraft Integrity Test
A final test constitutes a complete checkout of the ground station
with all of the I_OSE as a complete ground station-spacecraft system.
Grounds, noise, interference and compatibility will be checked.
4.7 Assembly and Checkout Schedule
Figure 37 is the schedule for each spacecraft. The assembly and
checkout tasks are listed in major test groupings. Facilities loading,
hardware delivery schedules, and manpower requirements are derived
from this schedule. Figure 38 shows the sequence of assembly and
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SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT SCHEDULE JAN
1_'[3
RECEIVE SPACECRAFT WAFER STRUCTURE, MOUNT TO VERTICAL STAND t INSTALL PYROTECHNIQUES S/S AND G AND C PLUMBING AND LEAK
TEST (1-,4a)*
INSTALL SPACECRAFT HARNESS ASSEMBLY AND HI-POT AND CONTINUITY CHECK (5-5d)
INSTALL t INTEGRATE AND TEST POWER SUBSYSTEM (6-80 (LESS SOLAR ARRAYS)
INSTALL a INTEGRATE AND CHECK COMMAND SUBSYSTEM (9-I]e)
INSTALLf INTEGRATE AND TEST TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM (12-15)
INSTALL t INTEGRATE AND TEST DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM MODULE (]6-19)
INSTALL t INTEGRATE AND TEST RADIO SUBSYSTEM AND RELAY LINK SUBSYSTEM (20-27)
INSTALL I INTEGRATE AND TEST COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER MODULE (28-31)
INSTALL a INTEGRATE AND TEST GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM MODULE (32-35)
INSTALL,, INTEGRATE AND TEST LEMDE MODULE AND P. S. P. VEHICLE ADAPTER (36-40)
INSTALL,, INTEGRATE AND TEST PLANETARY SCAN PACKAGE AND FIXED $CJEN_:E PACKAGE (41-47/
INSTALL AND TEST TEMPERATURE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (48-49)
I NSTALL t I NTEGRATE AND TEST SPACECRAFT TEST CAPSULE (50-53) It
m MODEL SPACECRAFTENGINEERING
INTERACTION MODEL SPACECRAFTPROPULSION
MODEL SPACECRAFTPROOF TEST
I
FIRST FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
2
SECOND FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
3
_l THIRD FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
}969
Figure 37. Spacecraft Assembly and
Checkout Schedule
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RECEIVING AND
INSPECTION
PiM
DELIVERY PTM
DATES FLT SPACECRAFT NO.
FLT SPACECRAFT NO.
FLT SPACECRAFT NO.
I 1 I ]I ISPACECRAFT RECEIVE RECEIVE RECEIVEAFT PYROTECHNICS GUIDANCE RECEIVE POWEREQUIPMENT SUBSYSTEM AND CONTROL HARNESS SUBSYSTEMMODULE PLUMBING PLUMBING ASSEMBLY (LESS SOLARAND CLAMPS ARRAYS)I
J MOUNT J
M ECHAN I CAL STRUCTURE
TO STAND
I NSTALLATION 2
3/1/68
B/_6/_
I2/2/_
B/17/69
9/is/69
io/16/69
I
3/I/68 l 3/15/68 3/2S/68
8/16/68 j 8/29/68 9/6/68
12/2/68 }2/13/68 12/20/68
8/17/69 9/2/69 9/I0/69
9/15/69 10/2/69 10/9/69
10/16/69 11/2/69 1t/8/69
I
INSTALL I iNSTALL INSTALL
PLUMBING I HARNESS POWER
3,4 ASSEMBLY SUBSYSTEM
5-5c 6
I LEAK TEST l HI-POT AND POWER
PNEUMATIC CONTINUITY FUNCTIONAL
SYSTEM CHECK TEST
4a 5d 7-71
SUBSYSTEM
PANEL TESTS TESTS
lO-lOi
I
ELECTRICAL
INTEGRATION
INTEGRATE
POWER
SUBSYSTEM
TO SPACECRAFT
8-8f ll-llc
COMPATIBILITY
INTERFERENCE
TESTS
LI 11 EcE,vE]RECEIVE RECEIVE RADIO RECEIVETELEMETRY DATA STORAGE SUBSYSTEM RELAY LINKSUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM (INCLUDES SUBSYSTEM
• MODULE ANTENNAS)
4/29/68 5/17/68 5/17/63
10/11/68 10/31/68 10 I 68
1/27/69 2/_4/69 2_9
10/15/69 I I/4/69 1 _/4/69
1I/I 3/69 12/4/69 12/4/69
12/13/69 I/4/70 I/4/70
RECEIVE I
COMPUTER AND
SEQUENCER
MODUL
RECEIVE
GUIDANCE
AND CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
7/5/68
12/18/68
4/6/69
12/23/69
1/24/7o
2/24/70
INSTALL I NSTALL
INSTALL DATA I NSTALL I NSTALL COMPUTER AN D GUIDANCE
INSTALL STORAGE RADIO RELAY LINK
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SEQUENCER AND CONTROL
MODULE SUBSYSTEMSUBSYSTEM MODULE 20 24
12 16 28 32
TELEMETRY DATA STORAGE RADIO RELAY LINK COMPUTER AND
SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SEQUENCER
FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL EUNCTtONAL
TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST
13 17 21 25 29 I GUIDANCE J
AND CONTROL
FUNCTIONAL
TEST
33
iNTEGRATE INTEGRATE INTEGRATE INTEGRATE INTEGRATE INTEGRATE
TELEMETRY DATA STORAGE RADIO RELAY LINK COMPUTER AND GUIDANCE
SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SEQUENCER AND CONTROL
TO SPACECRAFT TO SPACECRAFT TO SPACECRAFT TO SPACECRAFT TO SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM
14-14a 18 22 26 30 TO SPACECRAFT
34
COMPATIBILII_ COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY COMPATIBILITY
TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST
_5 19 23 27 31 35
 ECEVELEMDEI[RECE,VEi MODULE AND PLANETARYPSP VEHICLE SCAN PACKAGEADAPTER (PSP)36
1/21/68 1 9/s/_
!/3/69 I 2/w/29
i/20/69 6/3/69
!/9/70 i 2/20/70
4/20/70
INSTALL LEMDE
MODULE
37
MODULE
FUNCTIONAL
TEST
38
MODULE ITO SP,%_EC RAFT
TEST
40
SCIENCE TEMPERATURE
PACKAGE CONTROL
(FSP) SUBSYSTEM
L I ,oJ6 l2/]R/69 3/15/69 3/20/696/3/69 7/I/69 7/6/692/20/"70 3/20/70 3/25//703/20/7o 4/17/7o 4/2 no4/20/70 5/17/70 5/22/70
RECEIVE AND J
INSPECT TEST
CAPSULE
5O
INSTALL INSTALL
PSP FSP
41 44
PSP FSP
FUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL
TEST TEST
COMPATIBILITY
TEST
47
INSTALL l
TEMPERATURE INSTALLTEST J
CONTROL CAPSULE
SUBSYSTEM 51
48
_ --"
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
FUNCTIONAL
TEST
49
r
J INTEGRATE I
SPACECRAFT
CAPSULE
52
SIMULATED [
INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS
TEST, STC CHK,
AND SPACECRAFT
CAPSULE
INTE G_TY TEST
I INTEGRATED I
I SYSTEMS I
I TEST I
L .... ..I
Figure 38. Spacecraft Assembly and
Checkout Flow
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operations tasks for each spacecraft. The starting date for each task
is listed in Figure 37. The operations numbers, listed in each box,
are defined in the detailed task descriptions located in Appendix A of
this volume.
5. SPACECRAFT S.YSTEM TESTS
This section discusses all tests and operations performed on each
spacecraft fromthe first integrated system Lest to shipment. A pictorial
flow from assembly to shipment to AFETR is diagrammed in Figure 39.
The test concepts underlying the test plan and sequence of operations are
discussed. Abr_ef description of the system test sequence is followed
by flow charts and a schedule which defines the test program for each
spacecraft. The schedule also shows test facility loading and will be
used to develop manpower loading curves. Detailed functional descrip-
tions of all tests and operations are included in Appendix A.
5. I Test Philosophy
System testing of the engineering model (EM) spacecraft is performed
primarily as a system compatibility and facility validation task. It will
be used to verify OSE design, debug procedures and operations, and train
personnel. The EM will be used at Goldstone to perfect the mission opera-
tion sequence and to verify initial deep space network (DSN)-spacecraft
compatibility. The EM spacecraft and the propulsion interaction model
(PIM) spacecraft will be used to validate launch site procedures, equip-
ment and facilities.
The system testing of the proof test model {PTM) is ai___ed at system
design verification and environmental type approval of flight type hard-
ware. It will also serve to further debug procedures, operations, and
OSE and to train personnel. Any design changes made as a result of the
EM system tests will be specifically checked. The PTM will also be used
to perform reliability life tests and to complete the DSN-spacecraft com-
patibility verification.
The acceptance testing of the flight spacecraft system is performed
prin_arily as a workmanship verification. The major design problems
will have been resolved by the EM, PIM, and PTM spacecraft.
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RECEIVE SPACECRAFT AFT
EQUIPMENT MODULE
EQUIPMENT MODULE MOUNTED INSTALL POWER SYSTEM INSTALL LI
TO ASSEMBLY STAND (INSTALL DUMMy ARRAY)
EQUIPMEN
MOVE SPACECRAFT TO
ALIGNMENT FACILITY
AND PERFORM ALIGNMENTS
PERFORM WEIGHT RECEIVE SPACECRAFT IN MASS PROPERTIES
AND C AND O AREA AND LOAD INERT PROPELLANTS
MOVE SPACECRAFT TO VIBRATION/ INSTALL SPACECRAE
ACOUSTIC FACILITY AND PERFORM IN VERTICAL STAND
COMBINED VIBRATION/ACOUSTICS
TEST
IMDEMODULETOSPACECRAFT
'_ENTMODULEANDINSTALLTPANELSONLEMDEODULE
INSTALL TEST CAPSULE PERFORM INTEGRATED
TO THE SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS TEST
SHIP SPACECRAFT TO
REDONDO BEACH AREA
J_
PREPARE SPACECRAFT MAGNETIC STABILITY
FOR SHIPMENT MAGNETIC MAPPING (US
COILS
_1[I CHAMBER L_]
PERFORM FREEMODE TEST
MOVE SPACECRAFT TO THERMAL V
MOVE SPACECRAFT TO ALIGNMENT FACILITY AND PERFORM SPACE SIN
FACILITY AND VERIFY ALIGNMENTS TEST (INCLUDING OFF-AXIS AS RE
DVE SPACECRAFT AND
ST CAPSULE TO CAPE
9-
)VE SPACECRAFT TO
A FACILITY
_GNETIC
_IG BECKMAN
PERF
_RE SPACECRAF_
FOR SHIPMENT
MOVE SPACECRAFT TO
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES FACILITY
.ZUUM
ILATION
UIRED)
CHAMBER
REMOVE TEST CAPSULE
PERFORM SPACE SIMULATION
(INCLUDING OFF-AXIS AS
REQUIRED)
0 MO SpACECRAFTTOASSEMBL  
AND CHECKOUT AREA
PERFORM SIMULATED STACK TEST
SPACECRAFT AND TEST
FOR SHIPMENT
Figure 39. Operations for Assembly and
Shipment of Spacecraft
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During system testing, the electrical interfaces between the space-
craft and the EOSE will be minimized. Test cables constitute a non-
flight configuration and can cause abnormal system operation as well as
injecting unwanted noise. The goal will be to operate the spacecraft in a
configuration as close as possible to a flight configuration. Sufficient
spacecraft telemetry will be provided to isolate faults to the provisional
spares level and to enable verification of command status. Certain
commands are required for testing and will aid in keeping hardline
use to a minimum. These commands will primarily be used to check
redundant system operation.
Wherever possible, system test stimulation (external stimuli used
to excite flight equipment, usually having only a mechanical interface with
the spacecraft) will be used, rather than simulation, (signal injection) to
perform an end-to-end system test. The same stimuli used during system
tests will be used at the subsystem level. However, the subsystem test
may incorporate additional stimulation or simulation.
It is assumed that a prototype cai_sule will be supplied at the com-
pletion of PTM spacecraft assembly to be used by all spacecraft as a test
capsule. This test capsule will be required to survive type approval level
environmental testing. A capsule simulator will be built to serve as an
additional test capsule. The capsule simulator will not be exposed to en-
vir onmental testing.
5.2 System Test Sequence Description
Because of the schedule constraints imposed by the simulated stack
test, in which two spacecraft are tested together, the test sequence will
not necessarily be identical for all spacecraft. The second constraint on
the sequence is facility usage. All tests and operations are scheduled
such that only one test area of each major type is required.
The sequence through the electromagnetic interference tests, mag-
netic properties, tests and previbration system tests for the EM is identical
to the PTM and flight spacecraft sequence. The EM will not be exposed
to environmental testingbut it will be taken to each environmental test
area for facility validation prior to testing of the PTM spacecraft.
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The EM and the PTM are scheduled for shipment to Goldstone at
various times begnining early in 1969 for deep space instrumentation
facility compatibility checks. When a spacecraft is not available, magnetic
test data tapes will be used for mission dependent equipment-deep space
instrumentation facility compatibility checks. After the 1971 launch, the
EM will be sent to Goldstone to replace the PTM as required.
The propulsion interaction model (PIM) spacecraft will be a complete
spacecraft composed of engineering model subsystems. The spacecraft
will be assembled and checked out at TRW to the point where the spacecraft
is ready for propulsion subsystem integration. At that time the spacecraft
and its STC will be shipped to the propulsion interaction test facility. The
qualification model propulsion subsystem, which will have been at White
Sands for subsystem qualification testing, will then be installed in the aft
equipment module and integrated with the existing spacecraft. An EM or
prototype science subsystem will then be installed and integrated along
with the thermal control subsystem. An integrated system test and space-
craft alignments will then be performed. Appendix B of this volume de-
scribes the alignment task. A propulsion interaction test will be performed
to verify proper operation of the guidance and control subsystem during
operation of the propulsion subsystem and to verify compatibility of the
spacecraft subsystems in that environment.
An integrated system test will be performed following the assembly
and checkout of the PTM and flight spacecraft to verify functional integrity.
All spacecraft subsystems and science instruments will be tested, as well
as the spacecraft-capsule functions. This test is l_erformed with a test
capsule in place. The spacecraft will carry dummy solar arrays at this
time.
Following the first integrated system test, the PTM will undergo an
ethylene oxide exposure, followed by a system test to determine whether
or not the system has been degraded. Following the system test, a series
of special tests will be conducted. The first of these will be the power
profile test to determine the power drain of the spacecraft in its various
operating modes. This data is used for power allocation during flight.
The next test, performed on the EM and PTM, is the failure mode and
logic test, a detailed check of the on-board logic. A logic matrix will be
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generated to verify that all combinations and permutations of the space-
craft logic are exercised. Asystem parameter variation test is then
performed on all spacecraft followed by an electromagnetic interference
test to determine system interference susceptibility and spacecraft system
contribution to the command receiver noise level.
The spacecraft are taken to the Capistrano Magnetic Test Facility,
where the spacecraft magnetic fields are mapped and magnetic stability
is determined. Both d}mamic and static fields will be measured. The
magnetic fields of the flight capsule and the solar array will be mapped
separately. The data will then be integrated to form a composite mag-
netic map. Each spacecraft will be returned and remapped following the
vibration and thermal vacuum tests to determine whether or not the fields
have changed due to testing and handling operations. Science interference
and compatibility will be checked at this site since the electromagnetic
noise level will be lower than at any other test facility. Upon return from
the magnetic facility, the solar array will be installed, propellant and
pneumatics tanks loaded with inert propellants and gas and mass property
measurements made. Moments of inertia will be measured on the PTM
only. Weight and center of gravity will be measured on all spacecraft.
The spacecraft alignments will then be performed. All pneumatics and
propellant systems will be leak checked and operational checks will be
made of the appendage release system. (These last three tests will be
repeated, following the vibration-acoustic environment test for flight
spacecraft and following the shock test environment for the PTM, to de-
termine any system degradation. )
Upon completion of these tests, the spacecraft will be prepared for
the vibration-acoustic test. The spacecraft will be in flight configuration
except for the thermal insulation, which may not be completely installed.
Flight ordnance will be installed and armed for flight and a test capsule
installed. All pneumatics systems will be pressurized to flight pressures.
The propulsion subsystem tanks will be filled with inert propellants to
simulate the most critical flight propellant loading condition. The space-
craft will be moved to the vibration-acoustic facility and an integrated
system test performed to establish a pre-environmental baseline. A com-
bined vibration-acoustic test will be performed with a hydraulic shaker
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performing the low frequency vibration and a reverbent acoustic chamber
generating the high frequency environment.
The PTM will undergo shock testing to verify that the firing of ex-
plosive devices and shroud jettison do not have an adverse effect on the
spacecraft. A free mode test will then be performed with no electrical
interfaces between the spacecraft and the EOSE. Mechanical interfaces
with test stimulus will exist. The solar array will be illuminated and
will power the spacecraft. This test has the dual purpose of serving as
a post dynamic environment system test and as the solar array integra-
tion and compatibility test.
The spacecraft is then prepared for space simulation. The flight
batteries will be installed and thermal insulation completed. Auxiliary
heaters and special thermal vacuum test instrumentation will be installed.
The test capsule will be installed and the spacecraft turned upside down
for installation in the space chamber.
After installation of the spacecraft and test capsule in the chamber,
an integrated system test will be performed to validate all EOSE and
chamber cabling as well as to establish a system baseline. The thermal-
vacuum exposure will be performed in two parts, the first part with the
test capsule installed and the second part without the test capsule. Tests
on the thermal model spacecraft and the PTM spacecraft may show that
the effect of the capsule is negligible, in which case the first part of the
test will be deleted for the flight models. Off-axis exposure to the solar
simulator will be performed on the PTM spacecraft by rotating the space-
craft in its holding fixture. A system test will be performed before
spacecraft removal from the chamber to determine any effect of the
environmental exposure on system performance.
Prior to shipment, three system tests will be run, which require
operating two spacecraft from one control point. The first is a simulated
stack test, in which the spacecraft are placed as close to each other as
possible, to determine whether or not interference problems exist in this
configuration. The second test is a compatibility check with the launch
complex equipment, which includes a practice countdown. The final test
is a mission operations test. The mission dependent equipment and the
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Space Flight Operational Facility, along with the STC, will perform a
full system test for verification of readiness to ship the spacecraft to
AFETR. The STC will be tied to the Space Flight Operational Facility
via data links and communications nets.
5.3 System Test Schedule
Figure 40 is a schedule for each spacecraft. The tasks are listed
in major test groupings. Facilities loading, hardware delivery dates,
and manpower requirements are derived from this schedule. Figure 4I
shows the sequence of operations for each spacecraft. The starting date
for each task group is listed in Figure 40. The operations numbers
listed in each box are defined in the detailed task descriptions of
Appendix A.
6. LAUNCH OPERATIONS
This section discusses all tests and operations performed at the
launch site. Included are operations performed to validate the STC,
assembly, handling, and shipping equipment launch complex equipment
and launch site facilities. Background information and launch philosophy
are outlined, along with such topics as spares replacement and testing and
schedule recovery from hardware failures. A sequence and description of
operations for each spacecraft is outlined. The spacecraft involved are:
• Engineering model
• Propulsion interaction model
• First flight model
• Second flight model
• Third flight model
The schedule of operations and the flow charts define the launch site
test program. The detailed description of tasks is included in Appendix A
of this volume and is referenced to the schedule and flow chart by an oper-
ation number.
6. I Planning Guidelines
Launch site operations will be supported by the same test conductors
and crews used during factory assembly and test. The test crews will be
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DETAIL FLOW
OPERATIONS SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS TEST SCHEDULE
NUMBER
$4 FIRST INTEGRATED SYSTEM TEST AND CRfilQUE
54a,b ETHYI..INE OXIDE COMPATIBILITY TEST AND 1ST
54c PROPULSION INTI_RA_TION TEST
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integrated as part of the total launch operations crew along with other
supporting contractor personnel. Operations planning and scheduling will
be supported by TRW test crew personnel to ensure a smooth and integrated
operation. TRW test personnel will be supported by resident TRWKennedy
Space Center (KSC) support personnel.
All spacecraft will arrive at AFETR assembled in a flight configuration
The launch flow assumes that the flight capsules will be tested, with pro-
pellants and ordnance loaded, in the vertical assembly building (VAB). If
KSC safety does not permit this operation, VAB testing must be conducted
using test capsules, in which case pad checkout time will increase since
this now becomes the first place where the flight shroud, containing the
flight planetary vehicles, is integrated and thus pad verification becomes
a more detailed checkout operation.
The capability to load propellants in the explosive safe area (ESA)
and KSC safety authorization to transport the planetary vehicles to the pad
with propellants loaded and ordnance installed are required. These con-
straints are required in order to sterilize the planetary vehicles and seal
the shroud prior to pad operations. No capability for propellant loading or
unloading is provided for at the pad.
In the event of a minor failure on the flight spacecraft during launch
operations, replacement parts are available down to the provisional spares
level. A failed part in either the first or second flight spacecraft is re-
placed by duplicate hardware from the third flight spacecraft. The replace-
ment parts brought to the launch site will be integrated and tested in the
third flight spacecraft.
If a black box failure occurs on the launch pad, the individual plane-
tary vehicle will be removed from the launch vehicle and moved back into
the ESA. Here the shroud is unsealed, ordnance removed, and propellants
unloaded. The failed unit is removed and the new unit from the third space-
craft is installed. A spacecraft functional test will be performed to verify
the integrity of the unit. Ordnance and propellants are reloaded and leak
tests conducted. The planetary vehicle is now sterilized and sealed before
movement out to the pad. At the pad, the planetary vehicle will be reinte-
grated with the launch vehicle. Launch pad operations can then resume.
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Turn around times for different types of failures at various schedule points
will be studied and defined in Phase IB.
The spacecraft is designed to function independently of the flight
capsule. If necessary a dummy capsule or ballast can be mated to the
spacecraft and flown. It is also realized that some emergency could
arise during the mission, prior to normal capsule separation, of such a
nature that in order not to jeopardize the mission it would be required to
jettison the flight capsule. In this case the spacecraft is capable of pro-
ceeding with the mission. If only one planetary vehicle or spacecraft is
available for launch, ballast or engineering models may be substituted
for the missing entities. Due to the short launch window, a partial
mission success is more desirable than no mission at all.
6.2 Launch Site Sequence
Two STC's will be delivered to the launch site before the arrival of
the EM spacecraft. Installation, checkout, and preliminary validation of
the STC's will be completed prior to arrival of the engineering model space-
craft. An additional STC, required for the third flight spacecraft, will be
received and validated before the first flight spacecraft arrives at the
site. Testing with the EM spacecraft will complete the validation of the
STC's. The three STC's are to be located in an annex of the ESA. All
OSE necessary at the spacecraft will be located in the test area within
the facility. The launch complex equipment will be located in the launch
control center and launch umbilical tower.
The EM spacecraft and the PIM spacecraft are planned for arrival
atESC before the three flight spacecraft. These two spacecraft are used
to debug assembly, handling and shipping equipment, validate OSE and to
check out procedures, schedules and facilities at ESC. They provide the
required launch operations training for key personnel from the flight space-
craft test crews. The shroud-launch vehicle interfaces will be checked out
prior to arrival of a flight spacecraft.
The EM spacecraft arrives at the Cape Kennedy skid strip and is
transported to the spacecraft assembly facility for inspection and checkout.
During its stay in the spacecraft assembly facility, the EM spacecraft will
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undergo receiving inspection and functional spacecraft tests. These checks
will verify that the spacecraft has not been damaged during shipment.
Load data taken by special shipping instrumentation will be analyzed for
verification of the acceptability of the shipping operations. All OSE and
facilities equipment in the spacecraft assembly facility will be validated
with the EM spacecraft. An integrated system test will be run with the
test capsule installed. At the completion of the integrated systems test,
the EM is moved to the ESA.
In the ESA, alignment verification and weight and center of gravity
checks are made with the engineering model to validate the required OSE.
The spacecraft will then undergo separation and release tests followed by
installation of ordnance simulators. The EiVI with its test capsule is then
mated to a shroud section.
The PIM, upon arrival, will undergo the same checkout as the EM
in the spacecraft assembly facility and ESA. When the PIM checkout is
complete, the simulated planetary vehicles will be mated to their sections
of the flight shroud. The flight shroud is composed of three sections, one
for each planetary vehicle and a nose cap. Each planetary vehicle shroud
section has a sterilization seal on the top and on the bottom.
A shroud cooling test will be performed to verify the ability of the
launch vehicle cooling system to maintain a satisfactory operating environ-
ment for the spacecraft and to determine the required cooling system flow
rates and temperature settings. This test will be performed with a GFE
launch vehicle cooling system simulator. A modified integrated system
test/compatibility test followed by a mock countdown will then be performed
on each vehicle. These operations will validate the ESA and all OSE in-
stalled there. At the completion of this series of tests, the planetary
vehicles, encapsulated in their respective shroud sections will be moved
on a modified Saturn-lVB transporter to the VAB.
In the VAB, the shroud encapsulated planetary vehicles will be
mated with the launch vehicle facility verification missile for mechanical
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and electrical compatibility tests. The mechanical checks are the per-
formance of the mating and shroud-launch vehicle alignment tasks. RF
interference, mock flight readiness demonstration, mock countdown,
integrated systems test and simulated flight tests will be performed. The
Eastern Test Range and Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 71 will
support these tests, as required, to verify their readiness to support the
flight spacecraft. The shroud sections will then be brought back to the
ESA for a practice of the final flight preparation operations.
All spacecraft pneumatics systems will be pressurized. Dummy
ordnance will be installed and an inert propellant loading-unloading opera-
tion performed. Leak tests will be performed in conjunction with pro-
pellant loading operations. These operations will provide training for
personnel and validation of equipment. An integrated system test will then
be performed, followed by a sterilization (simulated) and encapsulation
operation. The encapsulated vehicles are then moved to the launch pad.
At the launch pad, the shroud sections are mated with the launch
vehicle facility verification missile. As a final validation the following
series of practice tests will be run: RF interference, J-FACT, preflight
readiness demonstration, mock countdown, and simulated flight. The
Eastern Test Range and Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 71 will
support these operations as required. At the completion of these tests,
the simulated planetary vehicles are removed from the launch vehicle
simulator and returned to the ESA. The shroud sections will be unsealed
and spacecraft and test capsules removed. The spacecraft will remain in
the ESA to assist as necessary in analyzing flight spacecraft problems.
The three flight spacecraft arrive at the launch site phased so that
one spacecraft at a time is received and checked out in the spacecraft
assembly facility. The testing sequence for the flight spacecraft is the
same as that for the EM spacecraft in the spacecraft assembly facility.
Alignment and weight and center of gravity checks are made to each
spacecraft in the ESA. The spacecraft will then undergo separation and
appendage release tests. Ordnance simulators for use during the joint
compatibility checks will be installed prior to the mating of the flight
capsule to the spacecraft. Capsule compatibility checks, integrated
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system test, and science-quiet tests are performed with the flight plane-
tary vehicles. The science-quiet test will verify satisfactory operation
of the science instruments with the spacecraft quiescent. The first two
flight planetary vehicles are mated to their shroud sections at this point
in their sequence. The launch preparation sequence for the third plane-
tary vehicle ends at this point. It will be kept in the ESA and used as a
backup. The third spacecraft will be kept in operating condition at all
times. If a malfunctioning unit is found in either of the first two flight
spacecraft, it will be replaced with a duplicate from the third space-
craft. The third flight spacecraft will then receive a spare part from
stores and the part will be integrated into the system and completely
tested. In case of a catastrophic failure of either of the prime flight
spacecraft, spacecraft number three will become prime.
Each of the prime planetary vehicles, mated to its flight shroud
section, is transported to the VAB for combined compatibility tests. The
planetary vehicles are mated to the launch vehicle and aligned. The vertical
assembly building checkout will include RF interference, flight readiness
demonstration, integrated system test, mock countdown and simulated .
flight tests. At the conculsion of this test series, the planetary vehicles
are removed from the launch vehicle one at a time and returned separately
to the ESA on the modified Saturn S-IVB transporter.
All spacecraft pneumatics systems will be pressurized for flight.
Flight ordnance and propellant loading operations are performed on each
spacecraft followed by leak tests and an integrated system test. The
sterilization and encapsulation operation is performed on each planetary
vehicle. The vehicles are then transported to the launch pad.
On the launch pad, the planetary vehicles are mated to the launch
vehicle and the flight shroud is aligned to the launch vehicle. RF inter-
ference, J-FACT, flight readiness demonstration, and mock countdown
tests are performed prior to a precountdown operation. At the comple-
tion of the precountdown, launch control will initiate terminal countdown
and liftoff.
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6.3 Launch Site Operations Schedules
The operations schedule for each spacecraft is detailed in Figure 42.
Tasks are listed by major test groupings. Figure 43 shows the sequence
of operations for each spacecraft. The operations numbers, listed in each
box, are defined in the detailed task description of Appendix A of this
volume.
A gross pictorial representation of the launch site operations is
shown in Figure 44. Operations sequence and equipment usage are shown
for flight spacecraft.
7. MISSION SUPPORT OPERATIONS
This section outlines the tasks to be performed by TRW to provide
assistance to JPL mission operations. Tasks from preliminary planning
to post mission evaluation are defined. It is the intention to concentrate
on the interface checkout sequence of mission support operations that is
required to prove DSN-spacecraft compatibility. Figure 45 shows the
flow necessary to verify DSN spacecraft compatibility.
7. 1 Operations
The development of software and mission dependent equipment wilt
be completed prior to the assembly and checkout of the EM spacecraft.
Software debugging and validation make use of a JPL-supplied DSIF-type
computer, a set of mission dependent equipment and the EM spacecraft
and STC. At the completion of theEM system test sequence, compatibility
tests are conducted with the JPL computer. The JPL computer will con-
trol the spacecraft in various operational modes. In this configuration, an
integrated system test is performed as acceptance of the DSIF-mission
dependent equipment interface. All equipment and associated documenta-
tion used in the sell-off test will be shipped to Goldstone with the EM
spacecraft for on-site compatibility testing.
At Goldstone the equipment is inspected, installed, and validated
prior to checkout with the facility. The compatibility testing at Goldstone
will use the DSIF antennas for command transmission to, and telemetry
reception from, the EM spacecraft. Command transmitter power will be
attenuated to simulate expected flight signal strength at the spacecraft.
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Figure 45. Mission Support Operations Compatibility Flow
The station telemetry receiver input will be attenuated and noise injected
to simulate flight conditions. This series of tests using the capabilities
of the DSN in conjunction with the E1V[ spacecraft is scheduled to begin
early in 1969. Simulated flight, midcourse maneuvers and Mars encounter
simulation tests, will be performed. It is assumed that the SFOF facility
in Pasadena will be monitoring these operations with operational computer
programs. The engineering model spacecraft will be returned to TRW for
short periods of time for additional tasks. During those periods, compati-
bility testing at Goldstone will be conducted using magnetic tapes to simu-
late the spacecraft.
It is proposed that during the mission operations tests selected
DSN personnel be brought to Goldstone for training. Classes would be
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conducted in spacecraft system, subsystem, and mission operations.
The training would include working with the EM during spacecraft tests
as well as actually conducting interface checks between the DSIF and the
mission dependent equipment.
A flyby will be made over individual DSIF's to verify IRF transmission
between the stations and the spacecraft. The aircraft used will contain
equipment capable of sending a series of spacecraft signals to the ground.
It will also be capable of receiving and identifying spacecraft commands.
A status display available in both the ground station and the aircraft
enables the respective operators to determine whether transmission was
received correctly.
The EM spacecraft will leave Goldstone in mid-1970 for launch site
validation. The PTM will arrive at Goldstone prior to launch for addi-
tional compatibility testing. The spacecraft will remain there through
launch.
7.2 Additional Tasks
Listed below are some additional tasks in support of mission opera-
tions that will be performed by Voyager project personnel:
o Compile and revise as necessary all existing data pertinent to
the understanding of the operational characteristics of the
spacecraft, capsule, and all experiments. The documents will
be subdivided into the various subsystems to facilitate use by
subsystem personnel.
Provide assistance in the definition and implementation of the
communications network between the SFOF and the DSN stations,
as well as secondary tracking stations in the STADAN network.
Define the engineering and experiment computer program
requirements to be used by JPL for both quick-look and long-
term data processing, including a definition of the expceted
and out-of-tolerance limits on spacecraft and experiment
telemetry items.
Define the real-time telemetry and communications require-
ments for the DSIF complex during the critical postlaunch,
midcourse and orbit injection maneuvers.
Define and coordinate data tape runs from the flight planetary
vehicles during the final test phases. These tapes will include
a simulation of anticipated inflight maneuvers as well as various
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spacecraft and experiment modes. The tapes will be used by
DSN stations for practice mission operations and to perform
station validation.
Generate detailed calibration data for all engineering telemetry
items and those telemetry items considered crucial for the
success of individual experiments. This data will be placed on
calibration cards to be used with quick-look data displays.
Generate a mission plan for each specific planetary vehicle
which defines the operational requirenlents on the program.
The Voyager project office will staff a spacecraft performance
analysis team and supply personnel to the flight path analysis
team for the 1971 mission.
Install mission dependent equipment and validate associated
software at the DSN stations.
8. ASSEMBLY AND TEST IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING
The Phase IB tasks will consist of updating and performing a detailed
analysis of the plans prepared in Phase IA. Coordination with the design
groups will ensure that the system design is compatible with the assembly,
test, and launch operations requirements.
The assembly and test organization deliverable items at the com-
pletion of Phase IB will be:
• Assembly and checkout plan (including planning and control)
• Preliminary launch operation plan
• Preliminary mission support operations plan
• Facilities plan
• OSE specifications and implementation plan
By the sixth week of Phase IB the specific tasks and methods will
be defined. The preliminary plans will be completed during the thirteenth
week. The plans will then be reviewed, finalized and updated prior to
the completion of Phase IB during the 26th week.
8. i Assembly and Checkout Plan
The assembly and checkout plan will detail all operations and pro-
cedures to be performed from receipt of the integrated subsystems in the
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spacecraft assembly area to shipment of the spacecraft to ETR. Detailed
specification for all required procedures and computer programs will be
included. These specifications will be formulated such that the actual
procedure and computer program can be written using these specifications.
OSE specifications will be generated from these requirements. The
integrated test plan will also be used to develop OSE requirements. In-
cluded will be the controls and procedures necessary to define: stores
control, status reporting, hardware configuration, verification proced-
ures and software configuration control, cost accounting and shipping,
and the top operations schedules.
8.2 Preliminary Launch Operations Plan
The preliminary launch operati _ns plan will specify all operations
to be performed and procedures to be used from receipt of the spacecraft
at ETR to launch, including spacecraft turnaround times and decision cri-
teria as a function of specific failures. Launch site logistics and spares
will be defined. Coordination with launch operations personnel at KSC
will be required. The integrated test plan and the assembly and checkout
plan will be used as prime reference documents. Procedures and com-
puter program specifications will be included.
The organizational structure required to perform these tasks will
be outlined and its interfaces with JPL, KSC and the remainder of TI_W
will be defined.
8. 3 Preliminary Mission Support Operations Plan
During Phase IB, all of the mission support operations tasks will
be defined and detailed. This will include such things as flow charting
all mission support computer programs, detailing the functions to be
performed at the various DSIF complexes and planning in depth the educa-
tional program for the orbital operations personnel. In addition to the
tasks described above, the definition and planning of the software for
experiment computer programs will be completed and detailed flow charts
generated.
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8.4 Facilities Plan
The Voyager facility needs will be reassessed, taking into account
program changes directed by JPL. The requirements determined by the
above reappraisal will result in reissuance of building and major test
facility specifications to enable timely completion of new construction at
TI_W Space Park, and modification of off-site facilities required to meet
program requirements (e.g. White Sands, Cape Kennedy, etc.).
Detailed schedules will be prepared indicating the manner in which
facility needs will keep pace with program growth. A complete plan
indicating all facility milestones will be issued at the termination of
Phase IB.
8.5 OSE Specification and Implementation Plan
The initial Phase IB effort will concentrate on development of a
complete list of all AHSE and EOSE required for system and subsystem
development, manufacture and test. Subsequent to the development of
the OSE lists, preliminary designs and specifications will be generated
(by October 1966) for submittal to JPL. JPL final approved design
specifications will be completed by the end of Phase IB. By the end of
Phase IB, all OSE will be quantitized, scheduled, and allocated. Develop-
ment of a Phase II work package and cost plan, which contains Phase II
detail task descriptions and plans, will also be available as part of the
Phase IB effort.
Management of Phase IB tasks will be exercised by monthly detailed
design audits along with cost and PERT audits. The above audits will
provide the required visibility in program problems and progress to assure
completion of Phase IB With the highest degree of accomplishment of all
tasks within the funds and time allocated.
The initial Phase II effort will include detail design of OSE, prepa-
ration of procedures and Part I, CEI specifications. The detailed design
will be based on the Phase IB preliminary designs. Both test and opera-
tional procedures will be generated. The procedures and detailed designs
will be reviewed at the critical design review, prior to finalization. Fab-
rication of OSE starts approximately seven months from start of Phase II
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with deliveries to support all subsystem development tests and fabrication
as well as spacecraft asoembly and test activities. Detailed task and
management plans will be generated by the conclusion of Phase IB.
3O8
APPENDIX A
ASSEMBLY, TEST, AND LAUNCH OPERATIONS
This appendix contains the detailed descriptions, in the form of
tables, of the assembly and test operations. Three tables are included
cove ring the following:
• Assembly and checkout operations
• Spacecraft test operations
• Launch operations
The off-site operations conducted with the proof test and propulsion
interaction model spacecraft are contained in the spacecraft test opera-
tion table s.
In the left margin of the tables are the operation numbers. The flow
charts, loaated in the text, are keyed on these operation numbers.
The tables contain a heading titled, "Equipment Required by OSE
Code Numbers." The 3000 to 4000 series numbers refer to the electrical
operational support equipment (EOSE), while the 5000 to 6000 series num-
bers refer to assembly, handling, and shipping equipment (AHSE).
In the right hand margin of the tables, under the heading, "Applicable
Spacecraft," are listed the abbreviations for the engineering model (EM),
propulsion interaction model (PIM), proof test model (PTM), first flight
(Flt i), second flight (Flt 2), and the third flight (Flt 3) model spacecraft.
An "x" under these abbreviations means that particular operation applies
to that spacecraft.
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OPER
NO.
I Receive Spacecraft Aft Equipment Module from Stores
a) Unpack aft equipment module.
b) Visually inspect for shipping damage.
c) Move the aft equipment module to the assembly
area.
g Mechanically Mount the Spacecraft Aft Equipment
Module on the Vertical Checkout and Assembly Stand
3 install Pyrotechnics Subsystem Plumbing and Install
Clamps in the Aft Equipment Module
4 Install the Guidance and Control Plumbing and Install
Clamps in the Aft Equipment Module
a) Perform leak test on the pyrotechnic and control
pneumatics systems in the aft equipment module.
5 Install the Spacecraft Harness Assembly in the Space-
craft Aft Equipment Module
a) Route cables and clamp in place.
b) Mechanically mount j-boxes.
c) Electrically connect the harness assembly with the
j-boxes.
d) Perform the hi-pot and continuity check of the
harness assembly.
e) Mount the equipment mounting panel to the equip-
ment mounting panel installation fixture.
6 Install the Power Subsystem
a) Draw a power subsystem subpanel from stores.
b) Mechanically install the power subsystem subpanel
on the equipment mounting panel installation
fixture.
c) Install dummy array.
7 Perform the Power Subsystem Functional Test
a)
b)
c)
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
FACILITY
TASK DESCRIPTION REQUIRED
A s s embly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
FacilityConnect the power subsystem EOSE to the input,
output and test connectors on the power subsystem.
Electrically connect all EOSE test sets to the STC
interfaces.
Perform the simulated solar array test.
I) Turn o11 the solar array simulator portion of th(
the EOSE and observe that voltage exists only
at the appropriate points on each of the shunt
regulators.
2) Set the solar array simulator to a I. 0 AU
setting.
3) Vary the dummy loads from minimum to maxi-
mum noting that the proper error signal
amplitudes exist at the output of the power
control unit.
4) Repeat step 3) for solar array simulator
settings of I. 2 and I. 67 AU.
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY! APPLICABLE I
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX sl_l:_l'zl_J_l
AFORL,ST) _lq_lr-q¢.l_l
500l.6005.004.6001.t I, : I
1 !
5001, 6005, 5003, 5004, ] I? : I
5007, 6002, 5008, 5026, / [ |
6oo4.6ool / I 1
5003, 5004, 5007, 5008, q I: : |
6202, 6203, 5036, 5037, | I |5o3_.5o_, I I 1
5003, 5004, 5007, 5008, I q I: t
5036, 5037, 5038, 5701, I / I I
5702, 5703, 5704, 5705, I / I l
5003, 5004, 5007, 5008, I / I l
5036,5037.503g I1 / 1
5003, 5007, 5008, 590l, I q /: _1
503g, 5o36 I/ / /
5003, 5007, 5008, 5801,/ x :1 I I
5803, 5804, 5806, 5808,/ / I 1
5809, 5802, 5036, 5038,1 | I /
6004, 6001, 3100, 41004 1 I /!11
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806_ _ X
 ,oo.i/
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REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
DPER TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5) With the solar array simulator adjusted to
1.0 AU, vary the dummy loads from minimum
to maximum loading and observe that the
proper regulators are operating in a non-
conducting, linearly conducting or saturated
state.
6) Repeat step e) for sun intensities of 1.Z and
1.67 AU.
d) Battery control test
1) Using the ground power and the solar array
simulator, charge each battery at each charge
rate.
2) Measure the charge current applied to each
battery for each charge rate,
3) Observe that the charging voltage for each
battery is cut off when each battery is charged
to capacity.
4) Reduce the solar array simulator power until
it is unable to support the minimum load on
the PCU.
5) Ascertain that the boost regulator portion of
the battery regulator is able to maintain the
system bus voltage at 50 VDC ±1 percent at
minimum and maximum load demands.
6) Record the voltage when the booster regulator
begins functioning.
e) Perform power synch test
1) Measure the amplitude of each synch signal at
each inverter connector.
2) Measure the frequency of each synch signal at
each inverter connector.
3) Measure the rise and fall time of each synch
signal at each inverter.
4) Measure the on/off transients of each synch
signal at each inverter.
f) Perform 4. 1 kc inverter tests
1) Check the output current and voltage at the
4. 1 kc inverter dummy loads.
2) Observe the 4. 1 kc inverter regulates within
specification from a minimum and maximum
load condition.
3) Determine that the 4. 1 kc inverter regulates
within specificatiol; frorr, minimum to maxi-
mum input voltages.
4) Determine that the 4. 1 kc inverter regulates
within specification while operating under
minimum input voltage and maximum load
conditions.
5) Determine that the 4. 1 ke inverter regulates
within specification while operating under
maximum input voltages and minimum load
conditions.
g) Perform the 410 cps inverter tests
1) Check the inverter output current and voltage
at the dummy loads.
2) Determine that the inverter regulates within
specification from minimum to maximum
loads.
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1o
DETAI LED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
3) Determine that the inverter regulates within
specification from minimum to maximum
input voltages.
4) Determine that the inverter regulates within
specification while operating under minimum
input voltages and maximum load conditions.
5) Determine that the inverter regulates within
specification while operating under maximum
input voltages and minimum load conditions.
h) Determine that the master oscillator is within the
following specifications:
l ) Frequency
2) Amplitude
3) Wave shape
4) [mpedence
i) Perform failure mode test
i) The failure n]ode test will encompass the
following investigations:
• Loss of synch input to the PCU
• Loss of synch input to each inverter
• Battery failures
• Battery regulator failures
• Inverter failures
Integrate the Power Subsystems in the Spacecraft
a) Preset the power control unit to the most off
condition.
b) Remove the ]LOSE cables from the input/output
connectors of the power subsystem
c) Mate tile flight harness to the input/output connec-
tors of the power subsystem.
d) Mate the EOSE subsystem solar simulator and
panel control input cables to their respective flight
harness terminations.
e) Systematically commence a power turn-on
sequence while monitoring open circuit voltages at
appropriate flight harness connectors.
f) Perform the following test:
1) Verify command capability of the PCU.
2) Verify ground battery charging through the
flight harness.
3) Verify solar array battery charging through
the spacecraft harness.
Install the Command Subsystem Subpanel
a) Draw a command subsystem subpanel from stores.
b) Mechanically install the command subsystem to
the equipment mounting panel installation fixture.
Perform the Command Subsystem FunctionaI Test
a) Connect the EOSE cables to the input/output
connectors of the command subsystem.
b) Connect the EOSE cables to the command decoder
and command detector unit test connectors.
FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
APPLICABLEREQUIRED OSE LISTED BY |
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS S_
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5007, 5008, 5006
5038, 5026, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200,
00000o011
5806, 5038, 5036, 6004
MOO, 4100, 4200, 3600
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5036, 5038, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
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O_ER REQUIRED OSE LISTED _Y APPLICABLE
FACILITY LOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
NO. TASK DESCRIPTION REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX _ :_
A FOR LIST)
c) Apply power to the command subsystem and check
the following:
l) Output voltages and currents at the dummy
loads.
2) Thresholds
3) Frequencies
d) Fail one detector and decoder
e) Vary the input frequency and amplitude between
minimum and maximum specifications and check
the output voltages and current for deviation from
the specifications at the dummy loads.
f) Enable the failed detector and decoder.
g) Disable the other detector and decoder.
h) Vary the input frequency and amplitude between
minimum and maximum specification and check
the output voltages and current for deviation from
the specifications at the dummy loads.
i) Enable both detectors and decoders.
Integrate the Command Subsystem in the Spacecraft
a) Disconnect the input/output LOSE cables from the
subsystem.
b) Fuse the power lines to the command subsystem.
c) Insure the power subsystem is in the most off
condition.
d) Connect the flight harness to the input/output con-
nectors of the command subsystem.
e) Command the PCU to apply power to the command
subsystem.
I) Measure voltage and current at the power
inputs to the command subsystem.
2) Measure noise, frequencies, and switching
transients on all the input/output lines of the
command subsystem.
3) Check command functions at all distribution
points.
• Voltage levels
• Currents
• Locations
Mechanically install lh_ Telemetry Subsystem Subpa_el
a) Draw a telemetry subsystem module and container
from stores.
b) Install subsystem subpanel on aft equipment mount-
ing panel installation fixture.
Perform the Telemetry Subsystem Functional Test
a) Connect the LOSE cables to the input, output and
test connectors on the telemetry subsystem.
b) Power the subsystem and check:
I) ID words corresponding to all bit rates and
formats.
Z) Measure the subcarrier frequency and modula-
tion index of the down link baseband signal.
3) Measure the frequency, pulse amplitude rise
time, fall time, and the pulse width of all
timing pulses.
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5006, 5036,
5038, 5806, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5501, 5036, 6004,
6001, 3100, 4100, 4200,
3600, 3500,
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
3500
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9)
10)
Note:
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
4) Repeat 3) for all bit rates.
5) Measure the frequency, pulse amplitude, rise
time, fall time, and the pulse width of all
shift pulses.
6) Repeat 5) for all bit rates.
7) Measure the frequency, pulse amplitude, rise
time. fall time, and pulse width for all inhibit
pulses.
8) Repeat 7) for all bit rates.
Measure the frequency, pulse amplitude, rise
time, fall time, and pulse width for all synch
pulses.
Repeat 9) for all bit rates.
Noise, transient, and cross talk measurements
will be conducted for items 2) through I0).
14 Integrate the Telemetry System in the Spacecraft
a) Disconnect the input/output EOSE cables from the
telemetry subsystem.
b) Insure that the power system is in the most off
state.
c) Fuse all power input lines to the telemetry
subsystem.
d) Connect the spacecraft flight harness to the input
and output connectors of the telemetry subsystem.
e) Command the power system on.
f) Command the telemetry subsystem on.
i) Measure current and voltage at the input to
the telemetry system.
Z) 2v{easure noise and switch transients on all the
input and output lines of the telen]e%ry
subsystems.
3) Measure the distribution of all the telemetry
subsystem outputs.
4) Repeat items i) through 3) for all bit rates.
g) Calibrate the telemetry signals from the following
subsystem:
l) Power
2) Command
3) Telemetry
15 Perform a Compatibility Test Between the Power,
Command, and Telemetry Subsystems
a) Sequentially step the power subsystem through all
modes of operation while monitoring the telemetry
and test points from the power, command, and
telemetry systems.
b) Sequentially step the telemetry subsystem through
all modes of operation while monitoring the telem-
etry and test points from the power, command,
and telemetry systems.
b) Sequentially step the command subsystem through
all remaining commands while monitoring the
telemetry and test points from the power, command,
and telemetry systems.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE I
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT |
  EEAPPENO,XAFORL,sT,
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806 _ >
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500
3i4
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NO.
16
17
18
Install the Data Storage Subsystem Subpanel Module
a) Draw data storage subsystem out of stores with
container.
b) Mechanically install the data storage subsystem to
the spacecraft equipment panel installation fixture.
Perform the Functional Test on the Data Storage
Subsystem
a) Electrically connect the LOSE cables to the input,
output, and unit test connectors.
b) Power the data storage subsystem and perform the
following tests on each recorder:
I) Measure all command line voltages, current,
noise, transients, and frequencies.
2) Load each data storage unit (DSU) with known
data from the LOSE.
3) Recall the data from each DSU and measure
noise, frequencies, amplitudes, and transients
at the dummy loads.
4) Measure the rise time, fall time, amplitude,
and pulse duration of the DSU data output
signal at the DSU dummy memory readout.
5) Measure the rise time, fall time, amplitude,
and pulse duration of the DSU and data pulse at
the DSU.
6) Calibrate all telemetry signals from the data
storage subsystem.
Note: Noise, transient and cross talk measurements
will be conducted for items 3) through 6).
7) Command off the power to the data storage
subsystem and remove the fuses on the input
power lines, and mate directly.
Integrate the Data Storage Subsystem with the Space-
craft Electrical System
a) Remove the LOSE cables from the input and output
connectors of the data storage subsystem.
b) Place fuses in all of the power lines to the data
storage subsystem.
c) Insure the power system is in the most off
condition.
d) Connect the flight harness to the input and output
connection of the data storage subsystem.
e) Turn on the power subsystem and sequentially
command the data storage subsystem on, while
making the following measurements:
I) Voltage and current on all power input lines.
2) Noise, wave shapes, frequencies and tran-
sients on the power input lines.
3) Measure the rise time, fall time, amplitude,
and pulse duration of the DSU input data signal
at the DSU for each bit rate.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5007, 5008, 5601,
5806, 5038, 5036, 6004_
6001, 3100, 4100, 4200
3600, 3500, 3700
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
X'X ." _ N X
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DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
Perform a Compatibility Test of the Following
Subsystems
i ) Powe r
2) Command
3) Telemetry
4) Data storage
a) With the power subsystem on, command each of
the four integrated subsystems on, in sequence,
while monitoring all telemetry outputs and test
points from each subsystem for the following
interference:
l) Noise
2) Transients
3) Frequency (high and low)
4) Wave shape distortion
5) Data blanks
6) Voltage amplitude and phasing
7) Current amplitude and phasing
b) Repeat a) for all bit rates and modes.
Mechanically Install the Radio Subsystem Subpanel to
the Spacecraft Equipment Mounting Panel
a) This equipment is delivered as an integrated sub-
system from the vendor.
b) Draw the radio subsystem module and container
from stores.
c) Mount the radio subsystem to the equipment
mounting panel installation fixture.
d) Install all antennas, diplexers, couplers, and
filters mechanically to the spacecraft.
Perform the Radio Subsystem Functional Test
a) Connect the EOSE to the input, output, and test
connectors.
b) Power the radio subsystem and measure the
following signals:
l) Voltage input amplitude
2) Current input amplitude
3) Noise on inputs
4) Frequency on inputs
5) Transients on inputs
c) Measure the receiver thresholds.
d) Measure the outputs of the receivers for the
following :
I) Voltage amplitudes
2) Power
3) Quality of output signals
4) Frequency
5) Signal to noise ratio
6) Noise
7) Transients
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700
5003, 5007, 5008, 5101,
5806, 5103, 5104, 5105,
5106, 5102, 5036, 5038,
6004, 6001, 3100, 4100,
4200, 3600, 3500, 3700,
3400
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700, 3400
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
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REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE
DPER TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX ._j
A FOR LIST) _1
e) Measure the following signals on the 1 watt trans-
mitter and power monitor:
1 ) Power output
2} Quality
3) Frequency
4) Signal level
f) Measure the following signals on the modulator
exciter:
I ) Index of modulation
2) Voltage output amplitude
3) Current output amplitude
4) Modulator stability
5) Frequency
6) Phasing
g) Measure the following signals on the 50-watt TWT:
I) Power input
2) RF power output
3) Frequency
4) Stability
5) Parasitic harmonics and sidebands
h) Test the receiver selector switch for correct
receiver selection and monitor the voltage and
current input and output of the selector switch.
i) Test the transmitter selector switch for the
following :
I I) Voltage required to operate
2) Current required to operate
3) Transmitter selection
4) Voltage output amplitude
5) Current output amplitude
6) Monitor for arcing or other malfunction indica-
tions during switching transmitters.
j) Test the circulator switch for sequencing properly
and measure the following:
I) Voltage input amplitude
2) Current input amplitude
3) Voltage output
4) Current output
k) Check the diplexers for the following:
I) Frequency isolation
2) Attenuation to the antenna
i) Four-part hybrid ring and power monitor checks:
I) Power
2) Frequencies
3) Noise
4) Impedance
5) Switching
I
I
i l
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22 Integrate the Radio Subsystem with the Spacecraft
Systems
a) Disconnect the EOSE from the input and output
connectors of the radio subsystem.
b) Fuse the input power lines to the radio subsystem.
c) Mate the input and output connector of the radio
subsystem to the spacecraft flight harness.
d) Measure the following on all antenna lines:
I) Insertion losses
Z) VSWR
3) Isolation
e) Turn the power subsystem on and command the
radio subsystem on.
f) Check all transmitters, sequentially, for the
correct operation while monitoring the following:
i) Spectrum
2) Frequencies
3) Power input
4) Power output from antennas
5) Outputs from the power monitors
6) Harmonics
7) Correct antenna switching
8) Voltage to the radio subsystem
9) Currents drawn by the radio subsystem
g) Check the operation of the uplink S-band receivers
while monitoring the following:
1) Sensitivity and thresholds
2) Voltage outputs
3) Frequency
4) Loop stress
h) Calibrate the radio subsystem telemetry output
23 Perform a Compalibility Test of the Following
Subsystems:
1) Power
Z) Command
3) Telemetry
4) Data storage
5) Radio
a) Sequentially turn on the subsystems while monitor-
ing the telemetry outputs add subsystem test
points from the five subsystems for the following:
I) Transients
2) Noise
3) Grounding problems
4) RF interference
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
(SEE APPENDIX _ __
A FOR LIST) , X- a- u- u-
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806, X X X X X N
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700, 3400
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806, X X X N X
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
3500, 3700, 3400
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REQUIRED USE LISTED BY
OPER TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
24
25
Z6
Install the Relay Link Subsystem (GFE) to the Space-
craft Equipment Mounting Panel
a) Draw the relay link subsystem module and con-
tainer from stores.
b) Mechanically install the relay link subsystem to the
spacecraft equipment mounting panel installation
fixture.
Perform the Relay Link Subsystem Functional Test
a) Connect the EOSE to the input, output and test
connectors of the relay link subsystem.
b) Power the relay link subsystem and monitor the
following:
I) -Voltage input amplitude
2) Current input amplitude
3) Noise on input power
4) Noise on output signals
5) Transients
6) Voltage output amplitude
7) Current output amplitude
8) Recorder speed
9) Record function
i0) Recorder playback function
II) Wave shape, levels, timing and index of tape
playback.
Integrate the Relay Link Subsystem in the Spacecraft
a) Remove the EOSE cables from the input and output
connectors of the relay link subsystem.
b) Fuse the power input lines to the relay link sub-
system.
c) Connect the spacecraft harness to the input and
output connectors of the relay link subsystem.
d) Measure the following parameters on the UHF
antenna:
I) Insertion loss
2) VSWR
3) Isolation
e) Check the following parameters on the relay link
subsystem:
i) Receiver sensitivity
2) Receiver threshold
3) Receiver output level
4) Frequency
5) Tape recorder loading
6) Tape playback
• Indexing
• Timing
• Pulse width
• Amplitude of signal output
• Signal to noise ratio
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
A s sembly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5008,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
3500, 3700, 3400,
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700, 3400
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3500, 3700, 3400
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NO.
27
28
29
TASK DESCRIPTION
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
7) Transients
8) Noise
9) Data blanks
f) Repeat e) for all bit rates and modes
g) Remove the fuses from the input power lines and
connect directly to the flight harness.
h) Calibrate the relay link subsystem telemetry
output signals.
Perfnrm a Compatibility Test of the Following
Subsystems:
1) Power
2) Command
3) Telemetry
4) Data storage
5) Radio subsystem
6) Relay link subsystem
a) Sequentially turn each subsystem on while monitor-
ing the telemetry outputs and monitoring all test
points from each subsystem for the following:
I) Noise
2) Parasitic oscillations
3) Transients
4) RF interference
5) Signal degradation
6) Degraded system performance
Install the Computing and Sequencing Subsystem Subpanel
on the Spacecraft Equipment Mounting Installation Fixture
a) Draw the computing and sequencing subsystem
module and container from stores.
b) Mechanically install the computing and sequencing
suhpanel to the spacecraft equipment mounting
panel installation fixture.
Perform the Computer and Sequencer Functional Test
a) Connect the EOSE cables to the input, output, and
test connectors of the computing and sequencing
subsystem.
b) Measure the voltage and current input to C and S
subsystem.
c) Monitor all input and output signal levels for the
following :
l) Noise
2) Frequency
3) Transient
4) Response
5) Pulse duration
6) Logic sequence
7) Timing signals
8) Command ability to the other subsystem
9) Speed up capability
I0) Command discrete levels
FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
A s s embly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
3500, 3700, 3400,
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 5401, 6004,
5001, 3500, 3700, 3400,
100, 4100, 4200, 3600,
3200
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3Z00
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31
32
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
Integrate the Computing and Sequencing Subsystem into
the Existing Systems on the Spacecraft
a) Remove the EOSE cable s fromthe input and output con-
nectors of the computing and sequencing subsystem.
b) Fuse all input power lines to the computing and
sequencing subsystem.
c) Command the computing and sequencing subsystem
and measure the following signals:
I) Power drain by the subsystem.
2) Transmit each quantitative command from the
command subsystem, and observe that each
command was properly received and executed
by monitoring the computer core dump.
3) As each command is sent in item 2) monitor
that noise and transients are at acceptable
levels.
4) Measure the amplitude and frequency of the
down link PN subcarrier.
5) Measure the amplitude and frequency of all
timing signals from the computing and
sequencing subsystem.
6) Measure the frequency and stability of the
master oscillator from the power subsystem
to the computing and sequencing subsystem.
d) Remove the fuses on the input power lines and
mate the connector directly to the flight harness.
e) Calibrate the telemetry signal outputs from the
C and S subsystem.
Perform a Compatibility Test on the Following
Subsystems :
1) Power
2) Command
3) Telemetry
4) Data storage
5) Radio
6) Relay link
7) Computing and sequencing
• Sequentially turn each subsystem on while
monitoring the telemetry outputs and all
test points from each subsystem for the
following :
Noise
Transients
RF interference
Signal degradation
Degraded system performance
Incompatibility between subsystems
Install the Guidance and Control Subsystem Subpanel
on the Equipment Mounting Panel of the Spacecraft
a) Draw the guidance and control subsystem subpanel
and container from stores.
b) Mechanically mount the subsystem to the space-
craft equipment mounting panel installation fixture.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OS£ LISTED BYI
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS/
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5008, 5701,
5702, 5806, 5038, 5036,
3004, 6001, 3500, 3700,
3400, 3100, 4100, 4200,
3600, 3200, 3300
APP LICABLE
SPACECRAFT
3Zi
TRWsvSTEMS
OPER
NO.
33
TASK DESCRIPTION
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
Perform the Guidance and Control Subsystem
Functional Test
a) Connect all EOSE cables to the input/output and
test connectors of the guidance and control
subsystem.
Note: During this functional test, sensor simulators
will be used to generate the error signals.
b) Power the guidance and control system and
measure the following signals:
1) Power into the system
2) Noise
3) Transients
4) Output amplitudes
5) Check logic for n0nexisting error signal
outputs.
c) Simulate sun acquisition and monitor the
following :
1) Observe the voltage appears where it
should and not at any other location.
2) Simulate the pitch, roll and yaw gyro out-
puts and measure noise, correct gas valve
actuations, threshold of the gas valves,
power drawn by the gas valves. At the
same time, calibrate telemetry for known
error signal amplitudes from the gyro simu-
laters to compare against scale factor gains
from the actual gyros later.
3) Simulate the sun sensor error signals and
check gas valve actuations. Calibrate the
telemetry output for the sun sensors error
signals. Measure noise, transients and
power to the valves.
4) Calibrate the sun intensity telemetry word
for each sun sensor throughout the range
of telemetry. The laboratory curves for
each sun sensor (intensity versus voltagc
out) together with the digital word values
will be inserted into the computer program.
d) Simulate the earth sensor in the dark mode and
measure noise and transients.
1) Simulate the earth sensor in the illuminated
mode and measure noise and transients.
2) Measure voltage and current being drawn by
the central system while the earth is in the
illuminated mode.
3) Calibrate the telemetry words for earth
dark, earth illuminated and determine the
threshold of these modes,
e) Simulate the Canopus sensor and measure the
following :
1) Noise
2) Transients
3) Proper valve actuation for polarity changes.
4) At the center of the sensor field of view that
gas actuations are non-e×istant.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICAe
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRI
(SEE APPENDIXAFORL,ST) _ -__
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,: X X X X
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300
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OPER
NO.
34
TASK DESCRIPTION
5) Telemetry signals are consistent with plus,
minus, or center of the field of view of the
sensor and that the valve telemetry indicates
the proper valve firings.
6) Calibrate the telemetry output signals for
the Canopus sensor error signals.
7) Monitor the logic sequence of the central
control and logic assembly for the proper
logic state.
8) Monitor for proper switch signals to the
antennas during the Canopus logic checks.
Integrate the Guidance and Control Subsystem with
the Existing Spacecraft Systems
a) Disconnect the EOSE cables from the input and
output of the guidance and control subsystem.
b) Fuse the input power lines.
c) Connect the flight harness to the input and output
of the subsystem.
d) Install the inertial block housing the sensors, and
perform the electrical interface as follows:
l) Perform gyro package checks.
The gyro package checks are performed so
that the gyro polarity and drift rates can be
determined as part of the guidance and
control testing phase.
2) Perform sun acquisition electrical tests.
The sun acquisition electrical tests will be
performed as follows:
• Apply power to the spacecraft and
command the gyros to on.
• Observe that voltage exists where it
should and that no voltage exists on the
remaining pins of each connector of the
gyro package.
• Connect the gyro package to the space-
craft harness and measure the voltage
and current drawn by the gyro spin
motors (also measure turn on transient
amplitude etc. ). Note that noise and
transients on these lines are within
acceptable levels.
• Check that voltage exists where it should
and that no voltage exists on the remain-
ing pins of each connector of the control
signal electronics package.
• Torque the spacecraft in the + yaw
direction and measure the yaw gyro out-
put signal amplitude. Note that the
polarity is correct.
• Torque the spacecraft in the - yaw
direction and measure the yaw gyro out-
put signal. Note that the polarity is
correct.
• Repeat previous two steps for the pitch
and rolI gyros.
• With the spacecraft absolutely still,
measure the noise amplitude on each
gyro output line.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
A s s embly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806.
5038, 5036, 6004, 6001,
5014, 5015, 3500, 3700,
3400, 3100, 4100, 4200
3600, 3200, 3300
APP LICABLE
SPACECRAFT
_- u-
X X _ X
1
1
I
I II
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OPER
NO.
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
• By use of the torque current, increase
the rate in each axis in each direction,
separately, and note that the proper gas
valve is actuated.
• Determine the threshold rates in each
axis which will just barely cause the gas
valves to actuate.
• Measure the voltage and current drawn
from the secondary power supply sub-
system by the control signal during gyro
zeru rate input conditions and during
maximum rate inputs. Note that noise
and transients are within acceptable
levels,
• Connect the sun sensors to the spacecraft
harness.
• Attach the sun sensor stimulus to each
sun sensor.
• Automatically simulate separation switche_,
and check that the sun acquisition mode
has started.
• Transmit the backup command for start-
ing the sun acquisition sequence.
• Illuminate each sun sensor and check
that voltage exists at each valve inter-
face.
• Stimulate each sun sensor and measure
the voltage and current drawn from the
secondary power supply subsystem by the
control signal electronics package during
each valve actuation.
• Observe that when each sun sensor is
stimulated the proper valve is opened.
• Observe that when all five sun sensor
elements are illuminated, no valves are
actuated.
3) Perform Sun Acquisition Calibrations
The sun acquisition calibration will be per-
formed as follows:
• The valve actuation signals will be cali-
brated by actuating each valve and noting
the telemetry word values.
• Gyro on/off calibrations will be performed
by commanding them on and then off and
the telemetry word value recorded.
4) Perform earth sensor electrical tests
The earth sensor electrical tests will be per-
formed as follows:
• Turn on power to the spacecraft and
command the earth sensor to on.
• Observe that voltage exists where it
should and that no voltage exists on the
remaining pins of the earth sensor
connector.
• Connect the earth sensor to the space-
craft harness and measure the voltage and
current drawn by the earth sensor from
the secondary power subsystems. Note
that noise and transients are within
acceptable lirnit s.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
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NO.
6}
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
• Darken the earth sensor aperture and
measure the signal output amplitude. Note
that noise and transients are within
acceptable levels.
• Attach the earth sensor stimulus to the
earth sensor.
• Illuminate the earth sensor and measure
the sensor output signal amplitude. Note
that noise and transients are within
acceptable levels.
• M_a_ure the voltage and current drawn
from the secondary power subsystem
while the earth sensor is being illuminated
Note that noise and transients are within
acceptable limits.
Perform earth sensor calibrations
The earth sensor calibrations will be per-
formed as follows:
• As the error signal level is varied the
telemetry word values for this measure-
ment will be recorded. These param-
eters as well as the laboratory bench test
data (voltage versus intensity} will be
inserted in the computer program.
• Calibrate the earth sensor temperature
sensor.
Perform Canopus acquisition tests
The Canopus acquisition electrical tests will
be performed as follows:
• Turn on power to the spacecraft and com-
mand the Canopus sensor to on.
• Observe that voltage exists where it
should and that no voltage exists on the
remaining pins of the Canopus sensor
connector.
• Connect the Canopus sensor to the space-
craft harness and measure the voltage and
current drawn by the Canopus sensor.
Note that noise and transients on these
lines are within acceptable levels.
• Attach Canopus sensor stimulus to the
Canopus sensor.
• Determine the threshold of the Canopus
sensor fic!d of vie;;, and note that the
proper valves actuate.
• Measure the voltage and current drawn by
the Canopus sensor when each sensor half
is illuminated. Note that noise and tran-
sients on these lines are within acceptable
levels.
• Illuminate the center of the Canopus sensor
field of view and note that no valves are
actuated.
• Investigate the Canopus sensor signal out-
put lines for out-of-tolerance transient
and noise conditions when the center of the
Canopus sensor is illuminated.
• Command the spacecraft into the roll
search mode and observe that the proper
roll valves are actuated.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
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NO.
35
36
37
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
FACILITY
REQUIRED
• Investigate the Canopus sensor signal
output lines for out-of-tolerance transient
and noise conditions when the center of
the Canopus sensor is illuminated.
• Command the spacecraft into the roll
search mode and observe that the proper
roll valves are actuated.
• Remove Canopus sensor illumination and
observe that the guidance and control sub-
system goes into the roll search mode.
• Note that the airborne receivers switch to
the omni antenna when the Canopus illumi-
nation is removed.
7) Perform canopus acquisition calibrations
The Canopus acquisition calibrations will be
performed as follows:
• The Canopus sensor input signal level is
varied, the telemetry word value for this
measurement will be recorded. These
parameters as well as the laboratory
bench test data (voltage versus roll error
in radians) will be inserted into the com-
puter program.
• The Canopus sensor intensity signal will
be calibrated as in step above.
• Calibrate the Canopus sensor temperature
sensors.
Perform a Compatibility Test of the Following Assembly
Subsystem: and Checkout
I) Power Facility
2) Command
3) T elerrlet ry
4) Data storage
5) Radio
6) Relay link
7) Computing and sequencing
8) Guidance and control
• Sequentially turn power on each subsystem
and step through all modes and bit rates
while monitoring all telemetry channels
and test points for the following:
Noise
Transients
RF interference
Nonconlpatibility between subsystems
• Ship the PIM model spacecraft to White
Sands, New Mexico. The completion of thc
integration and checkout tests of this
spacecraft will be done at that location.
Receive the LEMDE Module from Stores Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
TASK DESCRIPTION
Install the Spacecraft Aft Equipment Module to the
LEMDE ModuIe
a) Mechanically mount the spacecraft aft equipment
structure to the LEMDE module.
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE I
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS S_
(SEE APPENDIX _l_l=l_Jnl
AFORL,ST_ _1_1_1_1_1
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806 )
5038, 5036, 6004, 600li | I
5014, 5015, 3500, 3700, | I
3400, 3100, 4100, 4200, | I
3600, 3200, 3300 I
6530, 5001, 5004, 5008 K
6530, 5001, 5003, 5005, K
5008, 5806, 5036, 5038, |
5026, 6532, 6533, 6534, |
6549, 6550, 6551, 6004, |
6001, 3500, 3700, 3400, |
I
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REQUIRED USE LISTED BY
OPER TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
3200, 3300
38
39
4O
b) Mount LEMDE assembly to the vertical checkout
and assembly stand.
c) Install flight capsule interstage structure.
Perform LEMDE Module Functional Test
a) Connect the EOSE to the LEMDE module input,
output, and test connectors.
b) Simulate error signals and gimhal the thrust
chamber.
c) Perform a cold flow propellant test.
d) Simulate signals to test all actuators and valves.
e) Verify all telemetry outputs from the LEMDE
module.
Integrate the LEMDE Module to the Spacecraft
a) Disconnect the EOSE from the input and output
connectors of the LEMDE module.
b) Fuse the power lines to the LEMDE module.
c) Connect the flight harness to the LEMDE interfaces.
d) Generate error signals from the C and S and
guidance and control systems and measure the
following signals:
l ) Powe r
2) Noise
3) Transients
4) Calibrate all telemetry signals
5) Repeat items I), 2), and 3) for all modes and
bit rates.
Perform a Compatibility Test of the Following
Subsystems :
I) Power
2) Command
3) Telemetry
4) Data storage
5) Radio
6) Relay link
7) Computing and sequencing
8) Guidance and control
9) LEMDE module
• Sequentially turn on the power to each
subsystem and step through all modes and
bit rates and perform all functions of each
subsystem while monitoring telemetry and
test points for the following:
Noise
Transients
RF interference
Noncompatibility between subsystems
Note: This compatibility test will essentially be an
integrated systems test of the spacecraft.
This will assure maximum compatibility of the
spacecraft subsystems before the integration
of the planetary scan packages and the fixed
science packag_.
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806
6004, 6001, 6007, 6006,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
6004, 6001, 3500, 3700,
3400, 3100, 4100, 4200,
3600, 3200, 3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
6004, 6001, 3500, 3700,
3400, 3100, 4100, 4200,
3600, 3200, 3300, 3900
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
XX XI
I
3Z7
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OPER TASK DESCRIPTION
NO.
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
41 Install the Planetary Scan Package (PSP) onto the
Spacecraft
a) Draw the planetary scan package from stores.
b) Mechanically install the planetary scan packages
onto the spacecraft.
42 Perform the PSP's Functional Test
a) Connect the EOSE cables to the PSP's system.
b) Perform the functional test to the specified
requirements of the supplier.
43 Integrate the PSP's to the Spacecraft Electrical System
a) Remove the EOSE cables and fuse the interface to
the spacecraft.
b) Perform the functional test as supplied and monitor
the following signals:
I) Noise
2) Power
3) Telemetry outputs
4) Functions
c) Remove the fuses and connect directly to the
flight harness.
44 Install the Fixed Science Packages (FSP's) in the
Spacecraft
a) Draw the FSP's from stores.
b) Mechanically install the FSP's in the spacecraft
45 Perform a Functional Test of the FSP's
a) Connect the EOSE cables to the FSP's.
b) Perform a specified functional test, supplied by
GFF., to insure the complete operation uf the
FSP's.
46 Integrate the FSP_s to the Spacecraft Electrical
System
a) Fuse the spacecraft interfaces.
b) Connect the flight harness to the FSP's.
c) Perform the functional test and calibrate all
telemetry channels.
d) Remove the fuses and connect directly to the flight
harness.
47 Perform a Compatibility Test of the PSP's and the
FSP's with the Spacecraft Systems
a) Sequentially turn on each subsystem while monitor-
ing the telemetry and test points of the FSP's and
PSP's to detect noise, transients or interference.
b) Monitor all spacecraft telemetry and test points
while sequentially stepping through all functions of
the FSP's and PSP's to detect interference to the
spacecraft system.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkoul
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE l
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST) i
5003, 5004, 5007, 5008: >
6301, 6302, 6303, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5004, 5007, 5008,
6401, 6402, 6403, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
5003, 5007, 5008, 5806,
3500, 3700, 3400, 3100,
4100, 4200, 3600, 3200,
3300, 3900
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REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
TASK DESCRIPTION REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
Install the Temperature Control Subsystem into the
Spacecraft
Functionally Test the Temperature Control Subsystem
a) Check all interfaces
b) Perform thermistor verification
c) Check all heaters
1) Measure power
2) Measure temperature
d) Test louvers
e) Check logic and thermostats for temperature
heater turn on/off.
f) Calibrate telemetry.
Receive the Test Capsule and Inspect in the Assembly
Area
Install Test Capsule Mechanically to the Spacecraft
Perform Spacecraft-Capsule Integration
a) Fuse all interfaces.
b) Check power, noise, transients, commands,
relay link communications and spacecraft
capabilitie s.
c) Remove all fuses and perform a specified
functional test and calibrate all telemetry
channels.
Perform a Simulated IST and Check System Test
Complex and Spacecraft Capsule Integrity Test
a) This test will follow the format of the first
integrated systems test.
b) Recheck all telemetry calibrations.
Perform First IST and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent to determine satisfactory system
operation. Thc tcst will be performed in as close to
a flight configuration as possible with only those hard-
lines connected which are required to aid telemetry
in fault isolation to the provisional spares level or to
allow testing of redundant elements. The test will
include the following operations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OS]E to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facilit3
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
5003, 5007, 5008, 6101
6105, 6102, 6106, 610_
6107, 5806, 6108
5003, 5007, 5008, 6104
5806
5010, 5_Ii, 5012, 504C
5005, 5007, 5008, 5003,
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040,
6004, 6001
5003, 5007, 5010, 6004,
6001, 3500, 3700, 3400,
3100, 4100, 4200, 3600
3200, 3900
5003, 5007, 5010, 6004
6001, 3000, 4100, 4200
5003, 5007, 5008, 6508,
6511, 6512, 6515, 6516
6517, 6518, 5806, 5010,
6103, 6520, 6521, 6522
6523, 6524, 6525, 6526
6527,6528, 6529, 6537,
6538, 6540, 6541, 6004_
3000, 4200, 4100
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
xI x
xl xl
I
1I
I
i
xl<×
X
xl
!
xxl
xx!
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OPER
NO.
54a
54b
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform a check of all ordnance circuits.
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including umbilical
separation.
k} Install all protective devices.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become a part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant per-
sonnel to discuss the results of the test. During this
meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off the
IST data.
Perform an Ethyline Oxide Compatibility Test
a) Remove all protective devices.
b) Place biological test specimens at selected
locations.
c) Install a dummy shroud around the spacecraft.
d) Evacuate the shroud.
e) Purge the shroud with Ethyline Oxide for 24 hours.
f) Evacuate the shroud.
g) Purge the shroud with dry, sterile nitrogen for
8 hours.
h) Remove the shroud.
i) Remove and analyze the biological specimens.
j) Visually inspect the entire spacecraft for any
sign of corrosion or damage.
k) Install protective devices.
Perform an IST and Critique
This test will be performed to determine whether any
damage or degradation of the spacecraft has occurred
due to its exposure to the ethyline oxide purge.
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent to determine satisfactory system
operation. The test will be performed in as close to
a flight configuration as possible with only those hard-
lines connected which are required to aid telemetry in
fault isolation to the provisional spares level or to
allow testing of redundant elements. The test will
include the following operations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE ]
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX "_l_:_l--I_J_.l
A FOR LIST) _1_-i=1__1__1__1
5003, 5007, 5806, 5010,
'6103, 5046, 6004, 3000, J ] J J
4200,4100,5008 [ I [
5003, 5007, 5008, 6508,
6511, 6512, 6515, 6516, J J
6517, 6518, 5806, 5010, ] [
6103, 6520, 6521, 6522, J J
6523, 6524, 6525, 6526, J [
6527, 6528, 6529, 6537, [ J
6_0380, 64_40 , 64_401, 6004, ]
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e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform a check of all ordnance circuits.
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including un;bilical
s eparation.
k) Install all protective devices.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant per-
sonnel to discuss the results of the test. During this
meeting, each subsystem engineer signs off the IST
data.
Propulsion Interaction Test
The spacecraft will be placed in a vacuum chamber at
White Sands in which the modified LEMD engine can
he fired and exhausted. All pertinent test points will
be monitored, especially those from the guidance and
control subsystem. Accelerometers will be placed at
various locations to measure vibration levels and
frequencies. Thermal instrumentation will be installed
to study effects of nozzle and plume heating. The
spacecraft will be supported by a flexur system which
will allow a maximum of freedom in all axes. The
engine thrust vector will have been previously aligned
through the center of gravity of the spacecraft. Pro-
pellants will be loaded and the chamber evacuated.
The spacecraft will be placed in the midoourse
maneuver mode and the engine fired in the low thrust
mode. Effects of the engine firing on the system,
especially the guidance and control gyros, will be
monitored.
The spacecraft will be placed in the deboost mode and
the engine fired in the high thrust mode. Effects on
the system will be monitored. Of prime concern in
this test is verification that the guidance and control
subsystem can control the spacecraft attitude during
engine firing. Load levels at all appendag= hinge
points will be analyzed to verify that the structure will
withstand engine firings.
Perform Power Profile Test
a) The flight sequence of events through sun acquisi-
tion will be followed and primary power drains
monitored.
b) Compare the primary power drains through sun
acquisition with the trajectory information and
ascertain that the battery capacity is adequate to
support spacecraft operations until sun acquisition
has been completed.
c) Command the spacecraft to perform all of the
cruise mode functions, monitoring all primary
power drains.
FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
White Sands
Test Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
6501 thru 6553
3000, 4200, 4100, 5010_
6103, 5806, 5008, 5007,
5058, 5059, 5011, 5012,
5040, 5009
5003, 5007, 6103, 5806,
5010, 6004, 3000, 4100,
4200, 5008, 6540, 6541
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
•-J -s .-s
u- L u-
I
K XX
| :1
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d) Compare the primary power drains with the
trajectory information and ascertain that there is
sufficient battery capacity to perform the midcours_
maneuvers.
e) Command the spacecraft to perform all of the Mars
encounter functions, monitoring all primary power
drains.
f) Compare the primary power drains with the
trajectory information and ascertain that sufficient
battery capacity exists to perform the deboost and
sun reacquisition modes for the Mars orbit
ope rations.
g) Command the spacecraft to perform all of the Mars
orbiting functions, monitoring all primary power
drains.
h) Compare the primary power drains with the
planned Mars orbit and ascertair, that adequate
battery capacity remains to carry the spacecraft
through eclipses encountered during the Mars
orbiting modes of operations.
56 Perform Failure Mode Logic Test
A complete check of all on-board logic will be per-
formed. The test will be performed using a logic
matrix such that all combinations and permutations
are checked. This is primarily a test of the com-
puter and sequencer subsystem.
57 Perform Parameter Variation Test
Certain selected critical system parameters will be
varied from their nominal values to determine space-
craft behaviour under these conditions. Listed below
are a number of parameters that will be varied:
a) Solar array simulated power to match flight pro-
file.
b) Up and down link RF power levels to match flight
profile.
c) Canopus sensor cone angles.
d) Midcourse and terminal maneuver turn angles.
e) Midcourse engine burn duration.
f) Antenna gimbal angles.
g) Engine g[mbal angles.
h) Mechanical torques to rate gyros
i) Spacecraft bus voltage.
58 Move Spacecraft to EMI Facility
a) Remove spacecraft work stands and detach all test
cables.
b) Attach prime mover to vertical checkout and
assembly stand and tow into EMI room.
59 Perform Spacecraft Functional Test
a) Detach prime mover.
b) Position work stands.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Screen Room
Screen Room
I REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
!EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5007, 6103, 5806. X
5010, 6004, 3000, 4100,
4200, 6540, 6541
5003, 5007, 6103, 5806, X
5010, 6004, 3000, 4100,
4200, 6540, 6541
5001, 5003, 5008, 6103, X
5010, 5806, 5026, 6004,
6540, 6541
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103, X
5010, 5806, 6004, 3000,
_100, 4200, 5001, 6540,
5541
APPLICAf_
SPACECRI
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60
61
62
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
Perform EMI Test
a)
c) Attach all required test cables and setup OSE.
d) Perform a gross check of the spacecraft to verify
proper spacecraft/STC operation.
Perform EMI Tests
a) Command the spacecraft and capsule subsystems
through flight sequences and ascertain that there
is no degradation or interference between sub-
systems.
b) Irradiate the spacecraft with RF _ignals that
correspond to the expected frequencies and levels
from the launch vehicle system.
c) Command the spacecraft and capsule subsystem
through flight sequences and determine the
frequencies and levels of RF radiation emitted
from the spacecraft.
d) Apply audio tones and tone bursts to the spacecraft
primary bus system and observe each subsystem
reaction, noting whether it is within specification.
The data obtained during the assembly and checkout
operation compatibility tests will be used as baseline
information.
Remove Test Capsule
a) Position work stand and disconnect test cables.
b) Remove work stand and connect prime mover to
vertical checkout and assembly stand.
c) Move vertical checkout and assembly stand out
of _MI room.
Reposition work stands.
Attach capsule lift sling and hydraset to crane
hook and attach sling to capsule.
Position capsule transporter adjacent to vertical
checkout and assembly stand.
Remove capsule and place in transporter.
Remove work stand and attach prime mover to
vertical checkout and assembly stand.
Tow vertical checkout and assembly stand into
EMI room and detach prime mover.
Position work stands around vertical checkout
and asscmb!y stand and attach test cables.
Remove work stands.
Command the spacecraft subsystems through
flight sequences and ascertain that there is no
degradation or interference between subsystems.
b) Irradiate the spacecraft with RF signals that
correspond to the expected frequencies and levels
from the launch vehicle system.
c) Command the spacecraft subsystems through
flight sequences and determine the frequencies
and levels of RF radiation emitted from the space-
craft.
d) Apply audio tones and tone bursts to the spacecraft
primary bus system and observe each subsystem
reaction, noting whether it is within specification.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Screen Room
High BayArea
with Crane
Screen Room
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE J
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT J
(SEE APPENDIX _I _l_Izl_l,-I
A FOR LIST) _1_-I_1_1_1_1
I I I I I I
 OOo ,5oo:,5oo8,61o x! I
, 5806, 6004, 3000; i I I:
4100, 4200, 6540, 6541
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007, X
5008, 6103, 5010, 5011, I [
5012, 5806, 5040, 6004, [ [
654O, 6541
5003, 6103, 5806, 5007, X
6004, 6540, 6541 ]3 0 410 4200, 5008, [ i
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TASK DESCRIPI"ION
Prepare Spacecraft for Shipment
a) Position workstand and disconnect test cables.
b) Remove workstand and connect prime mover to
vertical checkout and assembly stand.
c) Move vertical checkout and assembly stand to
shipping area.
d) Position spacecraft transporter and environmental
cover adjacent to spacecraft.
e) Remove spacecraft transporter environmental
cover.
f) Attach spacecraft lift sling to ring adapter.
g) Lift spacecraft and mate to transporter, remove
sling.
h) Attach spacecraft transporter environmental
cover to hook and mate to transporter. Remove
sling.
i) Attach prime mover to spacecraft transporter and
tow to alrlock.
j) Start GN2 purge on transporter.
Move Spacecraft to Magnetic Properties Facilities
a) Attach helicopter to transporter and remove from
airlock.
b) Proceed hy flight/convoy to magnL.Lics facility.
Assemble Test Stand
a) Position spacecraft transporter in magnetics
facility airlock and clean all equipment.
b) Attach spacecraft transporter cover sling and
}lydraset to ware houk and attach sling to cover.
c) Remove cover, detach sling, attach spacecraft
lifting sling to spacecraft and hook.
d) Remove spaceLraft from transporter and install on
Magnetic Facility adapter/fixture.
e) Install required LOSE.
f) Move other equipmenl to storage, area.
Perform Spacecraft Functional Test
a) Position work stands.
b) Attach all required test cables and set up OSE.
c) Perform a gross check of the spacecraft to verify
proper operation of the spacecraft/STC and the
data link to Redondo Beach.
c) The minimum amount of EOSE will be taken to this
facility. Primary data processing wilI be at
Redondo Beach.
Perform Magnetics Tests
a) The magnetic field of the spacecraft will be mapped
wilh no power applied to the spacecraft.
b) 'Ih_. spacecraft will be permed and depermed and
tht! change in the spacecraft magnetic field
measured. Magm_tic stability will be determined
by this process.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
High Bay
Area with
Crane
Magnetic
Test Facility
Magnetic
Test
Facility
Magnetic
Test
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5006, 5007, 5008, 6103,
5017, 5806, 5058, 5059,
5026, 5003, 5002, 5001,
5046, 6540, 6541
5058,
Helicopter:
5056, 5055, 6540, 6541
6103, 5806, 5059
5018, 5057, 5007, 5008,
5006, 6103, 5017, 5806,
5058, 5059, 3000, 4100,
4200, 5002, 6540, 6541
5018, 5057, 6103, 5806,
3000, 4100, 4200, 5007,
5008, 6540, 6541
5018, 5057, 6103, 5806,
3000, 4100, 4200,5007,
5008, 6540, 6541
APPLICABLE J
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TASK DESCRIPTION
c) Each spacecraft subsystem will be commanded to
various operating modes. While this is taking
place, changes to the spacecraft magnetic fields
are measured.
d) The magnetometer will be calibrated with the
spacecraft operating and also with all power off.
e) For convenience and ease of handling, the solar
array and the capsule will be mapped separately
and and the fields folded to give a composite map.
Past experience on OGO and Pioneer shows that
this technique is technically justifiable.
Perform Spacecraft/Science Interference Tests
Interference between science packages and spacecraft
subsystems and also intra and inter science packages
will be checked. Calibration of some experiments
will be performed at this time. Electromagnetic noise
will be kept at a minimum at this facility.
Prepare Spacecraft for Shipment
a) Position work stands and disconnect test cables.
b) Attach spacecraft lift sling and hydraset to crane,
attach sling to spacecraft.
c) Hoist spacecraft and mate to transporter, remove
sling. Install transporter environmental cover.
d) Position spacecraft transporter in airlock.
e) Start GN2 purge.
f) Attach helicopter/transporter and proceed to
assembly and checkout facility, Redondo Beach.
Move Spacecraft to Mass Properties Area
a) Position spacecraft transporter in assembly and
checkout facility airlock.
b) Clean all equipment.
c) Attach prime mover and t ow transporter to mass
properties area.
Perform Mass Properties Tests
a) Remove transporter environmental cover.
b) Attach mass properties sling and hydraset to
crane and attach sling and load cells to spacecraft.
c) Lift spacecraft.
d) Move transporter to storage area.
e) Weigh the spacecraft with load cells in three
places.
f) Using this weight data compute the center of
gravity in two of the spacecraft axes.
g) Tilt the spacecraft and reweigh.
h) Use this new data to compute the center of gravity
along the third spacecraft axis.
i) Remove PTM from mass properties fixture and
install on interim fixture.
j) The moments of inertia will be measured on the
PTM spacecraft only.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Magnetic
Test
Facility
Magnetic
Test
Facility
Assembly and
Checkout
Facility
Assembly and
Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5018, 5057, 6103, 5806,
3000, 4100, 4200, 5007
5008, 6540, 6541
5006, 5007, 5008, 6103
5017, 5806, 5058, 5059
5026, 5018, 5057, 5002
5001, 5046, 6540, 6541
5058,
Helicopter:
5056, 5055, 6540, 6541, I
6103, 5806, 5059 I
5016, 5006, 5007, 5008
i5017 5806, 5026, 6103,
16540, 6541
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
i.._ ...-I ,..i -,.I
_. _. u- tL u_
X
i
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TASK DESCRIPTION
Deleted
Deleted
Move Spacecraft to Alignment Facility
a) Install spacecraft on vertical checkout and assembl
stand.
b) Install test capsule.
I) Position capsule in transporter adjacent to
vertical assembly and checkout stand.
2) Attach capsule lift sling to hydraset and
attach to capsule.
3) Lift capsule and mate to spacecraft.
c) Attach prime mover and tow into alignment
facility
d) Detach prime mover.
Perform Alignment Test and Calibrations
The following will be mechanically aligned within
specification and the electrical alignment compensated
to reflect the true mechanical alignments:
a) Spacecraft coordinate system
bl All antennas
c) All booms and latches
d) All experiment sensors
e) All guidance and control gas jets
f) Retro propulsion engine nozzle
g) All capsulu alignments
h) Sun sensors
i) Canopus sensor
j) Earth sensor
The electrical alignments will bc made using con_plete
end-to-end testing. While the spacecraft is operated
over the complete mission profile, all attitude sensors
will reflect appropriate sensitivity during each phase
of the mission profile. Alignment indicators will be
instaIled on all alignment interfaces. The spacecraft
will be moved to a given angle and its position optically
checked. The gyros will then be torqued until the
electrical null is reached. The angle through which the
gyro moved will then be compared with the spacecraft
position. The sun, earth and Canopus sensors will be
checked by moving a calibrated stimulus through
optically measured angles and checking system response.
Move Spacecraft to Vibration Facility
a) Position work stands, remove test cables.
b) Remove dummy arrays.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Alignment
Facility
Alignment
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5001, 5006, 5007,
5008, 5806, 5026, 5010,
5011, 5012, 5040, 5002
6103, 6540, 6541
5014, 5015, 5003, 500_
5008, 6103, 5806, 5010,
3000, 4100, 4200, 6540,
6541
5003, 5007, 5008, 5002
5010, 5802-5809, 5006,
5026, 6103, 5019, 6540,
5541
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
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:eL_ c,_ u- u_ u_
c) Install live solar arrays.
d) Attach sling to crane and spacecraft.
e) Hoist spacecraft, move to vibration facility, mate
to vibration fixture.
a Perform Spacecraft-Facility Compatibility Checks
a) Verify mechanical fit of spacecraft and vibration
fixture
b) Verify handling procedures.
c) Connect test cables and perform abbreviated
functional test to verify facility compatibility.
Deleted
Deleted
Perform Leak Tests
a) Connect pneumatic and propellant fill and drain
consoles to spacecraft.
b) Pressurize spacecraft pneumatic and appendage
release systems, fill propellant system with
inert fluid and check for leaks.
c) Disconnect and remove fill and drain consoles.
Perform Deployment Tests
Each spacecraft appendage will be deployed in a
simulated zero g field and observed to see that each
appendage freely deploys, with no mechanical resist-
ance or cable chafing due to electrical cables,
mechanical failure, or misalignment.
Install Flight Ordnance
a) At the safe-arm "J" box check that no voltage
exists across any wire going to the ordnance
devices to frame ground, using a range approved
voltmeter.
b) Arm the safe-arm "J" box and ascertain that
battery voltage exists where it should and zerovolts exist at the remaining pins of each
connector.
c) "Safe" the safe-arm "J" box and install all
ordnance.
d) At the safe-arm _J:_ box check that zero ohms
exist across each ordnance bridgewire lead to
frame ground using a range approved milIiohmeter.
e) At the safe-arm J-box determine that continuity
exists through each ordnance bridgewire using an
approved milliohmeter.
82 Deleted
83 Perform IST and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent to determine satisfactory system
operation. The test will be performed in as close to a
to a flight configuration as possible with only those
hardlines connected which are required to aid telemetry
in fault isolation to the provisional spares level or to
allow testing of redundant elements. This test will
define the pre-dynamic environment baseline system
j operation. The text will include the followingoperations:
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
5019, 5006, 5007, 5008
5010, 5002,
5705, 5.Q07, 5008, 5010
3900, 5019,
5007, 5008, 5010, 5019
6202, 6203, 5007, 5008
5010, 5019,
5007, 5008, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6516, 6517,
6518, 5010, 6520, 6521,
6522, 6523, 6524, 6525,
6526, 6527, 6528, 6529,
6537, 6538, 6540, 6541,
3000, 4200, 4100, 50]9
]_XXX
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a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces,
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configuations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform a check of all ordnance circuits.
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including
umbilical separation.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off
the IST data.
Perform Combined Vibration/Acoustics Tests
The purpose of this vibration/acoustic test is to
demonstrate the capability of the planetary vehicle to
withstand the mission vibration ervironments. It is
expected that these environments will consist of sinu-
soidal and random inputs that could occur during the
launch boost phase and the spacecraft retro propulsion
phase of the mission sequence. All protective devices
will be removed and ordnance will be armed.
The vibration test will be performed as follows:
a) Calibrate accelerometer s
b) Start vibrating spacecraft and search for mechan-
ical resonances and amplifications.
c) Perform sinusoidal vibration tests.
d) Perform random vibration test.
e) Repeat items b through d for each axis.
The spacecraft will be electrically powered and all
pneumatics lines and fuel vessels will be filled.
The hydraulic shaker will perform vibrations to
600 cps. Exposure to frequencies above 600 cps will
be accomplished acoustically.
Remove Test Capsule
a) Position work stands.
b) Safe ordnance, instal1 protective covers
c) Attach capsule lift sling to hydraset and capsule
d) Lift capsule and install in capsule transporter.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
Combined
Vibration/
Acoustics
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5019, 5007, 5008, 5010
3000, 4100, 4200
5006, 5007, 5008, 5010,
5011, 5012, 5040, 5019
APPLICABLE I
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87
87a
88
89
TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY
REQUIRED
Perform Combined Vibration/Acoustics Test Combined
Vibration/
The purpose of this vibration/acoustic test is to Acoustics
demonstrate the capability of the spacecraft to with- Facility
stand the mission vibration environments. It is
expected that these environments will consist of
sinusoidal and random inputs that cou]d occur during
the launch boost phase and the spacecraft retro pro-
pulsion phase of the mission sequence. All protective
devices will be removed and ordnance will be armed.
The vibration/acoustic test will be performed as
follows :
a) Calibrate aceelerometers
b) Start vibrating spacecraft and search for
mechanical resonances and amplifications.
e) Perform sinusoidal vibration test
d) Perform random vibration test
e) Repeat items b through d for each axis.
The spacecraft will be electrically powered and all
pneumatics lines and fuel vessels will be filled.
The hydraulic shaker will perform vibrations to
600 cps. Exposure to frequencies above 600 cps will
be accomplished acoustically.
Install Spacecraft in Vertical Stand High bay area
with crane
a) Position work stands and remove test cables.
b) Install all protective devices.
c) Position vertical checkout and assembly stand in
test area.
d) Attach spacecraft lifting sling to hydraset and to
spacecraft ring adapter.
e) Hoist spacecraft and install on vertical checkout
and assembly stand.
Install Test Capsule High bay area
with crane
a) Position capsule in transporter adjacent to vertical
checkout and assembly stand.
b) Attach capsule lift sling to hydraset and attach to
capsule.
c) Lift capsule and mate to spacecraft.
h4ove Spacecraft to Shock Test _Area
a) Connect required test cables.
b) Install shroud and ordnance devices.
c) Install shroud-restraining OSE.
d) Install environmental cover.
e) Attach prime mover and tow vertical checkout and
assembly stand to shock test area.
Perform Spacecraft Functional Test Shock test
area
This test will be used as a post vibration/preshock base-
line to determine system degradation and damage.
a) Position work stands.
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
(SEE APPENDIX _;J_ , e_ c_
A FOR LIST) .,_,J_- i _
I
5019, 5007, 5008, 3000, J X X
4100, 4200, I
5003, 5006, 5007, 5008,
6103, 5002, 5805, 6540, ]
6541, 5019 J
]
I
5006, 5007, 5008, 5010 !
' i
5011, 5012, 5040, 6103, :
5805, 5003, 6540, 6541,
6004, 6001
5001, 5003, 5007, 5008, I
5010, 5805, 5026, 6i03,
6540, 6541
5003, 5007, 5008, 5010, i
3000, 4100, 4200, 6540, J
541 I I I
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b) Attach all required test cables and set up OSE.
c) Perform a gross check of the spacecraft to
verify proper operation of the spacecraft and the
STC.
90 Perform Shock Test
a) Arm all shroud ordnance.
b) Fire ordnance.
c) Attach prime mover to vertical checkout and
assembly stand and tow to assembly and checkout
area.
d) Remove environmental cover.
e) Remove nose fairing.
f) Position work stands.
91 Deleted
92 Deleted
93 Perform Free Mode Test
The solar array protective covers will be removed and
the array stimulated with solar simulation light banks.
All test cabling will be disconnected from the space-
craft. Test stimuli which has only a mechanical
interface with the spacecraft can remain installed and
will be used during this test. A conxpletc mission pro-
file will bc performed with only RF control and moni-
toring capability. Eclipse periods will be simulated in
order to verify battery operation. This test will also
serve as the post dynamic environment system test
which will verify survivability of the spacecraft.
94 Perform Leak Tests
All guidance and control, appendage release and LEMD_
pneumatics and propellant systems will be leak tested.
The purpose of the test is to verify that the leak rates
are within specification, and have not increased due
to the dynanllc environmental exposure. At the
completion of the leak checks, the propellant system
will be drained and the pneumatics lines and tanks
depressurized.
95 Perform Deployment Tests
This test will be performed to verify that no damage has
occurred due to the vibration exposure. Each appendage
will be deployed in a simulated zero g field observing
that each appendage freely deploys, with no mechanical
resistance due t3 absence of heat, no chafing of electri-
cal cables, no mechanical failures or misalignments.
96 Move Spacecraft to Alignment Facility
a) Disconnect all test cables and move work stands
back.
h) Attach prime mover and tow vertical checkout and
assembly stand into alignment facility.
97 Perform Spacecraft Functional Test
a) Detach prime mover.
b) Position workstands.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Shock test
area
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Alignment
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
APPLICAB
SPACECRA
5003, 5007, 5008, 5010,
6103, 5805, 6540, 6541
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103, X
5010, 6004, 5023, 3000,
4100, 4200, 6540, 6541,
5805
XX
5007, 5008, 6103, 5010,
5805, 6004, 5705, 5003,
3900, 6540, 6541
XX
5007, 5008, 6103, 5010,
5805, 5020, 6004, 5003,
6540, 6541
XX
5003, 5006, 5007, 5008,
6103, 5010, 5805, 6004,
5026, 5001, 6540, 6541,
5001
5007, 5008, 6103, 5010,
5805, 6004, 6540, 6541
3000, 4100, 4200, 5003,
5001
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99a
100
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
c) Attach all required test cables and set up OSE.
d) Perform a gross check of the spacecraft to verify
proper spacecraft/STC operation.
98 Perform Alignment Tests and Calibrations
The following shall be mechanically aligned within
specification and the electrical alignment compensated
to reflect the true mechanical alignments. These tests
are performed to verify that the alignments have not
shifted due to the dynamic environmental exposure.
a) Spacecraft coordinate system
b) All antennas
c) All booms and latches
d) All experiment sensors
e) All guidance and control gas jets
f) Retro propulsion engine nozzle
g) All capsule alignments
h) Sun sensors
i) Canopus sensor
j) Earth sensor
The electrical alignments shall be made using
complete end-to-end testing. While the spacecraft
is operated over the complete mission profile, at1
attitude sensors shall be checked for appropriate
sensitivity during each phase of the mission profile.
Alignment indicators shall be installed on all alignment
interfaces. The spacecraft will be moved to a given
angle and its position optically checked. The gyros
will then he torqued until the electrical null is reached.
The angle through which the gyro moved will then be
compared with the spacecraft position. The sun,
earth and Canopus sensors will be checked by moving
a calibrated stimulus through optically measured
angles and checking system response.
99 Move Spacecraft to Thermal Vacuum Facility
a) Attach spacecraft to planetary vehicle inverter.
b) Turn spacecraft over such that the solar array is
up.
c) Hoist spacecraft and move with crane to thermal
vacuum chamber.
d) Install on thermal vacuum fixture and remove
sling.
Perform Spacecraft-Facility Compatibility Checks
a) Perform mechanical fit check of thermal vacuum
fixture.
b) Verify all handling procedures.
c) Connect all test cables.
d) Perform a spacecraft functional test with space-
craft inside the chamber and the chamber closed
to verify spacecraft-chamber-STC compatibility.
Deleted
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Alignment
Facility
Space
simulation
chamber
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE ]
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT J
(SEE APPENDIX _Isl_l_l_I¢ol
500AE°ORL,ST  1 1=1 1 _1 1
5003, 5014, 5015, 5007, 1: 1:
5008,6103,5010,5805, I I
6004, 6540, 6541, 5026 I ]
5o13, 5ooz [ [
i
5007, 5008 5010, 5021
5022 I
I I I
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I01 Perform IST and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent to determine satisfactory system
operation. The test will be performed in as close
to a flight configuration as possible with only those
hardlines connected which are required to aid telem-
etry in fault isolation to the provisional spares level
or to allow testing of redundant elements. This test
will define the pre space simulation system baseline.
The test will include the following operations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule intertaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform a check of all ordnance circuits.
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including
umbilic al separation.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off
the IST data.
102 Perform Thermal Vacuum Test
a) Alltest cabling, stimuli and OSE willhave been
completely checked out by the preceding system
test.
b) All thermal control and monitoring equipment will
be installed and checked out prior to the system
test.
c) Some test cabling, in addition to that normally
used in the Integrated System Test, will be
connected to individual black boxes such that the
ability to isolate faults to the provisional spares
level is definitely established.
d) A special mission profile will be developed which
will exercise the system completely in each of its
expected thermal environments.
e) Complete, detailed checks will not be made. The
emphasis will be on end-to-end testing and
system reaction to gross stimulation. This is
necessary due to the limited control over
mechanical stirnulus placed in the chamber.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Space
simulation
chamber
Space
simulation
chamber
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS I
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
15007, 5008, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6516, 6517,
6518, 5022, 5010, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538, 6541,
3000, 4200, 4100, 5021,
654O
5010, 5021, 5022, 3000,
4100, 4200
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
_.. lu- u_ __
XXXX
XXXX
9
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REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
OPER TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
103
104
105
f) The spacecraft will be powered by stimulating the
solar array with the solar simulator to the maxi-
mum extent possible. The solar simulator will be
programmed for varying intensity over the mission
profile.
g) The thermal control equipment will be varied over
the mission profile for simulated thermal environ-
ment. Special thermal instrumentation will be
used to verify the design of the thermal control
subsystem.
The mission profile will include simulation of
Mars orbital conditions to verify that the planetary
vehicle can survive orbital thermal environments
if the capsule is not released.
Remove Test Capsule
a) Open thermal vacuum chamber and traverse
fixture and spacecraft outside chamber.
b) Attach crane and install spacecraft on inverting
fixture.
c) Turn spacecraft right side up.
d) Attach capsule lift sling and hydraset to crane
hook and connect sling to capsule.
e) Hoist capsule and install on transporter.
f) Turn spacecraft upside down.
g) Attach crane and install spacecraft on chamber
fixture.
h) Reinstall spacecraft in chamber.
Perform Thermal Vacuum Test
This test will be performed to verify that the spacecraft
can perform the required portions of the mission with-
out the capsule. This will include simulation of boost
and cruise phases as well as Mars orbit conditions.
a) A special mission profile will be developed which
will exercise the system completely in each of its
expected thermal environments.
b) Complete, detailed checks will not be made. The
emphasis will be on end-to-end testing and system
reaction to gross stimulation. This is necessary
due to the limited control over mechanical
stimulus placed in the chamber.
c) The spacecraft will b_ powercd by stimu!at_g the
solar array with the solar simulator to the maxi-
mum extent possible. The solar simulator will be
programmed for varying intensity over the mission
profile.
d) The thermal control equipment will be varied over
the mission profile for simulated thermal environ-
ment. Special thermal instrumentation will be
used to verify the design of the thermal control
subsystem.
Install Test Capsule
a) Open thermal vacuum chamber and traverse
fixture and spacecraft outside chamber.
b) Attach crane and install spacecraft on inverting
fixture.
h)
Space
simulation
chamber
Space
5007, 5008, 5021, 5010,
5011, 5012, 5040, 5006,
5013, 6004, 6001
simulation
chamber
Space
simulation
chamber
5021, 3000, 4100, 4200
5006, 5007, 5008, 5021,
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040,
5013, 6004, 6001
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
Xi X XIX, ,
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OPER TASK DESCRIPTION
NO.
c) Turn spacecraft right side up.
d) Position work stands around spacecraft.
e) Attach capsule lift sling and hydraset to crane
hook and connect sling to capsule.
f) Hoist capsule and install on spacecraft; remove
sling.
106 Perform IST and Critique
This test is performed as a complete check of the
spacecraft to determine any damage or degradation
caused by the thermal vacuum environmental exposure.
The system test is designed to test the entire space-
craft to the fullest extent to determine satisfactory
system operation. The test will be performed in as
close to a flight configuration as possible with only
those hardlines connected which are required to aid
telemetry in fault isolation to the provisional spares
level or to allow testing of redundant elements. The
test will include the following oFerations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform a check of all ordnance circuits.
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including umbilical
separation.
k) Install all protective devices.
107 Move Spacecraft to Assembly and Checkout Area
a) Disconnect all test cables, remove work stands.
b) Attach spacecraft sling and hydraset to crane hook
and connect sling to spacecraft.
c) Hoist spacecraft and move by crane to assembly
and checkout area.
d) Install in vertical checkout and assembly stand;
remove sling.
I07_ Perform Simulated Stack Test
This test will be a check of two spacecraft with test
capsules, operating in close proximity. The effects of
transmitting commands to both spacecraft simulta-
neously will be investigated. Mutual interference
and compatibility will be checked. The capability to
recieve telemetry and obtain ranging information
simultaneously from two spacecraft will be verified.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Space
simulation
chamber
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5007, 5008, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6516, 6517,
5010, 6520, 6521, 6522,
6523, 6524, 6525, 6526,
6527, 6528, 6529, 6537,
6538, 3000, 4200, 4100,
5021, 5022, 6540, 6541,
6004, 6001
5003, 5006, 5007, 5008,
6103, 5010, 5805, 5026,
5013, 5002, 6540, 6541
5003 (2), 5008 <2),
6103 (2), 5010, 5805 (2L
5007 (2), 5026 (2), 3000
4100, 4200, 5002, 6540,
6541
APP LICABLE
SPACECRAFT
XXXK
XXX
_XX
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NO. REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
108
109
109_
110
111
Perform Practice Countdown
This test will be run with two spacecraft and will
simulate the actual countdown operation. Control and
monitoring of the spacecraft will he through the
umbilical and the RF link only. The spacecraft will be
checked out serially. However, while one spacecraft
is being tested, the other will be in launch configura-
tion with the STC monitoring its status.
This test will serve to debug procedures and
operations as well as to further verify spacecraft
integrity. A check of the shroud EOSE will be made
at this time.
Perform Mission Operations Test
This Lest will he the preshipment system test and as
such will be a complete check of the system.
a) A complete mission profile will be performed.
b) All data will be transmittedto the SFOF via
data link.
c) Data analysis teams will participate at SFOF.
d) Magnetic tapes will be made for checkout use at
all tracking stations.
Final buyoff will constitute approval to ship the
spacecraft.
Prepare Spacecraft and Test Capsule for Shipment
a) Remove capsule and install in transporter.
b) Position spacecraft transporter and cover adjacent
to vertical checkout and assembly stand with prime
mover.
c) Attach spacecraft sling and hydraset to crane hook
and connect sling to spacecraft.
d) Hoist spacecraft and install on transporter, remove
sling.
e) Attach cover sling to hydraset and connect sling to
cover.
f) Hoist cover and install on transporter, remove
sling.
g) Move transporter into airlock with prime mover.
Install spacecraft in shipping container.
I Move Spacecraft Test Capsule to Gold.Lonea) Connect helicopter transporter to spacecraft
transporter and proceed to DSIF facility.
Assemble Spacecraft on Vertical Test Stand
a) Position transporter next to vertical checkout and
assembly stand.
b) Attach cover sling and hydraset and connect sling
to cover.
c) Hoist cover and set aside; remove sling.
d) Attach spacecraft sling to hydraset and connect
sling to spacecraft.
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Goldstone
5003 (z),5008 (z),
6103 (2), 5010, 5805 (2)
5007 (2), 3000, 4100.
4200, 4000, 5026 (2),
6540, 6541
5003. 5008. 6103, 5010,
5805, 5007, 3000. 4000,
4100, 4200, 6540, 6541
5006, 5007, 5008, 6103.
5017, 5058, 5059, 5026.
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040.
5805, 5002, 5001, 6540,
6541
5058, 5059, 6103, 5805,
6540, 6541, 5017,
Helicopter:
5056, 5055, 3000, 4100,
4200, 5010, 5011, 5012
5054-5056/5041-5048,
5041-5045, 5047, 5048/
5056, 5055, 5003, 5002,
5001, 5007. 5008, 5010,
5011, 5012, 5040. 6540,
6541, 5026, 6103, 5805
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
i
!l
I
X '_ X
X
×i
!
1
I
I 1 I I I
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e) Hoist spacecraft and mate to fixture, remove
sling.
f) Position work stands around spacecraft.
g) Install test capsule.
112 Perform Spacecraft Functional Test
a) Connect test cables to spacecraft.
b) Set up and validate STC.
c) Perform a gross check of the spacecraft to verify
proper spacecraft-STC operation.
I 13 Perform DSIF Compatibility Tests
These tests are described in detail in the mission
support section of this volume. Briefly they include
the following:
a) Check MDE-DSIF compatibility.
b) Check compatibility of the major elements of the
SFOF.
c) Provide crew training for DSIF personnel.
d) Debug mission prodecures and operations.
I14 Prepare Spacecraft and Test Capsules for Shipment
a) Remove test capsule and install in shipping
container.
b) Position work stands around spacecraft.
c) Remove all test cables.
d) Position spacecraft transporter and cover next to
fixture.
e) Attach spacecraft sling and hydraset to crane hook
and connect sling to spacecraft.
f) Hoist spacecraft and mate to transporter, remove
sling.
g) Attach spacecraft transporter cover sling to
hydraset and connect sling to cover.
h) Hoist cover and install on transporter; remove
sling.
i) Connect helicopter transporter to spacecraft
transporter and proceed to airfield.
i15 Move Spacecraft and Test Capsule to Booster
Compatibility Area
a) Install on vertical checkout assembly stand.
b) Install capsule.
c) The spacecraft will be moved into an area where
it can be mated to the shroud and to the S-IVB
instrumentation unit or simulator.
116 Perform Spacecraft-Booster Compatibility Test
a) Mate planetary vehicle adapter to shroud.
b) Mate Spacecraft to planetary vehicle adapter.
c) Make all electrical connections.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Goldstone
Goldstone
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE J
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX sl_l_l:l_l_l
AFORLIST) ,_lzl_Kl,_l,7
5003, 5008, 6103, 5010, ]
5805, 5007, 5006, 3000, I I I I
i5oo3, 5oog, 61o3, 5oio :I P I I
5805, 5o06, 3000, 41oo, I I I I
5006, 5007, 5008, 6103, [ J ? '_ I
5017. 5058, 5059, 5026, l l
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040, / I
5805, 5002, 5001, 6540,J [ I
6541
Helicopter:
5056, 5055, 5058, 5059 1 l I
6103, 5805, 6540, 6541,1 J
5017, 5003, 5002, 5001,] |
5007, 5008, 5010, 5011, i
5012, 5040 I
I
5035, 5009, 5028, 5029, | [
 Oo., o, 3000, I [
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NO. REQUIRED
I17
118
d) Install shroud seals.
e) Mate shroud to instrumentation unit or simulator.
f) Make all electrical connections.
g) Connect umbilical to LCE and spacecraft. Use
actual on-stand cable lengths.
h) Perform gross system checks to verify OSE/
spacecraft operations.
i) Verify all electrical and mechanical interfaces.
j) Check antenna system VSWR.
Move Spacecraft to Life Test Area
a) Remove shroud seals.
b) Install spacecraft lifting sling and lift spacecraft
from shroud.
c) Install spacecraft in vertical checkout and
assembly stand.
d) Remove planetary vehicle adapter from shroud.
e) Attach prime mover and tow spacecraft to life test
cell.
Perform a 10-Week Life Test
This test will be performed in an area where the
spacecraft external ambient temperatures can be kept
at approximately 60°C. The test will run continuously
for 1750 hours. Life testing of the solar array will not
be included in this test but will be performed separately
A mission sequence of events will be programmed
which will provide complete end-to-end testing of the
The sequence will be repeated at an eventsystem.
rate of 20 times expected mission usage. Testing of
redundant components will be included to the maximum
extent possible. "One shot" devices will not be tested.
The sequence will be programmed such that night shift
operations can be performed with a minimum test crew.
Spacecraft failure will be defined as follows:
a) A critical function fails and cannot be restored by
ground command or redundant system operation.
Premature wearout is observed in depletable
sources of energy or material.
b)
(It may be required to perform this test in a vacuum
chamber).
119 Relay Link Test
A detailed test of the capsule-spacecraft relay link will
be made in which antenna pattern of both receiver and
transmitter will be mapped. An analysis of the data
will verify the capability of the relay link to provide
capsule-spacecraft communications.
120 Move Spacecraft and Test Capsule to Cape
a)
121
Remove helicopter/transporter from spacecraft
transporter.
b) Position cargo lift trailer end-to-end with space-
craft transporter and secure together.
c) Transfer spacecraft on transporter sliding bed to
the cargo lift trailer; disconnect transporter from
trailer.
d) Move trailer into position and transfer spacecraft
to aircraft.
e) Install test capsule transporter in aircraft.
Receive STC at KSC Air Strip
a) Open aircraft and remove STC packing container
tie-downs
b) Remove containers from aircraft with fork-lift and
Place on truck.
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Assembly
and Checkout
Facility
Antenna test
range
Air Terminal
KSC Air Strip
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5003, 5008, 5009, 6103
5010, 5805, 5001, 5026
5002, 5028, 5029, 5030
5031, 5007, 6540, 6541
5010, 5003, 5008, 5007
3000, 4100, 4200
5010, 5805, 5003, 5008
5007, 6103, 3000, 4100
4200, 6540, 6541
5049, 5050, 5051, 5052,
5053, 5058, 5059, 5805,
6103, 5007, 5008, 6201
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040,
5033, 6540, 6541, 5017,
5055, 5056, 5048
3000, 4000
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
X ) X X
]
J
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122 Transport STC to ESA
a) Form convoy and proceed to ESA
123 Perform Receiving Inspection
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
a) Place container in ESA airlock
b) Open containers and perform receivnlg inspection
c) Inspection will check for damage that might have
occurred during shipping and handling operations
124 Perform STC Validation
a) Set up equipment m ESA
b) Interconnect all STC cabling.
c) The STC will be functionally tested and proper
operation verified.
125 Receive Spacecraft and Test Capsule at KSC Air Strip
a) Unbutton aircraft and remove spacecraft
transporter pallet tie-down
b} Position cargo lift trailer in-line with aircraft and
unload spacecraft transporter pallet
c) Lower lift trailer scissor bed and align spacecraft
transporter bed in-line with trailer
dl Transfer spacecraft transporter pallet on to space-
craft transporter bed.
e) Remove test capsule transporter and place on
truck bed.
126 Transport Spacecraft and Test Capsule to SAF
a) Form convoy and proceed to 8AF
127 Perform Spacecraft Receiving Inspection
a) Place spacecraft transporter in SAF airlock and
remove prime mover
b) Clean all exterior surfaces
c) Attach spacecraft transporter cover lift sling and
hydraset on crane hook and connect sling to cover
d) Hoist cover and set aside; remove sling
e) Attach spacecraft lift sling to crane hook and
connect sling to spacecraft
f) Hoist spacecraft and attach to vertical assembly
and checkout stand, remove sling
g) Position work stands around spacecraft
h) Perform receiving inspection for any damage and/
or contamination that might have occurred during
shipping and handling operations
i) Any damage and/or contamination will be corrected
at this time
FACILITY
REQUIRED
128 Delete
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE J
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
3000, 4000
3000, 4000
3000, 4000
5049, 50&0, 5051, 5052
5053, 5058, 5059, 5805,
6103, 5007, 5008, 6201,
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040,
5033, 6540, 6541, 5017,
5048
5048, 5058, 5059, 5010,
5040, 5012, 5011, 6540,
6541, 6103, 5805
5048, 5006, 5058, 5059,
5026, 6540, 6541, 5002,
5003, 5002, 5001, 5007,
5008
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129
130
131
132
133!
Install Test Capsule
a) Position capsule in transporter adjacent to
vertical assembly stand
b) Attach capsule lift sling to hydraset and attach to
capsule
c) Lift capsule and mate to spacecraft
Perform Spacecraft Functional Test
a) Connect EOSE cables to spacecraft
b) A functional checkout will be performed to verify
proper spacecraft-STC operation.
Perform Battery Capacity Tests
a) The batteries will be fully discharged
b) Charge slowly at a constant rate until batteries
reach maximum charge
c) Discharge slowly at a constant rate until fully
discharged
d) Charge slowly at a constant rate until batteries
reach maximum charge
Perform Solar Array Tests
a) Set up solar array checkout kit
b) Remove solar array protective covers
c) Perform inverse impedance test on each solar
array panel
d) Illuminate each array panel and measure the open
circuit voltage and short circuit current
e) Remove solar array checkout kit
f) Install solar array protective covers
Perform IST and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to the
fullest extent to determine satisfactory system
operation. The test will be performed in as close to a
flight configuration as possible with only those hard-
lines connected which are required to aid telemetry in
fault isolation to the provisional spares level or to
allow testing of redundant elements. This test will
verify that _o damage has occurred during shipping.
The test will include the following operations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft.
b) Remove all protective devices.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operation check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
Perform check of all ordnance circuitsg)
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE J
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT J
(SEE APPENDIX _ _J_13J_ _l
A FOR LIST) _ _1=1_1=1=1
I''"
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007 l J:
5008, 6103, 5010, 5011 I J
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103, J I :
5010, 58o5, 3000, 6540: I I
6541 '[J
I
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103 ]
3 0:654o:6541:5g02'
5003, 5007, 5008, 6508, l l: :
6511, 6512, 6515, 6516, J J
6517, 5010, 6103, 6520, J /
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524, ] /
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528, / /
6529, 6537, 6538, 6540, [ [
6541, 6004, 6001, 3000 [ [
i
I _j
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134
135
136
DETAILED FUNCTIONAL FLOW
TASK DESCRIPTION
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
j) Perform a simulated countdown including unbilieal
separation.
k) Install all protective devices.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off
the IST data.
Remove Test Capsule
a) Position work stands
b) Attach capsule lift sling to hydraset and capsule
c) Lift capsule and install in capsule transporter
Prepare Spacecraft for Movement Outside SAF
a) Remove all test cables
b) Position spacecraft transporter and cover adjacent
to vertical assembly and checkout stand with prime
mover
c) Attach spacecraft transporter cover lift sling and
hydraset to crane hook and connect sling to cover
d) Hoist cover and set aside; remove sling
e) Attach spacecraft lift sling to Hydraset and
connect sling to spacecraft.
f) Hoist spacecraft and install in transporter; remove
sling
g) Attach spacecraft transporter cover llft sling to
hydraset and attach t_cover
h) Hoist cover and install on transporter; remove
sling
i) Tow transporter into airlock
Move Spacecraft to ESA
a) Connect road tractor to spacecraft transporter and
remove from airlock
b) Form convoy and proceed to ESA
c) Place spacecraft transporter in ESA airlock and
remove prime mover
d) Clean all exterior surfaces
e) Attach prime mover to spacecraft transporter and
position next to vertical assembly and checkout
stand; disconnect prime mover
f) Attach spacecraft transporter cover lift sling and
hydraset to crane, connect sling to cover
g) Hoist cover and set aside; remove sling
h) Attach spacecraft lift sling to hydraset and connect
sling to spacecraft
i) Hoist spacecraft and install on vertical assembly
and checkout stand
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Spac ec raft
Assembly
Facility
Spacecraft
Assembly
Facility
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE |
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007_
5008, 6103, 5010, 5011,
5012, 5805, 5040, 6540,
6541
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007,
5008, 6103, 5805, 5026,
5048, 6540, 6541, 5058,
5059, 5002
5048, 5058, 5059, 5008,
5805, 6103, 5003, 5007,
6540, 6541, 5006
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136a
137
138
j) Position work stands and remove sling
k) Attach spacecraft transporter cover sling to
hydraset and connect to cover
1) Hoist cover and install cover on transporter;
remove sling
Move Test Capsule to ESA
a) Engineering model test capsule will move to ESA
in same convoy as spacecraft.
Verify SCS Alignments
a) Set up optical alignment instrument
b) Set up component alignment instrument
c) Connect EOSE checkout console cables to space-
craft
d) The following shall be checked mechanically for
alignment within specification and the electrical
alignment compensated to reflect the t rue
mechanic al alignment s :
1) Spacecraft coordinate system
2) All antennas
3) All booms and latches
4) All experiment sensors
5) Guidance and control gas jets
6) Retropropulsion engine nozzle
7) Canopus sensor
8) Sun sensor
9) Earth sensor
The electrical alignments shall be made using complete
end-to-end testing. While the spacecraft is operated
over the complete mission profile, all attitude sensors
will be checked for appropriate sensitivity during each
phase of the mission profile. Alignment indicators
will be installed on all alignment interfaces. The
gyros will be torqued to a given angle and the space-
craft then moved to null. The movement of the space-
craft to the null position will be optically checked.
The sun andCanopus sensors will be checked by
moving calibrated stimuli to known optical angles and
checking system response.
Perform Spacecraft Weight and Center of Gravity Tests
a)
b)
Disconnect all test equipment
Attach weight and center of gravity sling and
hydraset to crane hook and connect sling to
spacecraft
c) Remove all protective covers
d) Hoist spacecraft
e) Weigh the spacecraft with load cells in three places
f) Using this weight data compute the center of
gravity in two of the spacecraft axes
g) Tilt the spacecraft and reweigh
h) Use this new data to compute the center of gravity
along the third spacecraft axis
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE ]
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT ]
(SEE APPENDIX _I:_ _I--I_I¢oI
AFORL  Hqq
5010, 5011, 5012, 5040, J ]
5007, 50o8, 6103, 5003, x I I:
5014, 5015, 5805, 6540, I I
6541, 3000
5007, 5008, 6103, 5016, X
5805, 5003, 5006, 3000,
5002, 6540, 6541
i
I J '
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i) Traverse crane and install spacecraft on vertical
assembly and checkout stand
j) Position work stands around assembly and check-
out stand and remove sling
k) Replace all protective covers
139a Perform Separation and Release Test
a) Connect test cables to spacecraft
b) Connect pneumatic console to spacecraft
c) Connect appendage deployment equipment to
spacecraft
d) Each spacecraft appendage will be released in a
simulated zero g field using live ordnance,
observing that each appendage freely releases
with no mechanical restriction or cable chafing due
to electrical cables, mechanical failure, or
misalignment.
e) Restore all appendages to flight configuration
139 Install Ordnance Simulators
a) Draw ordnance simulators from stores
b) Test simulators with ordnance checkout kit
c) Install ordnance simulators
140 Install Flight Capsule
a) Position capsule transporter next to vertical
assembly and checkout stand with prime mover
b) Attach capsule transporter cover sling and
hydraset to crane hook, connect sling to cover
c) Hoist cover, set aside
d) Attach sling to capsule, hoist and mate to
spacecraft, remove sling
140_ Install Test Capsules
a) Position capsule transporter next to vertical
assembly and checkout stand with prime mover
b) Attach capsule transporter cover sling and hydraset
to crane hook, connect sling to cover
c) Hoist cover, set aside
d) Attach sling to capsule, hoist and mate to
spacecraft, remove sling
Note: Test capsules will be used.
141 Perform Spacecraft-Capsule Compatibility Test
a) Connect EOSE checkout console cables
to spacecraft
b) Check all signal line voltages and currents.
Noise and transients levels must be within
specified levels.
c) Check that spacecraft radio subsystem does not
interfe re with the capsule and that the capsule
does not interfere with the spacecraft
d) Check the spacecraft-capsule operational
communications
e) Check all telemetry channel calibrations and
outputs
FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE J
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPAC_
(SEE APPENDIX : i_
AFORLIST) I_
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103, ( )
6502, 5805, 5020, 5705,
,3000, 6540, 6541
5003, 5007, 5008, 6103, _ ] K
5805, 6201, 6540, 6541
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007,
6103, 5008, 5011, 5012,
5805, 5040, 5026, 6540,
6541
5010, 5001, 5003, 5006,
5007, 6103, 5008, 5011,
5012, 5805, 5040, 5026,
654O, 6541
500 3, 5007, 5008, 6103,
5805, 3000, 6540, 6541,
35Z
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142 Perform IST and Critique Explosive
safe area
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to its
fullest extent to determine satisfactory system opera-
tions. The test will be performed in as close to a
flight configuration as possible with only those hard-
lines connected which are required to aid telemetry in
fault isolation to the provisional spares level or to
allow testing of redundant elements. The test will
include the following operations:
a) Connect pneumatic, propulsion fill and drain, and
STC OSE to spacecraft
b) Remove all protective devices
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments
e) Perform an operation check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Perform check of all ordnance circuits
h) Vary the up and down RF link levels
i) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges
j) Perform a simulated countdown including umbilical
separation
k) Install all protective devices
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off
the IST data.
Perform Science Quiet Test
a) This test will verify proper operation of science
instruments. It will be accomplished with and
without stimuluation to instruments. The test will
be a modified system test.
b} The modified system test will check all spacecraft
operating modes with spacecraft equipmcnt operat-
ing as appropriate. The interface between space-
craft and capsule experiments will be checked. All
science instruments will be monitored for
interference.
c) The testing is conducted so as to minimize inter-
ference from facility activities, vehicles,
personnel, etc.
Perform Spacecraft Capsule Vertical Alignment
a) Set up optical alignment instrument
b) Check alignment
Perform Final In-Hangar Button-Up Operations
a) Remove all test equipment from spacecraft
b) Perform final design engineering inspection
145
144
145
Explosive
safe area
CSEEAPPEND,×tiA FOR LIST)
5003, 5007,5008, 65o8, t
6511, 6512, 6515, 6516, I
6517, 6521, 6103, 6522, I
6523, 6524, 6527, 6525, I
6526, 6528, 6529, 6537, I
6538, 6540, 6541, 6004, l
6001, 3000
5003, 5007, 5008,
6511, 6512, 6515,
6517, 6521, 6103,
6523, 6524, 6527,
6526, 6528, 6529,
6538, 6540, 6541,
6001, 3000
5003, 5007, 5008,
5014, 5015, 5805,
6541, 5010
5003, 5007, 5008
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
1 I
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
X X
X
i
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FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
Mate Spacecraft to Plight Shroud
a) Draw shroud sections and diaphrams and
transporters from stores, move into ESA air-
lock, remove prime mover.
b) Clean all exterior surfaces
c) Connect shroud and install lower diaphram.
d) Attach spacecraft shroud to sterilization pressure
dome.
e) Attach spacecraft lift sling and hydraset to crane
hook and connect sling to spacecraft.
f) Hoist spacecraft and mate to shroud.
g) Assemble upper shroud diaphram.
h) Assemble work stands around unit.
Perform Shroud Cooling System Test
a) Connect Saturn instrumentation unit cooling
system shroud sections.
b) Test will verify ability of the booster cooling
system to maintain the spacecraft environment in
the shroud within specified limits.
Perform Modified IST and Compatibility Tests
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to the
fullest extent possible with the spacecraft in a flight
configuration and enclosed with the shroud. Umbilical
cabling will be connected to aid telemetry in fault
isolation to the provisional spares level or to allow
testing of redundant elements. The test will include
the following operations:
a) Connect STC OSE to planetary vehicle.
b) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
c) Perform an operational check of all science instru-
ments.
d) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
c apsul_ interfaces.
e) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
f) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
g) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
h) Perform a simulated countdown including unbilical
separation.
All data from this test will be recorded on magnetic
tape. This data will be processed and stored; it will
become part of the spacecraft test record.
The critique will he a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer will sign off
the IST data.
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5001, 5003, 5006, 5007,
5008, 5029, 5028, 5031,
5030, 5024, 5025, 5002
5007, 5008, 5025
5007, 5008, 6515, 6516
6517, 6520, 6521, 6522,
6523, 6524, 6525, 6526,
6527, 6528, 6529, 6537,
6538, 6540, 6541, 6004,
6001, 5025, 3000
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NO. REQUIRED _,
14_
149 Explosive
safe area
150
151
152
153
Perform Mock Countdown
This test will be run with two spacecraft and will
simulate the actual countdown operation. Control and
monitoring of the spacecraft will be through the
umbilical and the RF link only. The spacecraft will
be checked out serially. However, while one space-
craft is being tested the other will he in launch
configuration with the STC monitoring its status.
Prcpare Flight Shroud/Planetary Vehicle for
Movement Outside of ESA
a) Position flight shroud/planetary vehicle
transporter and cover in ESA airlock with prime
mover; remove prime mover.
b) Clean chamber and transporter.
c) Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle lift sling and
hydraset to crane hook and connect sling to flight
shroud.
d) Install flight shroud/planetary vehicle on
transporter, remove sling.
e) Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle transporter
cover sling to hydraset and connect to flight
shroud/planetary vehicle cover.
f) Hoist flight shroud/planetary vehicle cover and
attach to transporter.
g) Connect road tractor to transporter.
Move to VAB
a) Form convoy and proceed to Vertical Assembly
Building.
Mate Flight Shroud/Planetary Vehicles to Launch
Vehicle
a) Position transporter under crane.
b) Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle cover sling
and hydraset to crane hook and connect sling to
flight shroud/planetary vehicle cover.
c) Hoist flight shroud/planetary vehicle cover and set
aside, remove sling.
dl Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle lift sling to
hydraset _nd connect sling to flight shroud/
planetary vehicle.
e) Hoist Ist flight shroud/planetary vehicle and mate
to booster.
f) Hoist 2nd flight shroud/planetary vehicle and mate
to booster.
g) Hoist nose fairing and mate to booster.
Note: The EM and PIM will use the launch vehicle
facility verification missile for all VAB
operations.
Perform Flight Shroud-Launch Vehicle Alignments
Spacecraft-launch vehicle alignment will be performed
to insure that the launched vehicle coordinate axis
corresponds to the spacecraft axis within the required
accuracy.
Explosive
safe area
Vertical
Assembly
Building
Vertical
Assembly
Building
(SEEAPPEND,×
A FOR LIST)
i
5007, 5008, 6515, 6516, X
6517, 6520, 6521, 6522,
6523, 6524, 6525, 6526,
6527, 6528, 6529, 6537,
6538, 6540, 6541, 6004
6001, 5025, 3000
5027, 5028, 5029, 5030 X
5048. 5007, 5008, 5006
5048, 5027, 5029, 5030,
5009, 5008, 5027, 5029,
5030, 5048
5024,5026,50095015'5007, 5008 J XjX
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FAC I L ITY
TASK DESCRIPTION REQUIRED
Perform Planetary Vehicle System Test Vertical
Assembly
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to Building
the fullest extent possible with the planetary vehicles
on top of the launch vehicle. Umbilical cabling will
be connected to aid telemetry in fault isolation to the
provisional spares level or to allow testing of
redundant elements. The test will include:
a) Connect STC OSE to planetary vehicle.
b) Perform operational check of sensor stimuli.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operation check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels the
spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
h) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
All data from this test is recorded on magnetic tape.
This data will be processed and stored; it will become
part of the spacecraft test record.
The spacecraft will be checked out serially. However,
while one spacecraft is being tested the other will be
in flight configuration with the STC monitoring its
status. Two STC's will be used, one for each
spacecraft.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer signs off the
data.
Perform RFI Tests Vertical
Assembly
A combined vehicle RF interference test is performed Building
to ascertain that none of the launch vehicle transmitters
or beacons interfere with or degrade the spacecraft
transmitters or receivers. Likewise, the test is also
performed to ascertain that the spacecraft transmitters
do not interfere with or degrade the launch vehicle
beacons, transmitters or receivers. The RFI
compatibility test is to be performed as follows:
a) Each launch vehicle beacon and transmitter is
turned on one at a time. The spacecraft will
ascertain that there is no interference with or
degradation of the receiver or transmitter
systems.
b) Each spacecraft transmitter is turned on one at a
time. The launch vehicle will ascertain that there
is no degradation of or interference with the
receiver or transmitter systems.
c) All spacecraft and launch vehicle transmitters are
turned on together and each vehicle will ascertain
that there are no mutual degradations or interfer-
ence with the various transmitting or receiving
systems.
d) All range functions will be exercises. The
spacecraft will verify there is no interference.
|
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE |
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS S_
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538, 3000,
4000
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538, 3000,
14000
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Perform Flight Readiness Demonstration Test
As far as the spacecraft is concerned, the FRD test
is identical to the countdown.
157 Perform Mock Countdown
158
159
160
161
162
163
Both planetary vehicles will participate in the mock
countdown activities. The countdown will approximate
the actual countdown. Prior to the conclusion of the
countdown each subsystem of each vehicle will have
been checked.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
Vertical
Assembly
Building
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528
6529, 6537, 6538, 3000,
4000
Vertical
Assembly
Building
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6_29, 6537, 6538, 3000,
4000
Perform Simulated Flight Test
a) An abbreviated simulated flight will be run to
verify spacecraft command and response
capability.
b) Spacecraft umbilical cable spinoff squib simulators
will be fired.
c) Spacecraft separation squib simulators will be
fired.
Prepare Flight Shroud/Planetary Vehicle for
Movement Outside VAB
a) Demate planetary vehicle from launch vehicle.
b) Place planetary vehicle on transporter.
Move to ESA
Form convoy and proceed to ESA
Flight Pressurize All Systems
a) Remove upper shroud diaphrams from shroud.
b) Pressurize all pneumatic systems.
Install Flight Ordnance
I) At the safe-arm "J" box check that no
voltage exists across any wire going to the
ordnance devices to frame ground using a
range approved voltmeter.
2) Arm fhe safe-arm "J" box and ascertain that
battery voltage exists where it should and
zero volts exists at the remaining pins of
each connector.
3) "Safe" the safe-arm "J" box and install all
ordnanc e.
4) At the safe-arm "J'_ box check that zero ohms
exists across each ordnance bridgewire lead
to frame ground using a range approved
milliohmmete r.
5) At the safe-arm "J" box determine that
continuity exists through each ordnance
bridgewire using an approved milli-ohmmeter.
Load Spacecraft Propellants
a) Connect propellant fill and drain console to
spacecraft.
Vertical
Assembly
Building
Vertical
Assembly
Building
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538, 3000,
4000
5027, 5028, 5029, 5030,
5048, 5007, 5008, 5006
5027, 5029, 5048, 5030
5027, 5029, 5048, 5030
5007 (2) 5008 (2), 5009,
3000 (2), 4000 (2),
5025 (2)
5025 (2), 5007, 5008.
6201, 6202, 6203, 6502,
3000 (2), 4000 (2)
5007, 5008, 5025 (2),
6508, 6511, 6512, 6515,
6517, 6518, 6520, 6521
APPLICABLE
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b) Load propellants.
Note: EM and PIM will be loaded with inert
propellants.
164 Perform Leak Tests
The guidance and control, pyrotechnic and the liquid
engine system will be leak tested. The purpose of this
test is to ascertain that the pneumatic leak rates are
within specification and that no damage has been
experienced due to handling of the spacecraft.
165 Perform Integrated System Test and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent possible with the spacecraft in a
flight configuration and enclosed within the shroud.
Umbilical cabling will be connected to aid telemetry
in fault isolation to the provisional spares level or
to allow testing of redundant elements. The test will
include the following operations:
a) Connect STC OSE to planetary vehicle.
b) Perform operational check of sensor stimuli.
c) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels
the spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Vary the up and down RF link levels.
h) Vary all test stimuli over the expected flight
ranges.
i) Perform a simulated countdown including umbilical
separation.
All data from this test is recorded on magnetic tape.
This data will be processed and stored, it will become
part of the spacecraft test record.
The spacecraft will be checked out serially. However,
while one spacecraft is being tested the other will
be in launch configuration with the STC monitoring
its status. Two STC's will be used, one for each
spacecraft.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer signs off the
IST data.
166 Perform Planetary Vehicle Sterilization
a) Disconnect all test cables.
b) Connect sterilization unit to spacecraft-shroud
modules.
c) The planetary vehicle will undergo surface
sterilization which will be performed by soaking
the planetary vehicle in an environment of
ethyline oxide using the shroud as a sterilization
co_tainer. At this point, the shroud will be sealed.
FACILITY
REQUIRED
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
Explosive
safe area
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BY APPLICABLE
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
(SEE APPENDIX _ --
A FOR LIST) _ -- _ _ _u_u_"2'!
_5705, 5025(2), 5008. _ X X X
5007, 3000(Z), 4000(2)
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538,
3000(Z), 4000(2)
_X XX
5007, 5008, 5034,
5025(2)
xx :_x
q
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168
169
170
171
TASK DESCRIPTION
Prepare Planetary Vehicle for Movement Outside of
ESA
a}
b)
c)
Disconnect sterilization unit from shroud.
Evacuate the shroud.
Purge the shroud with dry, sterile nitrogen for
8 hours.
d) Position flight shroud/planetary vehicle transporter
and cover in ESA airlock with prime mover,
remove prime mover.
e) Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle lift sling
and hydraset to crane hook and connect sling to
flight shroud.
f) Install flight shroud/planetary vehicle on
transporter, remove sling.
g) Attach flight shroud/planetary vehicle transporter
cover sling to hydraset and connect to flight
shroud/planetary vehicle cover.
h) Hoist flight shroud/planetary vehicle cover and
attach to transporter.
i) Connect load tractor to transporter.
Move Planetary Vehicle to Pad
Form convoy and proceed to launch complex.
Mate Planetary Vehicle to Launch Vehicle
a) Position transporter on pad under gantry crane.
b) Attach transporter cover sling and hydraset to
gantry crane hook and connect sling to cover.
c) Hoist cover clear and set aside, remove sling.
d) Attach shroud section lift slihgto hydraset and
connect sling to shroud section.
e) Hoist 1st shroud section and mate to booster.
f) Hoist Znd shroud section and mate to booster.
g) Hoist nose fairing section and mate to booster.
Note: The EM and PIM will use the launch vehicle
facility verification missile for all PAD
operations.
Perform Flight Shroud-Launch Vehicle Alignment
a) Set up optical alignment instrument.
b) Align shroud axes to launch vehicle axes.
Perform Planetary Vehicle System Test and Critique
This test is designed to test the entire spacecraft to
the fullest extent possible with the spacecraft on top
of the booster. Umbilical cabling will be connected
to aid telemetry in fault isolation to the provisional
spares level or to allow testing of redundant elements.
The test will include the following operations:
FAC ILITY
REQUIRED
Explosive
safe area
PAD
PAD
PAD
REQUIRED OS£ LISTED BY
EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
5009, 5007, 5008,
5027-5030, 5048
5027, 5029, 5030, 5048
5009, 5008, 5027, 5029,
5030, 5048
5024, 5015, 5007, 5008,
5026, 5009
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538,
3ooo(2), 4000(2)
a) Connect STC OSE to planetary vehicle.
b) Perform an operational check of sensor stimuli.
e) Perform an operational check of all subsystems.
d) Perform an operational check of all science
instruments.
e) Perform an operational check of all spacecraft/
capsule interfaces.
APPLICABLE
SPACECRAFT
I-
I
X_X
x xl
x xl
| ;
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TASK DESCRIPTION
f) Perform a mission sequence of events correlated
with expected configurations and power levels
the spacecraft will see in flight.
g) Vary the up and down KF link levels.
h) Vary all test stimuli over expected flight ranges.
i) Perform a simulated countdown including
umbilical separation.
All data from this test is recorded on magnetic tape.
Thisdata will be processed and stored, it will become
part of the spacecraft test record.
The spacecrafts will be checked out serially. However
while one spacecraft is being tested the other will be in
launch configuration with the STC monitoring its status.
Two STG's will be used, one for each spacecraft.
The critique will be a meeting of all cognizant
personnel to discuss the results of this test. During
this meeting, each subsystem engineer signs off the
data.
Perform RPI Tests
A combined vehicle RF interference test is performed
to ascertain that none of the launch vehicle transmitters
or beacons interfere with or degrade the spacecraft
transmitters or receivers. Likewise, the test is also
performed to ascertain that the spacecraft transmitters
do not interfere with or degrade the launch vehicle
beacons, transmitters or receivers. The RFI
compatibility test is to be performed as follows:
a) Each launch vehicle beacon and transmitter is
turned on one at a time. The spacecraft will
ascertain that there is no interference with, or
degradation of the receiver or transmitter
systems.
b) Each range }.eacon and transmitter is turned on
one at a time and both the launch vehicle and
the spacecraft will ascertain that there is no
degradation of or interference with the receiver
or transmitter systems.
e) Each spacecraft transmitter is turned on one
at a time and the launch vehicle will ascertain
that there is no degradation of or interference
with the receiver or transmitter systems.
d) All spacecraft, booster, and launch vehicle
transmitters are turned on together and each
vehicle will ascertain that there are no mutual
degradations or of interference with the various
transmitting of receiving systems.
Perform J-Fact Test
The purpose of the J-FACT test is to checkout the post
injection portions of the mission profile.
a) The installation of the nose fairing separation
squib simulators are included in the J-FACT test
preparations.
b) The following spacecraft related post launch
functions will be monitored and checked.
1) Nose fairing separation
FACILITY
REQUIRED
PAD
PAD
REQUIRED OSE LISTED BYI APPLICABLE J
EOSEANDAHSE NUMBERSI SPACECRAFT |
(SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
i
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
651Z, 6515, 6517, 6520,
16521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 65Z6, 6527, 6528.
65z9,653v,6538,
3ooo(z), 4ooo(z)
5008, 5009, 6508, 651], i [
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 652Z, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 65Z7, 65Z8,
6529, 6537, 6538,
3000(21, 4000(Z)
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TASK DESCRIPTION FACILITY EOSE AND AHSE NUMBERS SPACECRAFT
REQUIRED (SEE APPENDIX
A FOR LIST)
)PER
_!0.
174
175
176
177
178
179
2) Launch vehicle umbilical separation
3) Spacecraft separation from the launch
vehicle
c) As the spacecraft itself does not control any of the
above functions, the J-FACT test, as far as the
spacecraft is concerned, will serve as a practice
c ountdown.
Perform Flight Readiness Demonstration Test
As far as the spacecraft is concerned, the FRD test
is identical to the countdown.
Perform Mock Countdown
The mock countdown will approximate the terminal
countdown. The entire terminal countdown procedure
will be conducted with the exception of lift-off.
Perform Pre- Countdown
Perform Terminal Countdown
a) During terminal countdown, the launch vehicle is
fueled and the gantry removed.
b) This is a launch vehicle task.
Lift Off
Remove Planetary Vehicles from Launch Vehicle
a) Position shroud transporter beneath Gantry Crane
Hook on launch pad
b) Connect transporter cover sling and hydraset to
crane hook and connect sling to cover
c) Hoist cover and set aside, remove sling
d) Attach shroud lift sling to hydraset and connect
sling to shroud section.
e) De-mate nose-fairing and place in transporter
f) De-mate Ist shroud suction and place in trans-
porter.
g) De-mate 2rid shroud section and place in trans-
porter.
h) Attach transporter cover lift sling to hydraset and
connect sling to cover
i) Hoist cover, install on transporter, remove
sling
j) Connect prime mover to transporter and proceed
to ESA.
Move Planetary Vehicles to ESA
Form convoy and proceed to ESA
PAD
PAD
PAD
PAD
PAD
50o8, 50o9, 6508, 65ii,
6512, 6515, 6517, 652o,
6521, 6522,6523, 6524,
6525. 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538,
3000(2), 4000(2)
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 6524,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6_37, 6538,
3000(2), 4000(2)
5008, 5009, 6508, 6511,
6512, 6515, 6517, 6520,
6521, 6522, 6523, 65Z4,
6525, 6526, 6527, 6528,
6529, 6537, 6538,
3000(2), 4000(2)
5008, 5009, 5027, 5029,
5030, 5048
5027, 5029, 5048, 5030
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APPENDIX B
VOYAGER MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT PLAN
This alignment plan presents a method for the alignment of the
Voyager spacecraft and forms the basis for detailed equipment and facility
requirements and procedures.
The alignment technique is based upon using existing, commerially-
available equipment since such equipment is capable of accuracies an
order of magnitude greater than any Voyager requirement.
Most of the critical alignment requirements on the Voyager space-
craft are angular. The basic reference system which best meets such
requirements is a spherical coordinate system determined by the fine
sun sensor and the Canopus sensor, as shown in Figure B-I. Most items
CONE
ANG LE
Figure B-I. Basic Reference Coordinate System
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requiring alignment have one axis which must be aligned to the fine sun
sensor axis. with the cone an_le set to zero degrees plus or minus a
tolerance; and another (orthogonal) axis set to some clock angle, plus or
minus a tolerance, relative to the Canopus sensor axis. Therefore, the
fine sun sensor and the Canopus sensor are used as basic references for
all final alignments. Except for some special cases (e. g. , thrust axis
offsets and mass properties determinations), radial and axial locations
are not measured.
It is necessary for practical reasons to establish a reference on
the spacecraft structure which is basic to all alignments. This reference
is a plane described by three of the four hard points at the spacecraft
separation plane. This plane is aligned to local gravity by a system of
10 arc-sec sight levels as a preliminary step to the installation of the
sensors which define the basic reference system.
i. SUN SENSOR REFERENCE
The sun sensor axis, by definition, defines the zero reference for
cone angle. A collimating mirror (AHSE No. 5014) is installed on the
sun sensor assembly and aligned on the bench perpendicular to the sun
sensor line of sight. This mirror then provides a reference surface for
final alignments. The alignment of the sun sensor on the spacecraft is
accomplished by leveling the structure to reference marks on the hard
mounting points. The mirror on the sun sensor is then viewed with an
auto-collimating plumb alignment assembly (AHSE No. S0!5) and the sun
sensor assembly is adjusted until it is plumb within 10 arc-sec (0. 003
degree). After the sun sensor has been aligned to local gravity, all
alignments to the sun sensor axis can be made with standard leveling
instruments, such as machinist's levels, sight levels, and theodolites.
Accuracies of 10 arc-sec are common with such instruments. The plumb
alignment assembly is left in place during alignment operations and is
periodically checked to assure that the sun sensor is still vertical. This
check consists of turning on the collimator lamp and seeing that the re-
turned reticle image is still superimposed on the instrument reticle image.
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2. CANOPUS SENSOR REFERENCE
The Canopus sensor axis defines the zero reference for clock
angle. A collimating mirror (AHSE No. 5014) is installed on the sensor
assembly and aligned on the bench to the sensor line of sight. After in-
stallation of the sensor assembly on the spacecraft, the mirror is viewed
with an auto-collimating theodolite (AHSE No. 5015). The horizontal
axis of the mirror defines the zero reference clock angle, the azimuth
zero setting of the theodolite, and the zero setting of the vertical assembly
and alignment stand (AHSE No. 5003). The clock angles of other items to
be aligned are measured by rotating the alignment stand and the theodo-
lite as necessary and reading the angles indicated. Standard theodolites,
such as are used in second-order surveys, will provide angular measure-
ment accuracies of better than 10 arc-sec.
3. AXIAL AND RADIAL LINEAR MEASUREMENTS
For the determination of mass properties, thrust-axis offsets,
et al, axial and radial linear measurements are necessary. With the
basic vehicle reference established (i. e., the sun sensor line of sight
normal to local horizontal), these measurements are made with standard
industrial optical equipment such as jig transits or theodolites and optical
tooling scales in combination with special fixtures and alignment targets
(AHSE No. 5014).
4. FLIGHT CAPSULE
The flight capsule must be aligned to the geometric axis of the
flight spacecraft in order to hold the overall c.g. offset within the allow-
able envelope. This alignment is accomplished by the traditional method
of sighting on capsule reference targets with two jig transits arranged to
sweep orthogonal planes which intersect along the vehicle longitudinal
axis. These transits are set up using the sun sensor-Canopus sensor
system as a basic reference.
5. END-TO-END CHECKS
All components of the spacecraft are automatically checked end-to-
end to the basic reference when the techniques described above are used.
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APPENDIX C
MAGNETIC PROPERTIEg CONTROL PLAN
1. INTRODUCTION
This section discusses the tasks that will be accomplished to ensure
that the spacecraft magnetic characteristics satisfy the mission require-
ments. These tasks form the basis for the Magnetic Control Plan which
will be submitted as part of the Implementation Plan for Part Z of the
Phase IB proposal.
The four main elements involved in maintaining control of the
magnetic properties of the Voyager spacecraft are:
a. Analysis of the configuration and magnetic requirements
resulting in derived allocations.
b. The evaluation of materials, parts, and processes for
magnetic properties as well as other important properties to establish
the list of Voyager approved materials, parts and processes.
c. The development of the equipment for the spacecraft
within the established constraints and the evaluation of the resulting
fields, using the engineering model hardware.
d. The validation of the adequacy of the design for magnetic levels
by performing the following tests:
• Measuring magnetic fields in both operating and non-
operating modes at the assembly level
• Field mapping of selected assemblies in the operating
and nonoperating modes at the assembly level
• Measuring the residual magnetism and net coercive force
at the assembly level
• Measuring and mapping the magnetic fields in nonoperating
and operating modes at the spacecraft level
• Measuring the residual magnetism and net coercive force
at the spacecraft level
Figure C-l shows the information flow and critical steps in the
process.
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Spacecraft Engineering Operations is responsible for evaluating
the costs, reliabilities, and schedule risks to establish favorable trade-
offs between an adequate deployment device for the magnetometer and
controlling the magnetic properties of the spacecraft. Long booms in-
volve excessive weight, present difficult alignment problems, and, to
some extent, affect reliability. On the other hand, a preliminary analysis
has indicated that controlling the magnetic properties of the spacecraft
equipment sufficiently well to permit mounting the magnetometer directly
on the spacecraft would be very expensive, and would involve high de-
velopment and schedule risks. It presently appears that a boom length
between l0 and 20 feet will be adequate to permit the use of a reasonably
inexpensive magnetic control program.
Once this decision has been made, Spacecraft Engineering Opera-
tions is responsible for establishing the allocations for spacecraft equip-
ment with respect to magnetic properties. A magnetic property board
will report to the manager of Spacecraft Engineering Operations and will
be responsible for establishing the allocations, for evaluating requests
for deviation from allocations, and for the approval of magnetic properties
which are called out in equipment specifications.
The Electrical and Mechanical Operations groups are responsible
for developing the spacecraft equipment within the constraints established
by magnetic allocations. They will be assisted by the product engineering
laboratory in carrying out investigations of materials, parts and processes,
including magnetic requirement evaluations. They are also responsible
for establishing the design requirements for materials, parts and pro-
cesses and evaluating development risk, schedule risk and cost risk to
determine the need for testing new materials, parts and processes.
Product Integrity Operations is responsible for establishing the
scope of any sample tests involved, for evaluating process control pro-
cedures and evaluating test procedures. Product Integrity Operations
is also responsible to see that proper tests are conducted and proper
data records maintained for magnetic property traceability.
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The Electrical and Mechanical Operations groups are responsible
for fabricating spacecraft equipment in accordance with approved speci-
fications and drawings. The engineering model equipment will be fabri-
cated to evaluate the efficacy of the design, including the control of mag-
netic properties. Measurements will be made to confirm the predicted
field levels for items of equipment and for the spacecraft. Magnetic
testing will be carried out on the material, parts and processes involved
in the basic manufacturing process, on the equipment items (black boxes)
and on the spacecraft. Specifications and drawings will be revised to
incorporate design features reflecting the experience obtained in working
with the engineering model spacecraft.
The PTM spacecraft will be fabricated in accordance with the
revised documents. Magnetic testing will be carried out at the same
three levels of the fabrication process to validate the adequacy of the
control plan to produce desired results.
All these tests will be carried out on i00 per cent of the parts for
engineering models and PTM assemblies. It may subsequently prove
practical to employ sampling tests.
ESTABLISHING MAGNETIC ALLOCATIONS
Guide line s
Previous experience with OGO, Pioneer, and other spacecraft indi-
cates that the specified magnetic field of 1¥ at the magnetometer is diffi-
cult to achieve without deploying the magnetometer, but relatively straight-
forward to achieve with aboom l0 to 20 feet long. It appears practical
to establish a maximum magnetic moment of approximately 500¥ referred
to I foot for each item of equipment, and to require that all structural
items be nonmagnetic as far as possible. Such magnetic field levels are
consistent with results achieved on OGO. Application of these levels on
the basis of permitting the magnetic moment to be random when below
this level and requiring the vector moment to be made part of the speci-
fication when the moment is above the allocated level will permit the
prediction of total spacecraft field with the required accuracy.
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2. 2 Current Effects
The use of a boom approximately 15 feet long places the magneto-
r_.eter between 15 and 35 feet from current loops. It appears that over
this range of distance, there will be little or no effect from such loops.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the current loop restrictions imposed
by the low frequency EMI specification will be more severe than the
specified DC field at the magnetometer.
2. 3 Magnetic Materials
It may prove necessary to use some magnetic materials in the
spacecraft. Their use will be avoided if at all possible, butcertain
functions may require their use. The presence of magnetic materials
must be controlled with respect to two properties. First the specified
minimum fields, both magnetized and demagnetized must be met.
Second, the net coercive force must be controlled sufficiently well to
permit using the anhysteretic assumptions involved in matrix transfor-
mation from the induction field to the field in the magnetometer. This
latter effect is not critical for Voyager in the measurement of low magni-
tude fields. However, it is very important to the adequate testing of the
equipment and the spacecraft in the earth's field, requiring extreme
care with respect to the magnetic history of the items under tests.
3. DEVELOPMENT CYCLE
3. 1 Voyager Approved Material, Parts and Processes
At the beginning of the development cycle it is expected that infor-
mation from JPL test experience and from TRW experience on previous
programs involving magnetic constraints will permit establishing a
reasonably comprehensive list of magnetically clean materials, parts
and processes.
3. Z Nonstandard Materials, Parts and Processes
As the development proceeds, designers will undoubtedly request
permission from the magnetic properties board to use alternative parts.
Each request will be processed to solve the problem with acceptable
solutions being in the following order of priority:
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Find a standard alternative
Standardize the nonstandard materials, parts and processes
with the specified constraints (in cooperation with the vendor)
Accept the nonstandard materials, parts and processes with
the deviations.
3.3 Magnetic Property Board
The magnetic property board will control the approval of materials,
parts and processes. They will take the initiative at the first design re-
view to see to it that all materials, parts and processes are properly
identified and action is taken to establish control. They will also be
available to act on requests of the development engineer at any time.
3.4 Breadboard Tests
Magnetic tests of the breadboard equipment will only be indicative
of the order of magnitude of the magnetic moment. It is not anticipated
that full magnetic control will be effective at the time of fabrication of
the breadboard. Consequently, quantitative predictions of overall space-
craft field levels cannot be made from breadboard test data.
4. SPECIFICATIONS
4. 1 Materials, Parts and Processes Specifications
All specifications and drawings for materials, parts and processes
will include a magnetic constraints specification (material or material
plus processing callouts on fabricated parts is adequate for a magnetic
constraint). It will not be acceptable to depend on the vendor to continue
to produce acceptable parts based only on test of available catalog parts.
4.2 Ecluipment Specification
Each equipment specification will contain a specified magnetic
level. It is expected that the equipment will fall within the allocated
magnetic field. The specification will use the allocated field as a maxi-
mum value. If it is expected that the item of equipment will have a field
exceeding the allocation, the specification will include the magnetic vector
dipole moment.
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4.3 Test Specifications/Procedures
Magnetic tests will be included for each item of equipment. To the
greatest extent possible, uniform test specifications and procedures will
be followed for materials, for parts and processes, for equipment, and
for the spacecraft. For any item having significant coercive effects,
special tests and procedures will be prepared.
5. DESIGN EVALUATION
5. I Materials, Parts and Processes Inspection
All parts, samples, or materials and all processes will be 100
percent inspected for magnetic constraints conformance. Magnetic tests
will be included as one of the parameters measured before and after
burn-in. For parts which are serialized for screening, magnetic trace-
ability will be maintained to part serial numbers. For any parts which
are not serialized for screening, magnetic traceability will be maintained
to designated batches.
5.2 Intermediate Assembly Level Testing
It is not anticipated that magnetic testing of intermediate assembly
level will be required. However, if the assembly process is such that
it would be extremely expensive, or involve high schedule risk, to remove
an item of equipment from the spacecraft, it may be necessary to test the
magnetic moment at some intermediate level.
5.3 Assembly Level Testing
On the engineering models, field mapping of equipment may be
carried out on selected items of equipment to verify analytical predictions
of magnetic properties. Such tests may be carried out even though the
equipment meets the magnetic allocations. As mentioned before, equip-
ment not meeting magnetic allocations always requires field mapping for
magnetic test. Subsequent to engineering model test, it is anticipated
that field mapping will not be used in equipment meeting its magnetic
allocations. Field measurements will be performed in operating and
nonoperating modes on all assemblies. The coercive force of each
assembly will be measured. Coercive force measurements at the
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assembly level will not be performed after the engineering model
assembly testing phase.
5.4 Subsystem Level Testing
Subsystem level magnetic testing is not planned at this time because
it is felt that the engineering information obtained could not justify the
cost of the operation.
5.5 Spacecraft Level Testing
All spacecraft models except the propulsion integration model
spacecraft will be tested. The near magnetic field will be mapped in
detail to permit accurate predictions of the field at the magnetometer.
Three or four magnetometers, mounted at various distances, will be
used. The spacecraft will be rotated to map the fields. The testing
will be done at a magnetically quiet location. In addition to this the
spacecraft coercive force will also be measured for each spacecraft.
The stability of the field with changes in operating modes will be
evaluated using a sensitive magnetometer in a coil system to read small
changes in level.
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APPENDIX D
VOYAGER CONTAMINATION CONTROL PLAN
i. INTRODUCTION
This plan describes the contamination control program to be
applied to the Voyager spacecraft project. The program is based on an
analysis of the effect on mission success of both biological and nonbiologi-
cal contaminants. The program consists basically of reducing the number
of extraneous particles by mechanical means and destroying microorgan-
isms by chemical or heat sterilization.
This program is to be conducted in close liaison with JPL to
assure coordination of contamination control plans, restraints, and tech-
niques of implementation optimal to mission requirements. The details
of implementation of the contamination control requirements for hardware
elements of the Voyager spacecraft will be developed during Phase !B.
Voyager spacecraft reliability is a major consideration in the
assessment of cleanliness controls and techniques to be applied.
The biological contamination control plan satisfies the mission
requirement that the probability of contaminating Mars be 10 -4, by pre-
cluding the chance of contaminating the Voyager landing capsule through
emissions of viable particles from the flight spacecraft. The plan estab-
lishes control of the biological load buildup during manufacture of the
spacecraft, and specifies necessary sterilization procedures for space-
craft subsystems and the completed spacecraft assembly.
The nonbiological contamination control plan has as its objective
the manufacture of a clean spacecraft with the elimination of all contami-
nants which could detrimentally affect the performance of the vehicle.
The program is oriented more to contamination prevention than after-the-
fact curative measures. The basic methods of the plan are environmental
control during fabrication and assembly by the use of clean rooms, in-
stitution of effective cleaning procedures at various stages of manufacture,
and contamination controlled storage and transportation.
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2. BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL
The trajectory of the Voyager flight spacecraft will be chosen
such that the probability of the spacecraft entering the Martian atmosphere
satisfies the Mars quarantine constraint. This is not necessarily true of
efflux from the spacecraft. Gases and particles emitted by the Voyager
flight spacecraft have the possibility of impinging on the lander during
flight (after the lander sterilization canister has been removed), or upon
entering the Martian atmosphere. These ejecta include midcourse pro-
pulsion exhaust, cold gas for attitude control, surface coating particles,
outgassing and sublimation products, and particles chipped from such areas
as insulation film layers and honeycomb structures by micrometeoroid or
other damage. An analysis of the probabilities of contaminating Mars
through these sources is presented in Phase IA, Task B Final Report,
Volume i.
To preclude the possibility of violation of the Mars quarantine
constraint by these sources, the following decontamination processes will
be employed.
• Use of self-sterilizing surface coatings
• Filtration and sterilization of gases
• Internal sterilization of subsystems which would produce
space c raft e fflux
• Thermal sterilization of sandwich or laminated surfaces
subject to micrometeoroid impact.
• Surface sterilization of the spacecraft with ethylene oxide
gas.
Controls that will be established to ensure effective decontami-
nation include the following:
• Minimizing surface contamination through clean room handling,
periodic cleaning, and storage and transportation in closed
cout aine r s.
• Training of personnel in executing the contamination
control plan.
• Monitoring of facilities and personnel to insure conformance
to requirements.
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• Use of proven sterilization processes, equipment, and
sterility certification methods.
Fabrication and assembly will be conducted in rooms meeting the
requirements of Class i00,000 or better (Federal Standard No. 209) and
additional limits establishing permissible concentration of viable particles
in the ventilation inlet air, in the room air, and in surface fallout. Micro-
bioassays will follow the procedures delineated in NASA "Requirements
for Bioclean Facilities". Number of people within the rooms will be
limited and all persons will be required to wear clean lintless coats, head
and shoe covering and lintless gloves. Air washes will be required of
personnel before they don clean overgarments.
Voyager subsystem designs will be critically examined during
Phase IB to uncover other items which may contribute contaminated efflux.
Design modifications or decontamination procedures to eliminate such
problems will be defined and incorporated in the contamination control
plan.
Surface sterilization of the completed flight spacecraft and the
lander capsule will be conducted in a biological shroud after completion
of systems tests and mating of the capsule and spacecraft. Handling
controls to prevent rupture of the capsule seal during mating operations
will be established.
Materials and components used in construction of the spacecraft
will be tested during Phase IB for compatibility with the sterilant gas to
ensure no degradation of spacecraft life as a result of the sterilization
cycle. Materials and components will be excepted from the testing when
sufficient data are already available through NASA and its contractors.
The fungus resistance of spacecraft materials will be established
as well. Materials will be tested for fungus resistance in accordance with
MIL-E-5272, except those materials for which data is already available.
Results will be incorporated in the Voyager approved materials list.
A program to indoctrinate and train personnel in the objectives
of the contamination control program, and the required skills and procedures
for its successful execution, will be implemented during Phase IB and II
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of the Voyager program. Management, engineering, and manufacturing
personnel will participate.
The following documents will be prepared during Phase IB.
• Contamination Monitoring Procedures
• Bacteriological Filter Specifications
• Cleaning Equipment and Fluids Specifications
• Decontamination Processes Specifications
• Ethylene Oxide Sterilization Process Specification
• Mobile Sterilization Unit Specification
• Contamination Control Indoctrination and Training Course
• Specifications for Self-sterilizing Formulations
• Detailed Contamination Control Procedures for Each
Vital Subsystem
3. NONBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION CONTROL
The previous section dealt with control of living organisms which
could contaminate the environs to which the Voyager spacecraft will be
introduced. This section deals with the control of inert particles which
could have deleterious effects on the performance of the spacecraft rather
than on the target environs. Since particles can contain living micro-
organisms, control of the number of dirt particles which may find their
way into the spacecraft also contributes to control of biological contami-
nants.
Discussed in this section are means for maintaining a clean
atmosphere during the assembly, fabrication and test of the spacecraft
and its subsystems by such methods as air filtration and personnel con-
trol. Most important is the reduction of particle introduction by training,
education, and dress of the personnel involved, since they are the major
source of dirt particles in a clean room activity.
Cleanliness requirements will be specified by the Voyager contam-
ination control plan and will be in conformance with JPL requirements.
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Specifications are prepared to control the cleaning or clean room practices
for the required components and assemblies. Detailed procedures and
materials to clean, package, and assemble designated components are
established and specified.
Cleaning equipment such as solvent and cleaning solution pump
units, flushing consoles, ultrasonic units, and drying equipment are
constructed of low particle-producing materials with filtration provided
between the equipment and the component being cleaned. The design of
cleaning equipment and their location are chosen to minimize their con-
tribution to room contamination. A cleaning solvent recovery system is
utilized wherever practical to conserve solvents.
Cleaning and testing fluids are prefiltered to the cleanliness level
defined by the contamination control requirements. Particle counts are
taken on the filtered fluids as a control measure. Nonvolatile residue tests
are performed when necessary. Cleaning and testing gases also are
prefiltered to meet contamination control requirements. Vendor ship-
ments of gas are checked for dew point and nonvolatile hydrocarbon con-
tent. All expendable materials such as identification inks, cleaning cloths,
and writing materials are selected by the contamination control activity
if they are to be used in environmentally controlled areas. Contamination
control provisions are made in process specifications for all flight space-
craft components. Special attention is provided those operations in which
there is production of chips, burrs, filings.
In interconnecting electronic parts and components by one or more
of the currently available joining methods, such as resistance welding,
soldering, and wire wrapping, serious reliability problems may be en-
countered if the joining surfaces are corroded. Corrosion of joints may
occur if the parts are stored over long periods, unprotected, in an uncon-
trolled environment. Corrosion may also occur if parts are excessively
handled by human hands.
Experience has shown that after precleaning, electronic hardware
for use in spacecraft can be safely assembled and stored in an environment
meeting the requirements of Federal Standard 209, Class 100,000 clean
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room or equivalent. The temperature, humidity, and dust count require-
ments of the 100,000 clean room are adequate to provide the kind of pro-
tection from contamination that ensures reliable hardware performance.
Before removal from these areas to contamination controlled storage or
subsequent assembly areas, the assemblies are packaged in protective con-
tainers, such as dust-free bags or other specially designed protective
dustfree boxes.
Precision mechanical and electromechanical devices requiring
tolerances as close as a few microns are cleaned and assembled in suitable
controlled environments to prevent the inclusions of micron size particles
that can cause galling and seizure of critical surfaces. Sealing of these
clean assemblies by dust-free containers is important in order that they
may be stored and handled under less stringent environmental conditions,
with high assurance that they will remain clean.
Hardware having stringent requirements for non-magnetic pro-
perties is fabricated, processed and assembled in specifically designated
areas, where magnetic materials are not processed.
The final assembly of the flight spacecraft subsystems is conducted
in a high reliability assembly and checkout area. Physical contamination
is minimized through personnel and environmental control.
Installation of the flight capsule on the flight spacecraft will be
conducted in the explosion-proof facility at Cape Kennedy, under clean
room conditions meeting the requirements of Federal Standard 209,
Class 100,000 facility. The flight spacecraft with the flight capsule will
be enclosed in the nose fairing under similar conditions.
Complete documentation is obtained through design drawings and
process specifications. Materials are controlled by government or
industry and TRW specifications. No deviations are allowed from the
specifications without written approval from engineering.
4. ADDITIONAL CONTROLS
All personnel who clean or assemble critical components are
trained and certified in this operation. Only those who have completed
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the training course and successfully passed the written tests are authori-
zed for clean room work. The training program integrates the biological
and nonbiologic al contamination control re quire ments.
Contamination control requirements compatible with the contami-
nation control plan are imposed on subcontractor furnished assemblies.
Subcontractors are required to submit their contamination control plan
for review and approval.
Subcontractor facilities are reviewed for conformance to contami-
nation control procedures and certified by (Duality Assurance.
The minimum identification on cleaned parts consists of the certi-
fication stamp of the employee who cleaned the part; the part number and
serial number; the data of cleaning and the specification to which the part
was cleaned.
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APPENDIX E
ELEC TROMAGNE TIC C OMPA TIBILI TY C ON TR OL PLAN
The success of the Voyager mission requires the development of an
electromagnetically compatible system. This task involves the analysis
and definition of the system EMC requirements, implementation of the
EMC control requirements, de_Jgn verification, and integrated system
testing. EMC criteria documents to be issued will consist of EMC re-
quirements and an EMC control plan which details the techniques for im-
plementing the design requirements on both the system and subsystem
level. Design support will be provided in the application of these criteria
to all levels of design through direct consultation and support of the design
reviews. Design verification testing will consist of breadboard tests,
engineering model evaluation, type approval testing and proof test model
verification. Portions of the integrated system test will be devoted to
determining the EMC of the system, with emphasis on potential problem
areas identified through previous EMC analysis.
The flow diagram, Figure E-I, shows the events necessary for the
successful development of a compatible system. Table E-I is a tabulation
of the tasks associated with each of the major events shown on the flow
diagram. A typical test requirements list on a subsystem level is given
in Table E-Z.
The system test requirements will be generated to demonstrate
system compatibility. The types of tests to be performed will include
measurements of spacecraft generated noise, evaluation of system
susceptibility thresholds, and a demonstration that an adequate compati-
bility margin exists in the design.
Figure E-Z is a tentative schedule of major EMC control events,
dependent upon the deliverable hardware-schedules. The key items in the
schedule are the electromagnetic compatibility requirements document,
and the subsystem design implementation criteria (control plan) document.
The requirements documents will be released three months after Phase IB;
the implementation criteria document will be released Z-1/Z months later.
Any additional schedule dates will be hardware-dependent.
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The implementation criteria document, item 4 of Figure E-i and
Table E- i, will be the system and subsystem design working document.
This document will contain detailed design criteria in the areas o5 elec-
trical bonding, grounding, shielding, cabling, power quality, electro-
magnetic inter]erence generation_ and susceptibility margins. Some pre-
liminary details concerning bonding, grounding, shielding, and cabling
are contained in Volumes i and Z under the electrical integration and
cabling subsystem sections.
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APPENDIX F
MATERIAL ACQUISITION
During Phase IB considerable effort will be expended in developing
sources, determining requirements, and establishing delivery schedules
for procurement of parts, materials, and subcontract items. Parts to be
procured for Phase IB breadboard testing and evaluation will be commer-
cial or military specification off-the-shelf items. Delivery of such items
requires 8 to 16 weeks after issuance of the purchase requisition. The
material acquisition flow is shown in Figure F-I. A more detailed dis-
cussion of material acquisition will be presented in the procurement plan
submitted in Part I of the Phase IB proposal.
Phase II material acquisition becomes considerably more complex
due to the Voyager specifications that must be imposed both on parts and
on suppliers. Capacitors procured to the military specification level
take 8 weeks, whereas a similar capacitor procured to a TRW high relia-
bility specification may take as long as 3Z weeks. Procurement of flight
approved gyroscopes requires approximately 40 weeks to deliver (first
units) after award of contract. However, for planning and scheduling
purposes, additional time for in-house administrative processing, JPL/
NASA approval, and material handling must be added to the manufacturer's
production time. Special effort, when required, can be applied to accel-
erate this effort.
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APPENDIX G
MATERIAL HANDLING AND PACKAGING PLAN OUTLINE
This plan outline describes the material handling and packaging
program to be applied to the Voyager spacecraft. The program will
consider every requirement for the protection of parts and assemblies
against damage and contamination. Voyager reliability and personnel
safety are the prime considerations in the assessment of handling and
packaging techniques. These techniques take into account the following:
• Storage requirements
o Protection against adverse environments (humidity, tempera-
tures, etc.)
• Shock and vibration (shipping)
• Inter- and intra-plant transporting
e Clean room requirements (handling during assembly under
contamination- free environments)
• Control of hazardous or dangerous materials, radioactive
material and the reduction of magnetic fields to tolerable
levels
In particular, the material handling and packaging program will:
l) Provide for the design of appropriate handling and shipping
equipment, and procedures for the use of such equipment.
2) Establish a training program that will provide positive
motivation for good workmanship, as well as specific training
to aid supervisory personnel and technical personnel in the
promotion of handling and packaging skills.
The program will schedule development of necessary procedures
and specifications in the early stages of the project, to be implemented
during Phase II by the material handling and packaging organization.
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